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NEW TECHNOLOGY IN THE AMERICAN
WORKPLACE

WEDNESDAY, JIVE 23, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR STANDARDS,

COMMIITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in roam
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George Miller (chair-
man of the subcornmittee) presiding.

Members present. Represptatives Miller, Johnston, and Ratch-
ford.

Staff present. Denriis Houlihan, research assistant, Vincent Tri-
velli, research assistant, Grace Lewis, staff assistant, and Bruce
Wood, minority assOciate labor. counsel. ,

Mr. MILI,ER. The Subcommittee on Labor Standards- of the full
Education and Labor Committee will come to order for the purpose
of conducting the first of a series of comprehensive hearings on the
impact of automation on employment and the workplace.

Since the last major inquiry in 1961, advances in computer and
microelectronic,technology have led society into the initial stages
of a second industrial revolution. It is for that reason that this sub-
committee has convened, for the purposes qf receiving testimony
from the various persons that will be involved in the revolution
ahd to try to provide Congress somekinsight as to the impacts on
different segments of our societ . . _

10.pening stement orCongressmanjvliller follows:j
-

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON OEORGE.MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN .CONGR.ESS FROM
ME STATE OF CALIFORNIA; AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMTITEE ON LABOR STANDARDS

This hearing is the first of a comprehensive series of hearings on the impact of
automation on employment and the workplace.

Since the last major inquiry 1n-1961, advances.in computer and micro-electronic
technology have led society nto the initial stages of a second industrial revolution.
A Committep of the National Academy of Sciences predicts its impact on society
"could be even greater than that of the original revolution."'

There is no way, nor any need, to resist this technological revolution. Buf our fail-
ure to prepare our workers and students for their role could be ruinous to our na-
tion's economy. Colin Norman, author of "Micro-Electronks at Work. Productivity
in the World Economy" has predicted that:

"Countries that move most rapigly in using technology will gain a competitive ad-
vantage in international markets.

We have no alternative but to encourage the development of new workplace tech-
nology in order to increase producthrity and enhance our competitiveness in inter-
national trade. At the same time, however, we must ensure that the burdens of 'ad-
justing to new technology do not fall inequitably. In our second industrial revolu-
tion, unlike the first, the rights and interests of workers must be protected.

(1)
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Today, neither the Congress nor the Administration has directed adequate atten-
tion toward the major policy questions related to new technology in the workplace
automation and robotry, education, job training, the effects of tax incentives, the
impact on women workers, occupational health concerns, income anclretirement
policies, and job security

We have already been warned of surne employment and workplace effects orauto-
mation and new technology A General Accounting Office study issued last month
reports that this new wave of automation causing the displacement of workers
from their jobs, changing the nature 4iff some jobs, and simultaneously creating new
occupations

A healthy, competitive economy will depend on the availability of properly
trained workers to fill the available jobs One of the key policy considerations must
be the education and training of students and workers for the jobs they will perform
An coming decades At a San Francisco field hearing on my bill H R 5820, the Elec-
tronic and Computer Technician V,ocational Education Incentives Grants Act, mem-
bers of this Committee heard from representatives of industnes which ate at the
forefront of developing these new technologies Educators, union representatives
and industry leaders all agreed that students require special educational training,
and that displaced workers wilt require substantial retraining in order to qualify for
jobs in emerging fields

The Subcommittee will invesugate changes in the nature of the workplace envi-
ronment resulting from advanced technology. Advances in robotics And manufivtur
ing technology have the potential to protect many factory workers frdm dangerous
and undesirable jobs New telecorkimunication and office automation systems offer
opportunities for greater flexibility in scheduling the hours and Iodation of work.

Information collected by this Subcommittee will aid ngress in consideration of
economic revitalization, education, tax and job training licies which will shilpe,
our nation's industrial and ecomonic future.

This first hearing offers us an overview of the technology ploymeni debate, the
role of the Federal Government in encouraging productivity growth through techno-
logical change, and the application of new technology in the office and the factory

Mr. MILLER. Our first witness Fill be Mr. Brian Usilaner, who is
the Associate Director for the National Productivity Group, and,he
will be accompanied by Mr.:Chick and Mr. Fritts.'

STATEMENT OF BRIAN USILANER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL PRODUCTIVITY GROUP, ACCOMPANIED BY ED FRITTS,
GROUP DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGE-
MENT DIVISION, AND MOREY CHICK, SENIOR EVALUATOR, AC-
COUNTING'AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION

.NMr. USILANER. I am Brian Usilaner and this is Ed Fritts; who
heads up our private,sector productivity work and Morey Chick is
a project manager. Mr. Chick took the lead in the staff study on
the impact of automation on the work force..

I would like to provide for the record my full staterrient and sum-
,

marize the major points.
The General AccountingOffice has had a continuing long,term

interest in tlw subject of productivity, and thk is why we feel
these hearings ar.e important We have done a diversity of studies
for .the COngress ranging from how the executive branch should
bkftter organize itself for productivity improvement in the private
sector to such areas as robotics and automated manufacturing.

In your letter of invitation and in meetings with.your staff, it is
clear that the subcommittee is cOncerned about the Federal role in
fostering automation as a wa3r: of irnproving national productivity
and the impact of automation on the work force. My statement,
hased on GAO's past and ongoing work in the area, addresses these
concerns.
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While the private sector.properly must assume primary responsi-
bility for developing and implementing automation technology, the
Federal Government has had and will continue to play some role
We believe the Federal Government should develop policies and
programs to encourage continued growth in automation and ad-
dress problems that automation may create.

In my statement today I will summarize, the importance of apto-
mation to productivity and the economy, the barriers to and stimu-
lators of the rapid adoption of automation, potential adverse effects
on the work force, current and potential Government roles, and the
need for an overall plan to guide Federal policies and programa.re-
lated to automation.

I don't need, to tell this committee the problems productivity is
causing in this country, the declining growth rates of the past sev-
eral years which have put a significant damper on our overall
economy.

A key factor in enhancing productivity in this country is automa-
tion. Our lag in implementing automation in comparison with
other industrial nations is in part reflected in our declining protuc-
tivity. Moreover, ti,,n.less automation is stimulated, the U.S. econo-
my stands to lose ground in two important markets. automated sys-
tems and equipment, totaling billions of dollars annually, and the
consumer goods markets, totaling hundreds of billions of dollars
annually.

Numerous barriers impede the rate of adoption of this automa-
tion technology, but stirnulators also exist which motivate both pro-
ducers and users of the technology. Thus, the question today is not
whether but, rather, how rapidly automation will expand.

The barriers to more rapid implementation of automated tech-
nologies in the United States can be categorized as technical, finan-
cial, and social.

Technical barriers are encountered in getting automated equip-
ment to function properly These can include a lack of technical ex-
pertise to design and implement automated technologies, problems
and costs in developing the software to make the systems work; an
absence of the necessary standardization, and a shortage of quali-
fied persons to operate and service automated equipment and sys-
tems.

People who can develop the software needed to make aatomation
work are scarce and much in demand. Also in demand are produc-
tion and 'manufacturing engineers who can de,sign a plant to ac-

, commodate automated equipment in the most productive mariner
possible. Shortages of the kind of expertise needed for systems
design work are likely to continue for several years, until universi-
ty curricula are established to offset the shortages.

Financial barriers' involve decisions to invest in new capital
equipment such as automated devices. Some of these barriers are:
the current,high interest rates, the tendency of business to focus on
short-run needs, other capital investment considerations such as
cash flow, cost recovery, antf the risk involved in investing in new,
untried equipment, and the uncertainty of the marketplace. .

'Finally, there are social barriers, which are just as important as
the other two, based on human resistance to change. For example,
a union may be apprehensive about the impact that automation

4
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can have.on its members and may resist it, for a time, by attempt-
ipg to protect its membership through restrictive- labor-manage-
ment contract clauses. Even managers- themselves are apprehen-
sive about using new equipment or handling other changes that
might follow.

Despite these barriers to automation, the national economic
problems now being facedsuch as rising labor costs, decreasing
competitiveness, and shrinking market shares in many in tries
stimulate both the development and use of automation tec nology.
Potential users are seeking ways to reduce costs and ncrease
market share and profits. Automation technology is se as a possi-
ble solution.

Simultaneously, the market potential for automation technology
is Motivating producers to create new and better products, systems,
and support services.

As automation technologies mature and competition among yen-,
dors increase, market forces and human ingenuity are likely to
cause a proliferation of more and better systems, affordable and
useful to a wider segment of 41 economy.

While it appears that the Nation is beginning an exponential
growth curve in automation technology, some of the barriers may
'persist for several years. -

The potential for job displacement is the other side of the coin
that must be considered when discussing advancing automation in
the United States. We are now seeing renewed concern about auto-
mation's effect on employment because of its expanding uses in vir-
tually all sectors of the U.S. economy. We addressed this in a re-
cently issued staff study entitled "Advances in Automation Prompt
Concern Over Increased U.S. Unemployment."

Job displacement can be long run or short run. Longrun displace-
ment means an overall, relatively permanent increase in unem-
ployment levels. Shortrun displacement refers to a temporary loss
of jobs until new jobs are created and filled by retraining workers
initially dhlaced. Shortrun displacement is occurring now and
will continu, at least for some time. Almost all experts agree on
this.

We found little agreement on the long-term displacement effects
of automation, and for good reasons. Some experts believe that un-
employment levels will not increase because automation will create
ew jobs that will equal or exceed those jobs eliminated. The De-

p rtment of Labor agrees with this position. It assumes a 4 to 6
pe cent unemployment rate for 1990, and projects an increase in
jobs of up to 31 percent as compared to 1978.

Others believe longrun unemployment levels will exceed the Vto
6 percent levels because automation will create structural changes
in the work force. This view presumes' that, first, the increased ca-
pacity to produce goods and services through automation will be
more than the increase in demand for them, second, the economy
increasingly will be unable to absorb displaced workers, and third,
the shift in skill requirements caused by automation can result in
a mismatch between the skills required in the new jobs created and
capabilities of persons available for work.

Three basic unknowns account for disagreement of the long-run
employment issue: the rate of diffusion of the technology, forces

8 1
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other than automation that affect unemployment levels, and the
lack of comprehensive data today about the overall net effect of
aptomation.

Current and potential Federal roles for encouraging and respond-
ing to private sector adoption of automation. The Federal Govern-
ment's involvement in automation in private industry falls into
two major categories, efforts to encourage and facilitate automa-
tion, and responsibilities to protect the work force from potential
negative consequences of rapid automation.

Under the _first category there are at least five types of Federal
involvement financial incentives for private sector action, Federal
research responsibilities, technology transfer, mechanisms, Federal
effort to support engineering education, and the development of
standards to facilitate integration of divdrse components of automa-
tion systenis. There are unresolved questions about hOw well these
Government roles are being carried out. rThe

The other major category of the Go;rernment's in`volvement per-
tains to the potential impact of automation op the work force. This
area is also characterized by controversy over the appropriate Fed-
eral roles relating to labor displacement, skills training and re-
training, 4nd potential friction between labor and management.

In addition, comprehensive information on displacement, job
movement, and skills shifts caused by automation is vital to ad-
dressing these issues. So far, however, thd Department of Labor has
only a limited program fo,r collecting, analyzing, and disseminating
this information.

Federal policies that deal with automation, the work force, and
productivity are often c4.-iticized as being ad hoc and not coordinat-
ed. This criticisns is predictable, given the myriad issues involved,
the fact that all of them pre interrelated and that the rules and
poliCymaking Fesponsibiliaties to address them are dispersed
among numerous congressional committees-as well as various Fed- .
er3I agencies. Within this context, maintaining a proper balance in
national policies ie extremely difficult. .v

We believe the issues in automation demonstrate the need for a
planned strategy or framework` within which the dispersed trespon-
sibilities can be carried out in a more structured or systematic way.
Automation, for example, demonstrates the need to balance policies
to both overcome technological barriers and address social and,em- ,
ploymentissues as well. ,

We are .aware of numerous legislative proposals to address train-
ing, retraining, relocation of workers, and various technological
and financial barriers to automation, as well as the total subject of .

productivity in the private sector. So that we do not aPproach these
issues on a piecemeal basis, we need a balanced national approach
to autjmation. ,\

.

As a part of this approach, we believe an overall plan and strat-
egy is needed in the Federal Government that, ARS a minimum,
would assure first, coordination of Federal policies and programs,
second, a means of-evaluating their impact, third, the collection,
analysis, and dissemination of comprehensive and specific informa-
tion about automation and jobs, fourth, a mechanism for continu-
ing dialog among affected sectors, and fifth, the assignment of re-
sponsibility to see that necessary actions are carried,out. '

J ...
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In previous reports Uf.the GAO and in congresS'ional testigiony,
we have expressed the need for a Federal focal poini to guide and
coordinate Federal programs aimed at improving national produc-
tivity dnd to work closely with the private sector to develop a pro-
ductivity plan. Such a plan would recognize automation as'an im-
portant variable in iirtional productMty growth. Our work in auto-
mation further reinforces the need for such a plan

In conclusion, of all the factors that affect people's lives in the
r9SO's, few will have a bigger impact than automation. Our nation-
al need to become more competitive in the marketplace is creating
a sense of urgency to push automation at a revolutionary rate.

Automation provictles an opportunity to become more competitive,
but it also presents a major challenge in making the American
labor force capable of working effectively in a highly automated en-
vironment Whether automation brings prosperity or new hard-
ships may depend critically on how quiclily and how well we devel-
op and put into place .the proper balance of policies and pragrams
that stimulate automation and prepare the wor4c force.

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to
respond to your qUestions.

[Prepared statement of Brian Usilaner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT oF BRIAN L. USILANER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTING AND
FINANR iAl. MANAl.EMENT DIVISION, NATIONAL PRODUCTIviTY GROUP, U S. GENERAL
ACCqUNTING OFFre

Mr Chairman and members uf the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity
to appear before you and discuss automation in the workplace In your May 6, 1982,
le.tter and in meetings with your staff, it is clear that the Subcommittee is con-
cerned'about the Federal rule in fostering automation as a way of improving nation-
al producti%.ity and the impact of that 4uturnation un the work force My statement,
based un GAO's past and ongoing work in the area, addresses these concerns.

Automation is defined as the use of microelectronic and other technologies that
either reduce the need fur people, enable people to perfurm more work, or perform
functions that people cannot Automation is important to the Nation's economic
well being by improving productivity and product, quality in the office and in the
factory. Automation can be an important factor in productivity improvement At
the same time, rapid, widescirle adoption of automation exacerbates such problems
as labor displacement, skill shortages, geographic dislocations, tune lags in ecl,uca
tion and technical training, and labor/management bargaining

While the pri%ate sector properly must assume primary responsibility fur develop-
ing and implementing automation technology, the Federal Government tiak.had and
will continue to play some rule We believe the Federal Government Shag develop
policies and programs to encourage cOntinued growth in automation and address
employment problems that automation may create Although we are not prepared
to offer specific recommendations at this time, we,do see the need for a more orga-
nized and systematic Federal approach to automation

In my statement today, I will discuss The im rtance of automation to productiv--- ay and tin: economy, the barners to and stimu tors of the rapid aduption of auto-
/. mation, potential adverse effects on the work orce, current and potential Govern-

rnent rules, and the need fur an overall plan to guide Federal policies and program§
to both stimqlate growth relating to automation as well as its impact on the work

1 force

IMPORTANCE OF AUTOMATION TO PRODUCTIVITY AND THE ECONOMY

A key factor in productivity and economic competitiveness kautomation. Our lag
in implementing automation in comparison with other industtlial nations is in part
reflected in our declining productivity.

Declining national productivity is a matter of increasing concern. In 3 of last 5
years, labor productivity has declined In 1981, it showed a modest increase of 0.9
percent, but the 1.0 percent decline in the first quarter of 1982 offsets any grounds
for optimism. The problem is both serious and long term
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Growth in the tapitaLlabor ratio, which has been a key source of labor productiv-
ity, is-increasingly an important barpmeter of investmeLts in automation Thectipi-
tarstock grew at relatively high rates in this country over the 1947-73 period, corn-
Fared its growth since then The Japanese, who are making extensive use of auto-
mated manufacturing technology, have maintained a high relative capitalllabor
ratio, resulting in greater output per worker, For example, between 1973 and 1980,
American output per hour rose 1.7 percent per year, compared to 6 8 percent by the
Japanese. If this disparity continuesv the U S economy stands to lose ground in two
important markets. automated systems and equipment, totaling billions of dollars
annually, and the consumer goods market, totaling hundreds of billiorp of dollars
annually

Even more ominous is the prospect that further losses of the producer goods
market could signal an oor reliance on foreign producers for the automation sys-
tems and components that sustain our industrial base in general And our defense
industrial base in particular. Foreign machine tool manufacturers, for example,
have doubled their share of the American market in the last 7 years. The Japanese
epect worldwide sales of their robots to increase from $392 million in 1979 to as
much as $5 billion by 1990 These Issues are creating a sense of urgency On the part
of American yndustry, labor, and Government to push automatwn at a revolution-
ary rate. -

BARRIERS AND STIMULATORS TO RAPID AUTOMATION ,

Numberous barriers impede the rate of adoption of this automation technology,
but stimulators also exist which motivate both producers and users of the technol-
agy Thus, the question today is not whether, but rather how rapidly automation

,
will expand As evidenced by a.growing number of companies that are entering or
expanding their product lines in the producer goods industrysuch as robots, office
systems, and others, rapid growth is clearly anticipated Whether the growth is as
fast as it could be depends on how effective we are in overcoming the barriers to
growth.

The barriers to more rapid implementation of automated technologies in the
United States canbe categorized as technical, financial, and social

Technical barriers are encountered in getting automated equipment to work
These can include A lack of technical expertise to design, debug, and implemerit
automated technologies, problems ahd costs in developing the'software to make the

_systems work, an absence of the necessary standardization, a shortage of qualffied
persons to operate and service automated equipment and systems, and technology

to
transferi fficiencies and problems.

People ho can.develop the software needed make automation work are scarce
and mu in demahd. Also in demand are,production and manufacturing engineers
$1,11,,o can design aiplant to accommodate automated equipment in the most produc-
tive manner, possible. For example, optimum results of automated systems often
come about by &completely redethgning the traditional manufacturing processes
Unless thi's is fully understood by American managers, costly mistakes can be an_
ticipated by incorporating bits and pieces of automation into their outdated layouts
Shortages of the kind of expertise needed for systems design work is likely to contin
ue fcer several years, until university ctirricula are established,to offset the short-
ages.

Financial barriers arise from the necessity to inVest in new capital equipment
such as automated devicerShme of these barriers are. The current high interest
rates, the tendency of business to foc.us on short-run needs, other capital investment
considerations such as cash flow, cost recovery, and the risk involved in investing in
new, untried equipment, and the uncertainty of the marketplace.

The investment objective of many companies is to recoup the cost of equipment in
less than 3 yearsmuch too short to properly assess long term benefits of autonta-
tion. The cash flow position of a company is also crucial in its decision whether to
invest in new equipment

Finally, there are social barriers based on human resistance to chatte For exam-
ple, a union may be apprehensive about the Impact that automation can have on its
members and may resist it, for a time, by, attempting to Protect its membership
through restrictive labor-management contract clauses Even managers themselves

---,re apprehensive about using new eguipment or handling other changes that might
follow. Initial consumer resistance fo automatic checkouts at supermarkets and to
electronic funds transfers are good examples of human mistrust of automation

Despite these barriers to autoniation, the national economic problems now being
facedrising labor costs, decreasing competitiveness, shrinking market shares
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stimulate both development and use of automation technology. Potential users are
seeking ways to reduce costs and increase market share and profits. Automation
technology is seen as a possible solution.

Simultaneously, the market potential for automation technology is motivating
producers to create new and better,products, systems, and support services. Automa-
tion packageshardware and softwarr are becoming more comprehensive and per-
form more functions. Competition, iraluding that from foreign technology vendors,
is resulting in packages that are more affordable. For example, ready for use com-
puter-aided design systems, complete with software programs, are currently availa-
ble for under $100,000, making them affordable to a much broader segment of 'the
manufacturing sector.

As automation techeologies mature and competition among vendors increases,
market forces and human ingenuity are likely to cause a proliferation of more and
better systemsaffordable and useful to a wider segment of the economy Available
evidence suggests this is already taking place. For example, sales projections for
components of the automation field range from 30 to 50 percent compounded annual
growth Sales growth during the last 2 years adds validity to these projections.

Thus, while it appearS that some of the barriers described earlier are being over-
come and that-the Nation is beginning an exponential growth curve 'n automation
technology development, adoption, and.use, other barriers may per4lst for several
years. Understanding the implications of automation growth and brriers in rela-
tion to Fearal policies and programs will require close attention and nalysis

7
POTENTIAL ADvERSE EFFECTS ON THE WORK FORCE

The potential for job displacement is the other side of the coin that must be con-
sidered when discussing advancing automation in the United States. The term dis-
placement means different things to different people. We_define it as persons laid
off or unable to find jobs because of automation.

We recently issued a staff study entitled "Advances in Automation Prompt Con-
cern Over Increased U.S Unemployment This study discusses the views of many
persons involved in this area about both short-run and long-run unemploymenLand
explains why people disagree about what is going to happen in the future. is...

The concern over whether automation will cause high rates of unemployment is
not new. In 1964 the Congress established the National Commission on Technology,
Automation, and EdOnomic Progress Ohe of the main reasons the Commission was
established was the concern over the possible employment impact of the use of corn-
pu*s. The Commission concluded ,in 1966 that automation would not cause severe
unemployAnt over the next..10 years and, in fact, it did not.

We are not seeing renewed concern about automation's effect on employirient Ie-
cause of its expanding uses in virtually all secWrs of the U.S. economy, uses made
possible by the advent of nycroelectronics. Microelectronic computers are smaller,
less costly, and more easily used Microelectronics has made automation usable in
man5 more application. and is the main force behind the increased use of autonfb
tion in the manufacturingtend service sectors.

Job displacement can be long-run or short-run Long-run displacement means an
overall, relatively permanent increase in unemployment levels. Short-run displace-
ment refers to a temporary loss of jobs ufitil new 49bs are created and filled by re-
training workers initially displaCed. Shuit-run displacement is occurring-now and
will continueat least for some time. Almost all the experts agree on this. Tw ex-
amples uf short-run displacem&it are The use of automated typesetting equi
which has led to the lay-off of many highly skilled and well-paid typesetters, and
the increasing use of robotics and other automated equipment in automobile menu
facturing.

Recently published $redictions have cited the potential loss ocmillions of jobs in
the manufacturing sector because of ttie ,use of robotks. Short-run displacement is
also occurring in kir expected to affect many other occupations including telephone
operators, postal wurkers, textile and railroad employees, inspectors, middle manag
ers, office workers, and warehouse drivers At the same time, new and existing occu-
pations are expected to increasg because of the advent and diffusion of automation.
The increased demand for pai&ins to fill these additional jobs is a direct result of
automation and include many jobs is a direct result of automation- and include
many jobs, including those in engineering and computer science In addition, in the

.short-run, many people, although keeping their jobs, are being asked to perform
new functions requiring new skills As we noted in our staff study, many kinds of
occupations will be affected, both high- and low-skilled.
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We found 4ttle dgreement on the long-term displacement effects of automation,
and for good reasons Some experts believe that unemployment levels will not in-
crease because automation will (1) assist U S. industries in fighting foreign competi-
tion, (2) create new jobs that will equal or exceed those Jobe eliminated, and (3)
foster economic growth K.hich, in itself, will create more jobs. The Department of
Labor assumes a 4 to 6 percent unemployment rate for 1990 and projects an in-
crease in overall jobs of up to 31 percent as compared to 1978.

Others believe long run unemployment levels will not reach these targets because
automatimi will create structural changes in the work force. This view presumes
that (1) the increased capacity to produce goods and services through automation
wQ be more than the increase in demand for them, (2) the economy increasingly
will be unable tu absorb displaced ,:vorkers because au sectors will be affected simul-
taneously, (3) the shift in skill requirements caused by authomation can result in a
mismatch between the slulls required in'the new jobs created and the backgrounds
and capabilities of persons unemployed and available for work.

Three bic unknowns account for disagreement of the long-rtm unemployment
issue The rate of diffusion of the technology, other forces that affect unemployment
levels, and the lack a comprehensive data today about the overall net effect of auto-
mation.

The rate of aiffusion depends on how rapidly the barriers to implementation are
mercome Other forces that affect unemployment include foreign competition, con-
sumer preferences, and population and personal income growth, amoung others. Ab-
sence of specific and comprehensive information about automation's net impact on
jobs in.this country makes accurate predictions impossible. The Department of
Labor does not have the information, nor does anyone in the private sector.

Automation will continue to have an effect on the work force It will require
workers to acquire new skills and will result in short-term displacement. Whether
automation will result in long-term unemloyment is simply unknown.

0
CURRENT AND POTENTIAL. FEDERAL ROLES FOR ENCOURAGING AND RESPONDING TO

PRIVATE SECTOR ADOPTION OF AUTOMATION

The Federal Government's inVolvement in the automation of private industry
falls into two major categories eftorts to encourage and facilitate automation and
responsibilities to protect the work force from potential negative consequences of
rapid automation. The extent to which the Government fulfills these rolls is often
overshadowed by unresolved questions.

Federal efforts to encourage automation fall into at least five types of involve-
ment Financial incentives for private sector action, Federal research responsibil-
ities, technlllogy transfer mechanisms Federal efforts to support engineering educa-
tion, the development or standards to facilitate integration ot.diverse components of
automation systems I will briefly discuss each of these areas and plaint out some of
the controversy surrounding Federal involvement in each.

Federal financial iggentives are aimed primarily at stimulating research, develop-
ment, and capital iristment Two relatively new Federal actions are the Economic
Recovery Act of 1981 and DOD's capital investment incentives The Economic Re-
covery Act provides for more rdpid depreciation of new Investments in plant and
equipment sand increases the size of investment tax credits DOD's capital invest-
ment initiatives dricourage modernization of the defense industrial base by. InCreas-
ing program stability and use of multiyear procurement, supporting legislative ef-
forts to revise tax and profit polmes, improving contract incentives, and increasing
direct investment in technology for the private sector.

Neither of 'these actions were taken specifically to foster automation and improve
productty However, because they may accelerate private sector adoption of auto-
mation technologies, both play an important role rh encouraging automation The
effects of these actions oA private sector capital investment and automation have
not been determined.

The second 4area of Federal involvement is .support of automation related R&D
both within and outside the Federal Government Agencies involved in automation-
related R&D included NASA, DOD, Commerce, and the National Science Founda-
tion, among others For example:

NASA's Integrated Programs for Aerospace Vehicle Design, which showed that
dramatic increases in engineering productivity were feasible by automating routine
infOrmation handling tasks.

Air Force's Integrated Computer Automated Manufacturing program, which is en-
couraging and demonstrating research for an aerospace "factory of the future."
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Commerce's effort to establish an inhouse automated manufactunng research fa-
cility, which should facilitate development of industrywide standards

While other programs could be descnbed, most are mission onented and are af-
fected by disagreement over the extent to which Povernment should set pnonties
and thippoft research in automation For example, at the same time the Air Force is
increasing its funding of research in integrating systems, NASA is reducing its soft-
ware development program which the Air Force planned to use. In the words of one
NASA official, "what is missing is a comprehensive, integrated strategy to address
the technology No one is loolung beyond individual needs to develop a strategy to
improve automation systems."

Another area of involvement encompasses Federal efforts to transfer the technol-
ogy results of R&D programs The Congress has shown its support for technology
transfer by enacting laws to require it, such as the Technology Innovation Act of

t 1980, often referred to as the Stevenson-Wydler Act However, overall Federal sup-
port for technology transfer has been inconsistent. On the one hand, the Depart-
ment of Defense is increasing funding for its "active" technology transfer program,
which "pushes" the technology into industry, On the other hand, most cwil ageney
transfer programs have been reduced or reshaped to emphasize "passive" transfer,
which requires Industry to "pull" the technolod to It. This situation is an out-
growth of the different philosophies that have evolved in Federal agencies on tech-
nology transfer.

In addition, Government transfer programs tend to serve agency missions and
therefore are not systematically coordinated. This results from the absence of a de-
liberate Federal effort to move the technology from point to point in its develop-
ment and commercialization or to coordinate transfer program&

Another area is the Federal Government's support of engineering education and
facilities. There is currently a serious shortage ,of engineers trained to implement
automation. Increased enrollment at engineering schools in this country indicates
that the problem will correct itself, provided the schools are able to admit and ade-
quately train students But many believe that vvithouf assistance universities will be
unable to retaio the faculty, purchase the equipment, and develop the new curricula
netessary to handle the student increases. While Federal programs supporting engi-
neering education exist in several agencies, comparatively little Federal funding is,
directed toward improving the state of engineering schools. Rather, most support
provides financial aid to increase the supply of engineek.s.

- Finally, if the Federal Government wishes to accelerate the adiption of advanced
automation in industry, the National Bureau of Standards can' help overcome a
major barrierthe lack of standards for integrating components of the technology.
Industry standards provide users with flexibility in building,automated systems and
increase user confidence in quality, which in turn, foster automation's adoption.
However, the development of standards for advanced automation technology has
been slow. Government has not unilaterally set these standards but has worked
with industry to voluntrnly build a consensus on the atandards that industry
should adopt,

The other major category of the,Government's involvement in the automation of
private industry is the potential impact of automation on the work force. This area
is characterized by controversy over the appropriate roles in addressing labor dis-
placement, skills training and retraining, and potential friction between labor and
,management.

Current Federal programs are not aimed specifically at resolving tliese issues. The
unemployed compensation insurance program, foil example, is aimed at general un-
employment and was not intended to provide for training and retraining. The Com-
prehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) is aimed primarily at the chronically
unemployed and-disadvantaged and, while it has the potential for addressing train-
ing in technical skills needed in an automated environment, the programs have not
emphasized this area of training. Trade adjustment assistance was aimed at dis-
placements resulting from increased imports and includes training and retraining of
workers displaced due to imports. Training of workers displaced by automation,,
however, is not included as part of trade adjustment assistance.

The Department of Labor has acted as a catalyst in facilitating communication
between labor and management but only intermittently and on an ind,ustry-by-in-
dustry basis. For example, to foster cooperation the Department has sponsored tn-
partite committees for the construction, steel, and airline industries. These commit-
tees, however, were not established or utilized to address automation issues.

Information on displacement, job movement, and skilla shifts is vital. So far, how-
ever, the Department of Labor has made limited progress in analyzing the potential
impact of automation. Labor analysts are projecting continued growth for certain

14.
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occupations being afected by automation, although they believe automation may
slow that growth somewhat.

Federal support for education and vocational training has declined, leaving unan-
swered questions as to lvhich sectors of the economy should be responsible for the
training and retraining of new technical skills, as well as for education programs in
engineenng, computer sciences, and other.disciphnes for which industry officials say
a bottleneck to automation already exists

THE NEED FOR 4N OVERALL PLAN TO GLIDE FEDERAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMS RELATING
TO AUTOMATION

Federal policies that affect productivity are often cnticized as being ad hoc and
not coordinated This cnti...ism 15 predictable, given the myriad issues invohed, the
fact that all of them are interrelated, but that the rules and policymaking responsi-
bilities to address them are dispersed among numerous congressional committees
and subcommittees, as well as venous Federal agencies Within, this context, mtkin-
taming a proper balance in. National policies is extremely difficult.

The issues surrounding automation technology, for example demostratie the inter-
relatedness of polices, rules and Federal programs. We believe these issues demon-
strate the need for a planned strategy or framework within which the dispersed
rules and policymaking responsibilities can be carned out in a more structured or
systematic way .

Automation, for example, demonstrates the need to balance policies to both over-
'Rome technological barriers and address social and employment issues. To gain the
balance needed, many questions are involved, on the technology side.

Will existing tax incentives foster automation and stimulate productivity at all
levels of the economy'

Will capital investment incentives, such as DOD's manufacturing technology pro-
gram, accelerate private sector adoption of advanced manufactOnng technology?

Are there areas of research needed to support acbelerated avtomation which the
private sector cannot be expected to? .

And if so, will Government-sponsored technology be used by the pnvate sector?
Can universities provide the engineering and other disciplines necessary .for

growth in automation?
Is standardization of automation technology proceeding at an acceptable pace?
On the employment side can we.
Balance the demand for new skills with those displaced by automation?
Obtain and dissiminate i,urrent and accurate information about occupations being

affected or likely to be affected by automation?
Facilitate labor management cooperation for smooth transition to further automa-

tion'
Overcome such human barriers to shifting careers as age, mobility, and financial

considerations'
Prepare for the possibility of lort-term, permanent unemployment?
These and many other questions need to be addressed in examining existing and

future policies and programs relating to automation. ,...v- N,

What is vital, we believe, is an overall plan and strategy in the Federal Govern-
ment that, as a minimum, would assure (1) coordination of Federal policies and pro-
grams, (2) a means of evaluating their impact, (3) the collection, analysis, and dis-
semination of comprehensive and specific information about automation and jobs,
(4i a mechanism for continuing dialogue among 'bffected sectors, and (5) the assign-
ment of responsibility to see that necessary actions are carried out.

We are aware of numerous legislative proposals to address training, retraining,
relocation of workers, and venous technological and financial barriers to automa-
tioq. Because most of the issues involved in automation are interrelated, the Con-
gregs will need to explore with industry, lobor, academia, and executive depart-
ments and agencies ways to develop a national approach to automation.

In previous reports and in congressional testimony, GAO has expressed the need
for a Federal focal point to guide and coordinate Federal programs aimed at improv-
ing national productivity and to work closely with the private sector to deveoIp a
productivity plan Such a plan would recognize automation as an important vanable
in national productivity growth. Our work in automation further rein(orces the
need for a productivity plan that would. Identify and describe the relationship and
effect of Federal policies and programs on private sector i)roductivity, delineate
clearly the responsibihties of Federal department and agencies having program re-
sponsibilities within the plan, identify unnecessary obstacles to productivity im-
provement created by the Federal Government, develop alternative policies, pro-

-
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grams, activities, and lines of responsibility to improve private sector productivity,
and hst short-and long-range objectives and their priorities and recommend specific
projects and programs within those objectives and priorities.

We believe the issues surrounding automation technology demonstrate the corn
plexities of balancing national policies and priorities Yet, technology, as complex as
it us, is only one part of the total productivity picture of the Nation. For these rea-
sons, we believe it is essential to develop an overall plan or framework within which

4 relevant policies, rules and programs are considered
This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to respond to your

questions.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Let me ask, if you might expand on the question with respect to

the speed at wczich we can expect automation to take place.
I ask that in the context of your statement in which you cite tfiat

in ).964 Congress establiAhed a National Commission on Technol-
ogy, Automation, and Economic Progress, and in 1966 there was a
conclusion that severe unemployment would not result, and in fact

-it did not.
That generation of computers and technology is far more primi-

tive than what we are talking about now in relationship to cost,
speed, size, availability, the ability of individuals to understand and
to work with it, and I just wonder if you could expand on what that
portends.

Mr. USILANER. We see two forces at work pushing against each
other.

One, obviously the stimulators of improving our economy, our
productivity, being more competitive in worldwide markets, are
pushing the proliferation of automation technology.

We also have some dampening effects on that growth. Those are
the barriers that I mentioned in my statement.

-- It is hard to measure what the impact of those barriers are on
the stimulators, but it is certainly having an impaqt in comparison
to other countries.

Mr. MILLER. In looking at it, in doing the study, is there any at-
tempt, and I don't mean azr exact attempt but again, to assess the
timeframe, because later in the testimony we will hear testimony
from people who have very serious and immediate problems with
the speed of automation and the manner of implementation, and
the timeframe in which:Congress has to respond. And my concern
is that while you suggest barriers, that of managers, that of people
who don't like technology, you also have the economic forces and if
you were to assign valpes to those,*the question is, is one simply
going to swamp the other?

Are you going to participate or go look for a job elsewhere?
Does an industry find automation as an absolute necessity in

terms of its competition in the marketplace or to drop out of the
marketplace, those kinds of considerations.

Mr. Farrh. In the early 1960's when the computer provided a
new way of handling massive amounts of informatjun, storing it,
retrieving it, and managing it, the benefits were -very obvious to
the potential users, whether they were insurance companies,
banks, or companies whose daily inventory and accounting transac-
tions numbered in thousands.

The advent of tying computers directly into the manufacturing
process has made it much more practical now to consider manufac-
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turing by use of integrated systems. This presents a vastly different
situation.

The potential benefite I think unquestionably are there. The
costs versus the payback periods may take quite some time.

That suggests two things: No.s.1, companies that are in a fairly
strbng market position may continue not to go heavily,into auto- :
mation because they are not being threatened, or if they are plan-
ning ahead they may decide to go into autorhation to insure their
market position. But the other farce, as you.fnentioned, the com-
petitive forces now, means that those companies whose products
are being taken over or markets penetrated by foreign competition,
may decide that they have no choice but to automatg in order to

,
survive. .

The pros and cons are the disparate forces which says we ought
to automate, and yet we are going to have problems. For example,
the speed with which this occiirs is not likely to be at a monumen-
tal rate, because we don't have the people who- can design these
systems or the people to run them. There is, still considerable
resistance within the management ranks of companies who are the
potential users. There still are problems of compatibility of tying
the best 'Awes of an integrated system together. In this regard, de-,
veloping compatibility standards is pretty much yet to be done.

A long way of answering your question is that I,personally would
not look for massive displacement in the short run. It would be
somewhat gradual but, as we say in the testimony, the, faster the
barriers are overcome, all of them, the financial, huinan and so
forth, the faster we would expect technology or the CFR adoption
of technology to grow. It is therefore critical that, as a nation, we
have in place the necessary programs to train, retrain, and relocate
displaced workers.

Mr. MILLER, I would like to lve this question for other wit-
nesses. I would put it in the framework of the U.S. Congress, it
would seem to me that you now have in progress a gener ion that
is growing up that in 10 years' time will 15e far morefniliar, far
more understanding of the technology, of its potentia , of its possi-
bilities. .

.

I think the situation with 'respect to software is far different
today than it was 3 or 4 years ago in terms of people and the
market for that software. Yet I find that Congress, when dealing
with the questions of displacement or implementation, tends to go
at these things in 3-, '5-, and 10-year periods. We may in fact find
out that even these policy considerations are misguided, to put it in
a pleasant term, by the time they are to be implemented.

Mr. Farms. I think you are exactly right.
The reason that we have been supporting the idea: of developing

an overall structure, an overall plan is to give both the Congress
and Federal agencies involved in the decisionmaking and policy-
making process somewhat of a road map that begins to show the
interrelationships of the various policies .and programs, and how
theY" affect different sectors. The advantage df a hearing like this
today is to ferret out some of these kinds of questions, and particu-
larly getting inputs from those sectors of our economy that are ex-
pected to,be affected by automation. )
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So the answer is not really clear in anybody's mind, but it re-
quires a continuous dialog so that we are at least on the leading
edge of what is happening and not reacting to something that has
already happened.

Mr. MILLER In your report, in chapter 3, Department of Labor
"Forecast of Increased Jobs, Impacts on Automation," there is a de-
termination that the Department of Labor has decided that the
number of jobs in the United States will increase by as much as 31
percett, and some discussion of short-term displacement.

You also state there that although the econometric model does
not contain specific data or information to measure the impact on
employment, BLS arrives at certain conclusions. Are you comfort-
able with the validity of those conclusions?

Mr CHICK First of all, the projections made by the BLS make an
assumption of a 4- fo 6-percent unemployment rate, and therefore
the projected number of increased jobs are basically skewed to 'the
4- to 6-percent rate.

The comments made by the Bureau of Labor Statistics about
automation and job availability are genefal. They do nOt tie specifi-
cally the number of jobs affected by automation. However, they da
apply limited resources to evaluating to some extent existing tech-
nology and the potential effect of that technology on job availabil-
ity, and they publish this information in 41:K Occupational Outlook
Handbook. However, they do not get specificln terms of how auto-
mation, in terms of numbers, are going to affect jobs.

Mr MILLER. Let me ask you if, in your opinion, that information
is sufficient for the Congress in making these kinds cif determina-
tions or understanding them?

Mr, CHICK. No sir, in my opinion, they do not apply sufficient r,e-
sources nor do they collect the type of data needed to make a deter-
mination of the direct impact. It is only a generid determination
for the most part.

Mr. MILLER. So within the specific occupations, they list how
many occupations?

Mr. CHICK. 273.
*Mr MILLER. Within the specific categories, they really can't tell-

us a great deal?
Mr. CHICK. They can tell us that automation slows the groVh

but they do not get any more specific than that in terms of hbw
much it may slow the growth of an occupation. Certain occupations
are recognized as being hard hit, postal workers, typesetters, occu-
pations such as that, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics is a little
bit more specific in terms of the automation impact there..

However, the unemployment issue is very complex and there are
many factors that affect unemployment levels but this particular
factor, automation, is not quantified.

Mr. MILLER. I was very uncomfortable reading the report, and I
don't want to attribute statements to GAO, but in reading their
various analyses of occupatiOns and job groups and at the same
time constkitly thiPough that, it was suggested they really have not
applied the kind of information that is available to making these
kinds of determinations.

Mr. CHICK. Good infoimation is not available anywhere at this
time Even studies performed by private organizations have often

1
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cited the lack of information on this subject matter, and it is appar-
ent that the information is not beink obtained at this point. There
'is a question as to the obtainability.

Mr. MILLER. From the occupational handbOok of 1982 to 1983,
they are going to have, in fact, even more difficulty.

' MT. CHICK. That iS correct.
Mr. MILLER. Your final statement suggests that a number Of oc-

cupations are going to be dropped.
Mr. CHIcK. Yes. Much of the industry data .will be_ eliminated

- also.
Mr. MILLER. Would that be contrary to our efforts to try to get a

handle on what to expect?
Mr. CHIcK. It is very important to provide information to both

Government and to the public in terms of what jobs will be availa-
ble in the future and cutbacks in this effort will certainly have an
effect on how much information we can provide for this purpose.

Mr. MILLER. In going through the BLS information, what is it in
their informational base that leads to their conclusions, which are
contrary to the conclusions which have been suggested by you on
you just happen to cite the Britigh Broadcasting System or World
Watch, which has always been on the down side of the issue. What
is it in their informational base that leads them to assume 4 to 6
percent unemployment; are they in a position to say that?

Mr. CHICK. The BLS assumption is made based on one of the ar-
guments, that is that unemployment will decrease because of auto-
mation.

They believe new jobs will be created by an expanding ecbnoroy
as well .as obtaining a market share recovery in addition to the
new jobs created by automation itself.

Based on those factors, they assume that the unemployment rate
would be 4 to 6 percent, and the projections they -Make show this
assumption, so many of the ocupations that BLS indicates ate
going to be affected by automation are still expected to grow based
on the assumption.

The projections made are not necessarily correct, and I believe
BLS would agree to that, and there are a lot of assumptions made
in their model.

The usefulness of the information they had for our study in-
volved which occupations would be affected, but not the projec-
tionswe could not place reliance on whether those occupations

- will really grow or not in the future.
Mr. USILANER. I think this one example underscores one of the

major themes of the message that we want to get across today, that
is the piecemeal approach to policymakingthe cutback in the
type of information which we feel is vital to making decisions that
will help our economic competitiveness. .

You have other programs that are pushing technology and cer-
tain programs that are being cut back on technology in the Federal
Government. This is the piecemeal uncoordinated approach that
we have been taking on problems.such as productivity and automa-
tion.

Mr. MILLER. We 'have pretty well discussed thisI am not com-
fortable. I guess what I am suggesting is, I don't think Congress
should rest on that prediction of the future impacts.

,
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. /It seems to me to be rather sketchy at best, and I assume that inthe first pait of your report you are 'simply reporting that as the
BLS statements, not as an endorsement or that you consider them
to be correct', but simply reporting the projections of one agencythat is suppoSed to deal with changes in jobs and occupations.

Mr USILAIIER We have seen enough disagreement With the De-
partment of Labor's model to, makQ,. us uhcomfortable. No one
really knows what the longtterni displacement is going to be.

Mr CHICK The model is effective in giving the readers an idea of
the mix of occupations that would exist, but in terms of the growth
of total occupations as well as each one, the projections are basical-
ly based on the.assumption of the unemployment rate which, when.
compared tO the availability of people to hold jobs, give you an end
result which, in my opinion, is basically a forced end result.

Mr MILLER In the nat chapter, Federal, State, and local gov-
ernment assistance, in reading that over the weekend my note to
myself is that in fact there is basically none in terms of individuals
who are displaced short term or long term,- tkiere is basically littleor no assistance?

Mr CHICK. The assistanc provided to those people is the same asto the general population çlf the unemployed.
The' factors such as u employrnênt insurance, CETA, welfare,

unemployment service s stem, are available to the general public
and. for the most part, there is no pecial cdnsideration at this time
to the persoddisplaced by 'automation.

Mr. MILLER The point that this assistance sis. no different than
that allowed to the general public who finds itself unemployed is
exactly the problem If I read correctly your analysis of the various
systems that are in place, you are in some instances talking about
a skilled worker who comes off a highly paid job, who has been told
that his moving expenses will be paid to Houston, although he may
not necessarily be trained to go to work when he or she arrives,
and the CETA program is not applicable in most instances to these
people because the job training is for an entry level position.

The only thing we are talking about is the duration of financial
underpinning to the.unemployment insurance. We are not talking
about sophisticated training.mechanisms provided by any level of. ..govenrment for the skilled worker who is displaced.

Mr. CHICK. Yes, sir, as you know, the specific target of bETA is
the chronically unemployed and disadvantaged and one of thepoints made in this study is that in addition to the low-paidmanual jobs, automation can also affect higher-paid and higher;
skilled peopleThat is a 'valid bbsecvation, sir., ,. .-...

k,*Mx' MILLER. I thirik your report.is very enlightening. I am afraid
it sketches a very inVolvement, and that may cheer some people,
but a superficial involvement in this issue, which some of my col-

-leagues feel is the most important iisue facing this economy and
this country. I am led to believe the efforts of the agency responsi-
ble for telling the Government of trends in the job marketplace are
inadequate'as to what they have done to date, and are going to be
more inadequate in the future in terms of specifically detailing it
to us And that problem is shared in the private sector, and in fact
there is no niechanisp in place for dealing, even for what they rec-
ognize will be the sh-Ort-term displacement.

-.
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Mr. CHicx. The study that we performed was not intended to be--
an evaluative study. Much opinion does coincide with your view
and we wanted to put that opinion into the staff study.

Mr. MILLER. As you review the component parts that are in
place, either for predicting it or trying to assess future trends, or
dealing with the current problems, it is pretty dismal, a pretty
dismal set of components for which to deal 'with this issue. And the
other part of it that concerns 'me, whether this is your opinion or
not I want you to comment, is that there seems to be some sugges-
tion that the .competency and the degree of advancement of auto-
mation in the workplace or in the economy is going to progress
along about at the same timetable that it has in the past.

--, And I would be very concerned, and r expect others to comment
on this later, if that is accepted, that 'I recognize the traditional
barriers, but when I came to Congress there were 25 bills in the
Congress, to prohibit scanners at the checkout stand at Safeway.
Today, I don't know of a Member of Congress who wout<1 introduce
that bill. .

I am very concerned that the acceptance is perhaps faster than
the governmental recognition of that acceptance of the technology

Mr. USILANER. You had asked before about the barriers. There
was an .article last week in Business Week called "Concessionaire
Bargaining," and it was the feature article that has shown how
labor-management cooperation has changed significantly, a more
cooperative mode, labor more willing to get rid of restrictive work
rules, more willing to work with management in not restricting job
titles.

"" What we are seeing is a change in the atmosphere, at least we
have picked this up in meetings, and in this type of reporting
shows much less resistance, probably because of the critical state of
our economy. There appears to be much less resistance than we
had seen in the past.

Mr. MILLER. You are going to have to excuse .me. I have to go
vote. .

We have a couple of questions if you wouldn't mind responding.
Mr. HOULIHAN. Can you give us an example of hikher skilled and

higher paid occupations that are being affected by automation.
Mr. CRICK. Yes, potential displacement of people 4n occupations

such as middle management, credit managers, typesetters, buyers,
- and other occupations are possible and in some cases we are experi-

encing it now. The staff study cites examples of higher pdid and/or
higher skilled people affected. ,

Mr. HOULIHAN. Most of the discussion has been in the manufac-
turing area and today we are trying to look at sorne of the office
areas, but I have also read quite a bit about the effect on middle
management.

/

Explain how automation might affect middle managers.
I*. Cmcx. Yes. Several years ago I did a study on what at the

time was called automated decisionmaking in which you can pro-
gram a computer with ektablished criteria to analyze data and
make decisions and initiate action without manual reviews.

Currently, a step above that, artificial intelligence is being
worked on which allows the computer to do more than just follow a

,
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program, and what it does Carl fit some .deflifitions of actually
thinking and learning.

When you have situations like this and you have a manager that
makes basic decisions based on existing criteria, you can possibly
replace a manager by having a computer do it much faster.

In addition to that, computers are capable of doing many admin-
istrative functions currently done by management.

Mr. USILANER. That is true in the office environment as well.
Office technology has placed the information flow at a greater rate
and questions whether that information has to flow from bottom to
top through a middle management level. A lot of corporations are
questioning that level now in terms of their cutback.

Mr. HOULIHAN. I would like to ask a question that the chairman
mentiono41 with the BLS work.

We talked about the occupational handbook, but there is another
divisiori of the Department that has been systematically looking at
that technological change.

Could you give us an idea of what the Department of Labor's ef-
forts are in that area?

Mr. CHICK. You refer to the Office for Productivity and Technol-
ogy Studies, they do perform analysis of selected industries. They
select about 40 iridustries and do a study on about 4 a year, which
indicates they study 1 industry every 10 years.

This problemin my opinion it is a problembecause the data
does get old. This problem is directly related not to the quality of
work they do but rather to the resources they have to do that
work.

Mr. HOULIHAN. When you look at the Department of Labor, the
division that does the handbook and the productivity division, are
there other divisions which contributed to the occupational projec-
tions? .1

Mr. CHICK. The data feeds into the people that have the modei
from various sources.

Other sources include data obtained in household surveys from
emploOes, as well as employment, data obtained from employers.

This data is put together for the purpose of making projections of
occupational mix as well as providing data in the occupational
handbook.

Mr. HOULIHAN. That is all the questions I have.
Mr. USILANER. Thank you.
Mr. HOULIHAN. Thank you very much for coming.'
[Recess.]
Mr MILLER. The next witness that the subCommittee will hear

from will be Mr. Dennis Chamot, who is the assistant director of
the Department for Professional-Employees, AFL-CIO.

Please proceed in the manner you feel most comfortable, and*.
also, if you wish to comment on anything you have heard before,
feef free to do so. ,

STATEMENT OF DENNIS CHAMOT, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO

Mr. CHAMOT. I appreciate the opportunity to do that.
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You are facing one of the most important issues, not only to
American workers but to the entire American economy.

Mr. MILLER. They still can't hear you.
Mr. CHAMOT. I will quickly read through my statement and I will

be happy to respond to whatever questions the committee might
have.

I would like to begin by mentioning how we got into this issue.
The department of which I am assistant director, the Profession-

al Employees Department of the AFL-CIO, has 27 affiliated unions
which represent a wide diversity of people employed in virtually
every major professional field.

We got into the issue primarily because of the effects of some of
this new technology on one particular group of employees, and that
was drafters.

They were being subject to some developing technology which
would take engineering information, run it through a computer
and turn them into final drawings of very high qualit.Y. The poten-
tial was there for eliminating the jobs of these drafters. The union
that represented them started studying it.

We found that similar kinds (If things were happening across the
board.

I wish to point out that the problems developed in a white-collar,
highly technical, highly skilled area and that technological change
affects those areas as much as-any other.

While other witnesses who appear before you today will mention
specific problems, I would like to discuss ome _broad issues which
cause us concern. It was not that long ago,'in-historical terms, that
the United Sfates was primarily an agricultural nation. A hundred
years ago, 51 percent of our wcIrk force were agricultural workers.
As farming technology improve-a, productivity rose, and large num-
bers of people moved from the farms to the cities, looking for work.
A lot of them, and millions of immigrants too, found jobs in the
growing factories.

I won't comment here on the abysmal conditions in many of
these factories, but I just note that a lot of people worked in them,
many coming off the farms. Indeed, farm technology has improved
to Ihb point where today less than 3 percent of our work force are
agricultural workers. In absolute terms, we now have only one-
third the number of farmworkers as we did 100 years ago, even
though the population has increased manyfold.

The factories have not been stagnant. What. with all of our cur-
rent concerns, tottAy's factories are enormously more productive
than those4of the past. They need to employ far fewer people than
would have been necessary if we never advanced beyond 19th-cen-
tury technology. Where did everyone go? For the last few decades,
much of the employment growth has been in the service sector, in-
cluding government. Today over 50 percent of the American work
force is white-collar.

Today governments at all levels, as well as private companies,
are under financial pressure. All want to improve productivity, and
most are approaching the problem with the traditional view that
higher productivity means more machines and fewer people. Where
are the displaced people to turn?

,
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We recognize the need to improve productivity, but how-are the
fruits of the improvements going to be used? ..

In the Past, some of the savings led to new investment in growth
areas, but we are not growing very rapidly now and, furthermore,
we have run out of sectors. We can talk about increased leisure
time, continuing a long historical trend toward fewer hours in the
work day, shorter work weeks, increased vacations, and the like,
but would this only apply to those fortunate enough to retain their
jobs in high productiyity industries? 4

We could find ourselves developing a new class structure,,based
upon the level of technology in any piarticular industry, wAh the
elite few having far more benefits than the mass of the population.%
On the other hand, we could.. talk about greatly expanding the
public sector to provide sociall useful and needed services. Or we
could speculate endlessly about increasing concentrations of
wealth, and so on. But the future is not Preordained, it depends
very much on what Ive decide to do today. In any case, it is certain
that modern technologies will have major effects. ,

We are not just talking about robots. Today's technologies are
very sophisticated and take many forms. They include computer-in-
tegrated manufacturing centers, automatic warehouses, word proc-
essors and desk-top computers, automatic teller machines and com-
puterized checkout counters, satellite communications systems,
even direct computer-to-computer links. Many of these systems are
designed to eliminate human activities, so we should not l-it sur-
prised that the work they do can be performed by fewer people.

We are now suffering through the highest rate of unemployment
since World War II. Most of that is undoubtedly because of the
poor state of the economy. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to
get an accurate count of jobs lost to automation in the face of the
overwhelming loss of jobs created by poor economic decision-
making. Further, it has been argued that past 1technological devel-
opments led, in the long run, to the creation of more jobs than
were lost. Wouldn't the same hold true in the future?

We think not, and that is partly because of the nature of the
technology itself. The big difference is the computer, and the devel-
opment of the computer on a chip. It is now possible to give ma-
chines the flexibility and decisionmaking ability that heretofore
could only be obtained from human workers. The enormous capac-

. ity and speed of computers makes many things possible which
coujjklt have been iniagined only a few years ago.

anufacturing technology is already highly automated in ,many
industries. With further developments in computer vision and tac-
tile sensing, a good deal of assembly work may be automated. The
same is true of materials handling. It is conceivable that blue
collar workers in manufacturing could eventually become ak rare
as farm workers. ..

Even within manufacturing, much of the emPloyment growth
has involved white-collar jobs, secretaries, accountants, engineers,
computer programers, lawyers, advertising personvel, and so on.
Computer technology will affect them all, too. The total is the sum
of the parts. If every company, every government agency, seeks to
improve productivity and control personnel costs through new tech-
nology, the result may well be a gowing GNP coupled with high
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unemployment. If we emphasize modernization through investment
in the latest technology even while we have more than 10 million
unemployed, and ignore the human impacts, the social costs may
be immense. New technology, will lead to near-term, localized prob-
lems, at least. What the more distant future holds in store is any-

- body's guess.
Our Government has all but ignored these issues for quite some

"----time. The same cannot be said of other countries. Many are con-
cerned enough to tr3'7 to deal with the short-term problems.

The Swedes, for example, have developed an extensive, govern-
ment-funded training program for the structurally unemployed.
About 1 percent of the total work force is involved in this program.
A couple of years ago, double that number were involved. One
reason for its sUccess is that participants receive a stipend which is
set higher than unemployment compensation. Coupled with a very

.......eaetensive public works programabout 1% percent of the work-
forcethese activities helped Sweden achieve .an unemployment
rate s)f about 2 percent, less than one-quarter that of the United
States. It should be noted that while these programs do not pro-
duce permanent jobs, they do help individuals displaced by techno-
logical change, as well as others, leAd productive lives.

The Swedish Government has also established numerous commis-
sions to study the potential problems arising from techncr1ogica1
changes, and to recommend social action where warranted! These
commissions routinely include labor and management members.

In Germany, state and local governments work cooperatively
with industrial unions and employers to develop mgrams for labor
markets which are hurt by technological changee. These programs
include not only tax incentives to attract new businegses into the
affected communities, but also training and retraining prografns
for the people directly affected.

The,German government has long been committed to keeping its
indugfrial base among the most modern in the world. The federal
Ministry of Research and Technology has a budget of over.$41rbi1-
lion. It is used for pronioting new technologies, and at the same
tinie, also funding studies promoting the humanizatipn of work-

' places. That one ministry is responsible for both areas.
In Britain, a country with economic' problems as severe as our

own, their. Department of Employment did a major study, pub-
lished in 1979, "The Manpower Implications pf Microelectronics
Technology." While their timeframe was much too short, only 5
years, the study does indicate that the government recognized the
importance of these issues. The British Department of Industry
began in 1978 the Microelectronics Applications Program [MAP) to
promote the use of new technologies in industry. The program pro-
vides financial support, money for training programs, and technical
advice. The Trades Union Congress, the British labor federation,
has received well over $1 million from this program to fund devel-

,opment of their own programs aimed at educating workers about
these technical developments.

411 These are just a few of the ways other countries are reacting to
the challenges presented by changing technologies. Furthee details
are contained a report we issued about a year ago "Cooperation or
'
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Conflict. European Experiences with Technological Changes at the
Workplace," a copy of which I am submitting with this, statement.

Why has there been more concern for problems associated with
technological changes in other countries than in the United States?
The American approach seems to have involved a great deal of
faith in_technology itself, in the belief that if we only could develop
more and more sophisticated systems, productivity would zoom and
all of 6ur problems wolild evaporate. Things have not worked out
that way, and our European brethren have been less willing to
simply let things drift. Their governments have been.far more will- -

ing to help not only business, but also affected workers and com-
munities. In many cases there has been a higher degree of coopera-
tion among the business eommunity, labor unions, and government,
in planning and implementing programs.

Now, nowhere in my statement have I fidicated that the Ameri-
can labor movement is opposed to technological change.

There as 'an interesting study by Doris McLaughlin, I be&ve at
Wayne State and the University of Michigan called "The Impact, ;
of Labor Unigns on the Rate and Direction of Technological Inno- ,

vation " Her conclusion was that unions indeed are not the prime
factor in restricting the development of new technologies, .that
most unions will willingly go along with changes that are suggest-
ed..

Those that oppose the changes gsually so because there is
SOITIQ immediate threat to ,etfare of their members, and a

$(--
those immediate threats ar ta en care9 they too accede to- the
changes.

In sptte of all the problems, we recognizg,that change is a neces-
sary constant in our lives. But we are contWned as much with how
particular changes are brought about as witht-the details them-
selves No matter what the long-tem,effects-ivill be, it is a certain-
ty that there will be short-term problems.

In 'evaluating the contrasting claims of technology optimists and
pessimists, I btlieve it is important to leok at the areas, they ar6
emphasizng. For example, in manufacturing, new technology whiCh
results in the development of new products may well lead to, the
creation of new jobs, even if output expands. Similatly,In services,
replacement of workers by computers and telecommilnications
terns can reduce employment in the industry, or at leagt
growth, even with rising output. In other words, if productivity
risesjaster than output, employment will drop,

Does this mean that we should oppose productivitY iMProver ..,

ment? Not at all,' but it does indicate that 'we need to he aware of s'
the problems, and we have to plan to meet ttem. .-

n ,,

We are in the midst of a revolution that will virtually,A
form of work unchanged. The ariplication of computer and 'micro-
chip technology, coupled with the range and flexibijity oftelecom-
munications systems and other devices and materials, offer epoT
tential for change which 4s Cruly, phfound. We are reducing the ,
demand for blue collar workers, as has already ocQurr ed. for farill,r

or rs;)%ve are reducing skill requirements for some crafts, for ex- *
ampl 'typesetting and machine tool operation, through the use of
comput rs; we are eliminating servic e. jobs previously done by .

peoplefdr example, computer-aided deSign for enVineers;kWe are
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reorganizing and capitalizing office work, we are automating ware-
houses and retail checkout counters, I have even heard that the
fast food industry is considering using robots to prepare and serve
food.

If all of this is going on during a serious recession, the pace of
change must quicken when recovery finally arrives. This could
mean that unemployment will not drop as far as otherwise would
be the case. It certainly means there will be a great need for train-
ing and retraining programs, for protection of salaries and benefits
as people are shifted into new positions, for real improvements in
the quality of working life, rather than having the machines doKrti-
nate the work environment. Above all, it will require joint action
on the part orall affected parties. government, business, labor, and
the community. We have a long way to go, and the later We begin,
the more difficult the'Problems will become.

[Prepared statement of Dennis Chamot fol1ow41

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DENNIS CHAMOT, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT FOR
PROFE,SSICINAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO

My name is Dennis Chamot I am Assistant Director of the Department for Pro-
fessional Employees (DPE) of the AFL-CIO. The AFL-CIO is a familiar organization
to this Committee, but I would like to take a moment to destribe the DPE, and to
explain how we became interested in technological change.

The Department is made up of 21 national and international AFL-CIO unions
dist attaihed) which represent approximately two million :individuals employed in
iTirtualfy every major professional field. Among them are performing artistsmusi-
uans, actors, singers and dancersand associated technical crafts Also represented
are nurses, pharmacists, laboratory technologies and other health care personnel,
teachers and college professors, scientists and engineers, librarians, social workers,
etc.

Several years ago, drafters represented by one of our affiliates began to encounte'r
some problems related to the introduction of computerized equipment which was ca-
pable of producing drawings from the information provided by engineers. The poten-
tial was there, at least as the technology improved, for elimination of drafter's jobs
As we looked Into these issues further, we found that similar developments were
occunng in.many different areas. My point, though, is that we began to study this
issue because of the Impact on white collar jobs, even before the concern about in-
dustrial robots had reached the level of visibility it currently enjoys.

While other witnesses who appear before you today will mention specific prob-
tems, I would like to discuss some broad issues which cause us concern. It was not
that long ago, in histoncal terms, that the United States was primarily an agricul-
tural nation. A hundred years ago, 51 percent of our workforce were agriculture
workers. AS farming technology improved, productivity rose, and large numbers of
people moved from the farms to the cities, looking for work. A lot of them, and mil-

. .lions of immigrants, too, found jobs in the growing factories. I won't comment here
on the abysmal conditions in many of these factories, but I just note that a lot of
people worked in them many coming off the farms. Indeed, farm technology has im-
proved to the point where today, less than three percent of our workforce are agri-
cultural' workers. In absolute terms, we now have only one third the number of
farm workers as we did 100 years ago, even though the population has increased
many fold.

The factories have not been stagnant. What with all of our current concerns,
today's factoriel,are enormously more productive than those of thepost. They need

. to employ far g6w,r people than would have been necessary if wp never advanced
beyond nineteenth century technology. Where did everyone go? Fqr the last few deo,
ades, much of the employment growth has been in the service sector, including gov-
ernment. Today, over 50 percent of the American workforce is white collar.

Today, governments at all levels, as well as private companies, ake under finan-
cial pressure. All want to Improve producthdty, and most are approaching the prob-
lem with the traditional view that higher productivity means more machines and
fewer pepPle. Where are the displaced people to turn?
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We recognize the need to improve productivity, but how are the fruits of the im-
provements going to be used' In the past, some of.the savings led to new investment
in growth areas,, but we are not growing very rapidly now, and furthermore, we
have run out of sectors We can talk about increased leisure time, continuing a long
historical trend toward fewer hours in the work day,horter work weeks, increased
vacations and the like, but would this only apply to those fortunate enough to
retain their jobs in high productivity industries^ We could find ourselves developing
a new class structure, based upon the level of technology in any particular industry,
with the ebte few having far more benefits than the mass of the population. On the
other hand, we could talk about greatly expanding the public sector ta provide so-
cially useful and needed services Qr we could speculate endlessly about increasing
concentrations of wealth, and so oh But the future is not preordained, it depends
very much on what we decide to do today. In any case, it is certain that modern
technologies will have major effects

We are not just talking about robots Today's technologies are very sophisticated
and take many forms They include computer integrated manufacturing centers,
automatic warehouses, word processors and desk tAp computers, automatic teller
machines and computerized check-out counters, satellite communications systems,
even direct computer to computer links Many of these systems are designed to
eliminate human activities, so we should not be surprised that the work they do can
be performed by fewer people.

We are now suffering through the highest rate of unemployment since World War
II Most of that is undoulitedly because of the poor state of the economy. It would be
difficult, if not impossible, to get an accurate count ofjobs lost to automation in the
face of the overwhelming loss of jobs created by poor economic decision making.
Further, it has been argued that past technological developments led, m the long'
run, to the creation of more jobs than were lost. Wouldn't the same hdld true in the
future?

We think not, and that is partly because of the nature of the technology, itself,
The big difference is the computer, and the development of the computer on a chip.
It is now possible to give machines the flexibility and decision making ability that
heretofore could only be obtained from human workem. The enormous capacity and
speed of computers make many things possible which couldn't have been imagined
only a few years ago.

Manufacturing technology is already highly automated in many industries With
further developmenth in computer vision and tactile sensing, a good deal of assem-
bly work may be automated The same is true of materials,handling. It is conceiv-
able that blue collar workers in manufacturing could eventually become as rare as
farm workers .

Even'within manufacturing, much of the employment growth has involved white
collar jobssecretaries, accountants, engineers, computer programmers, lawyers,
advertising personnel, and so on. Computer technology will affect them all, too. The
total is the sum of the parts. If every company, every government agency, seeks to
improve productivity and control personnel costs through new technology, the result
may well be a,growing GNP coupled with high unemployment. If we emphasize
"modernization through investment in the latest technology even while we have
more than ten million unemployed, and ignore the human impacts, the social costs
may be immense New technology will lead to near term, localized problems, at
least What the more distant future holds in store is anybody's guess.

Our government has all but ignored these issues for quite some time. The same
cannot be said of other countries. Many are concerned enough to try to deal with
the short term problems The Swedes, for example, have developed an extensive,
government funded training program for the structurally unemployed. About one
percent of the total workforce is involved in this program. A couple of years ago,
double th t number were involved. One reason for its success is that participants

Coreceive a tipend which is set higher than unemployment compensation. upled
with a ve extensive public works program (about 11/2 percent of the workforce),
these activitieb helped Sweden achieve an unemployment rate of about 2 percent,
less than one-quarter that of the United states It should be noted that while these
program§ do not produce permanent jobs, they do help individuals displaced by tech-
nological change, as well as others, lead productive lives.

The Swedish government has also established numerous commissions to study the
potential ,problems arising from technological changes, and to recommenh social
action were warranted These commissions routinely include labor and management
members.

In Gerinany, state and local governments work cooperatively with industrial
unions hnd employers to develop programs for labor marketh which are hurt by

,
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technological changes. These programs include not only tax incentives to attract
new businesses into the affected communities, but als-o training and retraining pro-
grams for the people directly affected.

The German,government has long been committed to keeping its industrial base
among the most mcdern in the world. The federal Ministry of Research and Tech-
nology has a budget of over six billion dollars. It is used for promoting new technol-
ogies, and at the same time, also funding studies promoting the humanization of
workplaces. That one ministry is responsible for both areas.

In Britam, a country with economic problems as severe as our own, their Depart-
ment of Employment did a major study, published in 1979, "The Manpower Implica-
tions of Microelectronics Technology". While their tune %pine was much too short
lonly five years), the study does indicate that the government recognized the impor-
tance of these issues The British Department of Industry began in 1978 the Micr-
oelectronics Applications PrograrreSIAP) to promote the use of new technologies in
industry. The program provides financial support, money for training programs, and
technical advice. The Trades Union Congress, the British labor federation, has re-
ceived well over one million dollars from this program to fund development of their
own programs aimed at educating workers about these technical developments.

The are just a few of the ways other countries are reacting to the challenges pre-
sented by changing technologies, Further details are contained in a report we issued
about a year ago, "Cooperation or Conflict. European Experiences with Technologi-
cal Change at the Workplace," a copy of which I am submitting with this statement.

Why has there been more concern for problems associated with technological
change in other countries than in the United States? The American approach seems
to have involved a great deal of faith in technology itself, in the belief that if we
only could develop more and more sophisticated systems, productivity would zoom
and all of our problems would evaporate. Things haven't worked out that way, and
our European brethren have been less willing to simply let things drift. Their gov-
ernments have been far more willing to help not only business, but also affected
workers and commuruties. In many -Cases, there has been a higher degree of cooper-
ation among the business community, labor unions and government in planning and
implementing programs.

Now, nowhere in my statement have I indicated that the American labor move-
ment Ls opposed to technological change. In spite of all the problems, we recognize
that change is a necessary constant in our lives. But we are concerned as much with
how particular changes are brought about as with the details themselves. No matter
what the long term effects will be, it is a certainty that there will be short tgrm
problems. In evaluating the contrasting claims of technology optimists and pessi-
mists, I believe it is important to lpok'at the areas they are emphasizing.

For example, in manufacturing, new technology which results_in the development
of new products may well lead to the creation of new jobs. On the other hand, tech-
nologies which improve the productivity of, processes involved in the manufacture.of
msting products may lead to a net reduction in jobs, even if output expandi: Simi-
larly, in services, replacement of workers by computers and telecommunications ays-
tems can reduce employment in the industry, or at least limit growth, even with
rising output. In other words, if productivity rises faster than output, employment
will drop.

Does this mean that we should oppose produCtivity improvement? Not at alr: But
it does indicate that we need to be aware of the problems, and we have to plan to
meet-them.

We are in the midst of a revolution that will leave virtually no form of work un-
changed The application of computer and microchip technology, coupled with the
range and flexibility of telecommunications systems and ',other devices and materi-
als, offer a potential for change which is truly profound. We are reducing the
demand for blue collar workers (as has already occurred for farmiwrkers)., we are
reducing skill requirements for some crafts (e.g., typttmg anrinachine tool oper-
ation) through the use of computers, we re_ehmina ing service jobs previously cloae
by people (e.g., automatic bank teller machines, electronic telephone scritching
equipment, ancj_musit synthesizers), we are expanding the productivity of profes-
/nom:LI-level riiployees (e.g., cofriputer aided design for engineers), we are reorganiz-
ing and "capitalizing" office work, weare automating warehouses and retail check-
out counters, I have even heard that the fast -food industry is considering using
robots to prepare and serve food.

If all of this is going on during a serious recession, the pace of change must quick-
en when recovery finally arrives. This could mean that unemployment will not drop
as far as otherwise would be in the_ case. It certainly means there will be a great
need for training and retraining programs, for protections of Salaries and benefits as
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people are shifted into new positions, for real improvements in the quality of work-
ing life rather than having the machines dominate the work environment. Above
all, it will require joint action on the part of all affected partiesgovernment, busi-
neis, labor and the community We have a long way to go, and the later we begin,
the more difficult the problems will become.

AFFILIATES OF ME DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES

Actors Equity Association.
American Federation of Government Employees.
American Federation of Musicians.
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees.
American Federation of Teachers.
American Federation of Television and Radio Artists.
American Guild of Musical Artists.
Association of Theatrical Press Agents and Managers.
Brotherhood of Railway and Airline Clerks.
Communications Workers of America.
Federation of Professional Athletes.
Insurance Workers International Unicin.
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture Machine

Operators.
- International Association of Machinists.
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
International Federation of,Professional and Technical Engineers.
International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers.
International Union of Operating Engineers.
National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians..
Office and Professional Eniployees International Union.
Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union.
Screen Actors Guild.
Seidarers International Union.
Service Employees International Union.
United Association of Journeymen Plumbers.
United Automobile Workers.
United Food and Cominercial Workers.

-
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Adpt or the has always ticen'the
ntle goccrning the molution of

life on this planet The same is true of
organrZahoris and proftsmons In those
cases when we are faced with change
occunng on a Massne scale and with
great rapidity we often refer ro It as
reyolutionart

%care today on the verge of a rcsolu
lion that will leave virtually no form of
work unchanged The application of
Computer and microchip technologies
coupled with the enormous range and
flexibility of do eloping telecommunica-
tions systems offer a potential tor
change which may be every bit as pro
found as that caused by the first Indus-
trial Revolution

That occurrance from oUr modem
penpcsaive appearing very rapid, but
in reality continumg over many years.
transformed much of the W cater!, world
from agricultural c ornmunioes to indio
trial grants There is talk now of going
beyond the industrial age into the Infor
ninon Era when power and wealth
will derive More (Rim the generation
and manipulation of data than from the
fahrnation of material gooda

In manufacturing computers and
computer driven equipment are already
playing an net more Important role on
the factory floor while white collar
'front office' work information hand-
lingexpands enormously In the ser
vice areas both in private and public
enterprises, developments such as minh
computers, word processors, autonlatiC
equIpment all linked by extensrve tele
phone and satellite networks, are re
vamping the very way workplaces are
designed and Jobs themselves are de-
fined

. 2
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Introduction

Adapting to this revolution presents
organized labor with one of Its greatest
challenges in decades On the one hand.
the new devekspments are too massne
and extensive to even think of trying to
stop in theu entirety Besides, many are
necessary for improving American pro .
ductivity at a time when economic
growth has been very sluggtsh On the
other hand present throughout is un-
precedented opportunity for excessive
management domination and control
through detailed monitoring of com-
puter systems. as well aS a very real
possibility of economic growth 4 busmen
growthiocCuring in the face of growing
unemployment Such ts the enormous
capacity of integrated computer sys
terns. a goal of many businesses here
and abroad

These changes are not limited to the
United States Similar problems are
being faced in every mayor industrial
nation T he y directly affect professional
and technical employees who find
themselves on the frontiers of innova-
tion On the assumption that we have
much to share and learn from one
another and in our continuing efforts
to try to understand anddeal with ;nob-
ferns generated by technological change.
we present this report on some of the
act iv it les and thoughts of our colleagues
in several European countries

We begin with three long chapters
describing in some detail pertinent back.
ground from three Count ries Sweden.
West Germany and the United King-
dom The matenal presented here is
based in part on the results of discussions

between European trade u monists. gov-
ernment officials and management rep-
resentatis csand a delegation from affik
iated unions of the Department for
Professional Employees AFL CIO
headed by Rodney A Bower President
of the International Federation of Pro-
fessional and Technical Engineers
These meetings were held m the re
spective countnes during October ISBO
(see Appendix) Also included in this
report ts a brief description of the tech-
nology steward system being des eloped
m Norway The final chapter htled 'Dis
cussion- presents an analysts of the
Europeap situation and some conch,-
sions and impliCatsonS relevant to the
American scene

Technological change issues have
been growing in importance yearly We
hope that thn publication offers useful
information about what others are do.
int. and stimulates further fruitful dis-
cussion here in the United States.

I would like to ckne by offering our
grateful thanks to the German Marshall
Pund of the United States, who gener-
ously supported the European study tour
referred to above as well as the pubti
cation of this report

March 1931
Washington, D C
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Dennis Clamot
Assurant Director
Deportment for
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ployees AFL ClO



Sweden rs 3 small fairly homoger,
(sat vntr, s,f nt tts p,pulaiion

tiItusi Wer lox/ OC)0 is urban andcm
sentraied it he southern part of the
-iuntrs The is ort,tore e of about

I 411 taxi people is hithls Nero e and
h ,ehls sk lied

'tadens ndustr,a, origins ...an be
!rased hask two three hundred sears
when the furs, explottatIon of is natural
re,ur, es of sopper iron re ind
lumber ek glare Although these orr
,uns f, rtscj !he twer I r srfa,g.ciern
rdustres the Sw eds., clalm s.eseral kes
trein lions propelled their reialiseli

r rural so,lety Into the mdv 1 t he
,r lustreilord w odd of Me Yids( emu!)

Ball bearings
Ilsdrauln. separator
releph.ne
Electronics
ed, s internationalandhighly re-

spected automobile manuf&turer but-
eo tonginated in the ball bearing indus
try ehde the hydraq!.. separator Iorincel
Ilse basis liii an trionsisc machinery
indtivry Alevander t,iation 611 nil
widlsraritaillg thr telephone was in
vented- in Sweden at about th, same
(MX as on ihe I nued SLOGS. leadinglo
FM 'ft-catty-mem ,4 an industry .1'D impor

, lap! in Sweden today as or 15 io she
' ,toonned Itates,FlUcISMI,S. In 113 early

k,,msnncutrrqrunicaiennus equipment.
rectifiers and eletlrital Irtraler genera-
anon an4 transmission equipment h.nmed

the basis for whal is tOday Sweden;
largest and most dynamic industrial
scoor engincertngimachinery andcon-
>auction, ehich current/ accounti Tot
" is,14tttY uneshud of the country sons-
dusitial output and one Ralf t the total
ialut el its exports, .wede.n s well-
lobydi neutrality during he. two World.
Wars caed ihn,development of their
own' aibFa114 inanufacturing industry

oSAAE1,sleutralit?Soallowetqwedeff
'to COffie through Ole Wars WISh 13S M.
duurial baseinfacland rem)y-totakeits
Place in Ehe,pfiy,t WSJ mdcfstrialtrra.

, World. ,
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Sweden

S. ediny hoarser successful in its
industrial deselopment /5 a world <seriie
my and is subject to the vagaries if
world ttine7IM, fluctuations. As cosuk
try dependent on exporting to Europe
and lite rest of the world about SO
percent ol industrial pnoltic non to sur
sine I3 cam.. Lmn its IMptalls. WMth
113333Int to about 40 percent of its needs.
As a result Its automobile industry a
suffering (roman onslaught of Japanese
imports- Its heavy machinery industry
is under attack by salter European
countries and the Untied States And
1,ne of its earliest and most basic en-
dustries, lumber and pulp and paper is
facmgheavyciuflputiaieanfrtexrsk S and
Canal.han Interests

The world-wide economic recession
generated by the increased prices of
Ai ahod a responsible for thse worst dis-
t upounsan Sweden s economy In man,
taming full employment as a govern-

economic decisions Were
shade based on assuniptrons that the
rocesston would be short-hved When
this slid nut occur, a three-pronged
inack wistrred to regans Sweden's posit
lion in he worki economy tlocurrebcy
divaluanotidesigned tf: niate exparts

,mbre competitive -ift'ereased taxation
through the use of -a value added tax,
a nrbhe severnts of anntections with
the European-currency block Swedish
t rade anions. as a wholet-COt, tl
moderate:v.4;e densandiduring these

' years 6f. /Muir. Syeefinmas able to
regatif itsdxnatioit in the Worid economy.
reeording n trade surphisatta halving
ol their rate of mfiMiots,

An organwed labor movement in
Sweden dates to Rlaf, with the establish-
mem of the Typographical Associatson
in Stockholm Desclopment was slow
and soiled at afinost every turn by em-
Wooers until PPO when the first real
trade unions formed ahmg craft lines

he formation of the Swedish Trade
t mon Confederation r 1..0, and the
Sicial Democratic Party can Aso be
!fat ed to his period The iabOr 1714.333C`
meet relationship reached a more ad
saneed stage in the early Oa)) s with
the formatiorf of the first employer
group SAE the Swedish Employer s
Federanon. The gosernment in general
left the employees and employers ass°.
stations free to negotiate among them-
seism and the two groups gradually
tame lo reeognrris each other as equal
partscs al the bargaining table

Labor Laws began to deselop in the
1920 s A Cullectne Contrasts Act was
passed that set in law the rights and ob-
ligations of each party to the other and
outlined general provisions relating to
ovkirking conditions. Also esta blished at
this time was a Labor Court to which
disputes over collective bargaining
agreements were lobe taken fur resolu-
tiOn before any industrial actions were
resorted to The Labor Court has seen
varying amounts of activity since its
formation and has developed a large
body of precedents These form very
efficient guidelines fur labor, manage-
ment interaction leading to the resolu-
pun of many disputes before they ad-
vance to the Labor Court itself

1 he 193(1s saw the first formation of
white collar unions in Sweden complete-
ly independent of the 1,C) Where blue
collar workers had orga iuzed along craft
lines some Xty ears earlier, white collar
unions developed from the extension
of professional and sociatorganizations.

3 4
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Twit associations formed tw early wha5
collar unions merged- in the 1940
fora' the Central Organization fpr Sala-
ned Employee's TCO1 One oI her white
coital' union associatton eats m Sue.
Jen the Swedish Confederatnin of Pro.
fesskinal Assoctattons 'National Federa
inn oil Sersants SA( 0 SRI Thts
group describes itself as a central poles
slawl orga noat ion for unisersits gradu
ate-sand salaried employees. ith higher
education and draws its membership
Ni percent from state gosernment em
plates 26 percent frorn local pisu en
rnent emplaces. 241 percent from per
Salc industes emplaces and 4 percent
(nun self ,mplosed professwmals

In 1011 the craft unions in the LO
koluntanly decided to reorganize them
seises along industry Imes The bash
for this decision was to asoiefinterunwin
competition ind turealwbeinal problems
that ci-uld has, resulted from sese i al
different craft unions represem(no work
ers in , ne industry There ark only a
few um, ms left in Sweden which an
organized al,ng craft lines

La's u lei:Maui in caw significant ad-
s., es during the 44 sear rule of the
union hicked Social Democratic party
in Sweden

f he S acation Act alloSYS user,/
emplace bee weeks vacation mine
mum per near
The Act on 4, irking flours stipu
late, .1 40-hour mastinurn work
week and limits its comic per em
place to ISO hours per year
The Sec urns if Fmployment Act
greatly limits the ability of crnpioy
ers to fire emplosees
The Petit-n(4ton of Emplosmeni Act
r,Nuiree employers to notify county
labor boards of any planned cut
backs insolving ftve or more'
workers
The Shop Stewards Act strengthem
the positsm of union represent,
tises hy forbidding discrimination
against shop stewards. gluing them
supersentonly in layoff situations..
and allowing them unitmitetl lease
of absence rights for union actou-
ties

4
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The Board Represer)lition Act
allows workers in firths larger than
2, employees to elect two repre-
sentatines to the boardof directors
of the company with full parucr
patem in the decwions of the board
nd
The Join( Re gulatton of 11,irking
Life Ad; urantees the unism full
inforrnatwin about the company
gss,t, the union a right to approse
organization of work and work
assignments. injduittion to hiring
and firing of emplaces anti alio,ui
the union to seto subcontracting
if work Iss (he emploser

Labor legislation in Sweden is supple-
mented by a hods of costal welfare lege,
lawn without ecitil an, where in the
world For example childcare is proe
ided frew public education including

cc hoot supplies and mels are free
health care is free with minor encefe
isms sensor citizens arc pros ided with
pensions indexed to the cost of Ming
and housing subsidies nd the handi-
capped are provided aSsiStance tn locat
mg employment while employers re
subsidized to hire and train (he occu
patwinally dtsadsantaged

The welfare state of Sweden is .!,er
tautly not without its attendant costs
Personal income tan is high with mar
ginal increases in income taxed near 140
percent The social costs of leoholism
are paid through extremely heavy levies
on alcoholic beserages The Same 15
true for the health costs of smoking
tithaccitAuerage Swed,s howeser
look un(on their system as the best I

the world nd considering the ads ances
made in human welfare in Sweden they
hate .1 101 to be proud of

Jhe TCO man umbrella organization
that is comprised of 24 affiliated trade
unstris with a total membershtp of over
one million persons TCO affiliated
unions organize all sectors of white
colLar employ ees and at atITOSI all leech.
A sltght maloritv of its members are
female and TCO can claim some 60 to
70 percent of il organizable salaried
workers in Sweden Since TCO Is de-
centralized federation most response
bilities fall to its affiliated unions Col
lecuse bargaining for example O
responsibility left to the constituent
unions while the TCO functions prr
manly as a coordinating and informa
t lona I agent., TI 0 us also J nonpoliti-
cal organization but can and dors exen
its influence in political circles for the
benefit of its membership

To enhance its influence in collec-
toe bargaining the TCO has formed
crteh with other employee federattorts
in the three sectors of the Swedish
economy- the prisate sector the state
Sector and the localgosernment sector
One of these with the private Sector
constituent unions of SACO SR is the
Private Salaried Staffs Cartel I PTIs I

.-)hese cartels. moreoser bargain with
iffereni employer federations in each

sector.. The net result of the formation
of these loargaining cartels is that Swe-
dnh empkiyers hase had to face a united
labor front in most of their collective
bargaining

TCO ts becoming increasInglv in
mist. d wtth technological change and
its effects on workers and worklife

u.......,Ctoneern user these ef feu, c an he traced
to 1970 when for the first time infer
mation gathered in the Swedish hue
year census was to be recorded on
computer based medtum Questions
raised at that ume dealt wIth integrity
how the Informant-in gathered would
Ire usedand hose it would besafeguarded
from unscrupulous interests rather
than the effects of the medium itself on
workers These concerns resulted in

LabOr

The Central Organization for Salarred
Employees iTCOi and the Swedish
Trade 1, mon Confederaitoest LO1 pre-
sent fairly similar stews on the profn
lems fa, mg labor sn Sweden today Then
views are similar until the question of
techefokigical change ts presented (The
Swedrsh Con federa tton of Professional
Assocrations/National Federarton of
Cis if Servants I.SACO'SRI has had little
interest in the issues surrounding tech-
nological 4.hange I

3 5,
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,surirs f-r wag, tarn,rs in 'rd anal
tel iktth sir. s.,detsrminaitort

tsr,
in,,,Lston; hex Ainitteeits

Swedish (rad, unions enormous pnnev
ns espesialli compared to 1rnsrisan

srpsrians, hut the IA. it Mir perfect
1Ith,.ugh th, urmin t nulls d te anS
friforMation the i mploisr mai hair
rho', is no spiv and amount of time
thdt iha urnon must hs informed he fors
the imp!, niation changss This
has rt suit, dirt suppler', mat agresmsnis
in some instans es to plass finis require-
me Ms tin inforni hist nor zdf sm
plr,sts ha, agreed 0suc h conditions
1n iddttional problem insulin iron] lath
of knowledge abitut tha s ffet tsof sp. I-

hnologia al v hang, on Ins work
place I" alibi iats th, a sr., rai fund
has hetet, estatilishmt within 11, Ira&
um, trt moss maw, Iii tinancs studs .4
the tilsstsi 1 'sw hnot,gies although
ths trads unions rt(ogntie tht Sails
larger ta sour, es asailable to tha 1.0111
panias n, t onduct studies in their
Inn. reels

The it ml securitx law of bid elk,
use ly answers questions related to the
retraining of displavcd workers In
silent the employer sannot fire a ra
dundant employer 10 ha must make
Jilin...in, for retraining If thee mployeu
sannot idjust to the new technologies
the employer max IA back on the
gosernment labor market edusaiion
program for the structurally unem
prxd The Swedes attribute the high
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rrte.

parocipatts,n talcs tor thts training io
Ma pas merit of J stas i,, the worker
while in the program Ind, stf the work
et sari remain in the prt,gram tor a Near
1- two and if at !be end if that tont
suitable work is unaiailablt thr wt As,
san °run ag,iirt In another art

I ha IX Ii ,n,n1r unnstows
strats s pre, alsm in Swl

dsn tor dsafing with n5w Os hnologio
I Mak" tha mirodo, on.4 new t, iii

ro10.00. rI5 M. 5 rrk nut, mplgn
srs new mettit ni, ,f taxation

funds thsn to In us") hi the
in ills v i,iImfl, it, problems

fr,tnt ti,. iss giss
2 1 enlp, r ink stop ill, intr, vitt, lion

kti tr.s, hno!ogissunrrl stud"
th it imp los san dons

I olie 5xt al unoonsa eto power oyez.
the introdue lion of new Ite hnohn
go,

4 f nattle ths unions to be brought in
at an sari tn tha clec Lyon-
making Nose, rm introducing new
tss hnologias
Sitmulate the introduction of new
leChnologies tO rnatntam Sweden s

tsition In regard to intepazional
soMpi fawn

Ehs TI 0,,wn polsay on technologr
cal s hangs IneorpOralCS elt mentsr if all
these strategies Quoting the finalreport
of their 19"9 ( Iingrem

Propsels appltsd tschnologisal
adsance Lan lay the foundations
,( social progress Tschnological
progress S J questIOn of power It
must not ire goierned by an ap-
prods h Implying that man txgradu
all, bevommg a MOM and Mime
superfluous appendage lo ma
chines C ornpUterieattiln makes
many routine mns unnescssani but
it also generates many newones It
rs trads union members who have
to do these tot's and be exposed to
the physical and mental' stresses
Iniolved hy s omputemation
Trade unions must therefore be
able to exert profound influence
on the mann, in whk h xomputer
vation is effected in Sweden



LO tiko tbe II o is an unihrella
organization co, ering 2, individual
Swedish trade unions Thc oklest and
largest of sus h siinfojerationik LO score
stituent untons hate J combined rnem-
Ts ohm iof will oter two million pre-
dominantls blue t ollar workers This
number represents titer N pt /tent of
all orLianvahle blue ttillar utilisers

The 10 in onitast Ns the rt 0 is a
ientratited uitnfedcr,itrt,n and

mat t nter into the negt nations of anti
its af !that,. prot ding guttlant i and

sutge coons for theisolutton of initial
I,Ut

1hr LO through the sight di asks
tit as sit., nue has also been deep!.
int 'Iti it in Swedish polities maintain
in,: Jose t onnestiAs to the soutil
Demos rare pant this rilioriMship is
ltri tilt respinsibli lit he so, ngth
possessid ht cat h these irganiratnure.
in Swedish Ms lett and polities and has
int,. eel hi 1.0 J minor rolt in the
formation of mush of !hi outtranding
labor legislation th it ri sulk d born the
41 is ars of Social Ihmoi rain parts
rule

Slifiough tut. ',raft and ilts111/ti
sonfedurations the 1 0 and the -ft
ottpurate loselv fins soopuration has

hssi'nrisrru'nyrtin hi l,J51 ifut ade at
hoth flan his,,nti trriuriinuiuttt d in
mall, rs re laing u oruitur it t h mgt.
in I hi Swedish es, moms LO s urns
and inelet d (Os also art to 'Arne for
J Mit 11.15 based on poltotal 14,141 and
economiu democrats for all workers

One departure from commonality of
!flutist between the LO and the fi 0
is in the area of iechnologisal i hangi
Although they hate studied thi issue
tor the last IS years the LO toll does
not hate mush Interest in the specific
employment effects of tut hnologital
hang,: preferring to rely On Olt Ouer

all 'IV, (11,11 policy of full employment
to take tare of any problem.

The LO believes that the Swedish
economy isdynamic enough to continue
toabworh an aierage of one million lob

hlingers tat h year is unpansion in the
strut, su for continues The movement

hi
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4tia! frt.

id this man. peopleper ',Jr has [Mt tut
or tined the Swedish S011at system The
%octett in fact has profited from this
motement although the indindual has
not in all caws Retraining of a; aterage
of 10 insi people per tear as pros Wed
undir ci it A welfare hat enabled rela
tit Olt easy mot ument although it is

adrnitttil I hat5l1101 its still train for...,
patrons that art disappearing suite the
choice of ocutipattons is left heels to
the taudent In additton there appears
to be no conflict hem, n unionsdue to
people retraining for different lobs
whit h mat fall under the Jurisdiction of
different unions fit the LO the impor
t ant point it that ',styli do indeed gut
other ph,

LO poliut is clear reflection of the
new that societt should not pay ttSkeep
people in disappearing lobs or pay (0
maintain skills that are dying in an in
treasingly modern world The degree
of Sweden sintolternent in international
competition bats° reflected in the I. kw
that if a 1.0,11pallb must flIMC Its produt
non facilities from Sweden to sun nhu in
world markets it should do so rather
than stA in Sweden and fail

Whun an economy rum out of co"-
nomiu scoots toabsorti ens uss workers
what then 'There isa Knit ohicution in
Sweden to reducing hours of work to
help inureaseemphryment A54 halanc
mg factor overtime work is MA sirciafly
acceptahk because noone 'wants to work
it Although vacation time continues to
Increase thrs is more an indication of
the importance of leisure tune to the

3

Swedes than 4 reaction to impending
problemsolteuhnoloo Retirement at
earlier and earlier ages is receiving the
most attention With most persons
cot ered under public pension schemes
that are transferable between emplos
tru retirement although not t arty in
the Amen,. SOW is tiewed as the
moist auseptable means for increasing
the total number of lobs in a 'honking
market

( °determination is one of the most
itnportant at hro mem.% of labor orgam

team., and Social 1)017105rallt got u re-
ment n Sweden Yet for all the long
history id' labor management uoopera
lion sonic Swedish unions are finding
that the emplosurs Yoth whom they deal
art working against the soiletermination

t i The Board of Representation Act)
and contact wIth the Swedrh Employ
er t Fuilu ratton on these issues us IN'
ton ins: mitre and more difficult In faia
there is wideranging pessimism among
labor groups on eten being ablt tir
appntia h emplot ers for discussing the
crustal Mut", of Wu um( ully !mph. nit nt
Ing a plan for codetermination Swedish
employers in the words of reprusenta
int, of SlY the largest white uollar
union art beginning to look like I S

emplosers sten to the point of using
one of the most tounterproductit e 01
All the frrautlees tilt S employers the
se, Ito, of anti union consultants

Falling back on the law us always J
last resOrt and it is always comforting
to know that it is there to rely on if ah
solutely necessary hut thus practice is
ma a posits, e uric, The move away from
the traditional tooperatne posture ts
viewed as retrogress!, 4 step back
wards in relation Jo all that has been
al hie, tif

if



Government

As mentioned earlier the current goy
ernment in Sweden has been in po.er
for tmls foe sear\ (Mowing nearly four
and t me-half decades .ti Costal Demo-
cratic rule Po hey differ, nc es between
the tat t are quite apparent to a Swedish
c !wen hut they are les, discernible to
American visitors Vi bile there MA, be
less 1 a desire for creating new sem.*
procram, tt,daM. and tn,C of i,ntern
ft I" bin. ddcr pn /1,,,fains Ve ill be financed
there is no wholesale attempt to dis-
mantle the remarkable strut turc eon
'much d in the past The imp trance
placed on thc Impacts of technological
change hs the S. cash ,....sernment is
apparent when one notes that some 10
giisernment commissions hase'been
formed to in, estrgate Ike potential prob
terns arising front such changes

The Computers and E le...ironic* Corn-
mission of the Ministry of Industry for
example is charged with conducting
studies in twitareas the e f fec ts of sort-
putervation on engineering processes
and the use of computers in data proses
sing Seeing that the engineering sector
is the kes to ;he future of Sweden in the
aiirfdeci,rtotrts this sectim of the con,
mission * conducting the most wide-
ra nging studies. Its ins esugations have
taken delegations to foreign countries
including the Lnited States and Japan
to study ihe cffecis of alliumating man u
facturing processes vn employment
industry structure productivity eic

Sweden has the largest number of
industrial robots per capita in the world
Most of the robots used in Sweden are
produced there some RS percent, while
about 60 percent of the country s pro-
ducoon id robots is being exported
There *presently little government con-
cern over the effects of using robots in
Sweden because the change to robotics
is taking place sery gradually

Jail ce mpg., qn../

There had been rising concern user
robotics among the Swedish trade
union, due I....studies produced by the

S National Science Foundation
General Electric and Westinghouse
This feeling though seems tube chang-
ing with experience Now the gosern.
mem sees much smaller potential for
robotics compared to original eStiThateS.
High cOSis mechanical limitations. and
slow speeds of existing robots is c hang-
ing the opinions of Swedish industry as
to thetr usefulness at least for the
present The design of products has
much greater effect on the successful
automation of production processes
than the use of automation in the pro-
duc non process itself ev en though the
result on labor * essentially the Same
In any cone Studies in these areas are
continuing

The work of the Commission on the
Effects of Computerization im Employ

d Working Environment of the
r::11717rhy of Labor raised an important

point that changed slightly the direc-
tion of their work Charged with answer-
ing a quantitative question. how many
yobs will there be where will they be
and what will they involve, the com-
mission has come to the realization that
the question may well be impossible to
answer definitively especially as the
technology changes rapidly

The study being performed by the
commission will concentrate on the
combined effect of production and pro-
ductivity on lobe In the 1970's. working 1/4
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hours decreased while employment
increased This was caused by the addi-
tion of a ilepslatedi Fifth week of vaca.
lion and increased educational lease
made mailable to workers. Productiv-
ity increased and production increased
during this time Using this situation as
a model the commission will use a
methodological stew of the best way to
calculate employment changes given
lh.inges in technology Although realiz-
ing that motels based on past perfor
mance tend not to be applicable to new
sttuations, the commission considers Mrs
the most logical pap to follow in trying
to determine the quantitative effects of
technological change

In many ways, this dependence on
academic macroeconomic modeling
techniques points to similarities of
approach to American government
planners The results will probably be
Just AS useful Still, one gets the impres-
sion that the Swedish government, far
more than the U S ts committed to ex.
tensise study of potentsal human im-
pacts of changing technology and to
SOLial action wherever warranted to
help people Adjust to those changes.

A further example, of the commit-
ment of the Swechth government to
issues of concern to labor es the fact
that public funds wholly finance the
work of the Swednh Center flar Working
Life Established in connection with the
cudet erm !nation act of 1977 the center
functions as a research institute for in.
dustnal relations and other worklife
problems Not a overn ent agency.
perse the staff r have a fair
amount of independence are dedr
cated to the enhancement of knowledge
on all aspects of working life, and to
increased influence of all employees,
including all aspects of codetermina.
lion
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There are currently several studies
underway at the center dealing with the
positis e and negatise aspects of tech
nologieI change in carious industries
For example one studs finds that the

dhanking industry non the serge ,d great
changes in its rnethi,ids of operation in

hese changes shiiw
siencen Joon ten technology with the
widespread applica tsi in eif eomputeriza-
then tee II tete!, of wok within the
Indust, %utomatedssstems could pir
tentialls elirnmate alsiut ,ine third if
the current hanking staff in Sire in
the Vest lii sears with these effects
concentrated in the front office tellers
and sat ings personnel and the almost
complete chrnination of routine hack
of fie e work

re, hneil. wieal changes ce nrcr rnilata
pn essing terminal sssierns automatic
teller machines word prose ssing and
personal somputiniri iie perle Timm,
of computation and analsytk hs aus
turners t henisels es rather than hank per
sonnet, %Ithough bank management
filewes t maintained les el of employ
men; in the dteatie of ths 11141 s this
studs is in direct conflict citing a corn
hmation of the potential for reorganiza
non bran( h if(iee shutdAens and merg
CI, a rt.:faired) stagnant economy and
few new-ideas and priKlusti

%here di:clines are ntieip lied in
lower les el mph eyrnent catepines In
ereaSel re expected in suc h areas as
eceenie,mtu ads Mel, analysts ealeulatism

and data processing personnel The wide
gap between the types of personnel al
fected point to increased training prob.
lemsnd doubts that there will he trans
fcr of many employ ees from One group
to another It is expeeted that turns,s er
will acs ount for some of the drop in cm
ployment espeeiallv d changes aro irn
plemented in a fashion that effectively

8
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nAkes use of normal ttrition flow
es er it is expected that reducing hours
to spreatt employment opportunities
ma, has e he become acceptahle in the
hankinrndustry

Tee hnologie al change has ahead. af
fected the printing and publishing in
dintrs in Sweden e teasing gts iss ing c,on
flicts between graphic arts workers and
iournalists As is beeoming common in
the I lined States "deo &vias
terminals ark starting to replace trile
nabs!. Is pc se men in Sweden eft,
!oak eliminating the Is esese fling phase
of the printing pro, ess leirintrodue
min met some resistance Ji first hs sope
KiUrnhlists 'and the use of %DT s was
thus not required I his attitude'
hoes est, uaseasilscire ums erned
the hiring process as newer sounger
entrants into the field were introduk ed .
to thens at the start

% dee line in the qualits of tournalism
has been noticed with the introduction
of % teehnologs not in the artistic
quality of tournalism hut in the tee hnr
cal quality It seems that management
upon the introduction of %DT s to the
indusirs eliminated proofreaders re
quiring Journalists to do no only their
own ts ping hut their own proofreading
as well with preche table results SS ith
glaphie arts Mt/there rerm ed frsathe
proofreading process manageTenrifien
birid sas ceramics to do final typing nd
proofing of copy J; MO lower wages

This industrs is the role exmple la
elellccillee ',opining agreement on tech-

ch.inge existing in Sweden at
the present nme It pros ides minimI
protection by itself hut is significnt
nonetheless It states simply that when
technology is introdueed that displaces
graphical arts workers: they fuse a right
to he retrained for tel within the in
dustry rather than 'lasing to rely on the
general retraining pros mons of the
Swedrsh social welfare legislation

As one last example the Center s
study of the Swedish insurance industry
shows tts'enow almost toulacOns ersion
to the use of new technologies Thc in
sutance workers union has a Member
ship near 200X/ Employment in the
industry drruhledtn the 1970s reaching
I7,4C0 at the 6sd of the decade although
this might have been Mra, 000 higher
if new technologies had not been intro .
duccd thc study finds

'sew teehnology in the industrs has
been in the form of VDT s and the
computerization of re. ords QUA,
tans eh, the use of this new technology
has heenseen to lead to a decline of the
memberships knowledge AVIA the in
dustrs and the work they do Fragnienta
tion of the work has probably kel hide
ereasey in the quallts of sets ice pro.
sided Ins the indusirs urthei %DT
use dors result in eye and neck prob.
ferns Nadas hes and increased stress
( °license agre ements has e limited
intensise S Ill use in this industrs to
one hour in duration. wise J da} In
addition tie examinations and ese
glasses are to he pros ided hs the
employer if needed ts emplosees work
ing on % DT

The insurank e industrs has been in
sok ed in some unique experiments in
worker education in Sweden State won
wired study k ire lee K here workers par
tic mate in educational sessions designed
to increase their awarenC, of factors
affee ring their Jobs and industrs has e

heen attended by us er ball the mem
bership of the insutance workers and

, with excellent results
The limit of total union influence on

teehnologital des elopment rsaprtrhlent
in Sweden and efforts are being made
to increase this influence The work of
the Swedish Center for %Coking Life is
centered n how the loeal and nationt
les els if urrons each with their ,own
spheresof influence efSuld better wotk
together to solve the problems of new
techneiltegres

4
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Industry

An Stnerican whose knowledge of the
Swedish system is limited iii what rs pre
sen ied ii meris an magazines nd
newsWeis could eas111 conclude that
there arj no real clifferenc es between
Swedish unions and employers 1Ye
frequuntly hear of the establishment of
progr,rssise sm lal pr,,grams rn erten
meni>un with worker ....nirot of ;wit
duct ott for example Ifoweser while
the relan,mship between Swedish unions
and cmploser, generally appears
much smoother than is ihc t al< in the

nited States ci inflicts do ar,c,
Introduction ,f new icc hnologs isifle

area where these differences come to
the surli, I lomatels Met dense from

t* giipls lo be met Intim ctnitrol of ihe
flats nd thesa..g..alc arewinher
different higher profits and

greater managerial flexibility for the em-
ployer sersu.s higher wages and more
humane working conditions for the em.
ployees

Ir may be instructive to look more
t lonely .11 a couple of inclisklual corn
panics .41C a prisate emploser and the
other publ4t. Line should keep in mind
(he icr1 high rate of ..rganization in
Sweden I icfudiig many tn plc In mid
dle management postttonti a, well as
the extent!, e labor laws Mentioned
earlier -

has( 111 1 in soni: ways the
Swedish equislent Generld Flee
trit. ASIA is J Major force in Sweden
and extends to IS laben countries around
the w4Idiincluding the I mind Siate51
In l,r9 thi ctimpany had world% tde
sales of nearly SI bdhon nd employed
its er 41(0) per41 In all of its opera
itons
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Si the Iles tronics Drunk/1104A
office operatiwns are undergoing au«,
mat ion insofiing word processing, data
priessing andefgaer computer related
ii chniques Thatar«,f automaton of
(tic office environment began in Sweden
in the- mid 1%0 s with the useol punched
paper tape input to computerized data
processing equipment This progressed
to the use of magnetic tape then mag-
netic cards Ito cassette tape input 10
111, currelp use of disk storage systems
for data word nd text processing This
most recent chnge ccording to
management hadonine about with little
resistance horn employees who were
said to.have wekome the new equip.
ment A small amount of hesitance was
encountered at first but peer pressure
brought those resisting around 41 ac
epttrig the new equipment aw.

idthcogh the new office equipment
easily allows management to comp*
data on the pp4uttitityl ol individual
employees using the equipment man-
agement denies using this feature on an
ludo/dual bastS whicfrwoufd be a viola
toon of the.'Svre h computer law
Groups of empl yeet were said to be
monitored but only rotate thee
=sof theisew equipment Er

(4

the study of machine dcstgnanulhuman
machine interactions, was considered
when planning for new office equip.
ment with such factors as streen glare
hard rests. mosable VDT screens and
printer noise being determinants of the
equipment finally chosen

Although all indlcations from man
ageMent were that the new equipment
was heartily accepted by employees it
oat later resistance say-
ing from sent extreme including
wildcat strike by prodycoon
employees was encoantered upon the
installation of ihe equipment Consuls
(Joon with union representaises AIN

said to hat e been swinimal no more
than that requirerl by the saryouy pieces
of labor kgtslation in effect

AS1 A has also established a cen-
tralized computer center a yery high
tecurrty installation in which the corn
puters directing ll of ASF A s opera
lions are housed ASIA uses comput ers
for technical simulation design auto-
mation product insentory marketing
and sales records. accounting and per
sonnet records, office automation and
plant 'automadon and testing Their
computing facilittes are II centraltzed
into this one center raisingconcerns of
security and explattling the security
check needed to enter the building

ASEA considers training in the use
of coniputerized systems crucial!, the
successful implementation of such sys.
tems T9ere apparently no training
arranged by the union, although there
4S labor/ management cooperation on
the 11811e of traming*The general at-
titude on the part of the unton seems to
have been that of falltng hack on labor

9
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legalation to deal with pi4enital prob.
ferns. This may be tie lo the fact that
Urge numbers of employees hate not
eel been significantly affected by new
technokatoes sauce demand and prod yc
tam contsnur furze However bah sules
admit that problems are likcls to arise
when arid if demand for products and
seroces leech out

In addition it the actual computer
center houses) In ihr, building much
ASTA somputer programming and sys-
MIS analysis ts Ante hoe programme f

nd analysts work at S DI) s that ,tre
manufactured in Sweden and in the
l fluted Stales b 11351 An interesting
comparison cn be nude between the
dtllerent types of S Dr s, those from
the' s haing green rcreens *tat
lighter grcen characiersand minimum
of adiustmeno while the Swedish
made!, uele fully .4U/table a ith
minimum of screen glare and easter lo
read yellow characterson a dark brown
screen...

Themany isaltoacuitet) develop-
ing new lel ho 'logy for ConlptIller aided
destgri, It is claimed that at to fil per
cent of the yrne presiodsly deyoted to
prorct and cil).acieldesign has been ,ased
through ibetise of computers

bur esample computer aided Jessgn
equipment can he used by drafters to
design electronic circuitry diagrams
The designs bema drafted are Ieiginally
devised by engineers and roughly
sketched-oht by hand This bask-design
is then goen to the drafter to develop
the final diagram using computer
assected equipment This equtpment re-
calls from merhOrl, indtvidual circuit
symbols and places them in any orien-
tation and at any sue on a circuit dia
grain displayed on a VDT Diagrams

10
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are built up until complete and then
automatically printed

ASEA management ciallISS that even
though roughly O perbenk of the sa
con design operation a still done by
hand in nsaktng ncl refining the rough
circuitry sketch before finalization on
the computer within foe years the
enure operation may be performed by
the engineers themselses, using the;r
tiVen terminals and eliminating the
drafters current insulsement in the
process.

The A t. Machine DIN iston of ASIA
produces small and medium electric
mttors generators contemns and
electromagnetic disc brakes A large
number of numerically controlled ma-
chines and industnal robots are used
tue the facility s production line The
industrial robots on the line are rele-
gated Itt perfortrung tasks that w ere con-
odered dangerous to humans- or ex
tremely boa& For enample aluminum
casting and high pressure stamping
operations that each had prgs musty
required about four persons Jere now
being performed by robots, une per
operation with four robots being
attended by tally one person Whether
the gib id tending ii the needs 71 in.
dustrul robots a routine rar not islrau-
able but it is clear that humans are
being removed from production areas
where their health and safety were
clenly endangered. Coincident with this
is chimera)f reduction of the number
of people needed for a gisen level of
production

Other robots on the production line
perform routine machining and
assembly operations. Chie for example
drills a sertei of six holes in brake
housing castings. a slow operation where
tbe robot picks up undrilled castings
from an area behind itself turns around
places the casting on a drill 'Oresefor
the drilling of three holes, picks up the
cabling turns it over places it in another
drill press for drilling three holes on the
other side picks it up clears off metal
scrap wsth compressed air and places ml
in a pile of finished castings. The entire
operation takes sty era I minUteS to corn-
pkte. apparently due to the mechanical
limitations of the machine A human
probably could have accompltshed the
task in less time, but the monotony of
the operation somewhat exaggerated

by the sktur MON ement of the machine,
rs a ppa rem- T has machine ts in constant
SerNite 24 hours a day and reQuires
only minimal maintenance The only
recurring need fur human attention a
tor supplyingo with undrilkd castings.

In later discussnms with production
management it became clear that the
introduction of robots and other auto-
mated equipment was riot done solely
for humanitarian reasons. i.Safeguarding
the physical well being Of their
employees does seem to be a real con-
ter n of Swedish management whether
because of legal consideration union
influence. or SOCtal pressures. or a cum-
bination of the three tHigh wage lesels
in Sweden was certainly a major factor
leading to the magal decision to utilize
numerically controlled machines and
robots.

This deccsion was at first resisted by
the union floweskr, the machinery
became accepted when it seemed that
without u, the facility tn icuestion might -
have had t9slo5e because of as lack of
abiliOrterompete in both domestic and
alteritation.al markets Vt 'Mout the-auto-
cumin [jut had thus far occurred thts
plant would have employed about twice

...as ma ny people as the nearly WO it does
now As it is, production doubled in ttn
years, with a stable workforce
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Televerket

In met Os lilleat101.1111ne% ore .,1.1ki
expect the relationsh,p between union
and management tri government agere
cies both< particularly good Th* ap
pears to tse_ Mt case in Sweden. at least
as demmstrated fry tfi. telephone
c. gnpany

Teles erk et TNT, is a gs.sernrneni
.wned frt,1ikils which iihei wise

resembfes the I S Bell Ssuern Ii IS a
lulls tritegrated ..orripars hoth scrucalty
and hone 411aiN that pin ides xi,. e
in 2ri geograph, areas covering the
whole Sweden In addition to equip.
'rnent an4Kiak teephone ser. ., TS f
gr oicles data c,ninrorniati. ins Intl
communications telefax and adsanced
business equipment and sem oes 15. f
has no ....mperition in the pr Aistin 1
telephone sets, but il.loes maintain
a subsidury operation that gnomic,
alarm sign ng scrsice in competition
with prna nies. rhe pr. 0. ision
of faciliti foe Its and IClesisIVII
SersIset
ernpinrs u.e persons and has
the C4Clissflent of some Sri ti,n
invested in

nlike th !System T and the
Union, ,m1r, g its er110,yees uhere
arc threel are cknely ciriperatne main
tarring an open dulogue tva all matters
mutually affecting them To maintain
poSrtion in the forefront a telecom
munications technology le41.10,350C11
a utility to lie constantly changing anti
updating Its, equipment All such
changets bow they will be impkmented
and how their empkryrnent and occupa
lk,nal effects will be handled arc sub
lest to negotiation and agreement
between the utility and its unions

Technologically speaking -NT is
currently some five to ten years behind
the Bell System in its development

as

IA here the Bell System claimed a fully
automat*. dul system in the Catii PAWS.

T hiesed that goal in 14-2 TNT
ants* now betinning to implement elec..
tronac switching equipment t fully digital,
and pialicts its completton in ten scar>
Tpc Bell Sytterri began this process in
196, and is now Oser SO per.. ern

rnrgikin alit,uds ser,, little of us
equipment o digitalis controlled The
gax between deselopment of the two
systems is narrowing Pie future ptans
it each are quite sirrolar fiber optic

communications systems large Kale
inte,..tated circuitry increasing dat
communicative* capabilities. eic One
point of dcpanure rs Sdnien s indeed
most .,f burope st interest in develop
ing S deotett communtcattons. This
140,11s intecactise side° communiva-
Lions method uses the telephone net
work lot informatton transmission and
is close to impkmentation in Sweden
as it Min the I. toted Kingdom France
and West Germany

Goen the tncreasing use of new com
puter technology exrnplified by 3. DTs
concerns arc running high 0,1. the

-healt h and safety of workers exposed to
them at TS T Internal studies hase un
covered problems such as apprehen-
sion eyc straits. neck and back steam
monotony and feat and negativatic
attitudes from the use of le DT s. Such
problertis hase led to agreements
wherehy work un DTs is limited to
two boon per session twice] day, with
al least two hours break between ses-
SIORS Employees are also entitled to
free eye examinations and corgective
glasses if their work msolses,the use of

cm% The utility ckaims that tilt could
safely base people working only two
more hours per day crn VDTs the cost
of the terminal itself could be doubled
and still be cost effective This is Ccr
randy an Incentive-for domg much MO're
research on t he design-of VDTs. Their
mayor problem in tha regard however.
is, that they import almost all their
terminal equipment from the United
States where less emphasts has been
placed on operator comfort

The labor/management relationdup
at TVT, thanks to labor legislation and
overall concern for the human bemg.
appears to be excellent Local trade
unions are entitled to consultation and
agre ent on any new programs

4 2 it

initiated hy the utility and aSaruk arc
insolved decision.making frelM the
start Theu mayor influence has betas
on the way work is done al T
Changes here take the follow mg form

l Union management agreement to
study a potential change

2 Prestudy of change * perforin2d
.3 t loon management agreement on

dIfecoon to rake in implementing
change go en results of prestudv

4 .g)evekipnent of change is studied
to determine gs goals and Oyler
uses
l mon management agreement
to implement change and

It Change rs unplemented along
agreed lines.

v. Every step of thn process is open to
tht unions /mots ed Since this proem
resulted (inmate 197 codeterrnination
acj, rt is still somewhat expenmental If
agreement cannot he reached in any of
the above steps the nolity has thc right
to make the final deCrSion however
discussions may alwa ys rnos e to a higher
level and ultimately to the Swedish
Labor Court

The main point is Mato all Swedish
companies, the decision to Install new
tectsology is in fact Still a unilateral
decision of management Codeteniona-
hors m Sweden ts still in its ilancy, and
has not chanted this basic situation-
Swedish law and custom goes avonst
routine layoffs, but quest MIS of chant.
mg %ilk content and street ure arc still
very much armor concern to theutoorss.
Ai the local level where these questions
are often encountered, the unions have
ncA alwayc been a ble to match the exper-

tise and planning resources of manage.
mem. Thts is an arca of major current
activny withm the Swedish trade
unions

If



WUest GermatTY although In51.171,

s cultural onprrs well back
into htston politically entered the
modern world on May 23 1949 when
the Federal Republsc of Germany was
created (menthe ruins 4 W odd War 11
Although onts ftvar years after the of
hind. end of the War the country was
rn a favorable position for ta'ptd desel-
opment as many bonds were forged
during that time with the international
forces oscupying the terrthyn ascurtng
its traristuon to a democratic slate

The West German ecoroinvyhas de-
ce loped in tone .tf the ,trongess in the
world since the end of the war Relying
on its inwn natural resources. including
the resourcefulness of people it has
tint-me a world leader in metal prod,
tem andprocessing motor vehicles and
chemicals Its Mawr industries are
fac ing. and meeting to J large intent
onslaugtas of incupertsive foreign
products Dereang a large part of its
GNP from the cuport of to products it
cannot place limas on its imports and
still cutest (0 he competitive in world
markets West -Germany is relying on
traditionally Sigh rates id productivity
and the quality of its products to meet
this challenge

W est (nrmanv like Sweden has ac
cumulated an impressne body if ux .1
welfate and labor tegnlation Although
the tradoem and sprit of this legisla-
tion goes bask to late in the tau scanty
most. has been rev ned and amended
since (he formation of the Republic In
the rea of social insurance IA est
Germany can claim the following

.1 nemploymem insuranrc
nanced by a thrcc percent payroll
tax shared hy the employer and
the employee that pass up to 68
Tercent of prevlous net earnings.
plus famtly allowances
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Federal
Republic of
Germany

Health insurance (minced by a
payroll tax of 12 percent shared by
employerand employee that pays
full gross earnings for the first so
wccks and 6. to -5 percent there-
after up toa maximum of 72 weeks,
and includes free medical and
dental care and hospitalization and
medicines a( nominal fees

Acctdeht insurance paid for by em-
ployers only that covers Il paid
employees farmers and family
helpers. school chtldren and stu-
dents and

Dld age drsabIlity and survivor s
Insurance finansed by a payroll tax
amounting 10 18 percent of earn-
ings up to about S2 5C0 monthly
and shared by employer and
employee Pensions, as paid under
thus insurance start generally at
age 65 and Cover some bri percent
of net earnings

Labor legislation in the Federal
Republic of Germany clearly revolves
around the concept of codeterminat ton
winch can he traced to the revolunon
of 1918 and workers demands for a
voice in management A wOfks council
act of 1920 gave work ers minority rept,
tentatton on boards of directors but
this right was aholtshed by Hitler Thc
concept was restored by the occupying
allied powers after the war and since

that time. legislation has confirmed the
concept of works councds and expanded
worka, rightsuirsdehee%tidXsrt

its modern incarnation West
German codeterrnmation resufts horn
three separate legniatrie acts

The 19s1 Lav.,on Codeterminatem
in the Coal and Steel Industrsts
mandates that on the boards of
ilectorc of these compotes. tepee
unfattoltwill be `0 percem for the
slot kholders and SO percent for
the employees
The Codeterminatein kaw if ly'u
mandates that companies with
more than 2 (XX) employees
operated as stockholders
companies must give their
employees equal represen t at ton on
the bOJn.1 of directors
The 1951 Industrial Relatioris Act

amended in 1972,y:ries empknees
of companies not covered by the
other twoaforementemedacts the
right to one-third representation
on the board of directors

Public employees are guaranteed
their INA n, rather limited fotm of cur
determination by the 1974 revrsion of
the 1955 Personnel RepresentatIon Act
which establishes sum labor manage-
ment Personnel Councils that concern
themselves primarily with working con-
downs and soctal mum as they relate
to public workers.

Codetermination although complex
in its legal underpinnings revolves
around J very simple concept--
"participation a human and ecninomic
need" to quote a mayor West German
industrialist Social Denexratic party
representative in the Bundestag, and
owner of Europe s Largest producer of
ceramics
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A worker s voice In runmn3
comparts ispssi ant aspeo of Me West
German form of co-dctermisanon ft
aho involves capital sharing. an aspect

4 nearly so we41 JCS eloped or subject
Pi al =Sy legal reinforcensems. hut
again simpfe in concept. VS eke, Abner
stup.of shares and investment cenif
,atee A the o annals, will Acotahls
1,14 the A sker prAting horn ha
lahort 1,-re Wart In.the form

reas,..1 pas. becks. It can also 'ead tea
r rare k,f absenteeism and a tsii0

tegree 4 persc nal Interco in coopsrrl
n and pnItaolvits mtp3 sernenb II

s belies,/
A n-woe aspc,t .....Seterminatwn

fl K est ( i the establishment
if the works coon, ilat the shop floor
linet if every lsavitrnetuin ,,,,,,C,ermany
The . rtis ivieS d haS lefal fotetrintorri
in the Industrial Relations hit 3)19 :
whKh requires the elcytIon of a works
councn even three years by the workers
af arn enterprne employing fit e on mine
persons Quoting the law

The employer am] the works
,ountil shall w.Kk together for
the gixtd it Me employees and of
the esublishment in -..-upera
Mitt Anti Me trade unions and ens-

ployer iassociattofls 430
. The works cou,ils. membership

wanes accordtng to he size of I h estab-
lishment Men and women- base pro-
ponionate remsentation and youths
are also repiesenied Establishments
larger than 10feariployees may have
ZS Many at 11 full-time works council
members carning,therr full pay" while
performing council business Works
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shortens di, not negOtiate agreements
as such but have on local issues
toch

Biting and firing patnics
Training. and health www14:11"Etv
isles

Job es alualro wage rates and
structures_

W orkInN hours anti sr. hedurA inst
Issues affesting employment stash
as iechnoksgscal chottge
placement retraining worker
welfare etc

The %mks councils shi,ioid not be
confused with American-style union
lo-cafs The membership of the works
councils art Cleated try all the arious
groups of Srnployees in ea,h establish-
ment white collar and blue to repre-
vent them with the employer These
cipincils are forrilally and legally in-
dipendest of the IlanOrtal orisons. On
average about one-fifth of thtir mem.
hen are not members of any union

Collective bargaining ttself has
reached quite advanced levels in West
Germany Bargaining, with a few ex
lept)ons. takes place on a resoonal les et
between a national trade union and an
employer association Ttresulting in-
dustry wide standards specify wage in-
creases and working coadttrons for
union members which Are, generally
adopted by firms in the same industry
that art not unionized Indeed public
acceptance of collective bargaming in
West Germany csso high that non-union
woziers in an establishment generally
want the sante settlement applied to
them even tlysugh In German law a
C011eCIIne agreement can be hindmg
only upon the union memben 1-such
an establishment

The Importance of collective agree-
ments in West Germany ss further em-
phasized by the fact that some% ()Ware
negotiatedecry year Jheunions them-
selves have tri addition tp the right to
negotiate agreements the abdity to form
coalitions among themselves for addi-
tional strength In bargalnlog, They alt0
haveche right to unite at any timethat
an agreement is not in effect such as
after negotiation deadlmes have passed
HOweVer 'fan agreement expires Of IS
terminated its conditions remalp ns ef-
fect Until] new agreement n negotiated
In general, agreements afe made On a
regional ham ahhough some cc,mparnes
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that arc national in scope negotiate
national agreements covermg all
operating wuts of the company

I n general there are two types of ern-
ployer lockouts used in West Cccresany

aS a reaction to a ungon stoke and as
an efeploy er action that takes place on
3 regional Or national bum The first
1..pc in apparentiv quite cOrtIrnOn the
second has seldom been used and gen-
erally only occunin timmof tugh labor
unrest lo.koutsof any type have tasted
from less than one day to up to sax
weeks In a particular!, idesproacl dm-
agreement in the printing and publish-
ing industry Just as there cysts inter
union wpporl Ourifig strikes and locks
mats there is some coordination of em-
ployer support during these tunes also
Ezeplosers have established J fund to
belp support companies that arc us the
midst of a strike or lockout Addi-
tionally as a strike fighting measure
West German employers will attempt
to tmkalgx non-umon empkryees to take
the place of unkmg workers.

Rather than 2 federally administered
meduton senior to handle disputes.
the parties toa contract have developed
Met( own voluntary saintly administered
soncihation system. Disputes resolve-
able through this system may go through
three levels of labor courts funcnoning
on local. regional and federal levels.
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Labor

Trade union member-011p in Wed Ger
many surrenth stands at iner 40 per
Cent of all organuabk wiirkers.fl mons
are organized along indusirs lines with
the LINCSI being 10 Metall "writing
,-sen ' monc ro memhers S40,1 Wev
fierman trade unions are affiliated with
the (serman Trade I mon Federation
I)O 5, a ftderal,in of 1- ndustnal

unless SoilpfISIrt,; 10/11e sight miltloti
members

The Getman I rade I mon Federa
n IXo B. is ices slender rt strustiire
,s.or ( It was founded es 1944

ink a few months after the establish.
ment if ftc I ederalReptibla itself The
lAtli claims ni direct politteal affiba-
toms howetsr iis history has been

knely tied to that of the Kest German
Sir sal l)enuoxratrs parts ansk ot r. from
this partnership" that mush of the Fed
cral Republic iLihor le-gram/on has ong-
Inas d

Hs oh. 18d; sown estanates the %Nest
Germans sr, approximately three to
seven isafs behind the I S in angle-
rnerning nos is ehnolopes 4cchno3o-
peal shaiige sit Germans as in the rest
4 she industrialized world %enters on
the usa of nos r, lee
llssihls %heap and used i ssrsuhare
from small Ili large soonpanies Ii h.ss
seen broad use in both pubis arns pro-

ate S.CfNic, with retail and wholcsak
trade being partsuLirls flected Its use
has extended to manag. ment anti ad
mlnistiation thus threatening the most
classical of all white collar workers,

The DGB secs few new nobs opening
Up on pubis nd pro ate white collar
employment and anticipates 111-0e. Vhs
kut in this area than In factories The
use of IllitrOelei MASKS sill spread esen
further 4, Li MI puler aided dmign equip-
ment bClialles a threat ter designers.
drafters And engineers.

The resulting picture es fill very op-
hinisirc We may we large seak polartzwc
tan at ernpkroMent wall a small number
of highly qualified lobs which will re
quire intimate knowledge ol the sys
(ems heing used ansklarge numbers of
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simplified kw skill sibs. for which
knees ledge of somputer systems is ma
necessars The large group will sec in-
e reases in physical stress and
pssehologkal strain primarily with In-

teasing use of so DT,, and the shames
,,r workers losing control of then Jobs
will increase greatly with new tech-
nologies

The DOB sees a need lor active
growth and indusirld Innovation. with
J strong investment iSithey hy the state
The current sliest German goscinment
has handed titer to the unions and the
companies the responsibility for de-
.4eloping change effectoely disengaging
itself from the problem it n the
task of the employers and unions CO
cafe The DGB will not dismiss the
government from the responsibilities it
perceives it to have anti is actively-
work mg to increase government involve.
ment in the handling of problems related
to technological change

Toward this end the DGB has in-
voked itself in stimulating public

I.,iIT

W

de-

est German collective
bate tit,A.as made attempts to widen
the sco
bargaining to establish a framework to
regulate the introduction of neW tech-
nolives. Under considerstion for

I t, %rah and Itabw. ik.er 1FITE

example are advance nonce of imple-
nleftrail011 protectionsnatrist desmnsal
due to the introduction of new tech-
nologies, protections against the tailon-
ration of productwin to fit the new tech-
nologies, nd protections against wage
reductions Also being considered are
the potentials of work enlargement and
enrichment without the usual stress and
strain attendant to technological change

In contrast to general opinion in
Sweden reduction of the work week as

means Ili increase available employ
mem opportunities LS well accepted in
West Germany Collective bargaining
agreements at the, point almost all have
five day 40-hour work weeksas a maxi-
mum even though the federal wage
and hour law still specifies a five and
one half day 48 hour work week
Through collective bargammg, the West
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German trade unions are attempting to
kmerthe work week to rrve daysand 3$
hours a (out day week is not looked
upon favorably) although there is no
effort underway to have the wage and
hour laws reduced to reflect the realities
in practice

Unions and the members they repre-
sent tre beginnmg to experience Mt
ficulties brought about by technological
developments. For example. CPC COM-
merce. Bank mg and Insurance Workers
(Jnion MIN) has a total membership
of about 350.000 persons. 85 percent of
whomare white ("dila, workersin prrvate
Mdusity nein& of their membership
is in the commercial sector. some -65
percent. with the remainder in banks
116 percent), the insurance mdustry110

4,r

percent). and miscellaneous commercial
SVNICes N percent). The HBV has mayx
problems in effectively dealing with the
problems brought about by technologi-
cal change partly because such change
in the banking and insurance mdutnes
is a relatively new occurrence in West
Germany.

In banking. there are about 50400
tellers, yet only some 300 have been af-
fected by automatic teller mischmes.
The HBV estimates that by the mid- to
late-Mfrs, all 51003 will haveseen some
of the effects. Banking employers have
contunially clamed that changes in tech-
nology are being made for the benefit
of their customers, not to reduce cm,
ployment at the banks, yet they admit
that the new equipment will slow down
employment growth. even in the face
of expanding business The insurance
industry. too, es seeing technological
changes in the forms of word process-
ing and data processmg of customer
records. These technologies are enabl-
Mg reorganization in both industries that
allow them to centralize their opera-
tans usmg only skeleton crews at ro
gloat locations.

The HBV sees the deed for increased
research. fearing that a great number
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Orbs will be Ion and those remaining
will have their qualifications greatly
lowered. They have started to_nego
title atteententS =MOMS to deal with
the situation but have riotyet been fully
successful in great measure because of
employer resistance and theiow rate of
organization m these Ind UStrICS in Wcsi
Germany

The HBV has achieved a good deal
with the VDT issue guaranteeing no
proved working conditions for VDT
acts better training in the use of the
technology, and health coradmations
such as eye checks and eyeglasses d
necessary, paid for by the employer

G Metall the Union of Metal In-
dustry Workers, the largest of all West
German Trade unions with *Ye( 2.6
nulhon membets foresees many dais-tit-
ties stemming from technological
change, even though they have an Auto
mation Department which has been
functioning since 1960 Their studies
pinpoint the problem of potentially in-
creasing volume of business without
similar growth of employment, a situa-
tion brought by the enormous produo
Tiny improvements possible because
of technological developments

Today. German productivity it in-
creasing and production capability is
increasing. but the rate of real growth n
going &gip. With a one percens rate of
GNP growth expected in 1981 and an
increase mworkhsgpopulatiousespccted
also, there nan anticipation of increased
unemployment resulting from economic
growth not large enough,to compensate
for labor force growth. In fact this trend
is expected to continue 111110 the 1980's.
doubling the rate of unemployment by

.1985

lob content II also changing. Skill
levels, in general seem to be deereas-
trig. and IG Metall has won one conce*
non m bargaining that will assure a long
period of time for workers to be down-
graded. with no decline in real income

wdue to this downgrading, This resulted
from a long and batter strike that to
volve,d several hundred thousand
workers over one-third of the country.
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This approach offers some protection
for affectod empknees but does not
soh e the under!, mg problem

I lt Metall has-achr,,,d 3nmcon-
tra, lual gains in the area ,d work of,
,anization with use aslreetnent cusering
scr /01101workers in hes, industry
none re.Jr,n of rhe soon!, Th., agree
merit deals with the dicisi gi of work
ard disallows the t teat on fans new
ton that takes lets, than ,,ns and one
hall minutes to perform I his is con-
sidered the tau hid utp toward trade
union tont!. I 'set Jona, tn uttrk in
Sliest Ciennan industry this a,Jreement
sko pros Kied some ItIc r protections

p, NonsOdtr than +is an, the fired
diiu nodded and worker. ,m piece

rare pas 'Astern, get an eight minute
break per hour Them, prosisions are
all rntniniums and sufnest to improse
ment at the l.cal lesel

On th, use of industrial robots the
c wetter:cc in 'Aro Germans is similar
to that in Sweden one robot can re
plat e kurbunjan workers while t teat
leg orn- nth lor the maintenance of the
rob., f his one nth althousJh in mans
caS,Cs much yafor to perform than the
lour elinnnated is to be much
power in , ono nt than thine replaced
rh, trade un ensi n YS est Oermans
through cocleterminat ton hase the or
portunits to influenci thc ufosefopenent
of ',boozed pr,esses hut don t always
has, I hi specialized knowledge th1
would be ne, mar, tO make a meaning
ful contribution to this desekInnent
twsernment money lor conducting re
Watch is lorthstorning but the building
of expertise is a slow process
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Line strategs that has been used with
e.00d deal of succesSES publicizing the

issues nd engendering public debate
in the earls 19ho s I Ct Metall upon
sored its first conference on tech
poblical change The American House
in West Ocrmans offered the serstees
of four I. S automation specialists to
deselop and discuss the imjsactsof tech
nologs Th is effort was moderately sem
cessful in bringing the iSslie ,111 kg tits
c usu.!, arming the workers and the gen
eral public The folkwving year saw the
publication in faer Splegel !the German
equisaknt of Time Magaztnei of a coser
stors about new technokigies and their
effects on workers and woeking lite
The sear fter that saw the second in,
ternational conference on technology
that kad to funding hy the German
gosernnvent of oser 40 individual case
studies of technological change in West
German industry The third conference
In ern led to the hrst collectsve agree.
ment covering the effects of tech
nological change a major breakthrough
that eventually was adopted by over 70
percent of German industry

While German unions are not fully
satrsfied with codetermination legrda-
lion the system has been helpful The
advance nonce possibilities of the law
can be partscularly useful with die union
often knowing thr development plans

of a company before the company
stockholders. Thts effectisely translates
to at least one year s a.dvnce notice

Codeterrnsnation also leads to essen
oath continuous bargaining between
unions nd employers Each sear in
January or February new rounds of
negotiations open tin the subjects of
wages and working condIttcins HOis
eser with works council agreement
required on mint issues negotiation
continues almost all Ilse tune This allsMs
for the resolution of many difficulties
before they des clop into full Scale
conflicts

Research

The Ministry of Teehnoloses and Re-
search IBMFTi is a federal lesel agen-
ts of the West German goscrnrnerd
that Ls charged with promoting the de-
seloprnent of new technologs in the
West German eConorrrs whit conduct
ing or promoong studies in Mamma.-
ion resea rch on the effes ts of new les h
nologies The BMFT has a total budget
closer $I billton per year The section
conducting humanrzat pan research began
in 1974 at the same time the codeter
rninatiun act bccartle law in West Ger
Many The two subjects are considered
very closely related

A major part of this department s
funding 'about SO percent) is dist ributed
directly to industry and used by them to
conduct studies to humanize the work
environments found in their facilities
For example a recent experiment was
conducted at Volkswaggn to develop a
process to do away with the assernhly
line method of automobile rnanufac
tu re About S60 nullion was contnbuted
to this experiment by the BMFT an
amount that was mtched by
Volkswagen Additronal subcontracts
were let for psychological ergonomic
and organtzational research studies for
the primary project The results of this
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experiment Orb-mutt- moderatels sus
cessful were not adopted In Volks-
wagen This hoarser is rioreomarered
a failure r, I he BMIT as saluable in
formatwin desetoped from this erne,
mem that s an be transferred to other
protests in the futurc

ric te the humanitatsiwi sres
ire funded hs the [IMF T must

receisc the appnis al of ihe svorks,,,n.
II le 1115 1,31 is, Ole plotect
pla' In aOrlilion Irbil input o
gathered through the use' 1 triparids
internal sonlinission Msratrreof lahor
mana, rnent and go. ernmc nt repre-
w. orators whvi ails in ionsultabon
In proiects Ova arc taking piase If
workrrs the not be he direct!, affec-Rd

planned profect their c,nsuliation
and ae.fenfileet are not 3 requirement

Researt h protects being undertaken
currenth dm, lot a broadening of a
particular pnisecrs rrnpai ts. Studies arc
now directed at humanizing an entire
plant rather than only one sectson of a
plant In J plant where the assembh
line n the prsmarn f,,cal point of Such a
studs the whokplant including the of
(Ike work places of such a plant will
have to be included in the study and
sun be expected to benefit friwn she
results

The BSIFT also funds mUch basic re
search in health a nd safety issue& such
as cancer causing effects of asbestos
and the design of equipment to enhance
worker safety In addition funding ts
targeted for oinks in the more insidious
forms of worker hatardS, sIDT's
and then ergonomic consiltrat sons. and
the effects of high lesets of noise no
workers. -

The VDT issue provides an example
of the power of local works councils
Should a company Install VDT's that
are not manufactured to themandards

,
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expected by the works council of the
plant. the works council can direct
anolovees not to work at those VDT s.
Thu in turn forces the company to
acquire different '01 s Once a
precedent like this haisbeeuestablished
unacceptable Si DT's arc not !del, to
be purchased hs the majority Kest
rernian tnclustrs arof than !Ike, to
tv, produ:ed

Much of the vvorlt done bs he &MET
has been in large industries with strong
unioro wk. otg their demands for the
studs of potential changes directed at

' humanization This hay led to an
unfortunate neglect of industrres with-
out strong uni0fIS. sush as textile& wood
working and restaurants These indus-
tries generally brie a few employees
per establishment had working son&
uons weak union& and not pants ularls
good representation In fulfilling its
mandate [he BMET is expandtng its
work info these odust nes also
. Another section of the BS.SFT con-

centrates on research projects in data
processing communications and eke-
trollies. This group haS more of an tn
dust ry, teektology orientation than the
group that was insohed in humaniza-
tion studies. One of this groups nvan-
dors es to promotethe use and advance-
ment of information technology This
group ougfnated in the early PrOs in
response to recognuion tn mast parts of
[he-industrialized world that the infor
matton age was the logical next step
after industrialization From 1971 to
1479 thic group concentrated on raising
West German infortrullon industnesto
the levelof the rest of the world its data
processing ca pabilines. This ha un g beers
accomplished by the mid I975s to a
large extent emphasht wts,p6ced Oft
strengthening the cornpcturvertess of
West German manufacturers of infon
matron processing equipmcnt, WON( isa
this area iseasing now ihit the industry
lscompetuiie in International markets

The department sees its future in the
develoPment and Vomotion of the tech-
nologies of information processing and
communicattons These include digital

and optical communicationritech-
nologies. Terries t. Vdeotext, electronic
funds transfer, electronic mail, and a.
German invention called VI/inimical
Vichumtext takes the limited two-way
interactive capabilities of Vodeot ex t and
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expands them to communication and
dialog with any other user usingonly a
tele-vomit recesser isunably nadir-tech
coons-cid to the telephone artwork This
system. dl undergo field trials tn 19b1

As to the social impacts of technolo-
gical changes at thc workplace the
gosernment uscIf is not of one mind
The Departmental Ministers aft fuse
different opinions to some extent split
along party lines -Smut lkinocratsand
Liberals with the rno&t extreme stew
being [hat government should do
nothing letting things work thennehes
out with the possible exception of pro-
siding retraming progrann In other
words. the government accepts the re-
sponsibrilts for assisting-the deselop-
Merit of technologtcal resources of the
society hut irtsists that the unrons and g
companies must be responsible for the
social system s ykselopment to handle
the resultant problems

As mentsoned earlier ;he unions do
not accept this slew Industry. in con-
sultation with and with the tacit
approval of the trade unions has
partially dealt with these problems by
developing a method for continually
reducing the average age of [tie work
force Through t heu se of quite well-de-
veloped and accepted early rettrement
plans many older workers are taking
advantage of early retirement oppor
iu nines. teams the:oohs and allowing
a y ounger workforce 'orate their place
At the age of 55 most workers can
retire and earn supplemental pay for

three years. they can then go on unem-
ployment pay for one year a nd at age 58
or S9 can qualify for carry retirement
and earn their regular pension through
the state supported schemes

17
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Industry

Because of their heavy involvement in
capon. German industry is quite inter-
ested in the continumgdevelopment ol
manufactunng technoloty and of l'ux
and computer systenn. The trade unions
are not as concern ed as their Amerman
colleagues about the chrect export of
technology and manufacturing processes
by the estaNahrnent of manufactunng
plants in low wage countnes. because
German company have found that
processes involving high technology are
not easily transferrabk to these areas
Where this has been attempted. mann-
factu rers are returnmg the work to W CS!
Germany In addition. unlike American
Isusmesses, German companies are re-
luctant to take key technologies abroad
because of fears of losing control o f the
processes

Of more concern es the desire by all
employers to we technological advances
to halt employment growth within their
own companies Tins is not only true
for manufacturing, but is also widely
practiced en white collar areas such as
banking and insurance

18
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For example, dieWest German Com
sumer Credit Ban k TK K Bl. although far
from the largest banking organuation
in WCSI Germany and far from being
the most autOrnated. does a reasonable
business, and realizes the ultimate ne-
cessuy of automation in this dynamic
sector The KKB's market share of all
West German banks amouins to one-
half of one percent of the Nal number
of branches. one-half of one percent of
tqtal consumer Say ngs, and 2 6 percent
of alf consumer loans KK B. after its
founding in 1926 as a small loan com-
pany in Prussia, has not grown at an in-
ordinate rate, as the previously men-
tioned market share data would indi-
cate However. of the consumer banking
sector of the West German banking
industry. KKK is a relatively large
part 246 of 600 consumer bank
branches are KK Bs.

KK B. at the end' of 1979 employed
2640 workers in its 246 branchesan
average of almost I I employees per
branch It is important to note this figure
nas remaigea relatively constant over
the last tir, years, even with rapidly
growing business. Total employment at
KKB has genera Ily not increased as fast
as the volume of business. This in great
part can be attributed to the bank's
moves to automate its operations.

Data processing equipment was first
installed in 1962 Today there are ap
proximater0700 VDTs spread throng&

out the bank's of Imes. The bank's philo-
sophy m their approach to automating
their operations has been to use data
processing to support the operations or
the branth banks as their business ex
panded Their overallgoal nut eliminate
the back office process in banking and
bring all employees to the front where
they can be mom productive in customer
contact In dotng so. of course. many of
the back office yote are also eliminated.

Similar approaches are evident at larg-
er banks. The Trade Umon Bank I BfG).
headquartered in Frankfort, es the fourth
largest universal service bank in West
Getmany with 1979 batance sheet assets
of about $25 billion. The BIG is indirect.
Jy but totally owned by West German
trade omens. It has 250 branches on
West Germany. in addition to foreign
branches located iq New York.. London.
Brazil. and Hong Kong and employs
ahout 6.000persons in West Germany
alone,

The BfG operates like any other
privately owned universal service bank
in West Germany. Some 93 percent of
itt business is carried out with Indus-
trial customers Its goal is to make a
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profit aS large as possible and dtvetsily
without taking undue mks. It is nid J
mutual sayings and loan type operation
for the benefit of trade union members
although in deference to as size its
policies Tay influence flanking sonde
tions encountered by working people
It tries to Improve banking conditions
as much as possibls but that is not its
pule, anJ indeed n IS illrgal to dee, rime
nate in the favor of trade union mem
hers It is however able 10 prd tie
quisk smog and convenient (mans trig

in trade unions in general partic utast',
m the financing if strikes and Its sub
'writ ml pri dos finans e scicial its
ilcstrea hs the trade unions

The strength of the BIG dero es from
the high percentage of trade union mem
bership in ll West German work fors e
This units of str, mg and wealth, trade
unions and f.00irable West German
banking laws. allows the rinnlatini of J
bank such as the BIG Trade unions
invest their stoke funds in the ENG to
all.. thin, to laptialtre on this pool of
mincy invested in the world economy
In turn the BIG uses !Nu: stoke fund
monies as collateral in making loans to
trade unions during strikes Solidarity
is such among the trade unions that
when IN: Wm strike and needs financial -
support other trade unions will put their
kicc n assets up JS collateral for loans
made ti the union in need Trade union
mrmhcrsareascatethatthe investment
of their own funds with BIG allows their
use in strengthening (he entire trade
union movement in WCS1 Germany The
Board of Directors of the BIG consests
of the presidents of the trade unions
affiliated with the DGB thus adding
more insurance that the poluies of the
bank will be supportive of organtzed
labor 10 the full extent allowed by law

The progyess of the BIG in imple-
menting new technology us similar to
what n found at the 1{1(13 There is
movement toward placing all banking
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records on a computerized data bast
using SO rs in brans h banks for realiz
ing transactions. Computcr experts at
the BfG C111rnale that once thes con
version has taken place there will be
niimapual work left to be done in trans-
acting the bank s business The prosess
of computerizing operations began in
fiitt and is expected to he finalized in
1401 The inelorable march to the use
of automatic teller Mt hales will be
completed at that time with depthits
withdrawals payments and statements
being handled by that equipment W oh
an estimated l million transactions nOw
taking pia, the BIG s computer el
pert% estimate that hundred% skrhaps
even thousands of additional workers
would he necessary without the corn
puterized equipment

The bank syjew is not only that Jut,
maoonwill make the organization more
efficient but,that it allows the employees
10 spend more time with customers
Srudies done of customer attitudes to-

S wards computeriZat ion indicate a great
deal of hesitancy about people al tually
using the mach:nes themselves in mak
ing transactions It is speculated that
when irneS own money is at stake
customers dent wnh the responsibility)
of pei for ming their own transactions
This of c ourse so/I change as the equip-
ment becomes more familiar which
does not bode 100 well for employees
of the BIG or the industry as a whole

The insurance industry in Wes/ Ger
many es experiencing a leveling out of
employment even though the volume
of business is greatly increasing What
this means for the economy as a whole
is J vcry difficult question to answer
considering that the Serliise Sector tS
the last to develop an a thoroughly
modern economy It es legally impossible
for a company tn the insurance industry
to branch out into other businesses thus
disallowing the use of its profits for ex
pa noon into other sectors of the
economy

The Victoria Insurance Company,
organoed by the HBV es the fourth
largest insurance company en West Ger
many doing SI 5 billion in business
annually with some 7000 employees
and 4 000 agents Their movement to
new technologies was spurred by a
fieSire 10 decrease their personnel cost
in relation totheir total operatingrosts

5

ken though the company uses a Lev
number of computers to perform a large
number of functions. SOT use IS SW
icr be limiteci with no one person spend.
ing more than sO percent of their work
das at a terminal The company uses
about PO S DT s now about half of w Inch
are in their headquarters operation and
the other hall strontiumd to their field
operations. They intend ti increase the
number of terminals in use step by step

Gunter Solkmar presulent of FIBS.,
cons c des that there es slIne risk as corn
puterizat Ion spreads throughout the in-
swan, and banking industries, and mto
other white collar areas but that trade
union opinion in West Germany is that
this risk can be controlled resources
can be diverted to reschstatng and re
training. and many ncw opportunities
can Ins. opened In addition work times
could be shortened tinge( holiday s and
study times could be allowed and re-
sources that remain untapped sottld be
better investigated-So provide activity
for many persons More emphasn could
be placed on social matters, the detabled
and increasing the des elopmnt of the
German social welfare system by en-
couraging new lines of thought

It is most important to be aware of
the problems. and to foster open discus-
siun Unions companies, and govern
mem must be brought together to start
planning for solutions to the problems
in advance An important role of the
unions in thts increased awareness n
not lust to recognize the potential for
problems but to devise their own ideas
for solving the problems

The Went German imuranceindustry
has often been a leader in bringing new
developments to the labor, management
relationship that have opened oppor-
tunities for advancIngthat relationship
For example the 40 hods work week,
six week vacations, and early retirement
ortginated here and have since spread
in various forms throughout the !CS* of
the economy The parties involved are
cons/need that there te S1111 room for
the industry to expand and create new
employment opportunities
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Thel K nth< hfth largest trading
nation in the world exporttng

many types of machinery se hicks. acro.
space products. metal prO(kierS. elecirt
cal equipment chemicals, and finished
textiles Gisen us limited Amount of
arable land the L. K is a Major importer
if food products In contrast to other

f uropean countries, Britain is now rid
ing high on a was e of oil pumped from
North Sea frelds In thn respect at least
its ecnnorns is free from the fluctuations
in world energy prices to .hich most
other modern industrialized n mons are
subtect although a has also kept up the
ealue of the British pound making
British gi mid, less compentise The 1., K
has led in the esport of sem ices sue h as
hinking insurance shipping astation
nd tourism an indication 04 an econo-
my in its most adsanccd stage, of de-
s elopment

Oskr the List thirty idd years gosern
ment power has alternated between the
Labor party and the (smseisause I Tory)
part) with strongly dwergent (lt.es
present the gosernment is in the hands
of a Tory gosernment under prime
minister Nfargaret Thatcher Traditonal
differences In party policy in such areas
JS unemployment union righty eco-
mimic growth taxation educatnin the
extent of gosernment ownership of
industries and operation of thccciunur
toy are J( their widest in many years

Labor la,v in the d K vs based on
British common law Labor unions hase
no spea4lc legal basis for thelr existance
has ing deseloped on n ad hoc basis
late in the Iasi century Laws regarding
the exercise of labor union functions
were Tirst proposed in the late 1800 s
aah the Trade I mon Aet of 1871 vying
tiatit unions protection from the crime
nal and civil consequences of restraint
of trade The Conspiracy and Protection
of Property Act of 187y extended those
onginal ham protect loin and permitted
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Kingdom

peaceful picketing The Trades Disputes
Act of 1906 protected participants in
trades disputes from CIVI1 SIAS

Rising labor unrest in the 1960 s led
to passage of the Industrial Relations
Aet of ri by the Conservative gos ern-
ment a mose that was sigorously op-
posed by the trade unions The sub-
...quern Labor government repealed the
Act whAh was modeled on the United
States Taft Hanley Act In return for
promises of moderapon in trade union
demands and the establishment of a
social contract between labor inter

est, nd the gosernmelft A new legis-
lallse framework was developed that
imposed very few rtraints on trade
union activity Throughout the term of
that Labor gosernment laws were en-
acted that expanded trade union rights.
Thpc wcre consolidatesl into the Em-
ploynieftt Protection ACt of 1978. ex:
pa ndtng the rights of individuals in the
workplace and extending the rights of
trade union activity in other areas

The current Conservative gosern-
ment on entering of rice In 1979 amend-
ed the 1978 act to readjust the balance
of power between labor and manage-
ment These amendments mandate
among other things. government funds
for secret union ballots limits on picket
ing and the removal of immunity for
secondary boycotts a nd picket ing

Even with all the seeming confusion.
employee rights have expanded stgnr
(Kandy in the past 15 years in Brursh
law

Written notice of terms and condi-
bons of work including advance
notice of termination
Severance payments
Protection against unfair dismissal
Guaranteed right of union member
ship
Paid time off for snitun actosties
Maternity rights for women
Protection against discrimination

Legal rights of trade unions hase also
expanded to include

Right to information on company
finances for use tn collectoe bar-
gaining
Advance consultation in the esent
of layoffs
Right to appoint and train union
safety representatises
Ability to present discrimination
in the workplace

Social welfare legislation in the U K
has not reached the advanced stages of
Sweden or West Germany However
they do bave a national insurance plan
that pros ides sickness, unemployment.
and pension henefits undcr the Social
Security Act of 1975 This plan ts fi-
nanced by employee employer and
government contributions and the
benefits are indrned to I he cost of living
to provide protection against erosion
by inflation Maximum retirement age
is set by law at 60 years tor women, 65
for men. and 60 for senior civil servants.
Current lob Release Schenrs pro)
side a form of early retirement specifr
(alb designed to open job opportunities
for younger workers Thn enables men
t 0 tomcat b2 and women t o relit e at 59



with paid benefits Collective agree-
ments often supplement these provi-
Pons of the law The standard workweek
in Britain is 40 hours for wage earners
and r c hours for salaried employees.
Paid vacations are generally on Me order
of three to four w eeks Hours and vaca
Dons are nor embodied in Law but are
the result !if collectoe bargaining

In many ways the situation in the
K is quite reminiscent to our own in

the I nited SLOG'S !Ayr unions fighting
for every concession they get manage
men( that appears as unyielding as that
of the 1. nited States. and ...government
that considers its polies of high unem;
ployment a necessity in its fight against
inflation The relationship hstween the
current I onservative government and
the trade unions.is not good nothing
like the dose working relationship de
velopcd in mine other countries

labor

Atemberidp in trade unions in the 1. K
is estimated to be nearly '41 percent of
thc labor force Almost 20 percent of
this amount has been added in the last
ten years as white collar workers. seeing

subleel to the adverse ef
fects of new technologies organized in
large numbers roday about one-third
if U K trade union membership re white

collar and ranges from white collar
workers in manufacturing to managers
and supervisors

The Trades I mon Congress 171.,C
in many ways resembles the AFL 1,10
The 71.0 has about 110 affiliated unions
representing over 12 million workers ft
plays a consultatory rule with the Briush
gosernment on labor matters and
broad range of other suttee ts affecung
work and working life in the L K The
71,LC performs coordinating and in-
formational role Mr its constituent
unions setting guidelines on union ac-
tivities and assisting in negotiating nd
settling dispute, among trade untons
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Most trade unmns in the U K are
organued ilong craft or occupational
lines although a few industrial lahor or
ganizations cost most notably in the
nationalized industnes coal steel, and
railroads

The 71. L has its counterpart in in-
dustry in the Confederation of British
Industry IL Blt whose membership
includes about 15 000 companies. 200
trade and employers I rgantrations and
most nationalized industries The CBI
acts as an mformational cleannghouse
nd spokesman for British industry It
has no bargaining role but advises its
members on important hargaining issues
and as a group sets industry targaining
policy As the TUC is consulted by the
government on labor related issues the
CBI enjoys the same position on the v
industry side

In bargaintng the Bntish negotiate
two different types of agreementsa
substantive agreement for wages and
working conditions that lasts generally
one year, and a procedural agreement
The'latler is a long-term addendum to
the suhstantiye `agreement which sets
procedures for modificatioreof the sub-
stantive agreement os er time and resolu
lion of any disputes arming over the
contracts In spite of widespread union.

[ration in the U K .colkctive bargaining
is a highly fragmented process that takes
place on several different leech Most
common is industrywide bargaining
occurnng hetween multremployer asso-

ations and trade unions whIch will
result in formal national agreements.
Growing in frequency however, at e shop
stewatd agreements negotiated at the
shop floor level resulting in local in
formal understandings

On technological change issues. the
TUC tras noth led an3 reflected the
growing concern of Brittsh trade unions.
Espectally in an era of historically high
and ming, unemployment levels, and
faced with the real possibility of future
economte growth coming about through
the mtroduction of technologies which
reduce the need for manpower unions
in the U K are actively seeking ways to,
dcal with the problems

The TUC is studying several ap
pioac hes One ts the possibility of having
data stewards to use the Nonvegian
terminology on the shop floor These
persons union members, have the re-
sponsibility for keeptng abreast of tech,
nological developments as they occur
in different plants and reporting their
findings to their union s nat lonalof flees.
The TUC sees data stewards as a valu
able opta: however they also admit
that no idea for- dealing with tech
nolugical change Ls applicable in every
situation There may be overall differ.
ences in emphasis by various unions.
but representatives on the shop floor,
whether 'data stewards" or not, are a
necessity

Union membership training as a thrust
considered of vital importance Trade
union educatIon spOnsored by the TUC
reaches some fi0 000 persons a year who
partictpate in courses of about one
week sduranon The TUC in its educa-
tion program is attempttng to match
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what rs being taught with what is ac-
tually occurring in the workplace with
the MITI that educational provisions for
shop floor representatnes. safety repre-
sentatives. and full-time officers, takes
f ull account of the implications of new
technology This tmphes.of Olallfse that
the TUC has enough knowledge of new

hnolocies to be able to deselop the
appropriate training courses for its
represent ones Tho.15 a subtest alal 15
of constant concern how does the fed
era non or an indisidual unnyn gain the
appropriate expertise '
' The edusational philosophies of (he
sarrous TI C trade untons dif fer wide!,
Some einTeentrate more on trade union
issues than technological change. sorne
Osactly the opposite 1 sperm< in issues
relating to technology is gained in many
different ways alSO Many unions will
bring in outside experts to develop the
membership training in technological
issues howcxer there isa growing group
who belies e th29xpert ISe already exists
within the membership After 311 it cs
with the membership that new
tea hnology (inginates tin the ranks of
scientific and teChnical membersi and
it is they who present the front line
against new technology when ills intro-
duced so what better source«, turn to
than (he membership itself This
thinking n still in the formative gqf
and few unions have vet developed any
significanyn house technicalexpertme
but treirknowredge es growing simply
from (he intensive research that con
onually takes place on the sullies(

The trade unions of the Tt1C recog
nue one major hindrance in their search
for technological expertise not being
able to pry information out of multina
I ionakorporations International tech-
nology transfer is no doubt occurring
through the multinationals and it is of
primary importance that contact} voth
multinationals be improved through the
effortsof internattonal trade secrelar tan

S.
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The TUC m 311 its searching for the
right answers has taken a large lead in
wotk toward understanding the effects
of te, hnokygy on the workplace Mout
lined in a report hy the TUC General
Council to the 1979 Congress they
recommended rang priority to mos e-
ment towards

The IS hour week
A reduction in systematic osertime
Longer holidays
Better provision for time off for
public and trade unton duties

Sabbatical kave
Lady retirement for older workers
on improved pensions
Ina reased knowledge

Technological change and its effects
hal become a major issue anions large
segments of the British trade union
movement This includes such groups
as the Council of Civil Service Unions
and the Council of Post Office Unions
as well as individual unions such as the
Assoctation of Scientific Technical and
Managerial Staffs I ASTMSr, the As
sot:anon of Professional Executive
Clerical and Computer Staff APEX!,
the Post Office Engineering Union the
&Inking. Insurance and Finance Union
the Nationaland Local Governmen I Of
fleets Association to name but a few
As in the Untied States, the search for
solutions is made mbre difficult than
might be the case oi herwese by the large
number of unions in the U K, and the
consequent fragmentation of the wotk
force and potentialfor continuing juns-

0

(fictional disputes Nevertheless. there
appears to be a widespread recognition
of the potential problems. and an agree-
ment that some issues are univer
salprotection and presersation of
jobs shanng of productivity benefits
with the employees and the need for
management to consult early with the
unions when technological changes are
contemplated

Government

Britain is a parliamentary democracy
and as such the Pnme Minnter es always
of the same potty as the majority of
member% of the House of Commons
Also, party discipline is much more
rigorously adheted to in the U K than
in the United Stales The result is that

_She party in power has ahnost complete
freedom to imlilement Rs polici6.

There are sasr differences in philo-
sophy 3nd approach bef teen the Labor
Party and the Conservative Party the
two dominont piilutuccal parties in modern

(...,4,..1:iyIntain Hence gosernment whey
s large swinp when the incumbent

changcs The Labor Party was formed
in 1900 hv the trade unions themselves.
Over the years it has garnered much of
in leadership and financial support from
the unions although a significant
minonly of union members tote Con
scrvative The Conservatives receive
substantial support from private
business, and have been tn power sine w
May of 1979

While the Conservatives won on an
o'penly alt1 union platform, they cannot
totally ignore the tabor mos ement They
consult regularly with the TUC hut
their current economic policies, with
high unemployment as a major part of
their plan to halt Inflation assures that
their relationship is not a close one

The government is quite interested
in technological change as a means for
improving the very low productivity
growth. of thc British ecisnomy Not

is
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surproingly. their currrn't estimates of
employment impact are far rosier than
those o( the untorn.

The Department of Employment is
most similar to the US'Department of
Labor It h responsible fora major study
of the impacts of microelectronics m
the iK,Tbc Itlanpower Implications
of Microelectronics Technology pub-
hshed at the end of 1979 Six conchs-
slots resulted from this study

Unemployment in the U K would
be higher without the use of micro-
electronics than with it,

2. The alarmist VIGVS on the impacts
of microelettronms are not sup-
ported by the study's lindinp.

3. In manufacturing industries, pro
cess changes will cause job losses.
product changes Any either
Increase ordecrease employment.

4 Someof the skills that are needed
now are in short supply the edo
can:mai system'cannot beespeclçift
to lead the revolution:

he potential effects of the new
'Technologies will not impact the

service sector for some time but

1.

'the changes required in the nature
Of the service sector labor force
will have taster% occurtmg. And

6 Union attitudes are extremely
Portant in a smooth, transition to
the new technolbgtes.

Many structural problems are also
indicated by the above analysts. Micro
electronmshas the effect of exacerbating
problems related to the structure ot an
industry One problem recognized in
the methodology of the study itself was

the time frame involvedonly five
years. The authors believe fee y ears to
be a iignificant period of time for which
planning can realistically occur. but
many of the impacts of drastic changes
in technology may occur further down
the road.

The Bntish are telying on their ability
to compete in world rnarkets to carry

em through any impending crisis. It is
clear that government jnvolvement will
be necessary to assist people in adjust-
ing, to the increasing rate of- change.
The government oclw requires that any
firm with morethan 10employees which
expects redundancies Ilay-of fit must
notify the unions involved atteast 30
days before the -redundancies are
expected to occur. Companies with ICO
or more employees must give notice 91
days modvance. This helps a httfe m
advanced planning for redundancies
However, all employers pay into a
government redundancy fund that re-
pays them part Of the amount that thry

54.

must pay employees in severance pay.
An employer may withdraw up to 41
percent Of hescomnbution tothistund.
leaving his total co'il of paying for re-
dundanoesonly 59 percent. Simple cosi.
benefit analysis on these figUres makes
it clear that British gov/mmtnt
non. ostensibly in the favor of workers.
can operate in exactly the o4her direr
tmrs. It can operate AS alu incentive to
modermze through the use of labor
saving technologies, especially when the
most advanced, technologies with the
greatest labor reducing capabilities are
dropping the cost rapidly. Ms apparent
conflict is recognned but the concept
of this fund is still considered to be an
underpinning of a systematic atterrIpt
to help people adjust to technological

'

The second underpouung to thss
system iS taming. The U.K. has a well
establnhed network of 24 industrial
training boards that set standards for
training and check the quality of training
that a done. Both labor and industry

2.3
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have equal representation on these
boards and professional educators ast
in committal ico The boards Menet the
progress of the state financed Training
Opponunmes Programs that provide
retraining or-initial traininiglor the
unemployed or underemployed Train-
ing programs. offered In a wale range
of skills. average= months but may be
extended III CAWS involving retraining
for technological changes. Potential
trainees are recnnted when they apply
for social unemployment benefits, but
attempts are bong made to match per-
sons declared redundant and a*aning
their layoff with opportunities tor re-
training Those persons in training are
supplied with a stipend by the govern.,
ment that does not approach an actual

24

wage hut is significantly above the =ern-
ploymen benefits available. atting as
an incentive to participate in Mese pro.
grams. Placement rates on cornpktion
of training average 60 to 20 percent It
has also been found that those persons
who are mendy unemployed and are
involved in retraining have a much
better chance of successful plai:eme nu
than those who have been unemployed
longer than three months.

This prigram of training has been
subject to recent cutbacks in funding as
have most social welfareprograms under
the Conservative government, A pre-
mous concentratton on retraining tn
ckncal and commercial areas has been
reduced but programa in the areas of
new technology have not In general,
the trammg objectives of labor and mark
age meat are not widely different tripe
U.K Programs tend to beiloifirOgionittfillstapignin.
nature not directed at sped' orkers
and specific jobs, but at workersskilled
in broad areas such as computer pro-
gramming

The Bnlish Department of Industry.
like the U S Department of CqmmerCe.
is more concerned with increasing pro-
dut tnity of British mdustry.andstimu
Latins tethnological change Prodnc
linty was at an all-time Low rate and in
d ust nal product ion was declining when
ii wasAgroled thar microekctromei
would be tbe most important technology
for at least the rest of the eighties. ft
also was becoming apparent that =co-
ekctronks might spell the success or
failure of the economic growth in the
U K prompting major government
initiatives In promoting the development

I



of nueroekctritnw technology in (immix
InicustrY A MAroelectromcs App4ka- Industry
lions Or, isson was created within the
Department of Industry to foster the
desek.pment and use of microelectro
rocs throughout all lesets of mtfusist, in
the count', a program that has Intl
orh a good dlerld suems in its first
few seam

The thrust of MAP( MAroekctronics
Applbation Program, has been en four
dire, 110ni hnanctal svport train
consultancs and Jet elopment of new
pros7arrn MAP started with innuf fund
ing of about SVY mitten early in brx
Leer that year an additional 41 lit
inAon was added to assist tPe prt %ram
in reaching its goat* of alerting man
tigers and shop floor workers to the
potentials of rnAroelectromcs To date
an evimatedquarter nulhon people hese
tven teayhed through morietar. and
mat coat supgort of rusting programs

In she area of training. ShOft et-Kates
were deseloped uung an open unnor
sir) concept consisting Of corres
pt mdence cources and le les mon based
instructron Aboist SI 25 Million ha.
been Oen to the fl (7. to fund the de
selmiprnrtrtimftheiri.un program., airricil
at educating workers

Acting ac I consultancy the MAP
goes twit to three man weeks of initial
assistance to firm, desiring lo farther
des clop their OW) mbroelectionics.,
applicanons program ( onsultancS
companies the fourth thrust of this pro.
ram that of assistmg firms in vatting
up new microelectronics dmelopment
mot:rano Slightly less than half of the
total funds Anted in this program hese
to date been expended in the de t clop-
me nt tif new progranyeThedtIAP still
estinlates that at least ime half of the
Roush indust rcal sector still has no pra c-
nca I knowledge of rntyroclectronics and
their applicatiorts

Labor mariagergent antagonorn itt the
( K appears to be far greater than m
any of the other countrtes dioussed in
this report I nobs are mit represented
on company boards strikes arc rela
to els frequent and companies easily
re,Of t to layoffs to attack short term
economiv problems

An example ief the distance yet ro be
tr aseled o show n by the recent atteLnpt
to "include a lex hnology agreement
between the and the Confeder
bon of Bruosh Indsury iC Blt lute
the CBI the industry umbrella group
accepted the agreement its member
firrns-retected ir dernOnWaling a Lack
of desire ors the pass of Routh empkoe re
to share wilh the representaltsesof their
own employees any real degree of
planning'and decision making

Xt the locallesel some industnalac
Irons hoe taken Place cuter the intro
duetton of technolopcal changes. FOr
example Bush Boake Allen /8}3Ai IS
dtsplOn of Albright arid Wilson Labora
tortes.a Braun-hoed firm which tsitself

subsidiary of the L S multi-national
Tennecsi BRA s operalvms are interne
lomat in scope with disisions in 14
countries around the world including
the I fired Slates BRA Is primarily
nvolted in chemicals with a plant near

London which produces spices
perfumes and aromnal/C chemical mgre
dm fits for loud-stuffs -

The operanons at BBA are highly
reliant on computer technology for ef
ficieney using them in its produciton
operattons primarily as tools for ectm-
plex chemical anaC;ses. BBA also has
introduced computerization to KS offiee
operations in the forms of data
processing and vtdeo display termyriof
equipment Howes er the introduction
of thtsequTment was a unilateral deci
son on the part of management and
the union the ASTMS behevingthat it r

should fuse been consulted on the tut
plementation has "blacked the equip-
ment and refused to melt until manage
ment would negotiate over rj, diviston
and working conditions as theyresult
front the new equipment (Intim bill-
boafds in the plant carried notices that
for he sake o-f solidartty no union

Ai

member thouki concede tO manage-
ment sje.Noto put the new equipment
into opetabon until management was
within tosbargain .011 the lent/ 411,41tes
sutrolinding the use of thn tech Aology

A document by the ASTMS put forth

the f"IlVwmit P4Ircyf:ooncerning les h-
navy change at BRA

It Is essential [NI the COITIQJ my en
ters into a ITCHAOWGY 4GRIT
SIP VT to ensure the orderly smooth
ask elleebse transition that ts an the
interest of both Matiagernent and
hhoke'rs Moreiner some agreement
on no enforced redundancy as a result
44 mi.:locket ronics Nhould appear Wes
sari,

That is not in itself evough,,To man
J technology agreement each b, out) of
workers or Department will nèe to
hate a TECIIMILOGY RE PRES&
TA TIVP to took at the nature& these
des elopmerts

muu hate a Tochnollto Afore
mint

Tochnologt Ropmsentontes must
he elected and trained_

All staff must be tramcdnow for the
changes Spectal lac shuts miss* he made
available for Managers .11)(I Represem
IVO CS to bc fully aware of the-problem

-Faslirre to implement the new tech-
nology in an effective way mean none
of us have tobs even JI by.4t people
may, have lobs less interesting than were
possable

II we want safe rewarding work. we
must tate an active part in the topic-
mentanon and preliminary planning of
the new wcqk systems that will be re.
wined to take advantage of the ncw
technology

Whether the unton will he successful
in KS endeavors in this areal, unknown
at the time thisn Iseurigwrirten,hur the
new equipment in the meantnne has
been sitting Idle
, Some parts of British trtdustry have
also mosgd into the forefront of de-
sglopment of high echnology products

5 6
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For example.Mulard House n a drvuson
of the Phsllips Group La1_, miernanunal
manufacturers of industrial and con-
sumer electrons, equsprrient The Mur
lard, dmion was uself involved in the
development and prishamon of Bntasn 3
ensiles snto the Tektext and % ideotext

,

Bniatn has gone commercial with its
use of these communications tech-
nologies. Al/television reseiringcInp-
ment manufactured in the U K, now
contains electromc convertor circuitry
for tying truo hoe or the other system
Teletext is a one-way non-Interactwe
system whIch allows the reception of
news and other inform:tonal servsces
on home television sets. This informa-
ion ri troadcast along with the standard
television ogtial in unused portions of
du broadcast band The built in con-
vertor allows the user to select the in-
formanon he desires from a maximum
capacity of approximately 200 pages
stored in the broadcast signal This
mammum capacity could be enlarged
considerably

26

A

,gda,trai a a two-way interactive
communsamons medium that ases the
telephone network for connection be-
tween a central informational source
the British Postal Authority s central

computer in thn cases and the home/
viewer The convenor that is buRt mtd
the receiver n swuchabk betwqunfn
communications medium and r rlk,
broadcast television receptionedeo-
text of fen information stria.), that of
Tektext but in adshoweelfallows the
viewer to communicate with the mfor
mine:nal source for such purposes as
*sopping and mak mg hotel and auplane
reservatons. By the end ix( l931.Mullard
emunates that over one milhon sets with

ideotext capability will hoe been sold.
Both these systems enable the clrWer
through the use of austItary attachments.
to print data being va-wed and tape
sueh Information for later use

The employment effects Pi either
system are diffscult to esturate' consider
mg their newness. Telet?it if it n sig-

nificantly expanded, may impact em-
ployment in the conventional. print
media. however the abbremated nate
of the news information being earned
over Teletext is unlikely to calue any
displacement in its present incarnation.
Videotext it capable of the same em-
ployment effects, wah a few additions.
In Ks interactrve mode. Videotext en-
ables: Consumer to shop buy. and pay

for ACM Fie as EOCCriel or depart
mem erchandue ustng his home
le .Widescale development of
th,p6ttenttak of Videotext could cause

asplacement of customer contact per
sonnel in irony areas of the !comm./cal
industries that tie Into videotext

Navbeing experrrnented with rs the
use of % ideotext tor business purposes.
Mallard e xecutives are able to use their
home TN receivers iv tonnect to their
work locations and perform all of their
work from the-comfort of thmr hong
room easy chasn. Mullard has tad its
side:west connectons Into Mown manr
frame IBM computer, andirty employee
using the nght code can Me into the
computet examine and update informs
OOP stored there transninfcdrrevein-
dame. etc To enable these potentials
to be more flexible there is also work
being done in the development of port
able terminal equipment so that a per
son s office can travel wsth him wherever
he goes
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No discussaon of European ap-
proaches towards technological

change would be complete without
mention of the interesting satuabon in
Norway Bebe. ing that cha age is inevit-
able and herrce a should occur only
with the consent of workers arid their
anions. the Nor. epans are developing
a vistem through which contn,I of tech-
nologs n a oitict labor Management
new

The corrent technolos,k agreement
Can he charactericed as Telecasts of
labor management cooperation 041 the
issue and ther betel/int/1g of a struggle
,wv the union s part fa more information
and greater ,ontrol Mana,ement is
looked upon as an aleologoal equal in
the struggle hut much better funded

This all hegan with a pilot protect of
the Norwegian IN., and S. fad Workers
t num in the early fro, The project
brought local union members together

with mmpathetic computer technicians
`from the Norwegian Computing Center

State supported institution Their pint
Studies if technok q.a in the workplace
led to the formulation of worker alter
nate, esti, managements plans for intro
dining new technologie.s Boils groups
learned a lit union members gained
an understanding of sompdter tech
noksgy essentially demystifying the
subject and computer professionals
learned what trade unatinism was all
about

rhe unequivocal successor this prop
ect resulted in the first Data Agreement
of I sr; beteen the Norwegian federa-
tion of Trade I mons I LOI and the Nor
wegkin Employers Federatton iNAPt
which two yeats later was enacted into
law This agreement allowed worker
parnetpataon in decisions which affect
their jobs icodeterminationi prowded

'for advance notice ol technological
changes and establIshed the concept
of data steward- shop floor repre
sentatives whose responsibility it is to
be informed of cha ages occuring in the
workplace so that they may use, chair
knowledge to allow union members to
understand and react Intelligently to

, proposed technological changes
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Norway

The original Data Agreement of 1975
between LO and NAF was revised in
Ivra to cover computer based systems
used to plan and carry-out operations
as w ell as compile personal data The
agreement itself begins un a ',cry posi-
tive note that the LO believes is a re-
quirement for influence Computer
based systems can be useful tootSm the
planned allucat ion of the total resources
of an enterprise

A broad approach as indicated how,:
ever it is important that computer-
based systems, are evaluated i from all
a nglesi so that all the aspects are taken
into account in the development intro
ductson and usc of such systems"

Information on technology is a cent ral
issue Management will keep their
employees informed about ail matters
which are covered by thrs agreement

The mformakon will beton clearly
and in a language eaSily understandable
to those without specialist knowledge
in the area concerned management
and the shop stewards will give the
employees sufftclent informa uon for
them to understand the fundamental
features of the systems which day them-
selves either use or which affect them
They must be given sufficient info,-
matton for them to understand the
=porta ncro such,systems not only to
the en t -rprise but aho to the employees
and their working conditions em-
ploye es who will be directly affected by
the new systems should, to the
grea telt practical extent he involved in
the prelsmidary project work lost
earnings and any expenses incurred rn
obtaining in format ton will be covered

Speosal representativesdata stew-
ardsare proyided for "If the ern-
PloYees so destrelbey may elect
a special representatrie to safeguard
their interests The representatrve
will have access to all information
Shop stewards and employees puler
panels in actual prorcts willhase access
to all nretssary documents on the prop
ef t a tea

-The enterprise will make sure that
the special representative is go en
the necessary training in general data
proeessing techniques systems
analysis. programming and protect ad-
ministration to develop the corn pe-
teller needed for participating actrvely
in system design

'Information subyect to data process-
ing is restocted and protected col-
lection, storage, proccssrng and use of
personal data will riot take place unless
it can be objectively justified as being
necewry for the work of the enterprise

Tniriagement in cooperataon with
the shop stewards should draw ups de-
tailed procedure in the storage and usc
of personal data

Finally the agreement is not limited
further agreement may be con-

eluded ke a particular individual en te r-
przse If agreement as not reached.
ach party May submit the case to the

',central natsonal organizataorts"
It is important to note that informa-

tion and its acquasition as central to the
success of th as agreement Information
is to be ttansautted through the shop
stewards, a well-established concept in
Norway that has ItS bash in lonrcusb
mg central agreements It should also
Iv< noted that no Norwegian tabor man-
agement agreements arc legally enforce-
able unless specific provssons have
been enacted into law the parties are
bound only by honor

One last vital constderataan because
of technology bargaining and data stew-
ands, technologrcal change in Norway
is seldom thought to be Inevitable as it
d almost everywhere eke It. ,and its
attractant fears, have been.reduced to
onc More factor affecting wolkhle that
is subject to social action and control
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Arnencan and foreign trade union-
ists haae much to learn from one

another Sow here rs thascIcarer than an
the _area of technological a flange and
the problems deriving therefrom

Trshno1,.., deielops rapidly in our
rno..tern worid btah Iron the original
,ohaehtlial to peaoaacal applsstion as
well as frorn ,..ountry Ito ,ountr) It is

re,,I at all unusual to see a echnv.al
advariehe,e..., ed tel JC,CIOrd
WI th e lied 'Oat, be applied to
pr..dkia is hs Japanese manula..turers .
and thce eppear ri c.00ls co'd at 'sand
the .,did Wohais became aerc .nter
teps nJont arid a tth niernat.nal

be,sinirrg Clef raPfe .nsportant
Tb nshn.caiaJaaresaarantaotngls

icrt.d Thea rang< ft in in.tust nal n itcits

I'd 90 ke".5, irs and a ompurerized
tiling listens It rn cvmputer control
ot fact try pncluctionandpartvmentor
ies i tut. miaric hank feller pa, hincs
from smart ma, bipes with 1-ult in
mist,hip a °alp! ers riasomples dcc
ronik st 411MunKalkoris Ptttnts a ci plod

to ma,. ara, as data pnc essing

1. ants Western midi/stool ".untry as
parts Toting tnthistechnKal tecidut
The t II. is uptin ernphisment levels
rob content worker t.011tfol if the itib
and other cubies isi Iseci mps ance

Jahor are beginning to he lett ea fry
where tor thr new ad, ances ate hot

changing commercial products bid
are also transforming industrial manu
factuong processes and office work

Mans of the Furomin countries as
well as Japan are much more heavily
dependent upon exports than the Lnited
States, and also import relatiaely much
more Thes are acutely aware of the
need for remaining competitiae m a
rapidly <hanging world 3 situation
...litchis fairly new for the I need States.
but which's becoming quite important
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Discussion

Thas tsvognition of the need to stay
competitive usually stated as the need
to improae producttvity as common to
navy countrs sluditd in ihas report
and to one extent or another it forms
the basis of much of the discussion
heisteen goseireknt Labor and man-
agement How do the Europeans view
current and future devel'opment.s ' What
problems do they foresee as a result of
technological changes' And h.,/ are
they trying todeaf with them"

In Sweden there is the expectation
that one-third of the lobs in hanlong
and thousands in insurance will be
ehrnmated vier the next decade that
conflocts will intensify.betlieen type.
setters and editorial uaff using Cone
puterrred equIpment that industrial
robots will spread widely throughout
Industry that cornputerizatam will lead
to fele worker control The West Ger .
mans are also concerned about robots
and computerization of manufacturing
processes having already seen the rate
of sib growth slow down in some In-
dustnes where such equipment as being
used and they are wary of the corn.
puters effects on the number of lobs
that will he available In the bankingand
insurance industries Both of these
countnes hase been relatively prosper.
ous recently so their probknn are still
manageahle

The longed Kingdom, on the other
hand has for some time been capers-
entmg high willatton and extremely high
unernploy mem rates Even so their
unions expect problems stmdar to those
described abase but worse With the
British economy domg so poorly there
r3 a i01 of pressure for modernization
and improvement of productivity
through job reorganization tread that
using fewer people I The British

unions in particular are quite disturbed
about the implication of mtcrochip
technology an the British context re-
placement of wsekefS by machmes.. es en
in the face of h+gh unemplopnerit

flow Ire our European colleagues
try mg to deal with these problems Right
at the start it rs rmportant to note that
each country has develoged a unique
set "flaws and customs Whatever they
do must he seen within the context of
I his bac kground because some of what
they do isnot easily transferrable to the
Lnited States

Sweden for exampk is a small COUn-
try population about 8 OCIO 0001 which
must export to survive It also has a
fairly homogeneous population with a
long }tutor), of social concern Better
than three-fourths of the total Swedrsh
workforce are union members One of
the naive political parties. the Social
Democrats has close ties to the blue
collar labor federation LO and until
19'S had been in power for four and
one-half decades

There is widespread and continuing
recognition throughout Sw ednh society
of the value of Libor unions tn represent
mg the interests of employees. Reim-
sentatires of the labor federations are



included on government panels And
Commissions and men though the So-
cial Dentocrats are no tonger in control
of the government. low uncmpkorment
is still a rna)or planning goal

Some of labor s concerns hare been
mcorporated into law For example
Swedish workers re legalh entitled to
fire weeks of vacation es ers rear
helping to spread the »wk. around
Should (hey lose t heir tot, for economk
reTann. including ph loss resulting from
itye int roducoon of new technology ther
may partscipate in comprehensire gin
ernment sponsored education and re.
tratntng programs. These programs mas
last up to Iwo sears during which time
the participunt receives a wage which as
purposely set a bit higher than unem-
ployment compensation to ensou rage
enrollment in the programs. At the end
of the course workers still unable to
get tobs mar sign up for another course

The Swedish context is determined
by more than lust the legal framework
as attractive as macho( that is to Ameri-
cans suffering through a succession of
conservattse administrations Of equal
importance is the widespread attitude
among Swedish employers and towns
alike that routtne layoffs are nOt tube
per:tutted as a normi part of busmess
planning. With a fair amount of lob
security workers throuevout the cross°.
my can more readily accept changes
Mat will boost productivity even while
demanding a mayor role in the decisson-
making process
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Yet men in Sweden the situatson is
far -from perfect Management as still
interested in the bottom line and this
can lead to strong disagreements wIth
the unsoris Also local union leaders
may not be is well informed and knowl-
edgeable about sophistscated techmeal
developments as management re-preset).
tates are and thus may be unable to
fully anticipate negatire implscations
of planned changes I komately maimge-
ment has the final author its to make
»bates er decisions they want subject
only 'to legal and collectire bargaining
constraints_ While there ts on general
far greater willingneSS to cooperate with
unsons among Swedrsh managers-than
their American counterparts aim still
hare a great deal of power to determine
the direction and rate of future der elop.
meets Thu ts particularly true for tech-
riological adrances whsch by definition
represent changes, often rery complex
changes from what had been done be-
fore

The Swedish umons as with many
others, dmire more advance notsce of
impending changes. While they have*
been experimenting with codetermina.
non systems. whhre unson representa-
tives sit on the hoard of directors' of
companies. thrs has not yet gotten very
far

The Germans have gone further than
anyone else with codeterminatson In
the Coal and Steel industries and in
companks with more than 2000 em-
ployees half of the members of the
Board of Supervisors (in many ways
equivalent_ to Boards of Directors m
American compaftiesl by law Must rep-
resent employees the other half repte
senting stockholders. In citinpumes wIth
fewer than 2 000 employM, employee
representattves make Up one-third of
the Board. In addition all companies
with greater than fiye employees are
required to establish Works Councils,
whkh are elected by the employees.
These counakare not un vanIOCals and
do not negotiate collective agreements
but management must work with them
on local issues and grievances This
clearly includes issues related to tech.
nological change introduction of new
machinery or equipment, staffing needs,
tor= mg. hours of work, reassignments.
dtsmistals and so on
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The combinatmn of seats on the
Board. local Works Councils, and na-
bonal or regional negot at ions between
narvanal uniOnS and employer federa.
kiosk offers thc German unonsunprece
dented opportunities for obtaining ad-
vanCe notice of coming changes. Er en
so the derails of those changes may be
withheld for some lime and in any case
management %Arras the right to make
the final decisson

Even if the informatton were corn
Otte that ts not enough The German
unions based on them own studies and
those of their gorernment expect to
see hsb losses in some areas as well as
reductsons of skill levels brought about
by technological advances unless steps
are taken now to Mod& the situatmn
While the German economy is the
strongest in Europe and tow unemploy
meet level' are still the national policy
sticking to that policy may be more
difficult In the future the vroons fear
unless the go, ernment gets much more
involved on job creation activities
Agreement on this point is far from the
high level achieved in Sweden

The Britrsh situation is worse and in
many ways, resembles our own Unem-
ployment is very high. Inflation rates
have been worse than ours. and the
government now in power ran originally
on an antrunson platform In the face
of massive economic problems there is
a strong desire in Britain to push for
modernmatson of industry To a great
extent this attempt focuses on intro.
duction of computer and microchip
technologies spenfically to reduce labor
costs



Labonnunagement cooperation In
Britam n at a level fat below that in
Sweden or West Germany &merriment
and management seem tntent on break
ing ihe power- of the unions, even al
the nsk. of great econornit hardship for
large numbers of people Th British
unions beirme there is a vein, real danger
ol economic growth occurnng through
the application of mscrochip and com-
puter technologs at the same time that
unemployment grows

What can be done hen in Britain
the unions have adopted the realrsts
view that in general one must accept
the nevnabittry of change The empha
so is ,f1 seeing to that their members
are protected as much as powihk tr"m
negatIve effects, and that anv benefits
denved from technologtcal change be
fairly shared This n nothing More than
a defensive strateo and in look tng
ahead several onions and the Trades
Liston Congress the national labor
federation, have been developing model
technology agreements to pursue
through collective bargaining The fol-
lowing are some of the ideas suggested
for including in such contracts

No unilateral changes
Full consultation with the union
before any dectsion is made to pur
cbase new equipment
Advance information for and regur
lar consultation with the union to
plan adeguately for future de-
velopments
Job 'guarantees for present cm-

', pkvyees including retraining and
internal .sh shifts where necessary
Safeguards against excessive man-
agerial control or employer mi..
usc of computer generated data
Safeguards against new sqety or
health hazards.
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While similar technology agreements
are beingdscussed ii several countries
us addition to the Untted Kingdom, they
arc difficult to get establashed anywhere
Apparently management representa
lives don I want to accept any restraints
on their planning flexibtley men though
these agreements would certainly go a
king way toward assunng Labor coupera
lion

Another problem shared by all in-

cluding the Amencan labor movement.
is the need for improving the knowl-
edge of our inenlbetS and stall The
Swedes in particular have shown that
widespread well thought out education
programs. back ed by government funds.
can go a long way in Improving aware.
ness a nd understanding uf these tssum
among trade union members In addi-
tion we need to constantly update our
knowledge ,d ncw developments. Thts
is particularly important for local union
representatives who are close to the
scene when ncw equipment is intro-
duced

Everywhere one looks, be it in the
United States or Europe private and
public employers alike express interest
in new technological developments as
a means forincreasing productivity and
halting penonnel growth in that organs-
ration The enormous capacity of com
puterized systems makes this possible
but the whole es the sum of its parts If
every individual organization seeks to
end employment growth, and in many
cases to actually reduce total staffing.
where will future iob creanon occur"'

Ths is the great unanswered question
o I great extent. it revolves very much

around the question of the rate of intro-
duction of change If change comes
slowly achustments will be-worked out
If change is too mendand the potenhal
for such rapid change's there in the
high technology systems already de
veloped then very real problems will
follow unless steps are taken oqually
rapidly to modify the direction or pace
of change And no matter whit happens
to the society at large. local emblems
arc sure to continue, and must be dealt
with

Our Swedish friends accept the need
for constant modermiation of their in-
dustries, and feel that the government
must play a mawJr rule in creating addi-
tional jObS in service areas which
improse the quality of life The German
unions ate looking toward some addi-
tional sharing of work through reduced
work hours and total working lime and
also look to the goserntnent for 3 Mlle h
mote active part in stimulating Job
growth Our Brush colleagues are faced
with a difficult political situation and
must rely more on their own desOCes for
the time being

No one has found the full answer
One thtng, though is clear We must
instst on early participation in planning
processes whether conducted by corn
parties. government agencies ur na
twrial publs policy makers. We must
be involved &Ion itie damage is dune
And we must be prepared
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Appendix
The material contained in this report es
based in part on a study tour led by
Rodney Bower to Sweden the Federal
Republic of Germany and the United
Kingdom, Lktober 6-2.3 1%0 Partici-
pants included

Rodatey A. Bower, President Inter-
national Federation of Prof essioral
and Technical Engineers

Denzil Chawbat, Assistant Davao,
Department foe Prolessirmal Em-
pioyees. AFL-CIO

MIclasel D. Drawl, ASsallni Direr
tor Office of Employment Pro-
grams. Communicattons Workers
of America

Harty Floyd, International Reprrsen
tame International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes

Rettak Newell, Research Director
International Association of Ma-
clunists and Aerospace Workers

Robert Nielsen, Assutant to the Presi-
dent for Higher Education Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers

Riebari Terry, International Vice
Preident, arid Director of Profes-
sional and Health Can
United Food and Commercial
Workers International Union

Claresee E. Robinson, Executive
-- Director Industnal Relations Dom

4on. Brotherhood of Rmlwiy and
'Airline Clerks

Gwen Wells, Director of Research,
Office and Professional Employees
International Union

Sieve Early, front the American Labor
Educatran Center. traveled with the
group under a separate grant from
the German Marshall Fund of the
United States.
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We wtsh to heartily thank our nutty
European friends with whom we met
during the trip not only for their wilt
ingness to share information with us.
but also foe thew kind howttality There
are far too ma ny to list Indy/dually. but
we would like to offer special recog-
nition to a few people who were of
immense help to us in organizing the
mans details involved with planning a
van of this kind

In Sweden

Lennart liodstriSoL President TCO

NtIs Enebelda, Internatronal Depart
/lent. TCO

Cad H. Headland, Secretary Gen-
eral Swedish Limon of Journal-
eas. and PTK Board Member

!Liken Sveaserstil, Research De-
partment, SIF

In West Germany

Glister Volkroar, President, HEN'

Dieter Moth, Head Sompolitical Af-
fairs Department. HEW

lreaa Sehaabel, International De-
partment. HBV

Caspar vow Stoscla, Head White
Collar Workers Department. DGB

In the United K ingdorn

David Lea, Assistant General
Secretary. TUC

Nee M. Vans, NVA Consultants. Ltd

Th. Webb, National Officer
ASTMS

We would also like to otter thanks to
the Communications Workers ol Amen.
ca for allowing Michael D Dymmel to
spend a good deal of time asstraing in
the preparation of thn report,
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officers and Affiliates
of the Department for

Professional Employees, AFL-CIO

PRESIDENT:
Albert %miter. Prestdent
Amman Feder-anon of Teacher?

GENERAL VICE PRESIDENT:
Victor finntealba, Preirdent
American Federatoon of Musktans

TREASURER:
Rodney Bower, Prrodent
Internattonal Federanon Of Profes-

tonal and Tech:mai Engmeers

DIRECTOR:
Jack Goiodner

AFFILIATES:

Acton Equity Association

American Federation of Goverment
Empkytes

American Fedentim of Meskians

American Federation of Stale, Conn.
ty and %Ink Intl Employees

Anserkan Federation of Teschegs

Americas Federation of Television
and Radio Artists

America. G.114 of Maskal Arden

Association of Theanical Press
Agents lid Managers

Brotherhood of Railway mul
Clerks

Communkations Workers of America

Fedendois of Professional Athletes

laserance Workers International
Union

internadonal Alliance of Theatrical
Slade Emtp 'oyes aail Moving
Fkture Marilee Operators

Intensadonal Association of
Machinists

laternadonal Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers

IaternadonatClsenskal Wolters
Usbn

Intermadonal Federados of Profess load
and Technical Eadimeers

laternitional Union of Electrkal
Workers

International Union of Operathig
Endhteers

National Association of Broadcast
Employees and Technicians

Office and Professional Employees
International Union

RetalL Wholesale and Department
Store Union

Screen Actors Guild

Sealnrers International Union

Service Employees International
Unto.

United Associadon of Journeymen
as4 Apprentices of the %unbind
asul Flpe Fining Wintry

United Food mt4 Connserchd Workers
International Union
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you,
On page 3 of your statement and earlier, you seemed to draw the

conclusion that the basis for automation with respect to productiv-
ity is a trade-6ff with jobs, and you state that the result may well
be a growing GNP coupled with high unemployment.

I wondered if you would expand on that because that is the sce-
nario suggested many times by people involved in this area, that in
fact you .will have all of the benefits of increased productivity, in-
creased markets and so forth, but you nevertheless will have a sub-
stantial unemployed population, and I suspect that the Govern-
ment will have to figure out how to deal with it.

Mr. CIIAMOT. At least the Government, in addition to other par-
ties.

I do not pietend to know or predict the future, but this is a po-
tential future we might have to live with, it seems, from the kind
of technologies that are developing today. In the past, growing
technologies which led to short-term displacements frequently did
lead to a growing economy which ultimately generated more Jobs,
.and provided a lot of additional job opportunities.

This may not happen in certain industries at least or across the
board, if current trends are allowed to proceed with no checks at
all. The reason for that is that the kind of technologies that we are
talking about today are designed to eliminate people in many
cases. They are not necessarily designed to eliminate them for any
nefarious reason but it is simply an artifact of the highly automat-
ed systems that are being developed.

For example, if you develop an automated warehouse, you need
fewer people to run it. Now, I don't think that the only advantages
to the employer of an automated warehouse are that you would
run with fewer people. You also have better inventory control,
more efficient distribution of the goods in the warehouse, and so
forth. There are lots of things that you could do automatically that
you could not do before, much more up-to-date information, so that
there are. a lot of incentives for somebody who needs a warehouse
to develop an. automated warehouse.

The effect of that technology is to provide fewer jobs in the ware-
house. The same thing is true of computer-automated, computer-as-
sisted design for engineers, going to a completely different area,
white collar professional employees.

An engineer's job is made more productive and more flexible by
the use of computer-assisted systems, where they take over a lot of
the drudgery that would have to otherwise be done in a slower
fashion.

In the automobile industry several years ago it took something
like 3 man-mpnths to design a new steering caumn for an auto-
mobile and that same design job could now be done in 15 minutes
using the computer-aided design systems.

Clearly, that is going to affect the need for engineers in the
, future.
< You don't need as many engineers as you did before to do a lot of

the routine work. Again, the benefits of the computer-aided design
system go far beyond any thought of reducing numbers of people,
and the development of these systems probably has not involved
any thought toward reducing job opportunities in that tld but
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have instead been developed as 'part of the modern technology that
is used today, but the effect, nevertheless, would be to reduce job
opPortunities.

Mr. MILLER. You seem to suggest that as automation spreads to
different industries and different segments of the worker force
within those various industries, the options of the displaced work-
ers are going to be more and more limited. Is what you are saying?

MT. CHAMOT. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. You can move from the banking to the insurance in-

dustry, but once they are both automated that option is somewhat
limited, and then you can move to another service industry, but
then your choice is also limited.

Mr. CHAMOT. The fact that it is going on across the board, that is
one of the differences today. Every industry is being affected, every
type of employee, white and blue collar, professional, service, cleri-
cal and you are right that unless things change we may well be
faced with just that situation.

Mr. MILLER. And yet I would suspect that in my role as a person
who participates in the making of policy, I would find the long-
term implications of that rather troubling and difficult, because it
is one thing to be unemployed with some prospect of either the
economy will rebound or your job will rebound. It is another to
simply not have a place in that economy for whatever reasons,
either because of your initial training or the inability to obtain
subsequent retrainink. That is a far different social condition, or
simply to continue some of the theories out about the future work-
place, simply you are just not needed.

It is not a question of what skill you desire to possess, but it is
simply the numbers, the availability of work against you.

Mr. CHAMOT. That is very true, but it is more than just a ques-
tion of job versus no job. There are other mechanisms that we have
to talk about.

When I was a little boy, my father used to work 6 days a week. I
work five. That has happened across the board.

We have experienced in the course of our history as a riation a
continuing reduction in work time from numbers of days worked
per week to the number of hours worked in a day, increasing vaca-
tions, increasing numbers of holidays and -so forth. That trend has
brought us to the point where, with a vary large population using
very advanced technologies, most people today work much, Klich
shorter times than their fathers or grandfathers did.

We still have to talk and think about those sorts of things.
Maybe we do have to work toward a 4«day week. Maybe we have to
move toward more vacation time..

In Sweden, they legislate 5 or 6 weeks vacation for everyone in
the work force. I am not suggesting that that is necessarily some-
thing we must do here or even that we should do it at the.present
time, but clearly there is a lot of room to move in those kinds of
areas.

I think that unless the economy expands enormously rapidly, so
that far more jobs are being created than is currently the case, we
will have to look somewhat toward sharing the work. We have
something on the order of 10 million 1)eople unemployed now. If
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the economy starts to turn around tomorrow, it would take quite a
while to get just those 10 million people put back to useful work.

Our population is also expanding and we are developing some of
these labor-saving technologies. The job would npt end with just
putting those people back to work.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Ratchford?,
Mr. RATCHFORD. In listening to your statement.and rereading it,

I notiCe you concluded with a comment as follows: "If certainly
means that there will be_a great need for training and retraining
programs (page 5) for protection of salaries and benefits as people
are shifted into new positions, for real improvements in the quality
of working life rather than having machines dominate the work
environment. Above all, it will require a joint action on the part of
all affected parties, governmAt, business, labor and the communi-
ty."

I would like to make the observation that in my. 4 years in Con-
gress, and in my 4 years,as a member of this committee,' that is one
of the rare times where I, have seen this issue of joint action on.the
part of those affected dis'aussed.

If you could outline a short- and long-term agenda for this com-
mittee and for Congress, to begin focusing the spotlight on this
issue, what would you suggest?

Mr. CHAMOT. I am afraid I could not hope to be.so presumptuous
as to lay out your entire agenda for you.

Mr. MILLER. Others have.
Mr. RATCHFORD. We do it for you,all the time.

CHAMOT. We are used to that.
I would rather not talk too much about specifics because what

you are embarking upon today with these hearings, and I presume
that this is merely a first step, and that them will be many other
activities what we really need first is a delineation of all ,pf the
concerns of the various Rarties that are involved and the options
that are a.vailable.

I might have some personal predeliction and there may well be
others, within the labor movement who would not place their prior-
ities in the same order that 1. would'.

Rather, than talk about Specific things you might do, I might
mention some of the general areas to be looked at and one is cer-
tainly the area of training and retraini4

If we forget for a moment the question of whether or not there
will be jobs, there is no question that there is going to be an enor-
mous retraining and training requirement in the future in this
country.-

It already exiSts. There are some fialds in which employers claim
that they just simply cannot find enough skilled people. Where are
the skilled people gothg to cothe from?

Some unions have atteMpted 'to fill the gap by modernizing their
apprenticeship and training programs. The Machinists' UnionI
understand you have a. representative from that union who will
speak later todayhave.been active in this area; the Communica-
tions Workers Union have been active in this area, but there is cer-
tainly a limit. Companies offer a lot of ad hoc job training when
they cannot find people with the skills they require, but there is no
national thrust today to training and retraining, no single entity
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that is ,trying to check data as t,R what the job needs are today,
what they will be in a f.ew years, and What the skill requirements
are going to be for those jdbs. t

Clearly something' like that is needed and relatively soon. That
would be only a first step. Having the data does not train anybody;
it points you. in.the right direction. .

I think that within the context of the United States, it prohably
would require a much expanded government effort. In some other
-countries, for example in Germany, it is sort of the tradition for
major companies to provide training programs for new entrants

_intathe_workforce, even to the point where the assumption is made
that many of these people will not work for that company, but it is
a Part of the company's social responsibility. We have nothing like
that in this country, but we need some direction and focus in these
areas and we need some money to fund this kin d. of an effort.

A lot of employers are reluctant to provide training in certain
areas where there is a high demand for fear, that the people who
obtain that training are going to walk out the following week and
get a job somewhere else and all of the money will be lost. That is
a legitimate concern. It tends to hamper the development of on-the-
job trainink programs.

Mr. RATCHFORD. One final question.'
\J know we -have two more panels. We will have on the second

palkel a representative from a firm that has done exCeedingly well
in my part of the country, Unimation, Inc. They have been a major
employer in Corwecticut, and they are a leader in the world for ro-
botics. That is-the good news.r

The impact of robotics on the labor force in an area such as De-
troit certainly has meant eliminating a variety of those routine or'
hazardous Ibbs, in the name of efficiency and safety. However,
what is the negative impart on the emp ee who filed those types
of jobs? What can be done to offset this.

Mr. CHAMOT. The argument.put forth by the proponents of robot
technology in the early days was that these new types of equip-
ment could be used to eliminate hazardous jobs, boring and routine
jobs, and we would not disagree with that. We clearly are not in
favor of people working in hazardous jobs. The problem is that the
technology does not stop there. Anything that, is routine can ulti-
mately be automated.

Once the robot is in place, it stays there, so there is clearly a
strong negative impact. I would guess my colleagues from the auto-
mobile industry would have lots of numbers to give you but there
is a very high rate of unemployment in the automOtive industry
today and their feeling is that as the U.S. auto companies improve
their situation and start to grow again, many of the jobs that were
there before will not be there, that they will be permanently elimi-
nated and taken over by robots.

I am not saying that that is necessarily a totally negative situa-
tion that we must fight. The labor movement in this country has
not been uniformly negative on its approach to technological
change which is necessary and has been going on for quite some
time, The problem is how it is applied.

iThe workers who have been displaced by robots have diminishing
options. There may not be very many jobs for them in the industry
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from which they are displaced and
I
their training may not be ade-

quate for ether jobs, and in today's economy, there are no jobs
available. .

The optimist in that issue would say ultimately the economy is
going to expand because of the introduction of this technology, and
a lot of new jobs will, be created. .

The big problem there is, one, will it actually occur,, but_ two,
when?

Certainly a human being who has been displaced frOm a job and
is running out of support because the 'social support net has very
big holes in it is going to be concerned if new jobs are going to de-...
velop 10 years down the road.

Mr. RATCHFORD. I thank you for your thoughtful comments.
Thank you.. .

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much.
The next panel that the subcommittee will hear from is on the

Office of the Future and the witnesses are Ms. Amy Wohl, Stan
Schrager, and Judith/Gregory, if they would come forward.

Welcome, and your prepared statements again will be pl,aced in
the record in their entirety, and the extent to which you can sum-
marize .it would be appreciated. We will go in the order in which
you are listed.

Ms. Wohl.

STATEMENT OF AMY WOHL, PRESIDENT, ADVANCED OFFICE
CONCEPTS

,

Ms. Worn,. I am planning on making some informal remarks
rather than a prepared statement.

I thought it might be useful to talk for jtist a moment about
what the Office of the Future is. There is a lot of nonsense along
the lines of science fiction movies about what the Office of the
Future is going to be.like./We do not have computers yet that you
can talk to that will answer back, and we probably won't have
them for another 25 to 50 years, given the current technology.

We don't have computers controlling what people do in offices.
Computers do what they are told by people and not the other way
around. What we do have is an enormous influx of computer tech-
nology that almost all at once ffas become useful to relatively un-
trained people who have very little knowledge of compUter technol-
ogy but who can actually use relatively sophisticated equipment. It
is going to affect our entire society.

There are perhaps 54}- million people today who are working in
office jobs, and every single one of them will ultimately be affected
by the change in the office workplace.

It is not going to happen slowly. There was a period ot time, par-
ticularly in the late 19q0's, during which it was predicted that .
office autoination would proceed very slowly and that it would be a
very orderly evolution. People would be largely unaffected by it
except that their jobs4sould gradually change. I do not think that
is true any more.

In the timefrarne of 197 to 1992, about One-half of the total
office populaiion will have been affected by the use of computer
technology in offices. That is, their jobs will have changed signifi-
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cantly and they will be interac,ting with some kind of a computer-
based system much of the time. ,

I think that during that timeframe, that is, by the end' of the
next 10 years, nearly eliery large corripany ib the United States le
will have been affected by the change in the way the office waks.

Now, that means that there have to be effects on employment.
It is silly to think that all of these companies are going to go

aiound installing office automation if in fact there is no cost-bene-
fit to be gained from it.,

The cost-henefit is sometimes stated in terms of the elimination
of people, but it is more accurate to think of it in terms of adding
fewer people over time. I have been doing consulting in the office
for a period of, about 8 years now. I have yet to see the first person
whose job.was actually eliminated, and who was fired or laid off as
a result:

I have seen thousands of future job opportunities eliminated,
however.

I think that it is useful to look at the effects on employment in a
series of timeframes..

In the short term, there is really no effect' on employment at all;
that is, we are simply training people to use more sophisticated
equipment, and we are not eliminating anyone or ready to hire
fewer workers. In some medium-term sense, 2 to5 years after a
company .begins to automate, we run into a whole set of problems,
as major portions of the work force are affected by the process.
During that medium term range, we start to see some employment
displacement.

It is very funny for people in the information-pr cessing'industry
to even think about employment displacement be ause we chron-
ically work with the fact that we have too few people available
rather than too many. There are probably 50 perce1it more jobs in
the computer industry than employees and most o ps go aro'und.
constantly chasing scarce labor:

It is estimated that by 1985 there will be a shortage of 85,000 sec-
retarial ern.ployees for secretarial jobs, so that in many cases' we
are not displacing real people from real jobs. W6, are substituting
capital for labor which it in fact not available,

In the long term, clearly, as mir previous witnesses indicated, we
are goingito have major social problems with the fact that there
will in fact be fewer jobs after automation is completed or well un-
derway than we would have without automation. This is going to
call for changes in the infrastructure of the whole society, but that
is not, an office automation problem. That is a problem of automa-
tion on a more broad basis.

Certainly the office affects it, but it is not alone in creating or
causing that problem. . .

In the meantime, we have something hapPening right in front of
us that is going to have a profound-eqept on the rate at which
offiee.automation occurs, and that is thexplosion in the personal
computer industry..

Two weeks ago ;ri Houston, Tex., an annual confefence was held;
97,000 people attended that conference to look at com154er sys-
tems. There ,were 64 personal computers on display on that exhibit
floor. I woubd estimate that 50 of them did not exist 6 months ago.
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-We are looking at an absolute explosion in this industry. It will
ultimately affect how people do things in the home as well, al-
though thatis rather far off. -

Mr. MILLER. You are not suggesting 64 basically different
models? Thep is some redundancy.

Ms. WoHL. Certainly they are very similar from a hardware and
function point of view. There were 64 'different companies and
products in thatsategory. They will vastly change the way we edu-
cate thildren froirThery level from kindergarten through college.

They will cause automation to occur in a very different way than
was predicted.

When we looked at office automation as something that needed
to be ullyocontrolled, or something that required very expen-
sive designed work stations, it was clear that the progress
wou ow and that the late of job displacement woad be con-

-trol
Wh you look at the cost \availaiiility and ease of we of these

new personal computing products, it is clear that the rate at which
they will be installed and used in American 1441..ness is going to
prokress much more quickly than any of us had dreamed.

We are looking at clients in -mak firms Who are ordering thou-
sands of units of personal computerafor delivery in the next 12
months That cannot occur without affecting the way in which
people .work in their offices. It is not going to be a bumpless kind of
filing. In order for these computers to be successfully installed in
the home, in schools, and in the workplace, it is going to require a
tremendous change in computer literacy in our society. We are al-
ready watohing that change occur.

It is a requirement, not Something that we can avoid. If you
think that it is not, in fact, going to take place, observe soineone's
Vainly going up to a bank teller machine and talking. to the com-

.puter to get $50 but. 'That is a perfect computer interface, because
ihyob. use it successfully,' it gives you money. It is harder to teach
people to use a computer interface that has less poaitive results as-
sociated with it. .

We have people who play with the computer games in the
arcade.

Mr. RkraHFORD. I have threeof themsons.
Ms. WOHL. It is clear it is possible to design computer interfaces

so, people enthusiastically adopt them. We are going to get much
better at that in the future. The size of the requirement demands
that that take place.

If you have 50 million people to train, the training process has to
be Made very painless.

,On the other hand, we have not done a vtity good job at encour-
aging the formal progress of computer literacy, because a lot of it
has taken plaCe informally through market forces. They are won-
derful but we could use some help in this area to encourage the
development in industry, both in the user part of the industry and
in the vendor, provider part of the computer industry. That can be
encouraged through changes In the taic lawens.

There is a bill currently kefore the Ho king that computers
be handled differently .in terms of charral donations to educa-
tional institUtions than other items are handled. That might make
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vastly more computers available for educatiorial use. One could
also encairage employers to pr6ide computers for home or educa-
tional use to their employees, thereby speeding up the pace at
which computer literacy would take place. The Federal Govern-
ment can adopt other policies to encourage computer literacy.

All of these things are going to happen in any case, but the Gov-
ernment can choose to speed up the process rather than slowing it
down, and that might be somethihg that should be encouraged.

In closing, I would like to comillent on the fact that I am always
amused by people who think that it is possibre to stop the clock.
This movement pervades society and has nearly forever. It is a his-
torical inevitability for a technology once its time has come, and it
is clear that in the United Statesand in fact in all of the devel-
oped countries in 1982 and through the rest of the decadethe
time has come fof the computer to be used broadly in society
rather than narrowly in small rooms. Therefore, it is time for our
GoVernrnent and for the leaders in our society to encourage the
smooth spread of this new technology, through the society rather
than, trying to prevent it from ocoirring.

I_will be happy to entertain anYquestions you might_have.
_Mr. MILLER. Thank you.

STATEMENT .OF STAN RAGER, VICE PRESIDENT, CHASE
MANHATTAN BANK

Mr. SCHRAGER.. I would like to read a prepared statement and
then answer a-ny questions the committee may have.

I guess the best way to characterize the present labor situation,
in terms of the people shortage in the data processing field today,
is that you're lucky if you. break even. And the future seems to
hold,more of the same.

Compared to human resources, availability of other resources
_ such as physical space, equipment, and finances can be greatly in-
fluenCed by management decision.. The availability of systems
human 4;Bsources is governed almost exclusively by supply and
demand, and the ability' to retain these scarce resources through
good management practices.

The demand for data processing personnel today in all industry
is considered to be 50 percent understaffed. Mid staffing needs are
expected to continue to rise sharply) in the future. Through multi-
ple surveys taken among various corporations, staffing require-
merits were up 16 percent in 1981 over 1980, And projected to go tip.,
23 percent in 1982. By 1990, only 8 \years away, the prpjected in-
crease is 140 to 180 percent.

The stipply of systems talent comes fro t I ree primary sources.
The micrcareer, experienced individuals are obviously in the
,greatest demand.

A second source is the retraining of i ivals who are ctirrent-
ly in other careers or related careers.

And last, the campus, which for most other occupations tends to
be the primary source of new talent, in this industry it is not. Only
20 percent-Of the current opportunities are filled from the campus.

The computer science curriculums today' tend to be.scientifically
oriented as opposed to training graduates in business applications.

A
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The schools are also facing the sarne problems as industry in find-
ing talent, and very uften cannot compete with industry in keeping
this talent, norkan they compete with industry in technological ad-
vances. Because of this, no real increase of supply from this source
is projected in the near future.

In order to try and make the campus graduates more acceptable
to management, extensive internal training programs are offered
by many corporations. Usually these training programs are also
used, as I have already mentioned, to retrain current employees
who are in Other occupations less attractive than data processing.
. At Chase Manhattan Bank, we run an 18-month entry level pro-
gram which includes both formal classroom instruction and on-the-
job learning expriences. The participants are trained on one of
four different pieces of equipment, IBM, Wang, Datapoint, or DEC,
depending on their assignment. We have been averaging 60 gradu-
ates a year. But again I must emphasize that though our efforts in
this area are increasing, the demand/supply ratio of seasoned
talent is-of great concern. - 1

And the seasoned talent, bc-'des not being available, is becoming
increasingly expensive. Salaries have increased for experienced in-
dividuals by 12 percent, on average, from 1980 to 1981. They are
expected to increase another 14 to 16 percent in 1981. By 1990, the
$100;000,nonmanagerial technicfan will not be considered extraor-
dinary.

What is the cause of all this demand? To use Chase Manhattan
Bank &Van example, it is difficult to identify a business activity
within the bank that isnot currently!ór in the near future will not
be impacted by data processing. As a lending institution, as a fi-
nancial information transfer agent, we need technology. Manage-
ment relies on technology for management information.and to re-
spond to customer needs. Our customers want information and
service which is quick, of high quality, easy to access, and custom-
ized to their requirements.

fo ar r have addressed how the- increasing reliance on technol-
og impacterdershuman resources from a tech*al viewpoint...
But technology.hak matured to the point of being Rnich closer tO
the end user, meeting the specialized requirements of business, and
directly impacting the work environment of the non-EDP profes-
sional. ,

The introduction of micro computers has closed the gap between
machines and office workers. With the development of a tiny chip
of silicone called a microprocessor, the pricl of technOlogy dipped
sharply, an*computers, with as many applications as the human
imagmation.coUld conceive, came otit of the back rooms, into the
office, and onto our desks.

Today there is an endless range of possibilities available for gath-
ering, storing, and retrieving information. And Chase is positioning
itself for tremendous growth in these areas.

From the corporation's viewpoint, overall -office automation strat-
egies inust be developed and impleinented in order to avoid confu-
sion, duplication, a the ossibility that various systems will be
put in place that are ompatible, potentially causing the office

.staff to use incompatible systems to gett their overall job accom-
plished. From the individual's viewpoint, this technology creates in
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the workplace a revolution in modern office management, and the
future holds increased opportunities for those in the white collar
work force.

Currently, three out of five employed Americans are engaged in
'lame kind of information handling or service job, and the ranks
are rapidly increasing. By the end of the present decade, office
workers in the industrial world will outnumber farriers and labor-
ers combined.

These new legions represent a major transformation from an in-
dustrial to an information oriented society. But though our econo-.
my is becoming more dependent on the information services sector,
investment in American office workers has been lagging.

Business managers today feel compelled to seek out new methods
to meet future needs. For the most part, however, offices are stijl
organized in much the same way they were 100 years ago, when
telephones, and typewriters were first introduced. Although many
businesses purchase the latest in automated office equipment, too
often management methods remain rooted in preautomation tech-
niques due to their lack of training in the potential uses of the
technology at hand.

Management has weathered its share of thorny learning prob-
lems. In the early stages of the technological revolution, giant com-
pu[ers made little impact on the typical officeor office worker.
These huge black 'boxes were generally located in temperature and
dust controlled back rooms, delicately tended by technical special-
ists who operated and serviced. them.

ow that technology is in the open, and office automation is of-
ering significant opportunities for change, training programs must

be put into place to prepare this office ,population.and help the
transition work smoothly.

Today, technical training programs at Chase-exists-not only for
the technical staff, but also for the nontechnical managers, clerks,
and secretaries.

Other implications created by the proliferation of these small
systems are data security, job design, the physical environment,
and other related human factors caused by the changing work-
place. Supervisory training is cequired to make our managers
aware of the importance of these implications, and to prepare them
to deal with issues that might arise.

We in industry have come a long way in our use of tegnology.
During the 1960's and early 1970's, automation was viewed as a
way tb reduce staff. And during those years large production shops
did have many people displaced by technology:Much of that type
of work in the service industry has been accomplished and few op-
portunitiesIto do more of the same in the future exist.

In the...mid-1970's, technology was_ viewed as a way of transfer-
ring information quickly and accurately, both inthrnally to its em-
ployees and externally to its customers. Automation also began to
be used as a means of providing differeht types of customer serv-
ices, for example, in banking, the automatic teller machine, home
banking, or automated cash management. Today; while ontin-
ue to look for creative uses of technology from our tec nrcal staff
to support the basic requirements, the business man ger who is
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being ilrought closer to technology can have a greater influence on
its uses right in his or her own office.

The next step is the attempt to connect all our uses of technology
so that our technological business requirements are met through a
single integrated systems architecture.

Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JUDITH GREGORY, RESEARCH DIRECTOR,
WORKING WOMEN EDUCATION FUND

MS. GREGORY. I am very happy to be here today to present testi-
mony on behalf of the working women education fund and 9 to 5,
the National Association of Working Women, which is an organize-

. tion representing some 10,000 women office workers, across the
country dedicated to improving working conditions and gaining rec-
ognition And respect for women office workers in the work force
today.

In April- 1980, 9 to 5, then known as Working Women National
Association 9f Workers, ie1eased a report called Race Against
Time, Automation of the Office, the first report in this country to
discuss the problems of office computerization from the clerical
workers' viewpoint.

We state our contention tha
have a vast potential to upgrad
grade pay; and to provide more

innovations in office technology
office jobs, upgrade bias and up-

venues for job satfaation' for cler-
icals.

But we also present a sharp critique of the rampant problems we
found facing women office workers. deskilling, devaluating and de-
grading of jobs, a decline in promotional opportunities rather than
an increase, potential for large-scale job loss in the not so distant
future and increased health risks.

It helps to recognize the context that these problems come into
know just a few things about the clerical work force today.

Nearly one in five of all U.S. workers work in cleIrical jobs today,
the largest single occupational category.

The jobs are 80 percent women, comprised of wonien and among
the lowest paid in society despite their central economic role.

The average pay for women clericals working a full year hovers
at around $11,000 a year, and age, race, and sex discrimination is
widespread and an undervaluation of work is as well.

It is estimated in comparable work studies, forexample, sêcretar-
ies are undervalued by an aVerage of 40 percent.

It is also the faker growing.large occupational group in the work
ferce, and the BLS predicts clerical jobi will account for nearly one
in four of new jobs created in this decade, so it is in this context
,that the problems and potentials of office automation technology
come in.

I am,41ere to describe our concerns--our concerns about comput-
er technology from the viewpoint of those at the bottom of the
office hierarchy. As one data entry clerk told us, I have been doing
this job for 10 years, and I have been tired for 10 years. It is the
monotony that does it. I would like to know what it feels like not to
be tired.

7 4
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Another expresses the feelings of many. "I feel like sayinF to my
boss, what do you think I am, an extension of the machine?'

I think that you cannot solve problems unless you face them
squarely, and, today, I want to focus on five dangers posed by com-
puter technology not deliberately, but problems that are occurring
in ,the practices as they continue now without conscious interven-
tions.

I wan't.4o discuss five dangers for office workers and for society
as a whol

First, j#fie danger of structural unemployment in the not so
tant fu re, second, the danger of increased sex, race and age dis-
crimination in a polarized work force, and, third, the danger of deg-
radation of working conditions and increased job stress and occupa-
tional health problems related to video display terminal work, and,
fourth, the danger of runaway s?)ffice work and the dilemma of
office homework, both related to an increased office mobility result-
ing from the interconnection of telecommunications and micro-
processor technologies and the danger in office and service sectors,
of decreased productivity, decreased efficiency, and the declines in
the quality of services for the general public.

The issue of unemployment has received a great deal of attention
this Morning. It is a problem staring us in the face. In office jobs
there is still very rapid growth in the jobs. We feel that that
growth in clerical jobs will continue,certainly for the next decade
and probably for the next two decades, and we hope even farther,
but we also feel that some of that growth masks the labor reducing
tendency of computer technology, so, for example, you have a
slower rate in employment growth in what have been some of the
mainstays of the,ne,w service economy. '

In bankingemployment in banking is still expanding. The rate
of job growth from 1968 to 1975 was 4.5 percent annually, while the
volume of transactions in banking was approximately 8 percent an-
nually.during that time period. .

From 1973 to 1976, as a result of increasing uses of computer
tedinologies in banking, the, rate of job growth slowed to 3.2 per-
cent a year while the volume of transactions continued to climb
leadily.

The finance industries are growth industries, whereas othei em-
ployment sectors lack.similar advantage.

There is also an ever greater need for more jobs, not fewer. For
women workers the figures are startling. While a record 12 million
women entered the work force in the 1970's, an even greater
riumben will seek work, -an additional 6.5 million women in this
decade.

The effects of office automation on employment, we feel, will
. occur niore'slowly, hi. the United States in the office areas than the

predictions in Europetin countries and neighboring CanAda, but we
do think a drmatic loss in dice jobs is possible in 10 to 15 years, and
that we must begin examining pUblic policy issues now.

_ To say we have 10 or 15 years to cffnie.to grips with the implica-
tions of the structural unemployment ihothe e4nomv/ as a whole is

, .to say we do not have very much time.
The second issue I want to bring to you tOday is the-danger of

increased sex, race and age discrimin4tion in a polarized -wotic
..
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force, apd, by that, I mean that yes, there is expansion of better
and more highly technical jobs at the upper levels, but there is an
even more rapid expansion of semiskilled and more deskilled jobs
at the base of what makes office automation technologies work, the
very rapid consistent accurate data entry word and data processing
which'were at the bottom.

There is concern expressed more and more over a skills gap be-
' tween these two levels that becomes harder and harder to bRdge.

I will give you a description of this changing structure of office
employment from a manager who told writer Barbara Garson, in
his words:

p, We are...moving from the pyramid structure of office employment to the Mae
W-West. The employment chart of the future will still show swelhngs of good jobs at

' the top, and, we 11 'never completely get rid of those big bulges of clerks on the
bottom. What we're tfying to do right now is pull in that waistline.

And, by that, he is referring to secretarial jobs which are the
highest status and highest paid in the clerical field and middle and
lower management jobs which have provided mobility for many
workers.

For minority workers, we feel they are especially vulnerable be-
cause of their concentratibn for women minority workers in back
office data entry pools often involving shift work and in positions
such as keypunching, which have been identified by the BLS as a
declining occupation.

There are approximately a quarter million keypunchers today,
whereas the clerical Workforce is 12 percent minority in general,
keypunchers 20 percent occupied by black women, typically older
women who have stayed in their jobs lenger and in, that sense have
had slightly higher wages.

This is clearly a group that is an ideal target for job retraining
efforts in the next 10-year period, and that identification of what
skills to train people for is a key factor, but also protecting and
having concern in this case for minority and older women workers.

Older women clericals also face problems as their jobs undergo
technological change, and there is a notion that older workers
don't want to learn new things. It is a prevalent stereotype. The
problem is.the exclusion of older workers from on-the-job training
programs as we found in a study of 1980.

Just some things that women told us: They don't want to waste
training on an older person, one said. While a 49-year-old woman
who talked to us while looking for a, new job had this to say: First
it started out as a rumor that half of us were going to be replaced
by new word processors and CRT machines. Well, within a month
they had laid off me and four other girls, all of *us with some
number of years in toward our pensions, and now they have two
kids right out of high school running those machines.

The older employees could have been trained and in this case
had expressed interest in being trained on those new machines. In-
stead, they were laid off.

The third danger is that of'degradation of work conditions, in-
creased occupational health risks and increased job stress.
. By degradation I am referring to problems such as deskilling, de-
Iraluing and undervaluing of office work, office speedups and the.
health issues. In sociologist Roslyn Feldberg's and Evelyn Glenn's
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sociological study of five large New England employers, they found
that when computerization came in, the proportion "of low-level
clerical jobs remained the same, and clericals were rarely upgraded
to fill new jobs. The automated clerical jobs were more mechanical
and narrow and that the main avenues for clerical workers were
either horizontal or downward, but not up.

We often hear that it is only the boring jobs which are eliminat-
ed by office automation. A recent study by Dr. Mary Murphree, of
Columbia University of New York, which shows how the jobs of
Wall Street legal secretaries, the highest respected in the field,
were adversely affected.

The skills were gradually split, the skills from those jobs, and
left the secretaries in insecure positions with the sensation that
they were merely "telephone gaNteepers."

Devaluing of office work, the majority of women workers are
working harder and faster often for more people at once without
getting paid more. Many pf the -new skills are undervalued and
often not recognized yet.

Word processing, here in the Federal sector, there is a forthcom-
ing article in the Federal Labor Relations Journal that cites, the
downgrading of word processors in the Federal employment system
as a classic example of how compensation did not keep pace with
the new skills required to adapt to technological changes.

There is also, in this case, the jobs were downgraded, and it is
being challenged. There was recently an arbitration case brought
by one of the white collar unions in Oregon that challenged the
lower grading of word processing and gained wage increases for
workers in those jobs.

Some people see that word processing jobs represent a natural
link between clerical jobs and computer programming, something
that is not completely recognized as yet, the ability of word proces-
sors to communicate with a machine in a way that moves them
along that path of computer literacy that Amy Wohl was discuss-
ing.

For the health problems, an important study by the National in:
stitute of Occupational Safety and Health found that higher levelS
of job stress among VDT workers and in strictly clerical workers
than among any other job category of workers, but that study had
another finding which is,important.

That is, they compared clerical VDT operators with conventional
clerical workers doing the same work with typewriters and pen and
pencil, and professionals using VDT's, and in this case editors and
journalists, and the research team found the highest stress was
among -the VDT clericals followed .by the conventional clericals
with the least job stress reported by the professional VDT users,
and they attribute this to differences in working conditions, degree
of decisionmaking and control over the workpace and work task,
the use of skills and satisfaction and rewards for the"job done.

This finding underscores our view that it is not the technology
per se that causes workers problems, but rather how it is used and
how,workers are able or forced to use these new systems.

The fourth danger that I mentioned is that of runawdy offices
and the dilemma of office homework. We are seeing a new level of
office mobility and parallel problems.
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We are beginning to see more movement of office jobs, particu-
larly in the clerical and from region to region and competition be-
tween the States which can trigger a competitive chain reaction
similar to that which developed, or that helped speed up the move-
ment of manufacturing across State lines.

The offshore office is a new phenomenon that has been described
in the press recently. One entrepreneur in New York, the change
there is that this can be done via satellite connections. Previously,
the work was done offshore, but with satellite technology it makes
this a more r iable and potentially more widespread problem, and
we think a danger This entrepreneur pays his data entry workers
in Barbados an average of $1.50 per hour, arid told Business Week,
"We can do the work in Barbados for less than it costs us to rent
floor space in New York The economics are so compelling, a Com-
pany could take a whole building in Hartford, Conn., and transfer
a whole building to India or Pakistan."

"Office homework" poses a dilemma for policies tp protect work-
ers from unfair labor practices while allowing flexibility for work-
ers who might-not otherwise be able to work. We believe there are
positive and negative aspects involved in this problematic trend.

Still in a very experimental stage, it is unclear how big a trend
"telecommuting" might become for, clerical workers. It is certainly
a possibility which should be monitored and analyzed carefully,
and an area where effective public policy needs to be developed.
Experts quoted in Business Week recently predict that as many as
15 million workers could be earning their primary income from so-
called homework by-the mid-1990's.

The implications of electronic homework will be very different
for workers in different positions of power and prestige. The histo-
ry of Subcontracted homework for lower level workers is one of em-
ployers tak g advantages of isolated workers through decreasing
piece-rates, zduced benefits, and evasion of labor laws.

Office hom work is often touted as an easy solution for the criti-
cal shortage of childcare for working parents with small children. I
hear this everywhere I go.

There was a study by Margaret Olson. Olson found increased
stress among office homeworkers with families, especially women.
In fact, it is not a solution to childcare at all; women who can
afford to, will thave a babysitter. in Pie home while she is woiking,
or will take the child to daycare if available. The notion that moth-
ers can just sit at a terminal and take care of children at the same
time just dpes not match what women do or want to do for their
children.

Yet, given the choice of no work or workivg at home, virtually
all the women with small children in Olson s study said they would
choose to keep working. In our opinion, this is an area where regu-
lation is going to be needed, and it should be very thoughtfully con-
sidered.

The fifth danger that I cite is that in the office and service sec-
tors, there.is a danger of decreased productivity.and efficiency due
to excessive managerial control techniques, not necessary compo-
nents of the technology, but becoming more widespread.

Studies on stress, automation, and healtt show that error rates
increase anywhere from 40 percent to 400 percent when the control
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over the pace of work is taken away from workers and given over
to a machijoreontrolled system. Constant:computerized monitoring
of individual work performance, the use of prompter devices, and
automatic call distributors are creating the electronic equivalent of
the moving assembly line, which some researchers believe will
have worse effects on error rates and workers' well-being than the
notoriously alienating industrial assembly line.

Some excessive forms of control systems are counter-productive
as well as harmful to one's health. An office worker told Harvard
Business School Prof. Shoshanah Zuboff:

When a person makes a mistake with a computer, to try and get that mistake
corrected is so much redtape $o you tend to let it go Maybe when they see how bad
the information is, they'll give us back our jobs

Pn that, I want to summarize that we must face the danger that
the future could be worse than the present, and that it will only be
better if we make it to through conscious efforts. We firmly believe
that each of these dangers can be turned on its head and trans-
formed into an opportunity to address the problems of today's work
force and truly improve the work force of tomorrow.

The flexibility and versatility of computer technology makes it
uniquely possible to create better and more integrated jobs, better
working conditions, better uses of human resources, unprecedented
chances to address and reduce discrimination by designing traiting
programs for computer literacy using occupational bridging tech-
niques to avoid that impassable skills gap and the ability to pro-
vide improved and more widely available services and, through
that, w hope, increased employment wherever possible by imple-
menting new technologies with social criteria in mind, and we be-
lieve that there is a critioal role for Tublic pOlicy in this regard.

I have submitted to the committee a number of recommendations
for your consideration, which we see as first steps. Some of them_
simple steps, and some of them more complicated; but I think it is'
important to reiterate the magnitude and urgency of the problems
that we face tomorrow and the ones we will face tomorrow, I think,
we will all agreeand it has been raised in this panel that these
changes are occurring very rapidlythat in the next 10 years, 5 to
10 years, we will see patterns of office automation locked into
place. The major companies, the trend-setters itVest in a major
way and set those trends, and unless we take action today, the neg-
ative trends and problems can be frozen into place.

As a society, we believe we are in a critical time in the 1980's to
influence office automation while the technology is still in flux. We
believe that we are in a race against time to avoid these dangers
and that the clock is ticking.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Judith gregory follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDITH GREGORY, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, WORKING WOMEN
EDUCATION FUND, 9 to 5, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WORKING WOMEN

The coming of the "Office of the Future" and the growing use of microcomputers
has become one of the most frequently discussed and debated topics in contempo-
rary society. The use of computer technology in offices has grown explosively in
recent years. In 1979, researchers at Stanford University estimated that 1.5 million
of the nation's 3.5 million offices were large enough for some form of office automa-
tion (Uhlig, R. et al, Office of the Future, 1979). Industry experts estimate that
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seven tOten million U S workers now use video display terminals (VDTs or CRTs),
the key units of office automation, in their jobs. These devices barely existed a
decade ago As microcomputers continue to decrease in cost and increase in power, a
greater number of sniall- and medium-sized businesses will be able to afford auto-
mated office systems.

The growing market for automated equipment is reflectecrby spectacular rates of
growth in the computer industry The market for word processing, for example, is
expected to giow at a rate of 500 percent during the five-year period from 1978
(when it was worth $780 million) to 1984 (when it is.expected to rield $4.2 billion in
revenues), according to Fortune magazine (December 3, 1979). 'The overall office
automation marketincluding data processing, electronic mailhigh-speed copiers
and other more exotic equipmentnettecf $4 billion in revenues in 1980, it is expect-
ed to increase at an annual rate of 40-45 percent through 1985. Office automation,
as Time (November 23, 1981) put it, now ",dwarfs almost every other sector of U.S.
business "

THE DRAMATIC IMPACT ON Joss

The widespread introduction of office automation is creating profound changes in
the nature of office work "We are on the brink of a second industrial revolution
which will eliminate drudgery and boredom onee and for all," business periodicals
proclaim The technological revolution "is creating more stimulating careers for
office workers," a writer rejoiced in a special feature of U.S. News and World
Report (September 18, 1978).

Examined more closely, however, American management's idea of the "office of
the future" means little more than a recreation of, the factory of the past. Today's
office workers find themselves threatened with many of the same processes of "job
degradation" which undermined the skills and dignity of an earlier generation of
industrial wotkers Without cqnscious and concerted interventions by concerned
pblicymakers and employers, labor unions and office workers themselves, we risk
society wide danger& and We will lose important opportunities to use new technol-
ogy to address age-old problems which plague women s work today, problems of low
pay, job segregation, dead-end jobs and discriminatory employment practices.

Office automation can and should be used to enhance jobs, provide chances for
advancement for women clericals, increase productivity, provide a healthier work
environment, and improve our standard of living But, as automation is being imple-
mented today, the opposite is occurring for the majority of women in the office.

THE CLERICAL WoRK PORCE TODAY

Women office workers are on the front line of the new wave of automation. Cleri-
cal employment is the largest single category of the workforce in the U.S. account-
ing for nearly one in five of all employed workers. The Department of I.;abor pre-
dicts that clerical work will be the fastest-growing major occupational group in the
1980s, And it is also an increasingly female work forcein 1950, women comprised
62 percent of all clerical workers and by 1980, fully 80 percent. Of the 45.5 million
women working in the U S today, 35 percent are employed in clerical jobs. The oc-
cupations especially targeted for computerizationfile clerks, bookkeepers, secretar-
ies, typists, bank tellers and various finance and insurance industry jobsare all it
least 90 percent women Despite their crucial role in the economy, the average pay
for clericals hovers around $11,000 a year.

We believe that you cannot solve problems unless you face them squarely. We see
the islues raised by 'office automation differently from the glowing images many op-
timistic business proponents paint, because our organization, 9 to o, National Associ-
ation of Working,Women, represents clerical women, I am here to describe our con-
cerns about computer technology from the viewpoint of those at the bottom of the
office hierarchy

"I've been doing this job for 10 years and I've been tired for 10 years. It's the
monotony that does it I'd like to know what it feels like not to be tired," says a 3I-
year-old data entry clerk for a Midwest utility company.

"I feel like saying to my boss, 'What do you think I aman extension of this ma-
chine9' "a Boston office worker cries out in frustration.

'Now they have a new s6t-up called the 'open office' where I work," a woman who
works at a terminal all day for a New "York newspaper explains. "There are panels
six feet high around all the operators We're divided into work groups of four to six
with a supervisor for each work group In many cases, we don't see another person-
all day except for a 10-minute coffee break and lunchtime. All we see is the walla
around us and sometimes die supervisor. The isolation is terrible."
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These experiences are the daily reality for nearly 20 percent of the nation's labor-
force. A secretary at a Clevejand isccounting firm in a prestigious downtown office
told 9 to 5. "I've been here almost a year and I've got seniority among the secretar-
ies. Emily and two of her co-workers experience almost daily headaches, nervous
stomachs and shaky hands. They're upset that another one of the secretaries, who
has high blood pressure, was'lecently sent tO the hospital for tests 'r5ey feel their
employers just-don't care. "The place looks gorgeous, and that's where the manage-
ment's priorities lie. They're not really as interested in efficiency as they are in
using people up and pushing,thern out the back door."

In April, 1980, 9 to 5 (theq "Working Women, National Association of Office
Workers") released "Race Agsdnst Time. Automation of the Office," the first report
in this coun* to discuss the problems of, office computerization from the clerical
worker's viewpoint.,In the report, we state our contention that innovations in new
office technology have a vast potential to upgrade offiCe jobs, skills and pay, and to
provrde more avenues for job satisfaction for clericals. We present a sharp critique
of the rampant problems we found deskilling, devaluing, and degrading of women
office workers jobs, a decline in promotional opportunities, potential for large-scale
job loss, and increased health risks. (I will provide the committee members with
copies of the report.).

Today, I will focus on five major societal problems posed by the introduction of
computer and telecommunications technologies.

THE COMPUTER AGE CONFRONTS SOCIETY WITH FIVE GREAT DANGERS

The "Computer Age" confronts society with five grave dangers:
, The danger of structural unemployment in the not-so-distant future.

The danger of increased sex, race and age discrimination in a polarized workforce
The danger of degradation of working conditions and increased job stress and oc-

cupational health hazards in the office.
The danger of unawa, offices and the dilemma of "office honiework" as a new

level of "office mobility' is achiei;ed.
The danger, in the office and services sectors, of decreased productivity, decreased

efficiency, and declines in both the quality and accessbility of setles for the gener-
al public

'.3c1

1. THE SPECTRE OF STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT

The dynamic of computer technology is against-job creation in any sector where it
is appliedit is a labor-reducing technology. It already takes fewer people to do the
same or greater volume of work. The International Federation of Clerical, Executive
and Technical Employees (F1ET) predicts that for white collar employment, "there
is likely to be a cumulative employment impact hitting one sector at a time but
building up over a ten year period." A 1978 study for the Organization for Economic,
Cooperation and Development, reporteckin the New York Times, warned "The evi-
dence we have is suggesting increasingly that the employment displacement effects
of automation anticipated in the 1950's are now beginning to arrive "

A French study for the Ministry of Industry predicts 30 percent reductions among
clericals employed in the finance industries by 1990 (Nora, S. and A Minc, "Com-
puterizing Society," MIT Press, Cambridge, 1980).

In the United States, clerical work is still expanding explosivelythe U.S Depart-
ment of Labor estimates that there will be 4.6 million new jobs for clerical workers,
nearly one in four of all new job creation in this decade. the continued need for
clerical workers appears to be ' 'masking" the potential job-displacing effects of auto-
mation in office industries such as insurance and banking While employment in
banking is still expanding, for example, the rate of job growth slowed from 4 5 per-
cent annually from 1960 to 1973, to 3.2 percent a year from 1973 to 1976, while the
volume of transactions continued to climb steadily. The finance industries are
growth" industries, while other' employment sectors lack similar advantage In

fact, today there is higher unemployment among white collar and clerical workers
than any time since the post-war years after World War II, yet another sign of the
far-reaching effects of the recession. And there is an ever greater need for more
jobs, not fewer. For women workers, the figures are startling While a record 12 mil-
lion women entered the workforce in the 1970s, an ever greater number will seek
workan additional 16.5 million womenin the 1980s (Business Week, March 15,
1982)

The effects of office automation on onsployment To-ay occur more slow y 1w-the--
U.S than in some European countries or neighboring Canada, but a dramatic loss
in jobs is very kossible in the next 10 to 15 years. We must begin developing public
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hey o these issues now Because computer technology affects both blue-collar and
lar jobs, we are faced with the disturbing question. Where will new jobs be

created at all in our economy of the future?

2 THE DANGER OF INCREASED SEX, RACE AND AGE DISCRIMINATION IN A FOARIZED
, WORK FORCE

.
x

There is increasing concern over the danger of "polarization" of the office employ-
ment structure, with an increased but still small number of highly technical jobs at
the uppermost level and a large number of deskilled jobs at the base, with a 'skills
gap" between them that becomes harder and harder to bridge (Menzies, H. "Women
and the Chip," Institute for Research on Public Polley, Montreal, 1981 See also.
Driscoll, J W , "Office Automation The DrIamics of a Technolbgical Boondoggle,"
Sloan School of Management, MIT, March 1981) The result is a new Version of the
"Internal dual labor market" that translates into more sex segregation for women
office workers Office automation relies on a base of data-entry and data-processing
jobs which involve repetitive, standardized, fast-pace and accurate work By homog-
enizing many different clerical functions into information-processing at clIsplay ter-
minals, jobs become more interchangeable. The charac nstics of secondary labor
market jobslow wage, low-benefit, high turnover, n, insecure and semi-
skilled jobsare extended to the office.

A manager described the changing structure of ) ployment quite boldly towriter Barbara Garson ( The electronic SweatshqrScanning the Office of the
Future," "Mother Jones", July 1981, pages 32-41). "We are moving from the pyraid
structure of office employment to the Mae West," he said. "The employment chart
of the future will still show those swellings (of good jobs) on the top, and we'll never
cOmpletely get rid of those big bulges of clerks on the bottom. What we're trying todo right now is pull in that waistline (expensive middle management and skilled
secretaries)"

, n In an assessment of word processing vendors' claims compared- to users' experi-
ences and research findings, Dr Leslie Schneider of the Institute for Industrial
Social Research, University of Trondheim, concludes "The possibility of 'new and
more stimulating careers' with word processing will be limited to a few superseem-taries at the top and not to the majority of clericals . . . Most clericals will prob.-
ably end up with the same or more routine jobs unless there is a planned effort to
improve their work," (Schneider, L , "Words, Words, Only Words How word proc-
essink vendors sell their wares in Norway," IFIM, Trondheim, 1982).

"Sex. Race and Age Discrimination Continue," and are not only perpetuated but
are often made more intense.

The explosive growth of computer-related occupations ushered in with the office
automation -I-evolution represent an unprecedented opportunity to address the long-
standing problem of sex and race segregation in the office work face. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics projects that approximately 685,000 new jobs will be created imthe
1980'san increaSe of 47 percent by 1990 (BLS, USDL, "Employment Trends in the
Computer Field," 1981') These jobs include computer operators, computer techni-
cians, computer programmers, systems analysts, data base managers and other In-
formation specialists and computer specialists Some observers estimate that the
need for programmers is already 40 percent greater than the .eurrent supply (See
Jobin, J , Women's Dayo1981)

While women have made progress in entering computer fields (women comprise
29,percent of computer programmers and 22 percent of systems analysts, according
ta 19k0 BLS statisticsi, researchers find persistant disparity in placement and wages
of women compared to men (Dubnoff, S, "Women in Computer Programming Do
They Get an Even Break" Center for Survey Research, Boston, 1979,,for example).
Worneh are underrepresenied in the better programming and specialists' jobs, they
'are concentrated overwhelmingly in the lower ranks of computer jobs. While78 per-
cent of the women in computer occupations work either as keypunchers or comput-
er operators, only 31 percent of men in computer jobs are in these positions. In fact,
computer operations has recently become "feminized," shifting from 44 percent
women in 1975 to 60 percent women in 1980. Pay increases declined in these job
categories during the same period

The participation rate of women predictably decreases as one climbs up the office
computer related job ladder over 95 percent of keypunch operators are women, 62
percent of comPuter operators, and 75 percent of office machine operators are
women, only 26-percent of the higher-paid computer speciqlists are women.

Minority women are especially concentrated in "back-office" data entry pools,
often involving shiftwork A recent examination of trends in job segregation byrrace
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and sex by Juliaraie Maheaux points out that the clerical job that black women
dominatepostal clerks, telephone operators, keypunchers, duplicating machine op-
eratorshave a "behind the scenes" character to, then', S,Malveaux, 3 , "Recent
trends in occupational segregation by race and sex Paper presented at the Work-
shop on Job Segregation by Sex, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D_C ,
May, 1982). Many of these jobs are the special targets of office automation. There
are about a quarter millton keypunchers today, for example, some 20 percent of
whom dre black and other minority women Keypunchers are typically older and
have longer job tenure than the average clerical worker These workers are particu-
larly vulnerablekeypunching is an occupation expected to decline in the next 10
years according to Department,of Labor predictions), and should be tatetted for
meaningful job retraining efforts

Older women, clerical workers also face exacerbated problems as their jobs under
go technological thange The notion that "older workers don't want to learn newt
things" is a prevalent stereotype In our view, the problem is exclusion of older
workers from on the job training programs, as we found in our study, "Vanished
Dreams Age Discrimination and the Older Woman Worker" fWorking Women Edu-
cation Fund, 1980 Some of the expenences older women office workers told us in-
clude.

"They don't want to waste training on an older.person."
I told them so many times that I wanted to be trained in data-entry when the

program began,- said one frustrated 59-year-old woman 'Instead they hired twd
youngemen off the street in their 20's, and had the nerve to s k me to train one of

A 49-year-o an who talked to us during a lunch-br ak from job hunting
them to be m supervisor after he went through the data-ent course "

Fs said, First it started out as a rumorthat half of us were going to bg replaced by
new word processors and CRT machines. Well, within a month they had laid off me
and four other girls, all of us with some number of years in towards our pension
Now they have two kids right out of high school running those machines,' Rather
than the two kids," the older enlployees could have been trained to run the new
machines. In. ad, they were laid off

s DANUER IR EURADATION OF WORKING CONDITIONS A)ID INCREASED OCCUPATIONAL ..

HEALTH RISKS, ESPECIALLY INCREASEri JOB STRESS -.
Let me take you into the worldsof the automated office by telling you just one

woman's story
'Rose reentered ,the workforce after 20 years away Her excellent typing skills

- quickly landed her a job as one of 12 CRT operators in a downtown Cleveland pub-
lishing company. She found that office work had changed a great deal during her
years away from the workforce 'The chairs were good and the machines adjustable,
too. But I have never been confined to oneplace doing key entry at such a pace '
She explains, The computer at one end of the room keeps track orthe keystrokes

- you do. yhe more key strokes, the more money you might get -At'the en of the day,
the figures are posted qou look at your speed, you look at everyone else and you
say, Tomorrow I'm going to do better They get you thinking just like they ant to,
you're Milly pushing hard."

Rose a situation-may sound extreme, but riot really The underlying principles are
more and more widespread. Constant computerized monitoring of individual work-
ers' speed amd volume of work is used to establish a median 'quOta': or "average"
for the output" required of each employde. the Workload demanded is then continu-
ously revised upward. Typically, workers in the lower third by speed or volume are

. pressured ty meet the "average" Once they've done so,"the '4everage ' then becomes
the ,mininium" acceptable level and the pressure to increase speed and workload
begins again. Failure to rheet the "quota' or "average" can result in disciplinary
action or loss of one's job, other workers will leave 'voluntarily" if the pace is un:
bearable. Such'systems will make Speed-ups a way ,of life in the office if unchal-
lenged

Problems which threaten to degrade office working coaditions for the majority of
clerical workers include, problem of deskilling, devaluing of office work, and in-,
creased heal& risks related to poor machine design,Nvorkstation'design and poor job
design.. Problems of *shilling. While office automation has improved jobs for some,. the
majority of women office workers' jpbs are more*closely supervised and increfasingly
"specialized"meaning that each person ferforms pver smaller fractions of the
larger task, When thls happens, each job requiree-less training and offers less
chance fox advancement When flew computer systems are intr4uced, certain sk ls
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may be made obsolete (while new skills are belittled and unrewarcis& and variety islost from the work The problerns.of "deskilling" can occur in a_vAnety of ways.
"In the midwest headquarters of a multinational corporation, seCretanal jobs

were broken down into component parts when work-processing equipment was
brought into the department As a result, one woman.does.erectronic filing all day,
another extracts data all day, one answers phones all day, another handles corre-
spondence all day, and so on The company requires that each woman do a 'tour of
duty' of several months in each sublask in order to be considered for promotion. In
other words, each woman must be promoted four times to get back where she start-ed This is one example or how companies use the power of new office technology to
wipe the slate clean and start over with new rules

Clerical jobs are becoming more dead-end, as career paths are disrupted, and al-
tered for the worse more often than not' Sociologists Roslyn Feldberg and Evelyn, Glenn found in a 1977_ study of five large empolyers in New England that when
computerization Was inti-oduced, the proportion of low-level clerical jobs, remained
the same, and that clericals were rarely upgraded to fill new skilled Jobs. The study
found that the automated clerical jobs were more mechanical and narrow, and that
"the main avenues for clerical workers are either horizontal or downward," but not
up fFeldherg, R , and E Glenn, Social Problems 25, October 1977, pages 52-64. Also,- work in progress, discussions with authors/. .

We often hear that "it's only the boring jobs" which are eliminated by automa-
tion, that new office technology "will eliminate boredom anddrudgery once and for '
all," and, the new iojis will be more ,interesting and stimulating. These are among :-the most common ri-fftlith about computer technology; r

A recent study of Wall Street legal secretaries jobs shows how these highly
sVled and high prestige jobs were fidversely affeCted, leading to demoralization, job
dissatisfaction and job insecurity among the women (Murphree, Mary, "Ratipnaliza.
non and Satisfaction in Clerical Work. A Case Study of Wall Street Legal cretar- .....i.
ies," Ph D Thesis, Colurribia University, N.Y. 1981). Dr. Murphee found that:
"while early form of office computerization served to upgrade and assist secretarial
worklives current mnovations are striking It die heart of the traditional legal
secretoarial craft and creating a number of serious problems . . the most challeng-
ing and responsible tasks traditionally in the legal.secretanal domain are gradually
being transferred away from the secretanal to cadres of professional and para-pro-

_fessional workers such as para-legal assistants, librarians, accountants, personnel
specialists and word processing proofreaders, thereby reducing the secretarial func-
tion to one of merely 'telephone gatekeeper.'"

A 19541 study in a Swedish insurance company found that 100 percent of the VDT
operators felt there was no decrease ih the number of routine tasks, the mental
strain, or demand for attention since the introduction of the VDTs (Johansson, G.,

'and Aronsson, G ,, 1980, Stress reactions in computerized administraWre weirk,
Stockholm, Sweden1 A team' of researchers from the National institute W Occupa-
tional Safety and health (NIOSA conducteçl fa eld study on VDT workers in 1980.
They observe that 'Clerical VDT workers jobs are akin to machine-paced assembly
lines in manufacturing plants in the sense that they involve minimal control over
ta,sks or Workplace: boring, repetitive tasks, work overload, close monitoring by su-
pervisors, and fear.of being downgraded or replaced by the VDT . . . ;Computerize- t

,

non processes designed to simplify work in order to increases 4'thru-put" without
concern for human elements turn such offices into clerical assembly> lines akin to
industrial, mechanized, paced'assemblY- line" (B.G F. Cohen, M.J. Smith and L.W.
Stammerjohn, Jr,, "Psychosocial factors contributing to job stress of clerical VDT
'operators," in "Machine-Pacing and Occupational Stress," Taylor & Francis, Ltd.,
London, 1981). .

Devaluing arid under-valuing of office work. For- the majority of women office)workers, office automation4means working harder nd faster, for more people at ilr4-
once, without getting paid better Fulltime VDT o rators in 1979 made only $7
more a- week than conventional typists, despite claims by computer vendors that
productivity sOars Rom .56 to 500 percefit depending on the nature of the work. In

-the banking and insurance industries (among the most computer-intensivei wages
for clericals are kpercent to 19 percent below already low national averages by oc-
cupation aceordinbto the U S. Depariment of Labor.

I Office workers also find that their new skills are undervlued and .often go
unrewarded Employers underestimate the skills of experienced word processing op-
erators, for example &me experts believe that word-processing may provide a natu-
ral ''sfep" to computer programming if ihe relationships between the different skills
are understood According to Linda Taylor, President of the Association for Women
in'Computing, women doing vg3rd processing "know the conventions of program-
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ming, huw to cornmunicaie with and Jnstruct a maghine, how to store and retrieve
data That is only a step away from COBOL programmingand not a major step

An article on prospects fur pay equity in federal empoyment gives an example of
how adaptation to new technoloty is nut carefully considered in job evaluatign sys-

sir tems Lyne Revo-Cohen calla the case 4 federal word processors "a classic example
of how compensation has not ka.pit pace with new skills requited to master tehno-.
logical change's She writes that When the government re-audited jobs of clericaLs

.. using word processing equipment. the job classification was lowered Word proc-
essors were informed that because their jobs required more than 75 percent typing,
and because the end product 4 their work was a typed manuscript, the job series
will top out at GS 4 This contrary NO the fact that the job had become more techni-
cal complicated, demanding and productive The impact on morale arid turnover
has been highly negative and costly Another option might have been to take the job
out uf the clerk-typist category. reclassif), it as video-text operator," and build in a
broadened career ladder .',Revo-Cohen, L "Federal. Service Labor Relations
Review, spring, 1982, forthcoming) . .

Increased health risks associated with work at VDTs and related especially to the
organization of work in automated offices are discussed in Working Women's report,
Warrung Health Hazards for Office Workers" (April, 1981, Cleveland) .
Research is beginning to uncover a virtual epidemic of Stress symptoms and

stress-related disease among office workers Millions of workers are affected And
the symptoms cil. not disappear at the end uf the work day Millions of families may
ako be affected by the problems caused by office job stress

A 079 AO 6tudy by k he National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
1,.10S111 found alarrm levels uf stress among women Yldeo-display terminal opera-
tors a Blue Shield s S n Francisco offices In fact, the study fouhd the clearical VDT

iroperators showed hig er strees ratings than any other group of workers NIOSH has
very ,,tudied. including air traffic controllers Eighty to ninety percent experienced
eye strain or muscle strain High levels of anxiety, depression, and fatigue were re-
ported ,Snuth. M J et al, NIOSH, Potential Health Hazards of Video Display Ter-
minals," Cmcznnati, June 19,.(1;

Findings from the Framingham Heart Study released in February of 1980 showed
that women clerical worker:, developed coronary heart disease ICHMclearly iden-
tified as a ntress-related diseaseat almost twice the rate of other women wordkors

clVvomen erical workers with children and married to blue collar husbands evel-
oped LIID at nearly twice the rate of ;11 men workers (Haynes, S. and M Feinleib,
American Journal, of Public Health Vol 70, No 2. February, 1980).

Through automation. the enjoyable a.spects of clencal. workvanety, contact with

4-)

-.other people, natural rest breaks' and changes -in routineare threatened with
elimination The mos.t stressful aspectsrepetitive tasks, constant sitting, dead-end
jobs, isolation, a relentlessly fast work paceare on the rise

An estimated five to ten million video-display terminals. IVDTst were in use in
1177 The long-term health effects of sitting before a flickering screen for eight
hours a day will take years to determine The short-term effects, however, are al-
ready clear eye strain, headache, back, neck, and shoulder pain, fatigue, nausea.
digelvti-ve problems. short-term loss uf visual clarity and temporary changes in color
perception .See Warning , WWEF, 1981i 'While some new models Of VDTs are
designed for better safety, the account fri'r only a fraction of ,machines in use

Many of the health problr s associated with VD toTs are related psychosocial
factors In the NIOSH stud , when clencal VDT operators were compared with
.onventional4lencals" and profeirsionals using VDTs, the researchers found that
Th pattern t7frierging from the results cJearly indicates that the clerical VDT op-

erator. I-. port the .highest 'stros level, the professional operators report 'the least
ariee.itit Arid the clerical workers who do not use VDTs fall in between This suggests
.11.1 1,p 17 not the only (ontnbutor to job-stress elevation job content must also be
a A tributor NIOSH, 1981( There were vast differences between the VDT Cleri-
cals -.rid VDT professionals in working conditions the degree of decision-making,
( ontrol ovr workpacit and job tasks. use of skills, and satisfaction and rewards for
the work done

I ma findiEw 'Anders. ores our view that it's not the technology per se which causes
these problems, but rather how the techntAogy is 'Used by ntanagement, and how
workers are allowed to, or forced to. use it
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q THE DANGER OF RINAWAY OFFICES AND THE DILEMMA OF OFFICE HOMEWORK

The combination of tde(onirnunications and microprocessor technologies makes it
possible for office work-4,o be getgraphica,11-yi disperse() and-eorganized, as a new
level of "office mobility" is achieved ,4*

Runaway office work We are begmning to see more movement,of office jobs, .
particularly by the clerical-intensive finance industries Citibank, for example,
moved its credit card operation to South Dakotii because the state has no ceilings on
the maximum interest rates which can be charged for.credit transactions Delaware
loosened its banking laws in 198), thus attracting credit and lending offities of ten of
the nation's biggest banks Ii S News & World Report, Febr..bre17 2, 1982) Other
states rand banks) are expected to follow suit This can trigger a competitive chain
reaction similar to that which has developed over tax incentives to business in the
manufacturing sector

The ''offshore office" provides another parallel to the e.xp9rielice of runaway fac.
tory jobs A certain amount of bulk information-processing work has been per-
formed outside of the country for some time In the past, this work was shipped to
and from offshore location by plane but can now be done via satellite by entaepen.
eurs like George R Simpson of New York-based Satellite Data Corporation, recently
interviewed in Business Week (March 15, 1982) Mr, Simpson's company relays
printed materials by satetht&to Barbados where it is done by data entry clerks
earning an average hourly wacif $1 50 In'Simpson's words "We can do the work
in Barbados for less that It costs iti New York to pay for floor space The eco-
nomics are so compelling (that a company) ,:ould take a whole building in Hartford,
Connecticut, and transfer the whole function to India or Pakistan."

'Office homework" poses a dilemma for policies to protect workers from unfair
labor practices while allowing flexibility for workers who might not otherwise be
able to work We believe there are positive and negative aspects inVolved in ths
problemniatic trend

Still in a very experimental stage, it is unclear how big a trend "telecornmutine
might become for clerical worker's It is certainly a possibility which should be moni-
tored and analyzed carefully, and an area where effectwe public policy needs to be
dev'eloped Experts quoted in Buginess Week recently (May 3, 1982) predict that as
many as 15 'trillion workers could be earning their primary income frorn so-called
homework by the mid 1990's

The implications of electronic homework will be very different for workers in dif-
ferent positions of power and prestige For professionals and executives, having a
computer at home is highly convenient and 'gives greater flexibility, whereds_for
clericals such as data entry workers the work will be monitored and paid under
piece-rates in electronic homework sitoations The history of subcontracted home-
work for lower level workers is one of employers taking advantages of isolated wo)c-
ers through decreasing piece-rates, reduced benefits, and evasion of labor laws -

A thoughtful assessment of the social questions involved in the "telecommutmg"
trend is provided by Profess& Margrethe Olson of New York University (Olson,
CAIS Working Paper #25, N Y U., 1931)

Office homework is often touted as an easy solution for the critical shortage of
childcare for working parents with small children Yet Olson found increased stress
among office homeworkers with families, especially women In fact, it is not a solu-
tion t4 childcare at allwomen who can afford to will have a babysifter in the
ho, while she is woxlcmg, or will take the child eo daycare if available..The notion

mothers can'jusIsit at a terminal and 'take care of children attthe same time
ust doesn't match what women do or want to do for their childrbn. Yet, given the

/ choice of no work or working at home, virtually all the women with small children
in Olson's study said th uld choose to keep working

Olson found that ihdividua s are successful at homework tend to be with.
drawn from social and community life If one has children, the ability to "disci-
phne" one's family us an important factor in working at home successfully.
if In 9 to opinion, Olson's findings suggest that those who could benefit most--
lower income mothers of small childrenare not necessarily the workers manage-
mnt will consider for employment first or even at all. Work in the home is not the
answer to the lack of childcare facditieswomen still desire and need daycare cen-
ters or babysitters to care for children while they work, whether they are at home
or in an office, and need the wages to afford to

:4
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5, THE DANGER IN ThE OFFICE AND SERVI9E SECTORS, OF 4:1ECREASED eaonverIvrrv AND

EFFICIENCY, AND DYA LINFZ iN THR QUALITY AND ACCESSIBILTFY OF SERVICES FORTHE

GENERAL PUBLIC

Studies on stress, automation and health show that error rates increase anywhere
from 40 percent to 400 percent when the control over the pace of work is taken
awayykom, workers and given over to a machine-controlled system Constant com-

.putenzed monitoring of individual work performance, the use of prompter devices,
and-attomatic call distributors are creating the electronic equivalent of the moving
asseinbly line, which some researchers believe will have worse effects on error rates
*and workers well-being than the notoriously alienating industrial assembly line

In other words rigidly computer-controlled office work systems are counter-pro-
ductive as well as harmful to one's health. A study by NIOSH finds that both jok
satisfaction and. performance improved when operators controlled their own work
pace (Cohen. 1980)

An office worker told Harvard Business School Professor Shoshanah Zuboff
When a person makes a mistake with a computer, to try and get that mistake

corrected 'is so much red tape So you tend to let it go. Maybe when they see how
bad the information is, they'll give us back our jobs "

SUMMARY

Altogether, we must face the danger that the future could be worse than the pres-
_entand that it will only be better if we make it better through conscious efforts

We fitmly believe that each of these dangers caa be turned on its head and trans-
formed Into an opportunity to address problems of toda 's workforce and the work-
force, of tomorrow The flexibility and versatility of com uter technology makes it
uniquely possible to create better jobs, better workingJconditions, better uses of
human resources, unprecedented chances for advance ent to address and reduce
discrimination by designing training programs which provide for "occupational
bridging, the ability to provide improved services and more widely available serv-
ices, and to provide increased employment by implementing new technologies with
social criteria in mind.

We believe there is a critical role for public policy, for the development of inter-
ventions which will prevent the problems posed by computer technology in the
American workplace, and help release its potential benefits for all office workers 9
to 5's recommendations represent first steps in 'this process.

Action by the Congress is urgently needed for several reasons 1) Employers do
not willingly take actions needed to protect office workers' 'health and well-being, 2)
More than 90 percent of all US. private sector clerical workers, and more than 80
percent of pubhc sector clericals, lack union representation_ an,d therefore do not
have access to collective bargaining as an avenue to improve working eqnditions and
challenge unfair management practices, and 3) Office automation is being intro-
duced so rapidly that action must be taken now before irreparable harm is done to
office workers' jobs, health and quality of working life.

We must recognize the magnitude and urgency of the dangers we fa uter
consultants predict that in 2 to 5 years we may have' a "frozen tech ology 'ad.-
verse effects will be frozen into place

We as a society are in a critical time in the 1980's tO -influence office automation
while the technology isstiI1 in flux We are in a race against time to avoid these
dangers, and the clock is ticking

Thank you very much -

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION ON OFFICE TECHNOLOGY, 9 To 5, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF WORKING WOMEN

Ensure all U S workers certain basic rights in relation to new technologies, to
include The nght to advance information about plans for new computer systems
before decisions are made, the right to relevant training and education during work-
ing hours, with employers providing "release time" with pay, the right to partici-
pate in systems design, and the right to funding support to choose technical consult-
ants of their own, tbe right to have "technology representatives" chosen by wprkers,
who receive special training needed to represent workers' interests and concerns
about new systems, and a protected right to refuse to work with new computer-
based systems if they have not been consulted, if workers, concerns have not been
met, and if employers are abusing new technology in ways which devalue, deskill or
degrade jobs, adversely affect health of otherwise undermine working conditions



02) Act to protect the occupational health & well-being of office workers by adopt-

S4

re.41. ing proposed Norwegian regulations limiting work at video display terminals iVDTs)
to "i0 percent of the working day, in order to promote good Job design,'

(3) Adopt the following measures for al public sector clerical workers using VDTs
ICRTsi, to serve as a model for private sector employers the proposed Norwegian
regulations on work organization in VDT work, the National-Institute for Occupa-
tional Safety_ & Health (NIOSHi general recommendations to reduce potential
health risks of VDT work, including provisions for rest breaks 415 minutes per 2

'hour of vsiafly intense, high workload and, or highly repetitive VDT work); and.
guidehnes for VDT machine design features, adopted by the state of Wisconsin for
purchase bids of new equnikent,

Restrict computerized monitoring of individual work performance, or other
methods of computer-controlled pacing and measurement of work, as an invasion of
workers right to privacy

Provide funding support for training initiatives on new technology, targeting
funds for programs which will benefit those most in need, such as Women and mi-
nority workers, older displaced workers and re-entry workers, unemployed youth;and the technologically unemployed

Funds should be targeted for industries where computer technology is being intro-
duced rapidly

46) Conduct studies tc; assesSihe impact of computer technology in key industties
such as insurance and banking, with special attention to such issues as the effects
of automation on pay scale, joh .descriptions, and promotional opportunities for
women and minority workers already concentrated at the low end of the pay scale;
particular trnpacts on long-term 'and older employee% impact on turnover rates;
impact on incidence of involuntary part-time, shiftwork and piece-rate work;.poten-.

.tial employment displacement effeCts, and effects of centrahzation, monitoring andinachine-pacof work.
t71 Conduer a study to assms ;he practices and responsibilities of the computerindustry.
(Al &view the stati- educational System, its programs and Capabilities, in light-of

.the ttripacts'of computer technology.
(ili 8ulwey labor orggnizations to Oentify problems of their, -members, their con-

-c6ins SeitstiggeStion,s for sOlutions to problerns'of new technology, ,
New'offiee technology shaald mean- Use of more skills, not fewer skills on the )ob;

Mime Foptral iwer the psee aiirl organization of Work, notlespi control, more decision-making. not aksi increals,,ed productivit -,shoukf ii coinpensated by; mereaSed
pa5e mere breaktimeandior redUction in wieklj, hour& without, a reduction in ,pay.or,a cunihmatiori of altof,th4tsove. ;

, .

.- Mr ,M.u.i.vf. The CIOCIt., is 4lki:tiekil1g 'for. us.. Ale are gOing. to
h-ave.tii break and go v6te.,.-

If yoU'can, if yout sChedule will ap,preciate, it if ,yOu -coukt Stay and respond tio qestoit1at 1...-q..rnigi17avP--..
We should be back within .20 m.4111611'1',
[Brief recess.);
Mr. Mu.a.ER. Tbe Subcorntnittev,3,40feeonitene;,....
I Want to thgnk you very mtibfijOr yOur presentations, atd you,

have raised a number of different issneeas ,tos the;different, points
of view as to the impacts of aqt,Ornatibn, ancl those will specifically
be addressed in the future hearings. *-

Let me ask you, I have some concerns, not concerni,. but Loess -
am havmg trouble grasping iii an industry such .as,yours, An the:-
banking industry, this idea of Continued eniployment expansion t .

and paralleled and contioUed extension of autornation.within that-. ,

industry, and 1 justI ant not qutt9 sure hOw I understand-how thO
two come about together, aiid I kty that whensj.look atan industry
that in many areas is novi eroSs-pbtlinating with other parts .of the
financial industry, _brokerages and banks which greotartingta look
a lot more alike and consumer seri-lees, and guess Any question.is,_
does this start to top out at Some point as- 4ie baiking,finnciaL -



industries consolidate, whether it. iconsolidateS. into brokerage"_

houses or banks or into both.
, .

Keypunch operators, well, 'at, some point your. inforina nal base
has the ability to update itself. ,

M.r. SCHRAGER: We would no longer be lo- Oking f9r Areypthlat 0-
erators, but other types of skills. , .

. . .
Ff. * It.is true that banks are finding themselves in Competition -With

companies other than banks., . -.
_

What we have found, though; is that the difference in our com-
petitive stance is the diverse q_j_i)es of service we can offer our cus:
tOrn ers.

. .
, ,

That is in terms of .both quality and timeliness, and much of
those kinds of services, &most entirely, are systems services as op:
posed to the Old type,of-banking services such as lending.

-__ -.

Right now, in, terms ,of aifferent types:of prOducts that we, are
getting invOlved., in, they are btisically data processing-oriented

.. ,
,. types. of servicei:-.::

_ ,

. Mi. MILLER.. You tajk about- the problein of reaching a paint
., where yoti have, a fulli integrated system -that is compatible, at
, last across your coinpany, and I_ assume other-;orripanies In this

field which 'are looking-for the sa-me basis, whether they are an
. ,. . .

energy conipany, or a financial' company. _ .. . ...

.. ,- I speak as a layperSon, that that suggests that_ you will be able to .
offer a wider range of sei-vices with fewer ifeople offering those

,

.e..
services, and if that is. true; that is inconsistent, with this parallel

.
gOwth pattern...

.;!. gr. SCHRAGER. Fewer.types of devices, not necessarily People.
-,: We are Woking to create a strategy'which would allow us to bite-

:grate_ the, varieds,typekrofsystems that we Rut in place: -.
What. we have now is, as was mentioned in one of the earlier,t,e,

. liirionias, the. number of different vendois that are prodticing
equipment, and the number of different vendors that areprOthicIng.-, . _ .,
soft*are.1-'-',..:

,Not all-of this equipMent, and Software is coMpatibIe, and ifiqth
,

, viduaf department _within an, organiptibn 'are alloived to go 'dhiad'
. and develop their...own system-stratRegrei; they may _nOt; he ahle..--_,th'

be integrated at sorne,point in time, *liich May lead an individusal,
a manager.; a,Secretary, or.clerk. finding himil,elf or he,rteIf ,sittings
,in front of giultiple terminals iri order to do one piece of-the- indi-

-; vidual's.job,rgSponsillihties. '.2. '', '..-.:-, ---- . --.
14.#1; MIGLIE11,:W4Atid it-be fair to,.pre:dici in 5- or 10-Years' tithe, if

that arises, that, will- be smootheil--out within that _process, to,
achievethe. efficiencieS and integration-that you desire'? 'That may
happen ,as you hae this_irnmediate short-term buildup in automa-
tiop4 buty,oyer.the,lon'g run 't.hati tob3 -wi.11 be integrated. z.., -,-

SCHRAGER. It ikSoinewhat dependent on- the_diffetent ,t3rPes,,,,
,of oeativ e. s_ervices, that can .e provided. by both thé_ibinpqt.Or lkl-

, dostry and by the indiyiduals 1,vhi are using the_system!s aCtW
.,- . W.e Are :gettingintO actiVitiet3 now, such de alings. like .1-iiitklff .

,-- batikIng,, which is sti11 very- in4oh in its early atAges.,-_-
No years ago, 'it Proba4ly won't, haye,even beep--lligWy -c9n

'ered as-a viab1erprodu00,6;offer oti,r cus-torners,,
That could:lead into pther kinds ,of _activities which.-May,.ifi fad,

-, prod.uc,e new kinds pf.software,: nevi; KindS..or Nii-diVareo proiride f
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more creative kinds of services. All needing people to develop and
maintain these sYstems activities.

Mr. MILLER. Any other comments?
Ms Wont. I think it is true to say,that we are moving toward

the design and implementation of sYstems which require fewer in-
termediaries. .

What that really means is that in the long run, as Judy men-
tioned, you are going to flatten the corporate pyramid. There will
be fewer people in the Middle and at the bottom, in fact; because

'you are not going to require the same number of specialists whose
job is to use the machine on behalf of the person whb will recieve
the end result. .

Rather, -the process of using the ,machine will become so refined
and so easy; so much of it, will be done automatically, that you wijl, -
in fact, require fewer people as intermediaries to use the-machine
on your behalf That clearly has implications in terms of employ-
ment displacement, unless the economy is, growing.very rapidly.
There is no q'uestion that there is an iniplicati9n'there.

Mr. MILLER. Judy, any comment? _ ^
Ms GREGORY1,Well, think that thereare a Coiipli of things.
The kind of thing that Amy; Wohl described vaise,s a couple of

questions, and one is, who Ilas aCcess to those.new more int4rated .
jobs, an& again. I would'restgte t,11:e concern that_mincititY; wore
and ,older workers not be left behind when newei,, better- jobO are
d'eated, and the cdrinection with education and who
of education is an:important connection that LthInkAiis:cornM,itt-
tee can pursue, so that, for examPle, I knOW, people.??2Lake send, -
nig their children to computer literacy coUrsettbe geofg4 but
those are as yet private courses, And yau.gef -that repetitipa t?f,a
theme of a polarizatiOn a the society:there, thafsorpepeoPle w-Ut'be able to afford to beCtrne coMputdr:literatbinore.yapfdly_ than":
others, and it will widen ,the gulf for thdse what iemain -behind,

Second, in the area 9f what kinds th;ServiceS are provided, again
we bre seeing iervices sreated and. provided for:,an e1ite.. You,look.
at Computer data bases in publie library Aystems as an.:eXainple;
that those are' .serVices Where'the, librarV pays a fee to -baye the
service and peoPle pay a fee to use the spryice, ana it dkfiOs in the
cOnsciende nf many librarians, it defies their notion. of the public
service role of libraries anctstarts to splinter that kind of thing; so
thinking thoughtfully about whaf kind, pf serYices we want, what
the quality orservices would be in the public Ocl private sector is
one way,to mitigate the _employment effects.

A secdrid effort that is needed iS those kinds of technical systems,
how they are crea d in relation to the, good middle-level jobs that
do exist and to prote t those jobs through proper job design .

noVation. ,

There was a studY d ne by Elinor Winn, WhO testified tothe
bone Academy ot Sdendes sornetiine last year, and she lookbd 4t,
the work dórie by clerical WOrkers, and she .feund it was probfern,
solving WOrk. "

ft i6 interdependent on diffe rent empinyeeS, not parallel in that
way to some kinds of production work and she proposed that tech-
no1ogy be designed to continue 'that kind ofproblein-solving'activi-
ty, t at kind df social fiteration Of those work groupsbut she con-

-
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chides by saying, that=a lot .6r the efforts in the computer industry
are to design..systoms to eliminate workers, and I think that needs
to be challenged at thaflevei ofinnOvation.
.1*. MILLER. Mr. -13atchford? = :
Mr. RATCHFORD. I am going"to.refrain, and I would like to ask

questions, but I fear:in the.next. hour we are going to be called to
the floor, and _knowing .we ha1e another panel, I will simply re-

-, servemy questions.
Mr. MILLER. Let rue restate the fact that you have raised a whole

, rapge of issues from whether or not you are only going to get 20
. percent of your workforce off the campus, to' whether or not you

have the ability to do internal retraining within the industry, to
the speed of which we expect this to take placeid the office, and
finallq to a number of Very disturbing issues of whether the off-

rshore office, which, I think, has tremendous potential. I was recent-
ly in 'Haiti, where I saw lap offshore assembly operation, with very
much the sdrne potential as you, have described With integrated e
forts, as We now see in the automobile industry. Components ca
be made in.a number of different areas of the world, so that neve
again ,are you vulnerable to a long-term workstoppage in any sing!

, plant, because that hody part- or engine part, or whatever, c n
simply be brought In frOm another-area- where that is not subject
tons. ,

So you Wye laid out a host of issues that we will continue to ad-
dress As: We become more and more specific with respect to the
imp* of automation, and I appreciate your time, staying with us
acz long this morning.

Thank'you. very nnich. '
We will go ahead and run the film, which takes about 7 minutes

bere...Feel free to come stand behind the projector or move where
you 'can see it here.

'Mr. Munson, you are going to narrate this.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE MUNSON, VICE PRESIDENT, UNIMATION,
INCA

Mr
.

MUNSOti. There is sound, but I reduced a longer film into
some clips that I thbught would be most appropriate for this morn-
thg, and the Isound would come out a little garbled.

Mr. RATCHFORD, Let me extend your invitation, when your sched-
ule permits, to come to Connecticut to see firsthand what we are
going to witness in this film, because this company is one of the
miracles of technology. .

It ,certainly is something that western COnnecticut takes great
pride'in, and it also iaises the whole issue of what price progress.
In. iwestern Connecticut,, thiS company is a major new employer,
and we are pleased for that. We also know, however that in De-

:- "troit, it maY raise other issues. .

Mr. MiLLEa. -Let _me say that I don't kiow how all of western
Connecticut feels, but this guy has been bending my ear about you
_for a ,yvhile.

;If WeiCan halm the lights, we will go ahead hezt.

AL
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Mr MUNSON What you are going to see are some short clips, of
various types of industrial robots in their environment, very briefly
and hopefully, it will dispel the usual image of the R2D2.

This is a press-loading application. There are a series of five
robots transporting very large autombtive parts from one press to
another, and this was formerly done by human operators.

You can See the difficulty. Forging, kliecasting, foundry work, all
of these are very hazardous and undesirable environments.

It is more so perhaps than glassmaking.
This is making funnels for television tubes, and, as you can well

imagine, it a very, very hot environment. It is also a very de-
manding one, because glass flows continuously, and .the work must
be done.

A similar application to diecasting is'irljection molding: This ma-
chine is unloading plastic parts from two large machines, again
very hazardous occupation, because people have indeed got caught,
either limbs or tfieir whole body, between those platens with, 2,500
tons of closing force.

This relates somewhat to our aerospace industry, because it
Shows routing on a panel for a F-I6, but very typical of that kind
of job in inthistry.

Another one in which .productivity has been improved and scrap
rates reduced dramatically is investment casting.

Scrap rates as high as 85 percent have been reduced to 5 percent
or less with robots.

Arc welding is another area that is a tremendous potential for
the robot There are literally hundreds of thousands of human op-
erators with a productivity that is perhaps 30 percen,t related to 90
percent for the robot.

This application is One of those plastic parts you saw being re-
moved from the injection loading machine, a TV cabinet, and an-
other class of robot is striping the decorative front of the panel.

By the way, that robot is a rather sophisticated and highly intel,
ligent machine, but it finds application in a rathei mundane api;li-
cations here, handling speaker magnets for automobiles, but a part
that is,very susceptible to damage, so quality is an important issue.i

This is a very interesting application because the robot, in fact, is
not working very hard, but it has ifrcreased the productivity out of

" that $250,000 milling machine by 400 percent. This is part of what
robots are all about, the increase in utilization of high-cost capital
equi pment.

This is a deburring operation being performed by the robot, now
on arc welding on automobile bodies, a rather new area of wire
harness Making Looking k some of the more advanced systems,
this illustrates the ability of the robot to see, as well as coordinate,
its motion with two moving conveyors.

The parts are coming randomly down a conveyor and looked at
by a camera and the intelligence is transferred into the robot's pro-
gram to instruct it on what the orientation of a part is so that it .

can now place these parts in a regular fashion.
This is just one illustration of the kind of thing it can do with

the more intelligent robots.
This, as the application that has received the most publicity

automobile spot welding. t

9 4
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I think that will do it.
Mr. MILLER. We are going to run over and vote, and we will be

right back.
[Recess for Members to vote.]

AFTERNOON sissiorr

Mr. MILLER: Mr. Munson, since you started off this panel, -why
don't you go ahead, and if. you have prepared remarks that you
would like to make, or we will put your statement in the record.

Mr. MUNSON. I do have a few 'remarks, Mr. Chairman. I do have
a statement that I wish to have put in the` record. In that state-
ment, what I tried to do was to position whe're Our industrial base
in this country stands. And some of my colleagues here earlier
today did a fine-job of that, I think.

If we do-not take ad,-/antage of the technologiis that are availa-
ble tp us, and in fact, the ones that we have developed, which we
tend to export, then we will continue to be low man.on the totem
pole in productivity. -.

So I would address these primary issues. 'First of all, in the area
of technology, improved manufacturing methods are essential to
sustained economic growth. I state this as a flat position that I
think anybody who realizes what is happening in the world mar-
ketplace would agree with.

Technical innovation creates new industries and it does create
new and more jobs. I suspect even in its present infant state, the
robotic industry probably is responsible for at least 10,000 jobs that
didn't exist before.

And, of course, competitiveness, and I am talking,about competi-
-tiveness within the country, and worldwide, does require continual
modernization. In my brief that I submitted, I pointed out some of

in which we arethe areas "rly deficient in the w'ay in which we
operate our factories, particu arty as compared to some of our for-
eign trading partners, but I won't go into all those details right -

now
A lot of reference is made, including tre title to this hearing,

about the second industrial revolution, "and I think that that is a
fair appraisal of our current situation.

But I wo'uld like to say that in regard to robots themselves, the
industrial robot, it is just one of many technologies that ,are driving
this industrial revolution. The robot does, not -stand alone as an
entity which is going to see its full fruition without the combina=
tion of computer-al/led engineering, cOmputer-aided design, comput-
er-aided manufacturing, automatic warehousing, automatic assem-
bly, all of these things are essential and part of the second industri-

- al revolution in which, I do believe, that the robot and the comput-
er, as it relates to the intelligence of the-robot, is an integrator;
very definitely.

I would also say that ourcertainly our productivity history in
the last decade has put us in a very unfavorable position in world

, markets -We are nobcompetitive; and if manufacturing does occur
offshore, and perhaps we do asseMbly work here, things of that
sort, it is because we have not maintained .the modernization of our °
industrial base, and therefore, have not been competitive at all.

93
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Now, I also would like to put in context the fact that the robot is
not only a part of the whole scene as far as other technologies are
concerned, but it is, indeed, a subclass of autorication, the first yes-

/ tiges of which we saw, in Ihe 1920's when Henry Ford:put together
w the assembly line. .

That was mechanization, it was not trilly-austana,tiOn. Automa-
tion didn't come until maybe 15 years later. 13ut. the interesting
thing about it, is that the creation of that method of manufactur-a,
ingand it has been historically sothrougb the first industrialir
revolution and all through the decad.es up until this time, is that
improved methodology in manufacturing has -raised our affluency.
Certainly-there have been times of.labor displacement, times that
affluency has not always been passed'on to the people that are pro-
ducing-the products. But in dine, it happens.

The other thing that I would address to, is of course what you
saw in the film certainly illustrates that there are many jobs tha,t
robots do, that remove the human worker frdin very, undesirable
environments. .

That is not always going tdbe qo, there,will y
the future for robots where the jObs 4en't'particularly,undesirage...,.7.-
But unless we do something to. itnproveythe quality of prodqcti, as
well as the productikrity picttlre tfienNain, we,are nofgoinR
competitive in the world marketplace,.;

Finally, I would like to address to:sonlething that`y.ou tioard oyee.
and over again, and that is that im ank.evént, i:gbot&or whateVez
other technologies are being pia'eesi in dut, factorkes of today, there
is an absolute need for a new look actraiiiing,.

Referring to the last paragraphof iJO brief,the. real issue,régai-d-:,-:,:.:%--
ing the blue-collar workers and the ,teclinologIcalty,aCitandag &con-.
omy is training. But we do well not tq thydk,:only in 'terms-of 4bo-,
tics, but in terms of our entire compute4dmen wo-fld4 AritrShe
phisticated machines it has generated. -

Skilled technicians, programers, and erigineer,s,.,f .kmds are4,
needed New programs are required to deveIop.the requit6 turricti:t:
la, particularly at the vocational school level. s-

And subsidies or tax breaks should be considered`for,in-plaint; on-
the-job training, as well as company-supported oufside prpgraw. ,

We have neglected this urgent need. If we continue to do so, it
will not be robots that take jobs, it will be our competitors. -

.Thank you, sir.
f Prepared staternent of George Munson follows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE E MUNSON, VICE PRESIDENT, M.-4..NIKETING,
UNIMATION, INC , DANBURY, CONN

S.

I imionucTiox
Ever since the invention of the wheel, man has sought to ease his burdens

through the development and use of mechanical devices and aids in the manufactur-
er of goods goods that would protect him in his environment, Improve his comfort
and health and generally improve his standard o( living. .

hrs inventive genius progressed and the population grew, pressures to prOduce
more nf thew. goods increased, as did the individual's desire for them and his earn
ing power to procure tMm Thus was born the first Industrial Revolution

Initialk. and for 'man,v 1,ear, the fruit, of the fet ,r' v, orker.' labor .acerued
malnIt to the affluent But, little ti.% little, a, methods and nfachirwr improved, ,a)
too did the lot of the aver'age worker

9,1
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And so has it alqays been with the advancement of Technology. .

In 1870, our's was an agrarian society, with 47 percent of our population engaged
in producing food for domestic consumption. Today, less then 3 percent of the popu-
lation is so engaged, producing surpluses which are exported in vast quantities.

In the 1920's,.mechnaizaiton in the workplace took a giant step forward when
Henry Ford introduced the assembly lino to automobile manufacturing.

The increase in productivity which resulted put the automobile within the reach
of many more people and our affluency broadened.

World War III placed a different kind of pressure on our industrial complex but
out of it grew a capability to produce manufactured products in quantities thereto-
fore unhegtd ofthe Age of AUTOMATION had arrived.

Since then, aut4mation has become the foundation upon which the economy has
grown, Through its advances, our standard of living has dramatically increased ana
new industries have flourished. Millions of new jobs have been created, aethe same
time the industrial workers' lot has vastly improved.

Today, the pressures for continued advancement remain essentially as always
.1. International technological competition.
2,Demand for higher living standards.
3 Population growth.
4. Cost levels to 4old or expand markets.
5. Product quality and uniformity demands.
6. ComPetitive business.

Dtp'anding horizons of manufacturing knowledge. '

An important fdctor in business, obviously, is profits. Rrolfis arid cost go hand in
harid. In the long run, to have profit leadership it is necessary to have cost leader-

, ship, to,get cost leadership, we must have manufacturing innovations.
'

II. TECHNOLOGICAL TNNOVATIONS

Thereis no doubt that micro-electronics is one of the most, if nof the most, dm-.
, male. and vital technical development produced The technology itself is mindbog

ghng but, more importantry, it is an essential tool. It's ability to process data of all
i lundsln vast quanitities and at unimaginable speed is the keystone to advanced

, marrufactunng systems, automated systems, and terrestrial and extra-terrestrial ex-
, . ploration Yet, from a manufacturing standpoint, it is just one of the many technol-

ogies that must be fully exploited if we are to advance our economy and regain our
competitive position. Some of these technologies are:

1 Computer aided engineering.
. 'l, 2 Computer aided design.

t' 4 9 . Computer aided Manufacturing-NC: CNC, DNC.
4-,GrOup technology
5 Atitomatic warehousing.

Automatic assernbly
1, Robotic:4. . . .

... Wehave.these technologies. In fact, in most cases we have developed them But,
we have not exploited them, we have not created a business atmosphere (of risk
taking) to do so Unfortunately, many of our world trading partners have and are

It is esseatial that we do. Quoting Peter Drucker..
The only way for a developed economy like the United States' to regain its inter-

. natiunal competitiveness is to encourage a fairly rapid shrinkage of traditional blue
* .collar employment. Future competitive plans will operate with computer controlled

' robots. Workers will not operate machines but program computers or whole plants"
.' While gus may seem like strong medicinethe alternatives are worse (e.g trends

.4 in our ciirrent economy) Let's look at some random facts:
%

,.
1 "The..tiverage tige of U.S. manufacturing equipment is about 20 years, in Japan

. it is under 10 years ResultBreakdowns -tire excessive and advanced technologies
cannot be ap'plied. ,

2. Seventy-five percent of all pprts manufactured in the U.S. are in lots of 50
pieces or less In other words, in spite of the numbers we hear from the automotive
industry, the vast majority of manufactured goods are processed in small batches v.i.

Resultfactory managers are overwhelmed by impossible logistics without adequate
information systerns and controla. . - ,

3 In Metal cutting 95 percent of the total time a part is in process is spent ifi
ciudnue or being moved around, only 5 percent of the time is spent actually making
chips or adding value in the usual sense. Resultarchaic factory arrangements and

material flow depress productivity. ..
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4 High coat capital eqiiipment is utilized or available for use less than 70 percent
of the time, usually because of the vagaries of the human opeeator but often be-
cause of poor scheduling, bottlenecks and downtime for servicing-or repair. Result
low ret'urn on Investment inhibiting modernization and growth.

5 Quality is sacrificed to quantity, few incentives are created among the workers
to produce quality and monthly shipment quotas override all other considerations.
Resultwarranty costs increase and in some cases, loses to product liability suits

'insue.
6 Shop floor inventories ere huge due to poor management of work flow and in

spite of this, material is often not where it should be when it is needed. Manage-
ment is by crisis and the banks get rich on the interest paid on ahort term debt due
to these unnecesary stock piles Resultcosts soar, competitiveness diminishes

7 Inefficient and excess material handling gobbles up time creates chaos on the
shop floor: Resultprocess flow and control is lost

Response to .change and. the ability to process small batches is virtUally non-
existent: Resultbusiness is lost and prices are excessive.

9 Product design does not take into consideration manufacturability, design van':
ations create unmanageable manufacturing logistics. Result. opportunities for re-
duced costs, higher profit and quality are limited.

The bottom line is that unless we rationalize Our manufacturing processes anew
(re-industrialization), dynamically utilizing innovation we will be
unable t o respond t o changing markets and we vi I not be competitive.

- ilL nosomcs

The foregoing attempts to convey three primary points:
1 Improved manufacturing Methods are essential to sustain economic growth.
2 Tecbnological Innovation creates new industries and new (more) jobs.
3. Competitiyeness requires continual modernization.
With these factors in niind, then, consider sobotics. Robotics is a (relatively) new

technology that is essential" to, the automated factory. It is, in fact, a sub-Class of
automation but with attributes uniquely suited to needs in the modern factory.

First, it is flexible 'automation. That is, it is capable of performing, a varietY of
tasks, often times in hostile environments

Second, it is series prOduced and, therefore, is cost effective and of proi;en reliabil-
ity and long life. ;

Third, it is adaptable to changing conditions, therefore, it is suited to batch manu-
facturing and does not become obsolete with product changes. -

Fourth, it is tireless and consistent and, therefore, its output is predictable and of
high quality. .

Fifth, its intelligence (though moronic) permitter to "speak" with other factory
machines and.computers.

Industrial robots (as defined by the Robot Institute of America). are use most corn-
monly in (1) Spot welding automobile bodies and parts, (2) Loading and unloading
machine tools, die cast machines, presses,etc. (3) Mater,ial handling and palletizing
in, diverse Industries such as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, metal working, food, (4)
Forge sbops and foundries, (5) Assembly work, (6) Electrical and electronics fabrica-
tion, and (7) Arc welded fabrications; and many more.

In most crises today, robeta are cost justified on the basis of displaced labor.
Many of today's installations are "islands" of automation in which, typically one

robot tends from one to five machines. However, the trend is to link several such
work cells to produce an integrated, flexible manufacturing system, the processes
within "ich have been ratiOnalized for optimum equipment utilization and effi-
ciency

In the case of automated "islands", justification is usually based upon the cost of
displacKt labor Without regard for a multitude of .other real cost benefits Hence,
economic screens of 35 percent plus ROI or less than a 2 year payback limit robot
usage to 2 shift operations (less than 15 percent of all manufacturing) or 2 phis
workers displaced by each robot This, in spite of the fact that a typical robsa cost
less than $6, per hour to operate (installation,'depreciation, power and maintenance
included) as opposed to typical labor rates, with fringes, of $15 to $25 per hour.

Integrated systems of robot work cells are usually more cost effective be-cause of a
number of attendant econdnic benefits not always present in "islands". Some of
these factors are reduced in process inventory, less factory floor material h dling;
less scrap'rework, improved product quality, better factory management's. for-
mation feedback, predictable throughput, pproved high cost capital equipme



But even with "islands" of automation, the real improvement in productivity and
, bother important cost factors Is proven time and time again for those who are willing

to invest in and take the risks of innovation.
It has been emphatically stated mai-A times and in many places that one of the

major deterrents to advancement in manufactunng methods As management atti
tudes; not blue collar but white-collar blockades.

Another quotation speaks to the point.
"Executives too often forced to act by short-term pressures or lured by the siren

song of the quick payback are steering a course hostile to productivity's growth Re-
storing that growth will require many changesand true leadership. Souscs UN
KNOWN

The required leadeahip comes not only frcsn the board roomfor long range
planningbut from governmentto encourage investnient in new equipment and
new methodologies and to provide incentives for bold trisky) actions It comes also
from an enlightened labor force, ready and eager to be trained for and take on new
jobs created by technical indovation.

There is fear that robots will take jobs away from people. To an inconsequential
degree, they will, but they will also perform tasks which humans will no longer
accept. More importantly, robotics and all of the other advancing technologies will
create jobs, not only to build the new equipment but to operate and maintain A
while at the same time ever increasing our affluency The history of the first indus-
trial revolution proves it. Already, blue collar workers have been retrained and up-
graded to tend the'robots and a variety of new technology machines, with great skill .
and satisfaction Even in its current infancy, the robotics industry itself has gener-
ated an estimated 10,000 jobs.

One estimate of the robot industry's growth in the next ten years is 35 percent
per year or approximately $2.2 billion in 1990. This suggests a robot population of

(60-100 thousand irk1990. If our total workforce is then 200 million of.which 20 per-
cent is engaged in'manufacturing, the percentage of robots in the workforce would
be a minuscule 0.25 percent.

It will probably be greater for a number of reasons. But even if it were double, or
triple it can be readily seen that robots are not a threat to the worker. In fact, the
industry itself, together with the results of increased manufacturing productivity,
will undoubtedly generate more (and better) jobs

The real issue regarding the blue collar workers in a technologically advancing
economy is training. This, too has been stated many times. But we would do well
not to think only in terms of robotics but in terms of our entire computer driven
world and the sophisticated machines it has generated. Skilled technicians, pro-
grammers and engineers of all kinds are needed New programs are required to de-
velop the required cumcula, particularly at the vocational school level. And subs,
dies or tax breaks should be considered fa in-plant, on-the-job training as well as
company supported outside programs.

We have neglected this urgent need If we continue to do so it will not be robots
that take jobsit will be our competitors.
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Mr. MMLER. Mr. Wisnosky?

STATEMENT OF DENNIS WISNOSKY, VICE PRESIDENT', GCA
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS GROUP

Mr. WIsNosicy. I would just start it off by saying good morning. I
am going to have to change the first word that I say.

I am going to be reading in my written testimony to you, why I
believe we need the factory of the future, when it-will come about,
how it will be achieved, and then, most importantly, from your con-
text, what it means to the individual, worker from my own personal
viewpoint.

I think that, first, I would like to state why I think America is
suddenly occupied-with the factory of the futures I think the
answer is quite simple.

Americans need jobs. Today, there are approximately 257,000
American auto worktrs collecting unemployment benefits. And to
those that say that automation is the cause of this unemployment,
I would like to point out that there are less than 20,000 robots at
work in American factories.

And, clearly, their existence is not the cause of our problem.
Rather, it can be argued that one reason for high unemployment in
this country today is that robots and other automation technology
does not exist in greater numbers in America.

One leading industrialist has been quoted as saying that today
Ameridan industry must automate or emigrate. I would add, or
expire, to these choices. Clearly, automation is the one chance we
have to compete, let alone survive, in world markets.

There are many reasons for our competitive decline. No one
would argue that the decline isn'thasn't been going on for some
time. Some have to do with our own inability to,accept the nature
of international competitiveness.

And others have to do with the fact that other countries are
simply better organized, and to an extent, are'better equipped emo-
tionally and educationally to deal- with the very, very complex
problems of industrilY productivity.

,We compete in the world alarket with countries which have had
what we are only beginning to talk about here today, such as na-
tional productivily programs, and we have none. They have export-
ed their unemployment to us, and artificially supported their basic
industries, and we have not.

They have adopted automation technology to save and create
jobs, we have been exporting jpbs to nations that have so-called
cheap labor. We have been mediating over the possible negative ef-
fects of automation, and they have been automating.

In iny opinion, the consequences of waiting for perfect solutions
is simply no longer acceptable. I believe that American industry fi-
nally understands the problems of productNity and is positioning
itself to do something about them.

We are betting on, automation technology, robots, computers, in-
formation management systePris, CAD/CAM systems, factory con-
trol systems and smart processes, and I think that we are finally
understanding that manufacturing is truly based upon technology,

9
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American industry is today beginning to demand solutions no
less exotic than those that built,our chemical and computer indus-
tries, which are still preeminent in the world, not to mention an
agri-business.that can literally feed the world.

How far can these technologies take us?
I don't believe that the day is soon at hand when a single button

can be pushed at one end of a factory and the car of your choice
will appear at the other end. However, examples do exist that are
not far from this ideal, primarily they are in Japan, West Ger-
many, and in Scandinavian countries.

The celebrated 4Iisson plant assembles 1,300 cars in a n 8-hour
shift with 67 workers. Fujitsu Fanuc,, the No. 1 robot company in
the world in the eyes of manY, is geared to produce 100 robots a
month in a plant that is practically ,unmanned for twa shifts a day.
Yet it is described as only being 62 percent efficient, or perfect, and
they apologize for that.

In West Germany, there is a plant that produces .machined parts
for fighter aircraft in a totally automated flexible manufacturing
system In these industries, I know of nothing in the United States
that even comes close.

The goal.of 'the Japanese progran, called MUMS, which is-a na-
tional program, methodology of unmanned manufacturing- system,
is to reduce by two orderi of magnitude the manpower required to
praduce certain classes of machined parts. And they are succeed-
ing.

The West Germans have combined with Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark in an international automation project targeted at outdo-
ing the Japanese. -

So, while we are talking about getting our act together internal-
ly, there are some countries thatare beginning to actually work to-
gether internationally.

Look at the so-called flexible manufacturing factory built by Ya-
mazaki Machinery Works. The factory is intended to run in three
shifts. Five persons on first shift, five persons on second shift, and
the third shift is unmanned.

In a conventional factory, the same capacity would require. 210
workers running 3 shifts. The in-process time for that factory is 3
days, otherwise'it would take 90 days in a conventional factory.

Most American managers look at these statistics and questibn
them. Soon they will be able to go to a Yamazaki plant in Florence,
Ky. to see how it works for themselves.

As American industrial managers, we have to ask ourselves the
serious queStion. If the Japanese have been able to go this far
.using technology largely made in America, liotv far will they go
now ,that they have begun to invent for themselves? And they have
begun:

Today, they are ,at woilt developing manufacturing technology
based upon artificial intelligence, lasers, and morphological ma-
chines. Those are machines that reconfigure themselves for differ-
ent purposes.

In my opinion, our answer to this challeng must be baspd upon
still superior technology. Factory of the futur technojogyhowev-.
er, will not only address productivity based upon output-per-man-
hour. I think that that approach is short-sigh d. It must also ad-
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dress economical production of a variety of products that are pro-
duced in small batcheswe will then be talking about econorny of
scope, not economy of scaleacceptable product quality, rapid re-
sponse to materials and process changes, and full use of assets such
as capital equipment, energy and materials.

When will the factory of the future come? This is an often-de-
bated question.

There is no question that it is coming, and I don't believe that
anyone will ever be able to say at one point in time that it has"
indeed arrived. Butt we have to say instead that it will evolve. It
won't come tomorrow. But it probablyswill take the next decade or
two to physically achieve that which we know how to do techno-
logically today.

Primarily, the delay in us getting on with it, in order..to meet the
competitive challenges that I have outlined, is due to the American
insistence on a management strategy of adapting to change, rather
than managing change.

I have submitted two papers to add to the official record, one
titled, "How Far Can You Go? The Integrated CAD/CAM Factory,"
and the other called "Management Planning for Introduction of In-
dustrial Robots," which, talk about how, and how fast we can
indeed achieve the factory of the future.

The next question I would like to address is, what will the fac-
.tory, of the future be like?

I think that there are three words that an describe this factory:
It will be efficient, flexible, and effective.

What do we mean by these words? Consider efficiency. American
industry has..learned how to be efficient in a way unparalleled in
the world. Simultaneously, we developed transfer lines, mass mar-
keting and-mass distribution.

During that process, we became known as both the producers
and the consumers of the world. Efficiency, as we described it then,
was easy as long as people were content to limit their options.

But today, the world is different. kienry Ford said of the old
world, that his customers could have any color that they wanted as
long as it was black. From a technologisal poirft of view, the fact
was that black was the only color the4dried fast enough to not
slow down the assembly line.

In today's world, manufacturing efficiency by itself is not suffi-
cient to maintain competitiveness. By its nature, it limits the abili-
ty necessary to direct and cespond to constantly changing world
markets.

Consider flexibility, the second characteristic of the factory of the
future. Flexibility keeps' production equipment economical in the
face of change. Rather than concentrating only on units per hour,
which is the goal of efficient tranifer line technology, and that
kind of technology doesn't worry about whether Lhose units have a
final market, the goalof flexible automation is, by definition, re-

/ programable to do a variety of operations with the same production
equipment.

Humans are, of course, the most flexible workers on the factory
floor, but today, robots are the -most flexible, economical factory
workers. More importantly than that, however, robots improve our
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capital utilization. As production ngeds change, the robot can be re-
programed and need not be scrapped and new tooling bought.

That is why I think it is important in all of these discussions
about robots, to compare them not" to people, but to reduction in
the utilization of capital, capital that is thrown away with wrap,
for example, and with energy that is consumed, and need not be
consumed, and with tooling that has to be thrown away when we
have the need to change product.

The third characteristic of the factory of the futureand I think
that this is the most importantoneis effectiveness.

Certainly -the most important characteristic from the workers'
standpoint. Tomorrow's factories must be effectively organized to
do the right thing with productive and happy people. .

In earlier testimony, you heard about the successful office of the
future. The concept of effectiveness is more or less the same. In in-
troducing technology, organizations must change. Effectiveness is
doing the right thing as opposed the traditional American single-
mindedness of doing the thing right.

Effectiveness in the factory of the future is achieved by appl,ing
, the principles of computer,integrated manufacturing, de CIM. In

CIM, all functions of manufacturing are organized and controlled
by an integrated data base.

This forces traditional ofganizational barriers to be broken dostn'
and leads to real communication between people, comMunication
between design engineers and manufacturing engineers, for exam-
ple.

The real promise of the factory. of the future is to provide the ap-
propriate balance of the efficiency of traditional large-scale o r-
ations, the flexibility of toclay's robots on the shop floor, and t e
effectiveness of tomorrow's computer integrated manufacturing
systems. ...

How will the factory of the future affect the worker? Ip all hon-
e:sty, I think that if we go about this right, I can only see benefits
for all of us. And the consequences of not proceeding, as the previ-
ous speakers began to allude to, are certainly negative. And that is
without the technology, we simply*rill not be able to compete.

I can only. see benefits, as I said, for all of us. And this is the
opinion being put forth by most of our industrial leaders, and I
think that it is time ehat we all start thinking this way.

We sho.uld be already past the panic 'stage. In England, where
the reaper was first demonstrated for grain harvesting; its inven-
tors .were stoned by people .who felt that their jobs were threat-
ened.

Back in the 1950's, we were warned that computers would cause
mass. unemployment. Exactly the opposite has occurred. In 1955,
thpre was a Congressional Subcommittee on Automation that re-

-
-.. ceived numerous testimonies that intolerable unemployment would

result due to data processing automation.
Since that time, the number of persons with jobs in the United

States has risen from 63 million to 109 million, certainly not the
"doom and gloom" predicted. Data processing automation did cause
job displacement, not unemployment. I think the Same will be true
with the coming of the factory Of the future.

1. C
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Congressional staff economist Richard K. Vedder supports this
view in a new report from the United 6tates Congressional ..Joint
Economic Committee. He said, "History shows that labor-saving
technologies have led to improved living standards, higher real
wages and employment growth. Robotics will raise productivity and
with that, the material rewards to employers and employees alike."

How will the worker feel? In my travels while manager of the
Air Force Integrated 'Computer-Aided Manufacturing Program,
which included factories not only in the United States, but all over
the world, I wept t,hrough many unionized plants, and of course4
many that weren't unionized.

Then, as now, as an automation technology supplier, I have
never been confronted by a hostile work force, or even a hostile
worker, I might add. Who among us wants to do some of the jobs
that were shown on the previous film, such as to spend 8 hours
hoisting an 80-pound, -white hot forging, or hefting a 60-pound
grinder while wearing a respirator and ear plugs and standing in a
sand pit, or putting the same light bulb into the same socket over
and over again. -----

These are the realities of the shop floor. In my opinion, automa-
tion technology should be used to provide a better life for our work-
ers, even if our competitors do not force us to automate.

In June 30, 1980, issue of Newsweek, there was an article by an
auto worker named John Hilton. He said, and I quote, "I'd rather
be replaced by a machine than compete with one, especially if that
machine is being run by a foreign worker, producing goods for the
United States."

Our workers, in my opinion, realize the state of our productivity,
and our international competitiveness, but they need help, and so
do all of our industrial leaders.

What should be done? I have outlined four things that I think we
should begin to think about, and this committee should work on as
well.

First, let me say that my recommendations are based upon the
psychological axiom that 'behavior changes before attitude." In
other words, I am saying that I think it is time to pick some tar-
gets and get on with it, rather than continuing to look for, better
data to help us understand the problem.

In other words, as a nation, we should embark upon a course of
behavior that simultaneously solves our productivity problem,
takes care of our people, and leaves us with a positive attitude to
help prevent the problems we are facing now from reoccurring.

What are some of the things I think we should do?'
First, Lrecommend that we combine the best of academia, gov-

ernment and industryand I should add here that when I say in-
dustry, from my point of view, I don't mean that I am talking
about the industrial leaders that own theiactories, or manage the
factories, I mean managementwith labon my vocabulary opin-
ion, the word industry describes people that work in the factories,

'and people that own and manage them.
So we should combine the best of academia, government and in-

dustry, to sponsor joint productivity improvement programs. These
programs would try out factory automation ideas in very, very big

19.5
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ways, in ways that should approach the magnitude of the space
program of the 1960's.

The space program created spin-off technologies, products and
even whole industries, and I think we are still benefiting from it
today. During that program, we literally forced Universities to
train people to become experts in computer programing and inte-
grated circuits. In fact, they were created during that timeframe.

In that, process, we were left with a whole new generation
technologists. Companies, at the same time, took that technology
and turned it into new products, new products that people 'wanted
and new products that served their intended purpose of furthering
the space effort. There wag-a healthy synergism there. Government
provided seed money and leadership to create a climate where
growth could occur. Jt ended up being economic growth and growth
during that period in the number of jobs.

Twice during the past 10 years, we had programs which, I think,
might have gone a long way in that direction. One, set up a thing
called the National Center on Productivity and Quality of Working
Life.

And the second was called Cooperative Generic Technology. Both
times, once under a Democratic administration and once under a
Republican administration, we lost our resolve before math good
was done. Both programs were canceled before they even got off
the ground.

The second recommendation, I would recommend tax incentives
which would reward our basictrustries for investment in manu-
facturing technology. These incentives or credits should go
beyond accelerated depteciation of capital investment, which is
what we have now. I think that is good. We really need to go one
step further.

The approach of accelerated depreciation, in my opinion, is typi-
cal of the "new coat of paint" or 'more of the same ' syndrome. It
doesn't say that this technology or that this investment has to do
something better. It may well be a 1940 machine tool design that is
made in 1982,

Now that American industry is facing the fact that existing tool-
ing simply cannot compete, it must have financial help to get on
with the job at hand. Further, J believe we should even consider
protection or direct subsidies for those industries experiencing for-
eign competition that could be called unfair.

Third, trade union involvement. The unions, of course, represent
the workers. They have to jump on the bandwagon, and I think
they are. Rather than fight automation, they must stand up frif
their rights while automation is being implemented.

The workplacp is going to chafige, and our unions should be de-
manding that a certain portion of the workers' time be dedicated to
reeducation and training the workem for the new workplace.

In Japan, in most cases, about 25 perbent of a worker's time is
allocated for educalion. That is also one way that they get lifetime
employment, part of Ehat time is spent training for the next job.

In my opinion, retraining rights should. be built into the wage
structure, the same as vacations and other fringe benefits.

Fourth, I would recommend the Government encourage technol-
ogy transfer as demonstrated in the Stevenson-Wydler Technplogy

0 q
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Innovation Act of 1980. If that program. were .funded, appliaition
offices would be set up to introduce and integrate new technologies
into the private sector.

'Tax dollars are pumped into Federa l' laboratories while little*.is
done to commercialize the products and processes develoPed in
them.

In conclusion, let ,me say that as a Natfon, our real need' is to
learn to work together for the common good. As I said before, we
need to begin to change 'our attitudes about ourselves. The best
way to do this is to practice working together; government, indus-
try and academia. The Government must proVide the leadership
model and a consistent, positive climate for this to occui.. Other-
wise, it certainly will not.

When talking about automation and technology, we should re-
,

member that a rising tide lifts _all boats. Now.,irthe time for our
national leaders to understand industry's needs, and to take posi-
tive action to bring about the factory of the future to the benefit of
all American workei-s.

[Material submitted by Dennis Wisnosky followsj
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RREPARED STATEMENT OF DENNIS E WISNOSKY, Grtoue VICE PRESIDENT, GCA CORP.

GcOd mominn La. aLd Gontlomwl:

7-
It gives me great.4p1ea,sure to address this Important committee, .and to share

.

with
a

you Spf.myperaona1 i-Mas on the Factory of the Future. I base these

ideas on-my 15 years of experience in high technology and factory autanation,

In geMernment, acajemia and in private industry. Today, will address why we

need the Factc;ry of the Future, wijen it will come about, how it will be

achieved, and, what it means. to tbe individual worker.
. 0 . .

Nest, why does.America suddekly'ieem t& be preoccupied with the Factory.of

mf ttle nature,. r think the answer is gLite simple% Amyricatli7 nee] jCbs. Today,

therp are approximately 25.7,000' American auto 4ork,10 yollecting unemployment 7

benefita. To tpose who Say that automation. is trle ause of this unemployment,
- t

let me vilot out that there re less than 20,000 robots at work inmeritan

factories rdday. Clearly their xistence is ndt":Ehe cause of our probleM.

Rathc-r:it can be argued,"thatoone teason foe nigh unemployment is that robots

'Aet exist in greeter humbers.

4 ,

7 One _leading industrialit. has been quoted as sayingthat today Ameiican

indusr.ry /must 'aUtomSte of emigrate." I 'would add *or expire" to these
- 0 -

chol.ces. Clea%1y, automation is. the pox Chance we have to clirpete
-!

"survIve - wort0 mark"eE. .

4,
THere are-many reasons for our competitispodeoline. Some have to.lo with our

own inability .to .9.hderstand . the nature 'Of international competitiyeness.

other reasons'h,lve to dp with Che fact tha't other countries are simply better

;organized, and to a certain "gxtent, ire Aitter eguippy:d emotionally-alp
r-

..education-alry,Lo deal with the very, very cdhplex problems bf industrial
4

ptoductivity.

,c
t .

We,gcmpete in .thelvwori.d... market With countries which have ,had national

poductivity programs wehave not. They_have.eXported their unerploment,to

bland artifitalry supported their *asip induseries -,we have not. They bave

.adopted4automation technplogy to save and 6reate 3obs - we haVe been exporting

,.jobg- to* gat}ons ti-Idt have 'cheap", laLor%, gaiher:than meditating over _the

si4.10'ne4ative effects of auteiliation; tney havj5been automating.

.
.I
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In m* opiAion, the consequence of waiting for perfect solutions 4s simply no-

longer-licceptable. I believe that American industry finally understands,the

problems of produaivity and is positioning itself to do something 'about

them. We are betting on automation technology, including robotics, co(rputers,

inforMation manggement systems, CAD/CAM systems, factory control systems did

smart processes, to begin to solve some of our basic productivity needs. We

finally understand that .manufacturing is truly based upon technqrlogy.

American industry is demanding solutions no less exotic than those that built

our chemical and computer isAstries, not to mention an agri-business which'

can literally feed the world.

How egt wi these tednologies take us?

lieve that the day is soon at hand when a single button .will be

"p ed at one end of a factory and the car of your choice will appear at the

other end. Examples do exist, however, thai are not far frm this ideal -

primarily Japanese, West German, and Swedish examples. ; Nisson. plant

assembles 1300 cars kri an eight-hour shi6 with 67 workers. gru)itsu Fanuc is

geared to produce 100 robots a,month in a plant that is practically unmanned

for two shifts a day. Yet ii is desciibed as being only 62% Prfect. A West

Germari aircIaft plant produces machined parts for fighter aircraft An a

totally Ntomated flexible manufacturing system. In these industries, I know

'of nothing in the United States which comes close. The goal.of the Japanese

natiOnal program called MUMS (MethodolOgy of Unmanned Manufacturing System) is

to ;educe by two orders of magnitude the manpower required to produce certain

classes of .machined parts. They are sticceeding. The West Germans have
4

combined with Sweden,. Norway and. Denmark in international-,automation

pro)ect targeted at outdoing the Japanese.
-

lOr
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Look at, the so-called Flexible Manufacturing Factory built by Yamazaki

Machinery Works outside o: Nagoya, Japan: The facwry is intended to run in

three shifts: five Persons on fir;_shift; five persons on second shift; and

the third' shift (hudnight to Sip a.m.) is unmanned. Compare this to

conventional machine tooL methods. The same pruduction capacity would require

a total of 210 workers running three shifts. l'he in-process tinire for this

factory is three days. It would take 90 days in a conventional factory. Most

American managers Ipknow look at these statistics and question them. Soon

they will be able to gu to a Yamazaki plant in Florence, Kentucky to see for

themselves.

As, Americam industrial managers, we have to ask ourselves the serious'4"

.' question: If the Japanese have been able to go this ,far uiI4J technology

Yargely made in America, how far will they go now.that they h ve begun to

invent for themselves? And they have begun. 141 fact, they becjan about 10

years ago. Today they are hard at work aiveloping nrnu(acturiAgechno1 4T

based upon artiflcal intelligence, lasers, and morphological machines.

(Morphological machines reconfigure themselves for dif(erent purposes.)

Our answer to this challenge must be based Upon still superior technology.

Factory of the Future technology will not only address productivity based upon

outpot-per-manhour. 'It will also address economical production of a variety

of products in small batches, acceptable product quality, rapid response to

materials and processes changes, and full up of assets such as capital

equipment, energy and materials.
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When will the Factory of the Future came?

The Factory of the future is coming, and rather than try to answer' the

question of how fast, let me say instead that it will evolve. It will not

com7e tomorrow. It will take the next decade or two to physically achieve the

Factory 'of the Future which is technologically possible today. Primarily the

delay is due to American insistence on a management strateyy of adapting to

change, rather than managing change. I refer you to two of my own papers

which I have passed on to-the subcommittee! one entitled 'Haw Far Can You Go?

The Integrated CAD/CAM Manufacturing and the other 'Management Planning for

Introduction of IndustrialvRobots.' These provide some Oefinitive examples of

how and how last we will achieve the Factory of the Future.
1

What will the Factory of the Fgture be like?

I can answer this in three words:

'Efficient

Flexible

Effective

Consider efficiency. Since the Industrial Revolution, American industry has

learned how to be efficient in a way unparalleled in the world.

Simultaneously we developed transfer lines, mass marketing and mass

distribution. We became known...as both the producers and consumers of the

cvorld. Efficiency was easy as long as people were content to limit their

options. Hen?, Ford said that his cusebmers could have 'any color that they

wanted as long as it was black'. In today's world, manufacturing ,efficiency

by itself is not sufficient td maintain competitiveness. By its nature, it

limits the ability neggsary to direct and respond to constantly changing

world markets.
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COnsider flexibility. Flexibility keeps production equipment economical in

the face of change. Rather than concentrating only on units per. hour, (the

goal of efficient transfer line technology); Iklexible automation is, by

definition, reprogrammable to do a variety of operations with the same

production equipment. Humans are, of course, the most flexible workers on the

factory fioort But robots are now taking their place as the'most economical

flexible factory workers. most importantly, though, robotics iMprove our

capital utilization. As production neeqs change, a robot can be

reprogrammed. It need not be scrapped and new tooling bought.

Consider effectiveness. Effectiveness, is perhaps the most important

icharacteristic of the Factory of the Future from the workers' standpoint.

Tomorrow's factories must be effectively organized to do the right thing with

productive and happy/people. However, effective organization goes much deeper

than worker acceptance of new technology. It is doing the right thing as

oppoled to the traditional American single-mindedness of doing the

rIght. Effectiveness in the Factory of the FuLre is achieved by applyingthe

principles of Computer Integrated Manufacturing, or CIM. In CIM, all.

functions of manufacturing are organized and controlled by an integrated

'computer database. This forces traditional organizational barriers to be

broken down and leads to $eal. cOmmunication. For example, lack of

communications between design engineers and manufacturing engineers often

causes expensive mistakes to be made.

The real promise of the Factory of the Future is to provide the appropriate

balapce of the efficiency of traditional large-scale operations, the

flexibility of today's robots on the shop floor, and the effectiveness of

tommorow's computer integrated manufacturing systems.

liü
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How will the Factory Of The Future affect the worker?

I can see only benefits for all of us. This is the opinion being put forth by

most of our industrial leaders and it is time that we start thinkingtelis

way. we are already past the panic stage. le England, where the reaper was

first demonstrared for grain harvesting, its inventors were stoned by people

wto felt that their jobs were threatened. Back in the 1950s, we were warned

that computers would cause mass unemployment. Exactly the opposite occurred.

In 1955, the U.S. Congressional Subcommittee on Automation.received numerous

testamonies that Intolerable unemployment would result dIre *to data processulg

automation. Since 1955 the number of persons wIth Jobs in the U.S. has ri,sen

from 63 million to 109 million - hardly the 'doom and gloom prediction we

heard in 1955. Automation causes 3ol, displacement, not unemployment. We

expect the same will be true with the coming of the Factory of the Future.

Congressional Staff economist Richard K. Vedder supports this view in a new

report from the United States Congressional Joint Economic Committee:

'History shows that labor-saving techniques hove led tci* improved living

standards, higher real wages and employment growth...Robotics will raise

productivity and with that, the material rewards to employers and

employees alike.'
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How will the worker feel?

In my many travels while manager of the Air Force Integrated Computer-Aided

Manufacturing program, I went through many unionized plants. Then, and now,

4 as an automation technology supplier, I have never been confronted by a

hostile work force. Who among us wants to spend eight Jlours a day hoisting
4

eighty-pound, white hot forgings; or, hefting a sixty-pound grinder while

wearing a respirator and ear plugs and standing in a sand pit; or, putting the

same light bulb into the same socket over and over again. These are the

realities of the shop floor. Automation technology should be used to provide

a, better life for our workers, even if our competitors do not force us to

automate. On June 30, 1980, Newsweek carried an article by John Hilton, an

auto worker. He said, 'I'd rather be replaced by a machine than compete with

one ... especially if that machine is being run by a foreign worker, prodUcing

gxxxls for the U.S.' Our workers realize the state of our productivity, but

our workers will need help and so will our industrial leader4..

What Should Be Done?

First let me .say that my recommendations are., based upon the p'sychological

axiom that 'behavior changes,before attitude. In other words, as a nation,

we should embark .upon a course of behavior that simultaneously solves our

productivity problemt.takes care of our people, and leaves us with a positive

attitude to help prevent our problems from reoccurring.

1
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CCE - JOINT PRODUCTIVITY PROGRAM .

Tim, I recomnend that we combine the best of academia, government, and

industry to sponsor Joint productivAyrimprovement programs. These programs

would try out factory automation ideas in very, very big ways an ways that

should approach the magnitude of theispace program ot the 1960s.,

Our,space program, for example, created spin-off technologies, products and

even whole industries. We are still benefitting from it today. During that

program we literally forced universities to train people to become experts in

computer programming and microprocessors. This created a whole new generation

of technologisls. Companies, 'at the same time, took that technology and

turned it into new products: ndw products that people want to use and new

products that furthered the space effort. The government provided seed money

and leadership to create a climate where growth could occur - economic growth

and growth in the number of Jobs.

Twice during the past ten years, we had programs which mdght have gone a long

way in this direction: first, the National Center on Productivity and second,

Cooperatift Generic Technology. Both times, once under a Democratic

administration and once under a.Republican administration, we lost our resol*

before much good was done.

1h0 - TAX INCENTIVES

I would also recommend tax
incentivesieich would reward our basic industries

for investment in manufacturing technology. These tax incentives or credits

should go beyond accelerated depreciation of capital equipment. s' approach

is typical of the 'new coat of paint' or 'more of the same' ndrome. Row

that American industry is facing the.fact that existing tooliig simply cannot

ccmpete, it must have financial'help to get on with the 3ob at hand. Puther,

f believe we should even consider protection or
direct subsidies for those

industries experiencing unfair foreign competition. 0

lir
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THREE - UNION PrODUTEI,eNT

The unions, of course, represent the workers. They have to 3ump on the

bandwagon as well. Rather than fight automation, they must stand up for their

rights while automation is being implemented. The workplace is going to

change, and our unions should be demanding that a certain portion of the

workers' tme be dedicated to re-education and training. (In Japan, 25% of a

worker's time is allotted foi'' education.) Re-training rights should be built

into the wage structure, the sere as vacations and other fringe-benefits.

FOUR - TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Finally, I recommend thei government encourage technology transfer as

deMonstrated in the Stevensoiri-Mydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980. If

this program were funded, application offices would be setup to introduce and

integrate new technologies LtO the private sector. ,Tax dollars are pumped

into our federal laborat ries and comparatively little is done to

commercialize the products anI3 processes developed in them.

In conclusion, let me say that as a nation, our real need is to learn to work

together for the common good4 As I said before, we need to begin to change

out attitude about ourselves; The best way to do this is to practice working

together: government, industry and academia. The government must provide the

leadership model and a consistent, positive climate for this to occur.

When talking about automation and technology, let's remember that a rising

tide lifts all boats. Now is the time for our national leaders to understand

industry's needs to take positive action tO brilg about the Factory of the

Futtfre for the benefit of all American workers.

1 1 4
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How FAR CAR You Go7THE INTEGRATED CAD CAM FACTORY

(Presented to the Fina'ncial Post Conference, bttawa, Canada, Wednesday, February

17, 1982, by Dennis E Wonosky, GCA Corp., Group Vice President, Industrial

Systerns*Group)

Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen. It g;ves me great pleasure to address

you in discussing 'How Far Can You Go - - The Integrated Cad-Cam Factory'.

In order to specifically
address this question as billed, I will give you ten

direct predictions of what should be pessible within ten years in the ten

most significant technological
areas of the 'factory of the future.' I am

going to answer the question
'How far can you go?' in a very rote way. The

more igportant question is,
of course, how can this be achieved. I will

provide you with a rather cook book approach of how to convert from the

technology base to this elusive 'factory of the future (F0F). Finally, let

re - up front - give you my conclusion - - the technology is really not the

problem at all in reaching the FOF. It is the attitude of its practitioners

in dealing with people and organizations.

I'm really,the bridge speaker in this program, as I've discovered today/4

because this morning we have heard a number of very eloquent talks on

organization at even the Lnternational
level and in the next day and a half,

you will be hearing about specific technology
successes that others have

had. For my part, I will leave you with the understanding that it is (I)

*linkages between technologies, (2) functions that people are asked .to

perform, and (3) how organizations are
structured to integrate people,

technology and functions that, is most important to transitioning between

today and the FOP.

1 1 5
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Nom for the predictions:

(1) It will be possible to fully describe the functions of manufacturing,
its information content and the dynamic interaction of all subsystems'. A
software architecture will take thb place of pilot plants and protqtypes for
system development.

In this statement we are tilking about the need for building a road map for

the FOF. I believe that the need for and complexity of thii roadmap will be

equivilant to the roadmap that the anted states used to get man on the

moon. The need$for this roadmap is really the same as that of a contractors

t:lueprint to build a bdilding or an'engineers schematic to build a computer.

'We never question these needs, yet a road map which plans most companies'

future manufacturing capability almost never exists.

(2) Flexible and automated fabrication stations, cells and centers.will be
implemehtea in the areas of sheet metal, medalled parts and composites. The
Computer Integrated Factory will be on the horizon.

Those ale probably the three target based /process technologies of the PDF

,...---about which we should be concerned. This- is true simply because they

represent the greatest magnitude of both present and future shop floor

opportunity.'

(3) Computer power equivalent to today's large manufacturer will be
available on the shop floor. All manufacturing functions will be integrated
through a common data base structure including planning control and decision
making.

This is a very safe prediction, because at least three such hardware products

will be introduced this- year. Software will take more time of course, but

the arqhitecture will show-how-to put it together.

'
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(4) CadCam systems,'and I always describe Cad and Cam as a single word,

will give way to Computer Integrate( Manufacturing systems from which users

at all 'levels will access the design,manufacturing support capability

required.

In this thought we are talking about the linkage problem being solved not by

interface between Cad and Cam but by data base interaction between design and

manufacturing.

45) There will be a single integrated capability for manufacturing

planning, making and administering schedules, planning production, an0

providing prodncticn ivscurces. Capacity and facility planning will be

algorithmically based. Group Technology (GT) will support decision making

far broader than cell utilization on the shop floor.

(6) Manufacturing control will be handed off from planning aid will include

materials management. The ioop will be closed through data input of planning

algorithms.

(7) Flexible centers for sheet metal subassembly and hybrid subassembly

will be operational. Intesrated fabrication and assembly will by on the

horizon.

(8) Integrated decision support systems will be available for most

manufacturing functions. Use of simulation for planning and decision making

will be extended to factory control.

The idea is that 'prior to building an automatic factory we can simulate

entirely how it's going to work. One of the thoughts that oontinues to araze

me is that we never question the fact that we can take a complex system such

as a 741 aircraft, worth about $50 million, put it into a computer

algorithmically, and have a pilot in training operate that 741 through every

single flight profile possible and, hopefully, make all of. his crashes in the

computer. Yet we'll build a factory and invest a billion dollars in it and

have no more than one seat-of-the-pants idea
of what's really going to happen

when that factory goes into operation.

1.17
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(9) Rdbotics yill bathe physical integration mechanism of the factory.

As I will show you later, robotics is a major part of the GCA Corporate

strategy. But I tend to think of robotics simply as being the 'sizzle on the

steak, not the steak itself. It is equivilent to the wafting smell of bacon

and eggs that came from Mama's kitchen and made you want to get up on a

school day, but.it really did not provide sustenance itself. We realize that

robots are sexy right now and that is how it should be, but integration of

information provides more factory productivity improvement opportunity than

labor replaceMent.

(10) 'Smart' fabrication and assembly cells will perform 'in situ"
inspection. Good product will, by definition, be the only product.

Having answered the question how far can you go, next we are going to talk

about the reason for wanting to make the massive Investments to get there.

We are talking about productivity, of course. Lack of increasing

productivity, to every worker, is really simply seen as a lessening of the

amount of dollars that one has to show for the work that one is doing.

Technology, capitol, and people are the three most important parts of the

productiviticequation. Technology is number one. It accounts for well over

half of the productivity equation. The objective, of course, is to invest

capitol in technology that pe6Ple need-to perform productively.

4
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> The technology base for the factory of the future, is (1) processes -

including machining, formang, casting, forging, drilling, inspecting,

coating, moving, positioning, and assembling - and (2) systems - including

designing, controlling, inventorying, grouping, monitoring, releasing,.

planning, scheduling, ordering, changing, communicating, forecasting,

predicting, and analyzing. What we've found through the years is that we'

have tended to invest more and more resources in process technology, until we

have the cost component of process
technopogy,sol4mall,that it is almost

,.%.

impossible, except by making exotic changes In materials; to continue to make
.uk

major productivity improvements in that area. Instead what has happened is

that systems have taken over as accounting for nearly 70% of Tenufacturing

costs.

Factories of the future will be built by turning components of the technology

base into products including:
CACCAM Systems, Robots, Controls, Computers,

Information, and Smart Processes. These products are themselves accounting

for a major new growth inddstry expected to reach 35 billion in the U.S. by

1990. It is next important to know where to apply these oducts in solving

manufacturing problems. That is, what are the cost components of

manufacturing. In general, they are: finance - 10%, engineering ,- 5%,

managerial' - 10%, indirect labor - 15%, direct
lator - 10%, and materials -

4
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50%. It surprises many people to see that materials by far count for most of

the costs of finished products., Direct j.abor, which Is where making

improvements in unit processes appears, accounts for the smallest cost

comment. From this knowledge, we see that we have to address the FOF from

many points a view. In my opinion, the Japanese use the three most

important poines of view:

(1) Robot; - to reduce labor costs

(2) "Kan ban' or 'Just in Time' materials flows- to reduce materials

costs.
4

(3) Quality committment beginning with people.

Recognition of multiple viewpoints causes us to extend the definition of

manufacturing far above the shop floor. It should now be:

A series of interrelated activities and operations involving ehe
design, materials selection, planningt production, quality

assurance, management, marketing and delivery of discrete consumer
and durable gogds.

But if the key to the FOF is integration of technology, then we must even

further expand the definition of manufacturing to be Copputer Integrated

Manufacturing:

ft

The logicalJorganization of individual engineering, production, and
marketing/support functions into a computer integrated system.

Functional areas such as design, inventory control, physical

distribution, cost accounting, plann,ing, purchasing, -etc., are
integrated with direct materials management and shop floor data
acquisition and control.

1 2

0
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This is the definition that is accepted in the U. S. right now. It was

published in American Machinist last September and, since it is mine, I have

a.little pride about that fact.

From the business point of view, the thing that is important about this

definition is its conclusion, that is: that
integration can be done in a such

a way that strategic plans give way to tactical operations-a known costs.

t/
s....._...What will be gained by true CIm - the goal is to move from the factory world

of today with its:

o Eigh cost labor intensive loosely codpled operations

o Unstable use of materials apd constantly Changing requirements

o Discontinuous functions whose productivity and return are oal but'

impossible to measure.

...To Tomorrow's world, where factories are:

. ,

o Efficiently integrated and continuous

o Flexible 'and economical in the face of change

Effectively organized to dd the right thing with maximmui

productivity and happy people.

121
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There are three words here that are crucial.* Efficient, flexible, and

effective. Any one of those words taken-by itself can be properly viewed-as

being somewhat moiherhood. After all, transfer lines are the most efficient,

manual labor is the most flexible and, whatever works is in the afterthought,

the most effective.

The assertion of the FOF is that we can integrate efficiency with flexibility,

and with effectiveness. An example of how is seen in combining Group
or

Technology (CT), which gets us yery efficient manufacturing cells, with

effecti'veness of manufacturing resource planning (MRP), which has that Tell

doing the right thing at the tight time. That is, it is effective.

When will the factory of,the future be here? That depends on you. The final
"
answer is not technology at'all. ;$* will start he to give you a more or

less cookbook approach of how to7,z1.nap iecAnology, if that is your

interest.

First, accept thit the FOF must evolve. It's'not goinof to happen tommorow.

It's going to have to happen in an evolution*.dashion planning long

range and top down, and by implementing short terM and bottom up. I think

that the best way eo do this is to divide the proBlem up into sgall pieces.

And I'll make the analogy here again with the space program. The first thing

that ifie U:S. did was to shoot a rocket into ihe atmosphere. When it came

back d9wn it taught us at least what the atmosphere was like. The neXt

advance was to circle the earth, then the moon, ant( then to the moon andback

with no people and then to the moon and back with people.
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; would like to think of the factori in similar terms. If we look at

factories top down in terms of being composed of centers, cells, stations,

and processes, each at a lower level of complexity then we can implement in

the reverse order. In other words, take the problem wherever it is found and

address integration in a piece meal fashion over a long period of timejout

with the linkages knordn,in advance.

What happens at each one of those,,levels in Ile hiearchy? At the process

level we 'make,' At the.station we 'move, at- the, cell we' 'monitor and

control,' at the center we 'manage,',andat the factory we'"direct.' Next,'

,we'must look at the componeni paiis from the technOlOgIrpoint'Of view at each

4 *of. the levels.

.

.Uhit processes do the traditional work; they also account for only 20-30

percent of the productcost. Systems,are the life blood of the organization;

,

they-manage,the flow of information and control the flow of 'materials and the

schednling.of pecple and machines. They also account for 70-80 percent of

non'material product cost. Therefore, the majorit2 of our attention should

properly_be in this area, but it is the most* difficult areakwith which to

deal. peveloping integrated systems demands total cortmitmea for the long

term. Significant investment is required, and if the system is to truly work

in an integrated may, it must be designed top down before the first subsystem

121
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is built. At the same time, keeping in mind the teal pressures and needs to

pay as you go, there must also be short-term payoff. Therefore, the systems

must be built bottomrup.

The top-down plan--bottomrup build idea is well accepted and easy to

understand. The problem becomes how to translate this concept into an action

plan. This problem becomes largely one of syntax and semantics, that is --

meaning and form. The Objective is to build the facory, but we must start

with the basic process. Therefore we should follow a strategy of:

PLAN LONG RANGE

AND

TCP DOWN

FACDDRY

CENTERS

CELLS

STATIONS

PRCCESSES

:$

A

BUILD SHCRT TERM

AND

BOTDDM UP
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'Planning: The idea is to plan top down from the viewpoint of an integrated

factory. The sequence of centers, dells, 4ofls, and processess redeces

the problem into successively smaller en 'ties which can be readily

understood and dealt with. Building: This is a bottom-up -affair, which is

the reverse of planning -- it moves from processes to stations to cells to

centers, concluding with an integrated factory. PrItesses are totally hard

technology and easy to undgoband. As the sequence is moved up, processes

are integrated by soft technology into stations, stations into cells, cells

into centers, and centers into a factory. Specific examples will follow of

how this can work.

First, how do we plan top-down? We start off with the idea of an

architecture, a blueprint, a roadmap....a roadMap that is very detailed.

Its pUrpose is to:

FULLY DMCRIBE TM FUNCT/ONS ce MAhVPACTURIM, ITS INFCRMATION OWIENT

AND TM D/NANIC INTERACTION OF ALL SUBSYSTEM

With this architecture we can model and test-Cilanned improvements in oUr

factories prior to going to iron, that is, before making a major investment

in facilities or computer software. 'txercise of the architecture will thus

eliminate the surprises which today occur in systems inplementation,

surprises which result in missed schedules and incteased cost.

^
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The best way to explain the sequence of bottom up build is by exarple. Each

of the steps in the seqwnce 'process - station - cell - center - factory'

has both a hard technology and soft_technology viewpoint. The practical

approach to the POP is from the ptocess so we will start-there.

Prom the hard technology viewpoint, we have a choiceypf how to make &-

particular part, for example (1) by bulk deformation by extrusion, (2) sheet

forming by deep drawing, (31 machining by shaping. Economics should cause us

to decide which One of *ihese basic processes to use. The soft technology

viewpoint of process allows us toexamine materials, tooling effects,

equipment characteristics;-and, of course, part geometry with respect toone

another for each precess choice. We consider the_most economical way _U.) put

thete parameters together. Our ob)ective is to match the 'best proceiS with

the Moes0._ material at the 'best' time, given part geometry. Best is a

relative term. When looking At tooling effects or equipment char- acteristics,_

.

for example, in one plant 'best' may be different than in another _plant for

the same part. We must decide what is 'best" by using information within the

computer,_which is presumed to 'know' the situation within each plant.

Stations are integration of processes. "The hard technology viewpointT of the

station, for example might show _tobots doing grinding, deburring and

loading-unloading processes. It is clear that the process together with the

robot changes the process to a station. The station from the soft technolpgy_
_-

viewpoint has_to_dowith how we control the station. The part program'comes

126
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from tthe computer, so that it is not possible to perform this process within

this station without a part program. In other words, it cannot ,be done

manually. Adaptive control is alSo an.assumed ipput. Output for,the station

is nothing more than a,completion signal,
everything is o.k., or is not o.k.

Adaptive control provides the opportunity to keep things within certain

liMits.

Cells are the integration of stations. From the hard technology viewpoint of

a cell, we might have a punch press, a conveyor, and a robot. We saw, in the

definition of a station, that when a robot is integrated with a basic

process, a station is created. A Cell, in general, is the station integrated

with material management device. In this case, it is a conveyor and a

vision system. Here the benefit of the soft technology viewpoint begins to

become clear. FOr example, with the fabrication data created within the

design function, the inspect part information is added during design, not as

an afterthought. We have gone, then, beyond today's approich of showing the

camera a part and-then telling the computer, 'if you see this part,again,

identify it.' At part creation, the information is put into the srre data

base that is used at the cell on the shop floor. The only signal from the

cell is that it is either done, or that it is not 'able to' complete its

assignment.

The integration of at least tuy cells is a center. From a hard technology

viewpoint centers have been described many times, for example, robot welders

along a car body assembly line. It is again, however, the soft technology

127
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viewpoint that is most critical. This is because here is where shop floor

decision making occurs, for example: materia3s requirements planning,

capacity planning, machine assignment, WIP minimization, and cell definition

based upon Group Technology. These manufacturing centers are what people

commonly speak of today as an FMS, although theoterm should be expanded to be

any type of flexible fadarication or assembly. The center soft technology

viewpoint of the most conplex center which is operating in the world today is

at MBB'in Augsburg, West Germany.

The MBB setup has 24 machine tools, most of which are four or five axis head

changing machines. In this system tools are transferred from the tool crib

area automatically in overhead pallets. Raw material reaches the machine

tools automatically and finished parts are taken away from them

automatically. There are stacker cranes for .toolS, raw materials and

finished parts. This system literally runs by itself through a control

center that looks much like an airport control tower. People do the

watching. Machines do the working. This sysiem gives all of us some targets

to shoot for.

Machine utilizatien in MBB form stand alone machines went gp 441that is,

fixed assets are being used much better. Cor espondingly, the number- of

machine tools could be decreased by 44%. This decreased floor space, the

number of people decreased about 30%, and tjruput increased 25%. Most

importantly, the initial cost was actually le , primarily because of the

fact that fewer machines had to be bought. Thi was so much so, that it even

2
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corpensated for the systers technology development so the total initial cost

was less than it would have beet conventionally. The most important number

is the bottom line. In this case, a 24% increase in annual return is claimed.

Today there are 70 to 80 Direct NUrerical Control systems in Japan. Of that

nurber about 24 are of the MBE type. In Western Europe there are 24. In the

United States there are 12. But, most significantly, the number in the U.S.

has doubled every two years since 1972 when this technology was introduced

here.

The MBE-system is the best exanple of what can be achieved designing in a

top-down way and building in bottorrup ranner. In more general terms,

remembering that the center is an upward integration, the cell-station

process scenario contains:

INDEPENDENT/MULTIPLE ICU CELLS

FIZXIBLE ROUTING

AUTOMATED PART HANDLIM, TRAMPER, CRGANIZATICN AND STCRE

OPERATION MR PACTCRY =ROL

A SYSTEM (=AUTUMN TO PEWIT PHASED DEVEWPMENT AND

IMPLEMEMTICV AND ADDITICO OP NEW CELIS-SIMICRIS-PROCESSES

11-510 0 - 83 - 9
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THE ABILITY TO ACCOMMODATE CHANGES IN:

LOT SIZE

WORK LOAD

TECEINDLCGY

.

What we are talking about now is not adapting to change, but managing change

from top to bottom. The objective is to be able to integrate,Centers into

the computer integrated factory. While wt ace not talking about tomorrow,

the next 10 - 20 years is well within' the realm of possibility. To be sure,

we must have some 'technology first that is not yet here, but it is on the

,
horizon!

NOW, to prove td-pmx.that tbis approach is much more than theory, let me

point out that at least threejmajOr companies, including my own, are building
7 :

,a,husiness bated on thls idea, as are several venture capitalized finns. The

gripence thai I described wis created by the U.S. Air. Force during the-time

when I leadnthe'ICAM prograM, In fact, the Process, 6tation, Cell, Center

-tuildAng Dlock,Scenatio describ'es the foui components of my awn Industrial

. .

SystmaiGroui:
.

4
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We look at the computer Integrated factory then as be/ng the evolution of

integrating these Processes, stations, cells, and centers, into the FOF. Now

that the cookbook approach to the FOF is understood, is it enough? I think

not. Really building the FOF will take a major change in the attitudes of

most of us. We need to embark upon a course of self brainwashing that causes

us to seek excellence, not opportunity. For example, in Japan, Fujitsu Fanuc

talks about a factory which they apologize for because, in making its 100

robots a month, it is only 62% perfect. Yamasaki is building a competitive

plant to make robots, and they promise that it will be better.

What are we doing? I think that we are trapped by our own attitudinal

problems. Let me give you some more American/Japanese examples, since I have

spent quite a bit of time there. In almost every 4anese newspaper there

are daily articles about robots. Not about problems with,them as in our

publications, but about how yell they work and how much investment is being

made and how good that Investment is. By contrast is an article which came

out in a major U.S. magazine last week which questioned the good sense of

major U.S. companies investing in a business market that was only a 150

million dollars in 1981. mis-is an example of our attitude problem. So

what if the robot businesewill be $2 billion in 1990 and that without it we

may as well say goodbye to our other buSinesses.

Next is our preoccupation with thinking that there is a union problem.

believe that the UAW knows that the 2000 or so robots in the U.S. are not

responsible for more*Aula_211(14099 bAki members being out of work. I have seen
.

, .......

.......... .
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no evidence that unions are 4a problem in our lack of automation. I think

that the whole thing is a 'red herring disguising managers who are

themselves not willing to accept inevitable change. If the union excuse

dOesn't work, they talk about economic justification. I've never met an

Industrial engineer Gho, when given the answer, couldn't tell management bow

it came about. It is said that Robert Macnamera, back in the early days of

the application of operations research fn the DoD, had a job to fill for

. .

which'te had interviewed three industrial engineers. They were all three

sitting in the entryway ready to go in for the interview. The first one went

in, came 'back dejected and related what happened. 'Well, he asked me how

much one and one was and I said two -- MacNamara says that's not the right

answer, no imagination.' The second goes in knoying now what question has

beenlasked and he is waiting for it. He says, 'in.binary arithmetic it's one

- zero, which is the same as two.' MacNamara says 'smart aleck' anci throws

him out the door. The third industrial engineer goes in, whereupon MacNamera

repeats the question. The third candidate looks at him, smiles and says,

' well boss, what do you want it to be.' I am certainly not advocating the

implications of that approach, I am only saying that we should all be willing

to accept the basic uncertainty of our lives and take necessary risks whether

they can be precisely calculated or not. I think that the question of How

Far You Can Go, has to do with the.old pyschological axium of behavior

changes before attitude. I'll give you one last example of the effect of

attitude. This one, I think, typifies what is probably the correct

perceptIO of service in four different countries. It is a perdonal stor

and it has nothing to do with factories. Recently, in the Okura Hote

132
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Tokyo, I lost my luggage key, Samsonite luggage, Samsonite American luggage.

Samsonite American is different from Samsonite Japanese I found out, but it

didn't matter as I called downstairs. *Yes sir, cometdown, we can solve your

problem. I went down, the bellman had a box, and in that box perfectly

organized on boards, on hooks, there was a luggage key for every piece of

luggage that I've ever heard of and most that I hadn:t heard of. He gave me

the key that needed. I opened the suitcase. The problem happened again on

the same trip in London in a major hotel. First off, the bellman couldn't

understand American, but he said, "Yes, I think we can solve your ppoblem,'

He proceeded to dump a one cub4p foot box on the desk. For an hour, I sOrted

through it and finally found a key that was close. Later, in Seattle, I

thought I'd try the same experiment. I was told on the phone that I

shouldn't bother to go to the desk, they couldn't help me. Before you laugh

too much, let me tell you that I tryed the same thing here last night and no

one answered the phone. Clearly, this little example indicates an attitude

which may be as simple as' "be prepared' manifested as behavior which we

somehow now expect as the norm.

The Japanese people got to this point by deciding how they wanted to be and

then managing the change necessary to make it happen. I think that as long

as we continue to think about reacting or adapting to change, rather than

managing change, then we're never going to find the right wave to ride.

We're simply not going to do it.
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We have to learn to stop adapting totchange and instead deciding what we want

the world to be like and then coming up with the program to manage that

change. I think the French have Just done that in the program which was

described here earlier today. In the U.S. Government, it was decided three

times in ten years to manage our change into.a more productive nation. We

had under the Nixon administration a thing called the 'National Center on

Productivity and Quality of Working Life, or NCOP. Its idea was to

demonstrate the benefit of productivity improving technology. Before

anything got going, administrations changed and President Carter abolished

the center. Carter, after two years, decided that there was a productivity

problem. He started'a program in the Department of Commerce called COGENT,

Cooperative Generic lechnology with nearly the same purpose as NCOP. Juet

about the time it was about to do its first good thing, it was abolished when,

President Reagan was elected. President Reagan, perhaps, learned a little

bit faster than the Carter administration, because within his first year he

started the Productivity Counsel. However, the first thing the leader of the

Productivity Counsel did was to go to Japan to talk to the Janpanese about

not shipping cars and other products to the U.S. Clearly, none of these

programs went far enough to change the behavior of American manufacturers.

In the final analysis, the question of How Far Can You Go is an individual

one. Let me offer, none-the-less, what I believe it is that we need to do to

go as far as we can.
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First: Decide how far and how fast we want to go. I really believe it's

'within our power to make that decision and if we stIok with it we'll make the

changes necessary to recover _cur wa; of life.

Second: Develop our own game plan,and stick to it in spite of the criticisms

that are going to come fipm those who insist on maintaining the status quo.

J.

Third: Abandon the idea of instant turnaround. We have instant cotfee, and
;

instant glue. We want instant turnaround of multi billion dollar

corporations, or we want, for the benefit of investors in venture capitol

firms, instant success. We need to stop trying instant turn around. We need

to go planned, measured, Iterative, that is to say -- managed change.

Fourth: We need to start to reward the leaders. And I define the leader as

being a person who can look beyond the action which is guaranteed to insure

this years bonus. And instead, build a business with interests of the

community, the company, and, most iMportantly, with their childrens futures

uppermost in their mind. Profits will come, but profits cannot be,our number
1

one objective or we will in fact not find them.

4

Fifth: I think that as managers and leaders ourselves, we have to begin to

change our own behavior by starting to ask ourselves and our assodiates, both

subordinates and superiors, why not instead of wty.
4

Why not try,

Why not excel,

Why not persevere

Why not win and more

"NIP

Again, thank you very much for the opportunity to speak with you here today.
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MANAGEMENT PLANNING FOR INTRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL ROBOTICS

(Presented to National Association of Manufacturers annual policy meeting, Shera-
ton Washington Hotel, Washington, D.C., Marsh 18, 1982, by D;nrik.S. Wisnosky,
vice president, GCA Corp.)

. '
Good Aiternoon Ladies and Gentlemen.

A

It gives me great pleasure to meet witb you today and to talk.oisout planning

for the introduction of rjbotics.

Get me begin by saying that planning in any technology area, paxticularly one

th4eemerging, is a'delicate balancing act of sticking to a very long term

Strategy and being extremely flexible in siezing oppor ties that from time

to time just seem to pop up. Also, I maintain that success often comes from

looking in places where others simply did' not look at all. And, I would bet

that ten years from now, while,all of us sitting in ,this room will have

robofics technology in,place, in mosttses it' will not be dealg.quite the

thingsthat we are today expecting, and will be Raying off in ways that aified

today's ability to predict them. Using traditional approachais, things that

turn out to be significant are most often not on the problem list at 1'311.

They are instead, most often, something new which is discovered in the process

of doing:

Technology planning ith-a %recast. For a product developrer such as a

robl company, this forecast is an asSeskent of the market. In other words,

what prob ems will how many customers want to solve dUring the next weeks,

months, an\I years, Ac" Next the developer asse es capabilities required -to

.economi y solve those problems, and when through development or

acquisition those capabilities can be trrought to the market. For the robot
4

customer, who has his own product to bring to the-filet, the process is'done
S.

in rever.se. The que ing sequegce is, here are the prOducts 1 want to

1.

't 1 36 .
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make, what probleis will I have in making theril, where can I find Solutions to

those problems. Success to both parties comes when the righb solution meets

the right,problem at the right time. This is fairly easy when the technology

custcaer is looking for incremental solutions. That is, a small improvement.

It often becomes a roll of the dice however, when the objective is described

in such terms as the 'Automatic Pactory of the Future (FOP). Even though we

all can now agree that this is bhe objective that we, as a nation, must have

to regai;,our competitive position in world markets.

In my opinion, planning for even the seemingly most simple problem in moving

toward thilvutomatic Factory begins With a global look at the characterics of

the entire factory from the top-down point of view. Let,metggIn with what I

believe are,,three most significant characteristics of the Factory of the

Future.

Efficient

Flexible

Effective

What is efficiency? Since the Industrial ReVolution American industry -has

learned hOw to be efficient in a way unparalleled in the world.

Simultaneously developing transfer lines and mass marketing and distribution

to sell their output, we became known as both the producers and consumers of

the world. Efficiency was fairly easy as long as people were content to limit

their options. Henry Furd said that his customers could have :any color that
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they wanted as long as it was black'. The reagon for that was his available

technology. In fact, black was the only colbr that dried sufficiently fast to

enable continuous production. In today's terminology, factories.must not only

be efficient, that is each operation is performed with the necessary'speed,

but they mus also be efficiently integrated and coainuous. Integrated and

continuous then brings intolhe production scenario the utilization of no ;ore

material than is absolutely necessary and begins to eliminate thd

-discontinuities in manufacturing which in many cases rob even the most

efficient operations of the benefits which were designed Into .them in the

beginning. In today's world,'if manufacturing efficiency by itself is not

suffic ent to maintain competitiveness by its nature, it limits the ability

both direct and respond to constantly changing world markets.

Plexib ty has to do with the ,idea of production equipment semaining

economical in the face of change. Rather than thinking of units or parts per

minute or per hour, such as with the most efficient tEansfer line technology,

flexible automation As by definition reprogrannable to do a variety Of

different piece parts on the same production equipment. Humans are of course

.the most flexible workers on the factory floor, but today robots are taking

their place as being the most economical flexible factory workers. Zile area

of flexibility is where robotic technology really comes into its own. Here we

can have the same reprogrammable machine utilized on a multiple purpose

assembly line for example, where it is performing the welding operation on.

every Car model that the manufacturer has. The robot controller only needs to

be told the difference f del to model one time, and it performs

. 1 3
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unerringly everafter never stopping to reset and never taking a coffee break.

Most importantly, however, as production needs Change, the roborlrwbe

reprogfammed, it need not be scrapped and new tooling Wight... ThQs-cor

capital utilization is also improved aier conventional haIVItut efficient

automation.

The third idea - Effectiveness, is perhaps the most iim*nt of the hree in

the long run and particularly from the trbman point "of-t10. Itiat is,

tomorrows' factories must be effectively organized to do the right.thing with

productfve and liappy people.

In planning for the utilizatlon of robots, a question about their acceptance

Amy labor unions always comes up. It bakes forms: (1) Robots will naturally

replace people and there. will be mass unemployment, (2) The few remaining

workers in our factories will reject their steel collared partners. With

respeot to the first point, I ask you to ponder the dichotomy that there are

nearly 250,000 American autoworkers out of work today and there are less than

2000 rObots working in American auto factories. In this case, in my opinion,

the prOblem is Japenese cars not American robots. Recently, a congressional

task force spent'considerable time examining the potential of the problem that

rObots ma dimplace workers and concluded that robot introduction into he

work.place will be the same as computers in the 1950'8" /t will in fact 'add

workers, not cause unemployment. We Eust naturally plan-for re-edUcation and

training, or we will indeed have serious problems with the second concern -

worker acceptance of robots. However, effective organization is mUch deeper

t-
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than worker acceptance,of new technology. It has to do primarly with the idea

of doing the- right..thing as opposed to tt......a...traditional Arerican single

mindedness of doing the thing right. An effective organization is onb iiich

recognizes both,the need for functional'specialization, such as manufacturing

and engineering, but more critically recognizes that a relay race in which one

team has the fastest tunners but loses time in handing the baton off from one

_ to another is of no more value than a team of slow runners. Nhat happens when

,people lOse sight of the need to do the right' thing? A couple of years ago a

well known book reoonted the,story of a ma)or car company where,the marketing

department make a decision to ihroduce a massive marketing campaign for

4-cy1inder engines in economV cars while at the same time the manufacturing

department concluded that since cars with 4-cylinder engines were not being

sold, it should immediately,stop their production. In this partieular case,

.

sales were lost much money was spent, and there were many unhappy custo8er8.
JI

Both organizatiOns were very efficient in their decision making process and

also negotAted management flextbiliEy but neither decision turned out to be

effective foi the organization as a whole.

Ate these three ideas of Efficiency, Flexibility, and Effectiveness mutually

exclusive? Certainly not. In Act, thinking this way will almost certainly

guarantee failure in planning fOr introds:ction of industrial robots. It is

this very problem that is largely responsible for our present situation ot not

being able to ccapete with other industrial nations of the world, particulary

Japan. Nhii we have been preoccupied with ekher creating the most efficient

production units in the world, such as Detroit's 'transfer-lines- or insisting.

u
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upon using people rather than automation, such as A virtualy our entire

electronics industry, or catering to the often whimsical needs ,of rugged

individualists demanding a rigid work place where an electrician must be

called to replace`a fuse; and where there is utter chaos on Monday mornings as

workers bid for the weeks' job-.4; and where manufacturing engineering routinely

redesigns the products of design engineering because they cannot be built -

our international competitors havg integrated all three ingredients. necessary

to be successful in tomorrow's manuiacuturing world. They have indeed

combined,efficiency with flexibility with effectiveness. The results are only

too obvious to us today.

How did our competitors get this way4.while we literally languished in

respective ruts? I believe that we either consciously or unconsciously

adopted a policy'of adapting to change, while they adopted a practice of

managing.change. The difference is obvious. Adapting to change requires no

plan at all, one simply goes with the flow, as it were. In'managing change,

either an individual or a firm decides what the world should be like, .and then

takes steps to make it that way. The lattei aPProach toes indeed require

careful, thoughtful, and considecate planning.

:Just how important is planning. I contend that if the policy is adapting,

rather than managing change, it is probably not important at all. However,

adapting to change, as history proves, seldom works, instead, managing change

is the way to make continuotignificant progress. Let me give you a

historical example: the French built the Suez Canal after the English failed,
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and the U.S. built the Panama Canal after the French, fresh from their Suez

victory failed. In fact the French failed twice - whY? Assume that all the

participants had the same desire. First the British were almost bankrupted in

building the Suez Canal. A sea level canal, that is, a canal that did not

require locks. They did not realize the need for an essential ingredient - -

the steam dredge. Without the steam dredge, it was impossible for manual

labor to keep srlt oue of the diggings. The French were successful because

they tPecognized the need for a new technology without which they would

certainly have failed as had the British.

But, adapting that technology to build the Panama Canal did not work for the
,)

Fiench. They failed twice, 'because of two problems. First, that the dredge

did nqt work on solid rocks, and secondly, that malaria killed workers faster

than they could be brought to South America from France. Thousands of people

died from a disease whose cause wasn't ever found. Then came the Americans,

three problems were recognized. One: there needed to be a cure for malaria,

two: there,needed to be a way to eventually move mountains, three: there

needed to be a way to secure the rights to the shortest distance between the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Before the first rock was mOved, the cause for

malaria - mosquitos.- was discovered, and quinine was invented for its cure.

Two, nitroglycerin the basis of dynamite was invented in a totally unrelated

event, but its need was, recognized and it was then planned to be used. Three,

a revolution just.happened to conveniently occur for the United States whereby

Panama was created from Columbia at exactly the place where the United States

had decided that the Canal should be built. Panama Of course immediately
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granted the rights to the Canal zone to the United States in perpe,tufiy. So

it was, that two of the three ingredients necessary for sucovii; were managed

.) to occur and the third was recognized to have occursd. Put together, the

project was a success which we still benefit from-today.

The second example of managing change on a monumental scale occured in our own

lifetime. With one statenint, John Kennedy created the technology of
4

microprocessors and_146nched us into the computer age when he said *...the

United States have'a man on the)mon by the end of the dec;de'. He did

not exactly say when or how, but set the wheels in motion for tremendous

change to be managed over a period of many years, and of course we are still

all benefiting from those changes today.

Let me oonclude the theme of managing change by particularizing it to your

introduction of robotics into manufacturing.

First, one must of course have' a goal. I propose that it be the best

combination of efficiency, flexibility, and effectiveness for your particular.

situation. Certainly I would not presuppose to say that it is an equation

that is one third - one third - one third of the three essential ingredients,

but I would say, that every solution, every successful solution, will have

some combination of each, rather than be primarily geared towards one ot the

three.
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With this out of the way, there are five additional elements with which we

/IA* to deal., !he first is workers - system integration; or how the worker s

gets involved.in the use of.robots in the shop. This has to do with the JOU
A

Z
process, perceptual feelings, sensory feeling , communications, and cOntrol.

The use bf the robot must make the worker f I better about his )6b. This

will occur provided that the machine is explained to the worker. It must be

explained b4k looking at the workers specific environment, the interface the

-4 worker has with the robot, what the worker does-in the performance loop, and

does the worker have anything to do with making certain that the robot is

doing its job. Secondly, education - does the worker have the opportunity to

both learn and to improve the workplace. Is time allowed for a Aormal

education process to not only teach the worker the new job, but also provide

sufficient knowledge that the worker actually self iaproves the envirohMent or

makes suggestions Edr its improvement. /n short, is there logical growth path

for 'advancement. Thirdly, how we explain the change which will occur to the

worker effects the workers acceptance. Is controlling data and documentation
_

-

clear and consistent? Bow do we tell the people what it is that they are

suppo.;ed to do? And how man we then tell that they have done it. If they do
.

not understand then they truly cal.: not be,expected to care; Fourth, our own

management attitude. And this is where the rub really is, I am convinced. We

hide behind our reticence 'and often are more comfortable with maintaining the

status guo' than taking dhe effort to manage change. Technology change by

engineers, without the corresponding organizational change by management will

not only cause the robot application to fail, but the situation will probably

actually worsen into a less productive situation than had automation not been

,
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tried., Fifth, overall epployee motivation and morale. Motivation and morale

must be considered in each individual application of a robot, whereby the

enthusiasm of the corporate level rubs off on the individual worker and in the

process proof is provided that what they are being asked to do really does

matter in the long run.

Where does all of this lead us? Certainly you have the feeling by now that we

are not talking about quick solutions to simple problems% We should egpect no

less. Certainly the world that we have created took a long time Eor us to

make it this way and our application of solutions should be egpected to take
0

no less time. However, if we accept Ole concept and philosophy of managing

change rather than adapting to change we will all certainly feel much more

comfortable in the process of Change. This must be true because we will have

a much clearer idea of whether or not we are still indeed on the path that we

have chosen for ourselves.

with, that, I thank you very much for your attention, and will be,happy to

entertain any questions that you might have.
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D. E. WISNOSKY TESTIFIES BEFORE
HOUSE LABOR STANDARDS SUBCOMMITTEE

OCA CMPORATION
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Washington, D.C., June 23, 1982 -- GCA Group Vice President

Dennis E. Wisnosky recommended that government, academia and

industry join together in joint productivity improvement

programs to further the development of factory automation, in

testimony today before the House of Representatives Labor

Standards Subcommittee here.

Mr. Wisnosky said that .to increase productivity,. American

industries need to "try out factory auto.mation ideas in very,

very big ways." By forming joint productivity improvement

programs, the government will "provide seed money and

leadership to create a climate where growth could occur

economic growth and growth in the number of jobs."

American industries today must -compete in a world 'market

with countries that already have national productivity programs

and are automating their manufactur.ing operations. "Automation

is the ode chance we halie to compete -- let alone survive -- io

the world market," Mr. Wisnosky said.

- more -
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Mr. Wisnosky also recommended tax incentives for industries

investing in manufacturing technology. "These tax incentives

or credits should go beyond accelerated depreciation for

Capital equipment," he said. 'Further, I believe we should

even consider protection or direct subsidies for those

industries experiencing unfair foreign competition."

Even if worldwide competition does not force American

industries to automate, 'automation technology would increase

employment and provide a better life for U:S. workers, said

Wisnosky. .Although automation will cAulte Job displacement, Mr.

Wisnosky likened the effect of automation on U.S. employment to

that of the growth of the computer industry. "Back in the

19$0s, we were warned that computers would cause mass

unemployment. Exactly the opposite occurred," he said.

Rather than fight automation, Mr. Wisnosky said, "our

unions should be:demanding that a certain portion of the

workers' time be dedicated to re-education and. training. .

Retraining rights should be built into the wage stsucture, the

same as vacations and other fringe 'benefits."

As his last point, Mr. Wisndsky endorsed the Stevenson-

Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980. If funded, this Act

would encourage technology transfer between government

laboratories and private, industry,by, establishing application

offices to integrate new technologies into the private seotor.

Mr. Wisnosky spoke in front of the' Labor Standards

Subcommittee during . their hearings on the effect of hew

technology in the American workplace. Mr. Wisnosky is a GCA

Vice *President and Group Vice President 'of the GCA/Lndustrial

Systems Group, and directs all GCA efforts in factory

automation. He has had 15 years of experience in high

technology and factory automation in government, academia and

in private industry.
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Bittle?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BITTLE, ECONOMIST, RESEARCH DE-
PARTMENT, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS
-AND AEROSPACE WORKERS

Mr. Brrru. Yes. Thank you, Chairman Miller, Mr. liatchford.
I am an economist at the Research Department of the IAM,

which represents over 800,000 workers in a variety of industries,
including aerospace, air transport, machinery manufacturing, ship-
building, electronics, and other high-technology industries.

Our membership is a mixture of skills. Currently, about 32 per-
cent of these members are highly skilled craftsmen, with another
56 percent being semi-skilled production workers.

I welcome this opportunity to share with you the IAM's views on
this important subject. In my submitted testimony, I have attempt-
ed to touch on our major concerns and activities with respect to
technological change.

As an 'prganization of workers, our focus with respect to technol-
ogy is its impact in the workplace, and on the working person's
life. Our activities with regard to technology are all aimed at insur-
ing tat what we view as an appropriate consideration of these im-
pacts, and adequate protection of the worker's interests.

At the work place level we most deal with issues such as the
effect on skills, dehumanizing trends in the design of work duties
and factories, safety and health implications of technological
change, and particularly with suitable provisions for retraining dis-
placed workers, and access to that training.

Technological change in the work place is an ongoing phenom-
enon. And our most important concern is the continuation of suffi-
cient employment opportunities. When it runs at its usual relative-
ly even and measured pace, it can be dealt with reasonably well by
the collective bargaining processes which have evolved over the
decades, coupled with the social programs designed to ease tempo-
rary displacement in emplOyment.

. This is particularly true when the economy is expanding. This
has basically been the American experience with technological
change. In general, workers whose skills became redundant have
been able to find employment relatively soon, either in the indus-
tries created by the new technology, or others, as the economy
evolved from an agrarian to a manufacturing economy or later into
an expansion of services.

This has generally been true, even when the pace of technologi-
cal change has quickened, as it has lately, under the inflUence of
the widespread adaptation of computers, silicon chips, and industri-
al robots to work place applications.

There is, in my view, an inappropriate 'tendency. to generalize ,

this serend. itous historical experience with technological change
into an nomic theorem to the effect that technological change
creates ore jobs than it destroys, because of the expansion of

. growth' nd wealth which it makes possible.
At th AM, we do not feel reassUred, look at this in the same

light as the notion that since there has yet to be any 'major loss of

4
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lives due to an accident at a nuclear power° facility, current safe-,
guards must be adequate.

And Congress is experience with the Reagan economic program
is persuasive that it is not sufficient to provide the means or incen-,
tives of business expansion when business itself judges the longer-
term.payoff for such expansion as doubtful.

Such programs in fact, to the eXtent they are acted upon, be-
cause of the inducement provided, can only intensify the worker
displacement problems, precisely because they do bring these labor-
saving technologies into earlier application under motivations

s which are not based on an assessment of the dynamic factors ptes-
ent in the economynot based on real opportunities for expansion
and growth.

To sum up this point, since the Government has embarked on its
massive program to stimulate investment in new plant,and equip-
ment, which 'obviously means accelerated applications of labor-
saving technologies, Iray1hat good luck again will provide
enough growth to softn the more brutalizing effects on workers.
But I'do not see these.dynamics in our economy.

4, It is an economy that is no longer young, and an economy that
now faces more economic competition throu ou the world.

Further, the applications of technology now coming onto the
scene will impact in all areas of employment, not just in record-
keeping and office work, not just in processes of one or two manu-
facturing industries, but across all industries, manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing, and into services. The implications of such an
exciting transformation become frightening when..you consider the'
resulting displacement if the economy does continue in its current
no-growth mode.

As a nation, we simply have no programs or plans to deal with
this possible eventuality. We need to come to an understanding
that nothing replaces the loss experienced by an individual worker
who sees the need for his skills disappear in the middle of his
working life.

Even if he finds other employment within a reasonable time, it is
usually at a lower wage level, perhaps in another geographical
region, and after some period of economic uncertainty or hardship.
This worker's plight must be considered and mediated, for he is not
responsible for his situation. If there is failure in his plight, it is
not his failure but rather failure on the part of his employer or of
his society.

As a side comment I might add that in looking at the question of
whether or not a job is boring or less valuable as a contribution to
society or to the individual holding it, you might ask the individual
who has the job, and I think his answer will often depend Upon

4,what other work might be available to him if he loge): it. And that
also needs to be taken into consideration. The necesItty of e rning
a living is still what keeps most workers at their jobs, not t e per-
sonal job satisfaction.

In our society, our thinking about personal worth, and our eco-
nomic means of distributing wealth is still primarily determined by
means of our workthat is, the position we hold. What means of
distribution do we use when only a small fraction of the population
is involved with the production of the goods and services that we
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sell to WI other? Through the years one of the continuing go
the labor movement has been obtEfining through corlective b
ing,-commitments by employers to recognize and assulne their
gations with respect to employees displaced by technologital
change. While we have experienced some sporadic success, manage-
ments have generally been unresponsive.

Managementa tend to think of these issues as being in the area
of their prerogativea to operate the business, and to regard the as-
sumption of obligations with respect to displaced employees as non-
productive expenses to be kept to a minimum, much in the same
way that one might try to control a wasteful use of energy.

, too many employers see the application of new technOlogy
as a means to limit dependence upon the 'workers, whether or not
this also results in greater productiOn efficiency.

As you will note from the case study report, prepared by Leslie
Nulty of our staff; which we have submitted, the IAM's recent ex-
periences where employers have been introducing new td6hnology
does not encourage us to think that management attitudes have
changed in, this regard. Many employers still successfully dilute
skills, subdivide job duties, transfer work out of bargaining units,
et cetera, all on the pretext that workers in the bargaining units
are not capable of dealing with the complexities of the new tech-
nology. And they persist, even if in the face a evidence, that self-
trained bargaining unit employees can operate new machines more
efficiently than tbe formally-trained nonbargaihing unit techni-
cians the company has assigned to the new equipmeht. Such

the needs of these
asbe

anti-

tim, but unfortunately, they appe pervasive as ever.
union, antiworker attitudes are not

to
ttuned to

es
At the IAM, we have also found quality of work life programs, or

so-called quality circles, which are being touted as a means of ob-
taining better cooperation between workers and employees and
providing an avenue for workers to have input into management
decisions, are more often being used by American managements as
an Opportunity to zopagandize the employees and to circumvent
the union as his representative on matters of wages and working
conditions.

The unions' li supcess in gaining management recognition
of its obligati s to worJérs results largely from ,the fact that man-
agement is ly r urred go recognize us as representatives of
workers cu ently employedz-not those made redundant by techno-
logical change to the worker still employed these issues are seldom
strikeable issues. especially when times are good and employhient is
secure. And certainly management resistance stiffens when times
are less secure.

In our view then the ue of the division of responsibility for dis-
placed worrs as het n society or government on the one hand,
and employers on 4f other hand, will ultimately have to be decid-
ed in a wider ar na than that provided by collective bargaining.
The issues of international competition force the accelerated appli-
cation of new technologies, we are told, further, the regional
impact of plant closings and relocations has implications of i
tance which cannot be adequately addressed through vollective b a
gaining. Also there will be social problems resulting from questions
of how to deal with thoee who Will be displaced. All of these factors

r-
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add up to problems requiring the type of national attention which
this subcommittee is providing today. ,

However, by having already established programs which encour-
age corporations to invest in labor-saving equipment, with 4rtain
goals in mind, and with specific predictions and assumptiona re-,
garding the impact of those programs on the economy and on em-
ployment opportunities within it, the Government already has ac-
quired a greater obligation to workers who are, as a result, dis- .
placed.

The rate of application of technology in a particular economy is
determined- largely IT conditions in that economy. The pace has
been rapid in Japan and to a lesser degree in Germany, because of
a labor shortage situation they have experiended.

It was their only alternative for seeking increased production.
An economy having no labor shortage situation might more appro-
priately adopt a slowe? pace. And, in fact, the efficient use of re-
sources might so dictate. We need not adopt a rapid pace of imple-
mentation simply to match that of Japan or some other world econ-
omy.

In fact, on the question of productivity, we need to remind our-
selves, apparently repeatedly, that when we look at the figures, or
talk about these numbers, that what is being measured is the "rate
of increase" that is most frequently compared between one country
and another, and not the relative productive efficiency oflhose
economies.

Now, it is true that if the "rate of increase" continues over a
very extended period of time to be greater in those other economies
than in the United States ultimately, the result will be that our
competitiveness will be diminished.

However, productivity changes are not short-term phenomena
and what may happen in 1 or 2 or 3 or even 5 years is not neces-
iarily that significant whenever the United States has such a great
lead over the othersand still is the most efficient economy in the
world.

In our view, what is needed with respect to all of the aspects of
this very complex ptoblem, is a real first commitment to full em-
ployment, not just an other attempt to encourage conditions that
would produce fulI employment. Corposgte.de4sionmakers must be
it persuaded" to carry through implidrbut not requiredcommit-
ments when they accept government largesse.

Evidence is accumulating that where there is a real commitment
to full employment, eitheras in Japanthrough the active em-
ployment of Government policy by requirements, restrictions, and
obligations placed on employers, or simply by the voluntary adop-
tion of that attitude by management, the adaptation of4new tech-
nology.meets more successful implementation.

This attitude, if real, means that new technology can then be
viewed as nonthreatening to the workers, a they are thus free to
assist in its effective introduction. Ifgkthereconomy is healthy and
expanding, it will naturally occur thar new work opportunities will
develop, and the new benefits of technology can be enjoyed by all.

Indeed, with full employment, business would be encouraged to
innovate, to introduce new technology, since there would be a
market fortbeir products....

:1 5 1
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In the absence of the commitmentli full employment-, however,
-

rapid and thoughtless technological change can only exacerbate
social problems, 'especially through the displacemat of workers,
particularly minorities and women who are just. beginning to
achieve job levels which permit them to enjoy the.benefits of tech-
nology.

It is our bigief that we must concentrate our attention on accom-
.

=dating technology to people, and making it serve people. The po-
tential for using technology to truly improve the quality of work
life, to make work processes more interesting, not lessito make
work more challenging and more satisfying, not 'less, is immense.

The potential for Misusing technology is equally as great, and
given the history of technological development so far, we are not
too optimistic about the right choices being made. Clearly, technul-
ogy is itself neutral. And the only question before the House ishthv
we put it to use.

If employers are willing to sit down with the unions representing
their employees, then they will fmd a partner. If employers, recog-
nize the labor movement does Mt oppose technology, but that we
oppose throwing people on a scrap heap, they NVill find understand-
ing. .

If employers are frank and open and willing to listen, they will
hear useful ideas Troth their workers. But if employers refuse to
view worker adjustment-Costs as part of the cost of industrial inno-
vation, the human cost, if you will, they will fuld resistance. .

This resistance may only delay the inevitable, but the price in
bitterness and confrontation is likely to be great, and the economic
cost staggering.

Thank you.
[Material submitted by William Bittle follows..]
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.STATIEWENT or WILLIMA Brrmr, ECONOMIST, RZSZARCH DZPARTICINT, INTUNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION 07 MACHINISTS AND AEROSPACE WORXERS

I am William Bittle, aniEconerist in the Research Department of the

International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM), which

presents over 800,000 workers in a variety of industries, including aproghace,

air transport, machinery manufacturing, shipbuilding, electronics and qther

Fligh teaillology industries. Our membership is a mixtume of Skills. Currehtly,

about 32 percent of these members are highly skilled craftsmen with another

56 percent being semi-SkilIed, production workers.'

de

Let me begin by saying that I welcome this opportunity to share with you

the IAM's views on a subject which could wel1/41-frove to be a major factor in

determining the future shape of American society during the balance,of this

century. Indeed, today's new technology may have a more pe sive effect on

human resource planning in the 1980's than any other etor.

Tedhnological Charge has.been with-ug,:stisce th/discovery of fire and the

inveniion of the wheel. In more recent decades woriBers have had eb adjust to

constantly dhanging si.tuationsas inoreas nglY complex machines were introduced

dIrougDout the American econFmy. Mine for the most part.unions have been

quite successful in dealing with these charges, the quidkened pace of current

developments arecause for serious concern.

1
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The widespread application of computers, silicon chips, and

industrial robots, and the speed with which these and similar tech-

nological advances are being developed, portendavast changes in all

segments of the workplace Not only are traditional crafts and

production jobs being transformed, but many white collar and pro-
,

fessional activities are also being affected by the advent of the

"paperless" office, computer-generated engineering designs, elec-

tronic teaching machines, satellite Communications, and so on. In

essence, our society is involved in a rapid and mis'sive redesign of

work.

,As trade unionists, our contern over this "sec90 industrial

revolution" must be people and what this new technology does to

people. I emphasize, "what it does to people,",because the scien-

tific community has more than enough resources to remind us what

tbchnology does for people.

Certainly there are countless benefits in the new technolo-

gies -- benefits whichdan and must be shared,by all. Indeed,

assuring that all share in these benefits is a responsibility of

the labor movement. However, while modern technological advances

have contributed enormously to the enhancement of our lifestyles,

they are also taking their toll at the woryace. A new electronic

device hailed es a timesaver by a plant manager may also result in

massive unemployment. . As machines become obsolete because of such,

advances, so do their operators. Highly specialized jobs which

they are not trained to perform are often created. Manpower

, . 1 5 4
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requirements ma'y be drastically reduced or perhaps eliminated en-

0
tirely. This has resulted in a continual contraction of the rate,

of employment and has impacted on occupational requirements and

caused occupational shifts.

Thaipaw technology has brought us about 1,100 known carcino-

iens in_the workplace. New ways for workers to die from the bene-

fits of new technology. Approximately 600 new chemicals are .

introduced each year, many with harmful side effects'for the workers

who produce them and the consumers whc!,use them.

Technology has brought us the new health hazards of stress

and stress-related'illnesses unheard of during previous industrial

revolutions. Ftmther, amazingly little is known about stress.

Much of the,literature on stress relates it to middle managers and

little if any is de,:toted to white and blue collar workers; e.a. the

fact that forced overtime in a leisure-oriented society creates

stress on families.

Concomitant with technological change has been the transfor-

mation of the U.S. economy from a production base to a service

base. Where formerly we had thought of technological change as

having its major impact on manufacturing, it is clear that such

change is likely to accelerate in the service sector as well. The

implications of such a transformation are frightening, especially

when you contemplate who -- or what -- will produce the goods we

will sell each other.

1 5
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The time is now -- for trade unionists, for government, for

industry -- to develop a strategy for dealing with techno1ogical

change in a creative manner that minimizes injury, and maximizes

the accommoaation of technology to people -- and people to technolo-

gy -- while providing the benefits Of technological.advances-by

creating a better world for al1 people.

The eteative toot-Which-we in labor bring -to this process is

collective bargaining. Through negotiation, employers and,em-
.

ployees can develop those approaches chat humanize both the work-

place and the work itself, including che impact of innovation and

new technology on workers' jobs, earnings and futures.

Much of what uniOns can do to protect workers from the impact

of technological change depends on the contract provisions the

utlions are able to negotiate in this area. Each union has differ-

ent problems and must develop different solutions for these problems.

Further, many of the collective bargaining approaches of to-
.

dez, are really not new or novel.in that most of the specific

issues raised by automation are familiar to most unions. For ex-

ample, grievance procedures already exist in varying degrees in c

one form or another for dealing with these problems, and adjust-

ments to automation will consist to a great extent on the extension

of existing rules and practices in contracts.

The currenc rate and direction of technological change, how-

ever, indicates some peed for imagination and challenging approaches

that may go considerably beyond what is familiar from the past.

1 5 (5
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Obviously, t'he problems of automation cannot be completely solved

through collective bargaining. Nonetheless, over the years the

labor movement has taken giant strides through collective bargain-

ing to cushion the impact of technological change and to enable

workers to obtain their rightful share of those changes.

I should point out that the IAM's interest and concern over

new technology goes back to, at least, the early 1960s. At that

time, the IAM Executive Council set forward an eight-point program

for combating what was then termed "automation." The program in-

cluded such items as advance notice, layoff by attrition, i-ate re-

tention, retraining, etc. Further, in 1969, the LAM set up an

annual Electronics'and New Technology Conference. The basic pur-
.

pose of this conference has been to keep our membership fully in-

formed on the latest trends and developments in new manufacturing'

technologies. Iii 1981, we produced an updated and enlarged set of

contract language specifically designed to protect LAM members irom

the negative impact of new technology (Appendix A).

While providing strong contract language is a vital first

step, it cannot be the sole answer. Workers must seek to obtain

some control over n4w technology. This can best be done by gaining

a say in what the new equipment is designed to do before it is

built and brought .into the plant and by getting a share of the

greater productivity it creates through a, "t-axP on technology.

The tax would, in effect, be a form of prOfet-shariiig, using part

of the increased profits resulting from productivtty created by

new technology.

1 5
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It dealing with problems of this magnitude we must further

recognize that they cannot be solved by unions or collective bar-

gaining alone. Rather, government, industry and even the scientific

community must join in the developing of social policies designed

to make working people the beneficiaries rather than the victims

.of new technology."

_As a first fep in this direction, the IAM sponsoreS a Scien-

tists and Engineers Conference
u

held last summer. %is Conference

was.attended by IAM shop floor members, q group of engineers from

academia and a smaller group of professional engineers from cor-

porate firms where we have collective bargaining contracts.

Out of that. Conference, much of which was devoted to new tech-

nology, a New Technology Bill of Rights was proposed and is being

circulated among our members (Appendix B). A summary of this Bill,

of Rights can be found in three straight forward declarations:

new technology must be used in a way that creates and maintains

jobs; new technology must be used to improve the conditions of work;

and, new technology must be used to develop the industrial base

and improye the environMent.

It was the consensus of the IAM members participating in the

Scien'tists and.Engineers Conference that trade unions should not

only adopt and proclaim the New Technolegy Bill of Rights, but that

they seek full participation in the decisions that govern the

design, deployment and use of new technology. In other words,

we can no longer merely respond to unilateral management actions.
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Following this Conference, IAM Representatives, along with

others from the UAW, CWA and IUE, attended a two-week American-.

Scandinavian workshop on new technologies. In these-nations;

.where labor has long been an accepted equal and partner in society,

the trade unions are deeply involved in new technology from its

initial development to its application in the workplace: 9

I must repeat again, that labor cannot do the job alone.

Innovation-caused economic dislocation aad other kinds of dis-

location -- including plant shutdowns caused by technology change,

job loss from trade policies and production shifts away from de-

fense-related industry -- require cooperative labor-management

efforts and also nationl programs to deal with these complex

problems. Further exploration.is needed of a variety of such pro-

grams: including proposals dealing with plant shutdowns and plant

relocation and reconversion of,Atfmnse-related industry.

In establishing a national policy on technological change, a

modest fiTst, but vital step relates to the fact that much more

information is needed on the effects of industrial innovation and

new technology on workers. Federal action is needed to set up a

clearinghquse to gather information oo:ta continuing basis on in-.

novation and technological change ani its effects on the welfare

of the American people, on jqbs, skills, t'raining needs and Indus-

try.location. With More and better information, public.and private

adjustment programs can,better avoid needless human hardship and

suffering which too ofterkresult from the disruptive impact of

changing technology and innovation.

1 5
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Through this clearinghouse, the federal government could pro-

vide uniOns and.employers with comprehensive information and

servide, upon request, to-help the parties develop labor-manage:-

ment solutions from the complex problems related to the impact of

innovation and technological change in the workplace.

We need to know more about and to monitor asiduously the export

of technology. It may well be that our technology is our most im-

portant asset, our most Important strength. We, as a nation, ought to

take a serious look at the indiscriminate and unnecessary transfer

of that technology abroad:most often by our multinational corpora-

tions for reasons of profit alone. We need to develop a measure of

the desirability of such transfers from the standpoint of our

traditional well-being in terms of its effetts, not on profits,

but on jobs and its effects on the American people and their

communities.

National full employment programs must assure an economic

climate in which collective bargaining can flourish. These nation-

al' programs must help solve the social and human adjustment problems,

created by innovation and new technology, which lie outside the

scope of collective bargaining.'

Tf the economy Ls healthy and expanding, new work opportunities

will develop and the ne s. benefits of technology can be enjoyed by all.

Indeed, with full,emplyment, business would be encouraged to inno-

vate, to introduce new technology, since there would be a market

for their products.
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In the absence.of full employment, however, rapid and thought-

less technological change can only exacerbate social probLems,

especially through the displacement of workers -- particularly

4
minorities and women who are just beginning to achieve job levels

'which permit them to enjoy the benefits of technology.

As I stated earlier, we must concentrate our attention on
A

people and accommodating technology to people and make it serve

people. The,yotential for using technology to truly Lmprove the

° quality ,nf,worklife, t9 make work processes more interesting (not

less), to make work more challenging and more satisfying (not less)

is immense. The potential for misusing technology is equally as

great and, given the history of technological development so far,

we are not too optimistic about the right choices being made.

Clearly, technology is itself neutral and the only question

before the HoVse is how we put it to use. If employers are willing

to sit down with the unions representing their employeesx then they .

will find a partner. If employers recognize that the labor move-

ment does not oppove technology, but that we oppose throwing people

on a scrapheap, they will find understanding. If employers are

frank and open and willing to listen, they will hear ideas -- not

bombast. But if employers refuse to view worker adjustment costs

as.part of the cost of industrial innovation the human cost, if

you will -- they' urttl find resistance. This resistance may only

delay the inevitable, but the price in bitterness and confrontation

is likely to be great; the economic cost, staggering.

Thank .you

11-5100 - 83 -' 1 1 1 61
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MENDE( A

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

The language provided below is intended to provide guidance for locals

wishing to negotiate improved Seoul/4 language into their agreements relating

to issues of technological change. The.jumping off point for this effort was

the already existing language recommended in the IAM Model Contract Manual.

That language has been exmnired in detail by each of the two collective

bargaining workshops of the 1981 Electronics and.New Technology Conference.

Changes representing improvements in protection haye been incorporated in

these revised recamnendations.

A word of warning is necessary! This lanauaae does not represent an

integrated procosal to be submitted "as is". It is instead, a setting forth

of options and alternative approaches. For example, a bargaining,unit which

negotiated the language herein recommended relative td RedtXtion in Force rue

to Technological Change, which proOdes ;ally for reduction by "attrition",

%mid then have no need, or liteie need, for language dealing with Rate Retention,

Retraining and Transfer Rights and'Relocation Exoenses.

.

Therefore, in extracting language fiom this document.for proposals to

employers, care must be taken to insure consistenk intent, without internal

conflict beamenthe items selected. Further ik.i`necessary tow:amine how

the selected clauses might dove-tail with or impinge upon the meaning of

1 62
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existing contract language; especially language wbich already provides.some

protection (such as transfer rights of laidoff employees whether or not it

was occasioned by teChnological change).

Finally, specific language must be tailored to the individual contract,

in many instances to insure that the new clauses do no violence to existing

seniority and bargaining unit definition arrangements. We have tried to

indicate where decisions of this type must be made by providing choices.

However, since it is impossible to anticipate all variations of contract

language, it is essential that each local determine the modifications necessary

to maximize the effectiveness of these recaalendaticms in each negotiating

situation.

What is New TechnOlomy?

Often the jlew techn'ology is in place before the union is fully aware

oNhat is happening. Thus, the first,siep is to reach agreement, in advance,

on what constitutes new technology so that the rest of the program can begin.

Article .1

Teehnological Change shall be defined as aaralteration in equipment,
material, methods, and/or changes in work design. This should also include
any change in product line.

e

Advance Notice

In the event of management's intrOducing new technology, it is imperative

that the union firmly establish the right to advance notice, the right to

certain kinds of information and the obligaticn to bargain over necessary

adjustments through clear and specific contract language. By being required

163
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to give advance notice of plans to introduce teChnological dhenge, the union

wdll have time to negotiate all of the nedissary Adjustment programs. EXpensive_

automated equipmet is usually ordered_long before its installation.

management is required to inform tba Uhion a. the time the equipment is ordered,

there would be a*le opportuniCy for the Union and Lrpany to negoaate in

prikmrw:e for the thanes. Cmd-faith labor manhemenr planpino, before the

new equipment is installed, can eliminate hardshfps for workers and disruption

in the plant.

Article .1

Ihe Company will advise the Uhion of any proposed technological Ch'anges
prior to the tute of the final decisicn, but not less than six months prior
to institution of such change. The Company .1.11 promptly meet with the Union
to negotiate. regarding the effects of the proposed technological dhanges.

.2

The Colpany shall be required to provide the Union with full information
regarding the proposed technological changes in order to-determine the effects
on the bargaining 'unit. Failure to reach agreement during these negotiations
shall eliminate any restriction on the,Uhion's'right to strike. The Union
shall, at its option, have the right to.submit any dispute arising under this
Article to the grievance and arbitration procedure.

Joint Consultation

Since it iS impossible to predict ill ofIthe negative effects of,teCh-

nological changes before they are inco.pvated, it is necessary to estabaish

a committee of labor-management rephsentatives to negotiate the impaq '

sudh changes. With a joint committee the Lnion can require- information as to,

the consequences involved in the dhanges and negotiate adequate safeguards for

the vorkers affected.
;
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Article .1

There will be established a Joint Uhion-Management Cccrnitcee for
TechnOlogical Change, comprised of equal representation from the Union and
Management, to study the problems arising froi technological change in
relation to the effect on the employees in the bargaining unit. The Union
shall be entitled to all necessary information relevant co the proposed":
technological chenge including any new or increased health hazard associated
with the new technology. The Committee shall meet at d-e request of either

party.

Reduction In Forte By Attriticn

If the introduction of automated equipment is carefully planned, the

Union can avoid layoffs even 6hen fewer workers are necessary for a particular

operation. Layoffs have been totally avoided by allowing any necessary

reduction of force to take place gradually as a result of voluntary qats,

retirement or death. -

Article .2

During the terra of this agreement, no mecaxnr'of the bargaining unit

shall be laid off or docalgraded as either the direOt or indirect result of
technological change. Any reduction in the 1,:ork force made necessary by
technological change shall be accomplished by attrition. lIht,term attrition"
shall be.defined as the reduction of the work force by such natural means

6, as death; voluntary quits, retirement and diScharge for just cayse.

New or Changed Job Classifications

As a standard rule -- in all situations of changed jobs -- the question,

of eligibility, wage rates, and effective date fornew dates is paramount.

This is especially true when new jobs are introduced or existing jobs are

sUbstantially altered. Ignoring important changes in job content, management

has frequently insisted on maintaining the existing classification structure.

,

'
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_
-

In other instais, it has sought to destroy the boundaries between

exiAing skilled classifications.

FUrther, management often seeks to use technological cbange to downgrade

existihg jobs and, consequently, theil:rates of pay. «bile "red-circle" rates

have always bem a means of pribtecting prevnt workers' pay scales, this

ach takes cn special meaminz.

/Article -s
.

. In ti e introduction of technological change results in either

4A the estab of new job classifications or a change in existini job

classifi employe& within the (department, bargaining unit, plant),

shall be ference to such new and/or revised work resulting from -

these n order of seniority.

%

All new job classifications created as the result of techndregical
chanv which includes any of the work historically and/or currently performed
by bargaining unit personnel shall be considered as coming under the scope

of the bargaining unit. All current job classifications in the bargaining

unit which are changed as the result of technological' change shall remain

within the bargainimunit. Any new job classification created as the result

of a neW product line shall be considred ad falling within the scope of-the

existing 'bargaining unit.

.3

Rates of pay for new and/or revised job classifications shall be
negotiated WO, in no event, shall the negotiated earnings of the revised
job be less ehan they sere prior torthe technologictal change. All 566
negotiated rates of pay shall be retroactive to the date of the introduction
Of such new equipment or processes.

Employees who are displaced or downgraded from their regular job
classifications as a result of technological change shall suffer no'reductioa

in tbeir hourly rate of pay. Such employees shall continuq to receive all

gereral wage increases, cost-of-living allowances appropriate skill adjustments,

if any, and any other increases necessary to mainCain their equivalent rate of

pay.
t 1%
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..

Refraining

The language that play the most imporpnt role and gives the womker,the

greatest benefit to adjust to technologicarchanges is that which affords him

the opportunity tvretrain.for new jobs', preferably in tlie same plant Where

he is presently employed. *When training is rewired, there are a number of

details which an be translated into cpntract language. Every effort should

be made to_negotiaec proZisions for training.employees during working hours

at company expense and prevailing rates orpay with senior employees having

a pmior claim to training oppprmmiLties. Every effomt Oculd be made to

make availabll to the worker the opportunity to acquire the added knowledge

and gkills to perform anynew work introduced.

Trainirg, however, must be examined within a larger context. Th'ere

will be situations ubere either new technology requires substantially

fewer workers or present employees are not capable of successful retraining.

in these cases, it.shculd be the company's responsibility 'to train the employee

'for jobs not neeessarily related to the new technology per se. These jobs
. ,

may be within the,existing facility or at other plants of the company or, as

a last resort, in the community at large.

-"Article -.l.
,

Uhen; as a reSuleof technologloat change, raw and/or revised job
classifications are introduced into the bargaining unit, the company shall
insure tbat employees will be given the opportunity to acquire the knowledge
and skill"! necessary to qualify for these new and/or revised job classifications.

.2

e

In tbe event, retraining for the new end/or revis9J job classifications
is not feasible, the ComPany will provide che neoessa ,training for,job
CfassificationsAnot related to che new technologies. This will Include
training for jobs in other departments in the plant, and if necessary, for
jobs at ocher Company plants.

%
,
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.3
A

If a job with the Company is not feasible, the Company Shall then initiate
discussion with appropriate representatives of state and federal unemployment
and jub placement agencies with regard to Job openings and/or skill Shortages

in the connunity. Should such openings exist, the Company will undertake
to provide the necessary training so that affected employees can qualify

for these jobs.

.4

'
The Company shall establish, at its own expense and during'regularly

scheduled working hours, an adequate retraining program for affected employees.
During the training period, the employee shall be padat the established rate
of.pay for the joll classification held prior co entering the training program.

eDransfer Rights and Relocation Benefits

To provide senior workers with the greatest possible protection against

jOb loss, unions have sought to estaPlish the right to transfer to jobs in

other plants.

The right to transfer to other plants may have a number orvariations.

For exmmple, it may be confined to employees who are laid off because of a

plant or department shutdown or extended to eMployees laid 6ff for apy reason

at all. Also, it may be limited, on the cne hand, to new plants, to situations

in which existing operations have been moved to a new location, or to all planes

in a given area or community; on the other hand, an employee mayfave the right

to transfer to any plant of the company regardless of its "newness", type

of operation; Or location. Employess who transfer may retain fUll seniority

rigiAts or they may retain only thOse rights based on accridited service. A,

prime prerequisite J1:71t*rklhsferring to a different area Is the ab4ity to Pay.

.

for the:move. Thus, transferred employees should be given moving:expenses
1

and other allowances.

0.
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Article .1

-1q.. Any employee cn indefinite layoff or uto is subject to separation
because of technological change shall have preference with respect to rehire
at other Company plants 6here there are employment opportunities.

ir

.2

Employees laid off dee to technological change shall be given preference
over individuals not previously emoioyed oy the Camcany, in orOer of seniority,
for iob openings a: ocher plants represented by the 1.44, provided that all
Une senior employees from the pianc experiencing tecm.uloi_.1 change have
waived their rignt to transfer subsequent co emoloyee notification of the
technological change prool.cirg the ctinn-ent reduction in force. Such more
senior employees as select not to waive their right to transfer shall have
preference over those cn layoff or who otherwise would be.displaced by-the
technological change.

.31

For the first six months of employment, sech employees will retain
their seniority in the plant from youth they transferreo and be subject to
recall in accordance with the seniority provisions of the collective bar-
gaihing agreemlt covering that plant. Aq the end of the fixst six months
of employment, the employee shall have the option of continuing as a
permanent employee at the new plant or returning to layoff status at the
plant from which Ile transferred.

, .4

Employees transferred to a new plane in accordance with the above
procedure shall be entitled to:

a) Full credit for all seniority with the Company.

b) 'All wages and fringe benefits as provided at the new plane.

c) Reimbursement for all reasonable expenses incurred in relocating
to the new plant.

NOTE: The effectiveness of the language will depend upon whether other

.plants of the Company are organized, IL so, by t..hom and the contract language

in effect at those plants. The transfer'clause in the contract should spell

out who can transfer and under what cOnditions the move to different departments,

4
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plants and kocations takes place. Transfer programs require a review of

existing seniority provisions and the purposes of such provisions.

Seniority provisions which allow transfer only within an occupation

or a depai,...unt may not protect long-sVfice workers when a particular

deparSent or occupation becomes obsolete ow is phased cut. The question

becomes particularly important when an entire operation cr department is

seriously affected by technological change. Such problems have often,led

to revised seniority rules so as to provide ...orkers greater protection in

exercising job retention rights.

The question of4eniority can involve difficult problems regarding

the merger of departments, mmving of employees to other plants of the

Company or reduCing the normal work fOrce as a besult of technological change.

The seniority unit is often related to the degr'ee.of interchange-
%

ability among the jobs, since seniority generally functions easiest in a

unit where skills are relatively interchangeable. As specialilation incieases,

the seniority unit often becomes smaller. The more specialized the s ority

grouping, the less protection the employee has in case of technological Changes

in,his work situation. A seniority unit that works fine for selecting-persons

to work overtime, or to set vacation schedules, may not meet the needs of

teChnoloiical changes in the work process.

1 70
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The introduction of computers, tape controlled machines and ocher

technoldgical advances has served to aggravate the problem of erosion of

barmining unit jObs. In many instances, new technology not only has been

used to e minate many jobs, but the operation of the new egidpment has been

assigned to -of-unit erployees,further infringing an the job rights of our

Waren the improved bener166 provided hy our contrac6b Are of little

value if the jobs of our members are improperly a'ssigred to out-of-unit

employees.

Article .1

Technological changes vhich affect jobs in the (bargaining unit, depai
plant) will not be used as a basis for changing such jobs :rrm bargainirg unit
status to non-bargaining unit ;tatus. Nhen a new.job is introduced into the
plant, or the content of a job is significantly c-anged as a result of the
introduction of either new equipment, materials or,rethods which are normally
within the scope of the bargaining unit, or they are combined with duties
which are not normally within the bargaining unit, the resulting job within
the plant shall be considered as clearly within the bargaining unit. The

Company will furnish all information requested by the Union in order to make
a deteimination as to whether in fact such changed job duties are within
compliance of this provision.

"41
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ARTLIDIX

A TECKum= BILL CF narrs

Proposed by the Internacional Asscciation of Maddnists and Aerospace Workers

-Preamble-,
X

poWerful new technologies are being poured into the worlzplace

at a recoa rate. Based Oia the expanding capAilities and decreasin

ost of cOmpucers and microelectronici, new forms of automation will

leave few workplace; or occUpations untouched.' Rubots on the assemb

line, word processors in the office, numerical control in the machin

shop, computer aided design in the engineering department, and elec-

tronic scanners in supermarkets are only a few examples of the wide;

spread changes that are takivplace.

While such technologies offer real promise for a better society

they-are being developed in a shortsighted and dangerous direction.

Instead of benefits, working people are seeing jobs threatened, worb

conditions undermined, ane the economic viability of communities chn,

lensed. In the face of these unprecendented dangers, labor must act

forcefully and quickly to safeguard the rights of workers and develc

technology in a way-that benefits the entire society. Key to this i

procliming and implementing a Technology Bill of Rights: This shou

be a programrthar is both a new vision of what technology can accomp

and a specific series of demands that are meant to guide the design,

introduction, and use of new techology. This approach is based on t

follewing assumptions:

,This document evolved from a meeting on new'technology sponsored by
the International Association of Machinists in Mew York on April 30
4wA U.? / 1097
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2. A community has to produce in order to live. As' a result,

it is the obligation of an economy to organize people Io

vork.

2. The well being of people and their communities must

be given the highest priority in determining the way

in which production is carried out.

:

3. Basing technological and production decisions on narrow

economic grounds of profitability has made working people

and communities the victims rather than the'teneficieries

of change.

4. Given the widespread scope and rapid rate of introduction

of new technologies,:socEety requires a democratically

determined institutional, rather than individual response,

to changes taking place. Otherwise, the social cost

of technological change will be borne by those least able

to pay it: unemployed workers and shattered communities.

S. Those that work have a right to participate in the deci-

tions that govern their work and shape their live's.

6. The new automation tedInologies and the sciences that

underlie them are the product of a worldwide, centuries-

long accumulation of knowledge. .Accordingly, working

people and their communities have a right to share in the

decisions about, and the gains from, new techhology.

I 7,3
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The choice should not be new technology or no technology but the

development of technology with social responsibility. Therefore, the

precondition for technologital change must be tle compliance with a

program that defii4es and insures the well being of working people and

the community. 'The following is the foundation of such a progran,

a Technology Bill of Rights:

1. New technology must tbe used in a way that:creates* *or

maintains jobs. A part-of the productivity gains from

new technology can translate into fewer working hours

at the same pay or into fewer jobs. This is not a tech-

nical but a soCial decision. Given the pervasiveness o;

new forms of automation, the former approach is vital.

The exact mechanisms for accomplishing this--a shorter

work week, earlier retiremerit, longer vacations, or a

combination--ought to be a prerogative of the workers

involved. In addition, comprehensive training must be

provided well before any change takes place to insure-.

that workers have the maximum optiont to detide their

future. Moreover, new industries that produce socially

useful products must be created to insure the Vemlomic

viability of regions that are particularly affected by

technological change..

2. New techonology mUst be used to improve the condttiohs

of work Rather than using automation to desiroy

skills, pace work, and monitor workers, it can be used

o enhance skill. and expand the responsihility workers *

have on the job, In addition, the elimination of

1 7
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'4117ardous and undesireable jobs should be a first prior-

ity, but at the discretion of the workers involvegd and

not at the expense of employment. Production processes

can be designed to fully utilize the skill, tilent,

creativity, initiative, and experience of people--

instead of production designs aimed at controlling

workers as ir they were robots.
.

;

3. New technology must be used to develop the industriad

base and improve the environment. At the same time .

corporatelmerica has raised the flag of industrial r

revitalization, jobs are being exported from commu-

nities, reggions,and even countries at a record rate.

The narrow economic criteria of transnational companies

are causing an erosion of the riation'; manaacturing

base and the collapse of many communities that are

dependent on it. While other.countries in the world

have a pressing need and a legitimate right to develop

new industry, it is nonetheless vital that corporation;

not be allowed to'play workers, unions, and countries

against each other,*seeking the lowest bidder_for wages

and working conditions. Instead, close cooperation

among unions throughout the world and stringent controls

4 over plant closings and capital movement are in orde;.

In addition, the development of technology should pot

be at the expense of the destruction of the environment.

Ile implementation of a Technology Bill_of Rights would obviously

recl'uire profound changes at the eollective bargaininotable and in

the political arena. Unfortunately, the swift introduction of

&Maw

1 75
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mew technology won't.wait until the yroper mechaniims aye available

to.deal with it.
%

The labor movement must seize thm initiative. This means initi-

ating and proclaiming a Techonology hill of Rights for workers and
1

the society and making this a central vehicle to mobilize dnion

members, organize the unorganized, and involve the commmnity. In

this way, corporate America can receive advance notice that the
_

introduction of new technology is.no longer the exclusive perogative

of management or an automatic process. Moreover, uses of technology

that violate the rights of workers anithe society will be opposed.

Instead of only respondtng to management actions, unions will

see); full'participation in the decisions that.govera the design,

deployment, and use of new techn*ology. The goal will be machines

that fit the needs of people rather than the other way around.

-
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INION MUNNINSES TO CHANGENG ENNTRONBUTCre

(Paper Submitted by Leslie E. Nulty, Staff Assistant to the International Preakient,
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, November 5 and
6, 1981) A .!

October 30, 1981

Case Studies of IAM Local Experiences with the
Introduction of New Technologies

The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace

Wrkers haS a longand strong tradition of local autonomy and respon-

sibility. AL peetwps 207. of 6uu cuLdi likership is covered by

national master agreements, and a large part of that minority is in

the transportation sector (railroads and airlines). Thus, although

our major industrial !jurisdiction" overlaps that of other industrial

unions such as the IUE, UAW, UE, AND USWA, the internal form and func-

tion is somewhat different. °

-

Because of the relative paucity of master agreements, the IAM

has a system of industrial conferences and coordinated barg4ning

commitLees (for specific firms) at which representatives of the par--

ticular locals cr districts meet to review the current state and outlfx.k

for the firm or industry and to discuss general strategy. Our elec-

tronics industry conference has been,held annually since the 1956s,

but by Convention decision in 1968,Was rechristened the Electronics

and New leChnology Conference. It is chaired by a member, of the Exec,

utive Council and is the principal forum for addressing problems of

technological change at the national level. Racommendations developed

by the conference are transmitted through the union in a variety of

ways: reports on the conference are made by participants at theii
.

regional staff conferences (which are attended by, among others,

elected business representatives Who are the first level of full time

177
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St'aff), the union neWspaper covers the conferende and the Grand Lodge

(International's) Researdh DepaitImmt uses conference recommendations
,

in responding to requests for specific information or assistance that

come in from the field.

In addition the Research Departrrnt prepares a manual of model

contract language for all full time staff. This manual has had modet

language on the sUbject of tedhnological Change since 1960 (current

model language is attached as an appendix). And although not couched

specificalixwith reference to tedhnology, the uni Constitution

has included language on the related questiOn of and the

proper jurisdicticeof the union, since its early d4s.) More recently,

acting upon the 'recommendation of the 1981 Electronics and New Tedh-
.

nology Conference, the uiion newspaper TM carries a regular column

on the issue.
. -

In preparing the case studies that follow for this coniti=ence an,

attempt was made tp reflect the enormous diversity of industries and

firms organized by the IAM. Unfortunately, due to time and other_con-

estraints, there is one major-omission, namely aerospace. Hopefully
,

it may be possible to complete a study in this indUstry prior to publ-
. .

w

lication. The cases were selected and pursued on the basis of eve-

riences aired a; Tr Electronics and Nevi.Technology
conference, other

conferences, and from 'the experience of Our Researdh DePartment in

aiding locals who have contacted them for support in negotiations,on

the isSuçof technolOgical change.

This of course &historical study, an attempt to determine

/IOW our io4is have coped with technolOgical changes experienced in

_

im

WO
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the past ten years. For them, the fully automated plant orimiachine 4

d)op is still something they read
about in Maga.gines or hear about

fromsexperts at our conferences. Their own experiences are largely'',

incremental.
*

Moreover, as indicated in the following studies, spe,

cific contract language governing.the
introduction of new methods or

machines was not available to any of the locals covered. Language

governing training rights varies considerably. 'Transfer rights,

severance pay, relocation allowances were not relevant in any of these

cases (a lthough they have been important in other IAM experiences).

Instead the locals studied have been able to use informal information,
network% language governing the definition of the bargaining unit,

job descriptioeltsr6keir own intrinsic skills dnd knowledge of,the work

IMO process and finally the gxievance.procedures as levers to insure that.

technological change is not the unrestricted province of management.

Whether t o tools will be adequate for the,scale of technolog-

ical,change tha s projected for the next.decade is another question.

None of the stcri s told here is "over" -- they ale aCpart and parcel

o

of a continuous process of negotiation and response. New developments

occur with almost every "follow-up" phone call. And there is certainly

no way of predicting how successful the locals in question All le in

fulfilling their determination to improve contract language ip their

next round of negotia.tions. Indeed, the impiession one gets is that

\-

* The,aerospace'study may be different. Most of the developmental

work on computerization of mapufacturing,and design and their ince-

gration has been carried out by the Department of Defense. This plbs

a cost-plus non-competitive market environment, has enabled defense

ogn6tractors to go farther and faster than civilian industry

1 79
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this is cne oi the most difficult areas in which to gk improved con-

,

tract langmage, because it is se difficult to nuke it a strikable issue

uben the changes are incremental. Moreover, these stories reveal that

in many cases management is preparedto go co quite extreme lengths ---

to actually cut into its own potential profits -- in the effortto

reduce tpe power and influence as well as sheer numbers cif manual

warkeis. Ir ait heir members are eo come out ahead in thisl

age-old struggle, it is,clear that d*frust have as wide a rInge of

strategies and tools at their disposal as they can" possibly create,

including the task of unionizing tAe draftsmen, engineers and computer

programmers, withliv cony of our members are or will be competing_for,
-

wbrk.

_

4
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Case 1. The Introduction of Computer NUmerical Centro/led ((NC)

Madhine Tools inanull SpecialtyShop

I. Backgrotrd

'The firm in question is a privately-held family-owned firm that

dates back tO 1865. The IAM organizea the workers in 1946 and since

that time ha:, ed the exclusi. 1-,c1L6fl..A4, dget. There ha never

been a strike at the plant and a union shop has been a part of the agree:

ment since the first contract.

IAM membership in 1981 stands at 89, working two shifts. Almost

all are skilled or semi-dkilled workers. Peak membership was 125,

reached in early 1979. Major layoffs occurred just after tne.settlement

of the current contract, April and August 1979. NO new workers have

?711been hired in the past hree years and people with less than five years

seniority have neversbeen recalled. Although there is a strong appren-

ticeship clause in the contract, no new apprentices have been hired in'

the past 'four to five years:

The 1979 layoffs appear not to ice directly attributable to thel
.

introduction of CNCrmachine tools, tAioff had been brought in in
-

1975/76 and 1977/78 Rather the cutbacks were a result of declining

drders, largely attributable to the combination of heightened compe-

tition and shrinking demand, conditions WhiclaPresist today. [Public

waste dispoaal/sewagertems are-an impertlat mailket for the firm and

that market, highly seniitive to federalsfunding for such activities,

has been steadily declining]. At presentthere is one CNC jig mill, °tie'

, CNC shaft lathe and two CNC c

4

ers. A new jig mill is expected shortly. '

.>°

o-
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U. Workers ' Control -over the' Production 'Process. '

4
The contract claUse designated 'The Union and the Conpany" gives

management complete discretion over the introduction of new machines,

but member& have been able to acquire advance knoWledge of such deci-

sions because of gccd working relationships and informal contact

with the substantial uhite collar/technical workforce (appruxinately 30

a
desigper., prugr...analers, elineerb, ULallsmel eec.) c.ho are noL

in the WI unit. 'Thus, the union role has been finding ways to adjust

to an'equipment Mix and workpace designated by management.

At present, merabers.!gLongest asset in responding to new eqt.dp-

rent is the coMbination of their high skill levels, the specialty

ure of the product and their strong contract language covering job

posting, bidding rights, and company training. The contract obliges

management to look first to workersjrom the existing labor force for

training for new vacancies, skills or machines. ,In the past this has

neeni that helpers were able to beccae machine tool operators and

machine toolvoperators with sufficient seniority learned to operate

and understand virtually all the machines in th:a shop. This in turn

enabled them to acquire knowledge and skills equtvalent to that of a

journeyman machinist with formal apirenticeship training. Such t.iorkers

could bid for top-rated 'Wochinist" slots within the bargairdmg unit,

but unlike the beneficiaries of appren-Lceship training, they Would

not be able to walk into urrachinist positions with other firms. This

pattern and praCtice apparently stopped six or seven years ago, with

gement announcing that only machinists who))ad sUccessfully comPleted

state-certified apprenticeship prOgram Would be eligible fov Nochinist"

rates.

a SZ

d 4
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Under the current local .xntract, members who bid and arc accepted

for training for a new job have a 90 day qualifying period during which

that employee (ray choose to return to his former job. If he fails to

_qualify on the new_job, be is guaranteed his old job back. pis contract

prowision has meant that the individual worker has had the right to "try

out" the new machines and reject them, in favor of his former job.

Aill jadee.1 %;,ere has been sig,uricum, experimentation of tnis sort.-

As a result of this experimentation it.appears that older workers, ac-

customed to manually controlled machine,tools, are far less comfortable

with CNC machines than younger workers. In at least one case, a jour-
.

neyman machinist took a pay cut in order to gain experience with the

new generation of machine.tools, only to fird that the lack of control

01:4,and very much higher machine speeds were not to his 'king. He returned.

to his old higher paid classification and former j Apparently this

happened often enough that management has already given notice' of its

desire to change the contract so that a bidder on a new job: would have

to hold that job for a year before having either'the right to bid on

another or to return to his former position. .

Concessionon this issue would certainly limit the individual's

ability to choose among jobs according to his own preferenCes. Given

'that there is a much greater degree Of mental stress associated w h

CNC operations, it is not clear that such a Change would in fact be

fit management. The very high speeds of CNC machines (three to f

times that of standard machines) require enormous concentration tn a
.t

specialty operation such as this, in Which expensive alloy castings

are machined to fine specifications. Forcing workers who are not

1 8
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s

comfortable with that kind of work to do'it for a year would seem to

presage potentially eypensive errors and'employee discontent.-

The new CNC jig mill e)roted to arrive Shortly will raise.a new

Thi's machiile, the wnrkers have learned through informal con,

SP
versation with foremen and engineers, does two jobs simult'aneously.

The worker sets one job op, while the other is being machined. The

Oirrcnt =tract, ha5 nc specific languag.: o ing requirements and

it is not clear how workers.will be able to respond to this form of

Speed-up.

M. Health ard- Safety.
. .

Unfortately"ffifnigentiit-has Eiho'i:rn' little ability or inclinatiOn

co think through the_many ramificatiohs of at use. ar:rnachines were

first introokced,.wham:order_delivery times.had reached two to three

years and excesS &mind. 6:r pumpU,had,breught-newcompetitotS'into
, . . -

ield. Thus, the immediatejnoave was _to increase pindodtlen rapicity,

and,stOinkthe,w4*force at ;the: time 'wcUld probably have require4, uid-
ig a'ileVtaant -4 a ruh lengOiler :twidertOing). Fut 14fili idheiggh.,

' pressizre toga fhe pri*uet coE, mitiligeinent IstablOted a patty, and
patteth o VittuanY no iiroventiVe' Isaintenanend of riinningihena,,
dhfinq 'at Ote)h.fghest possible 'Isia;Sd.: ied,-76-.

, .
:.equipt!oc aifue and expeneive ei,tliree-yeark
...sanagement has 4,parent1y leained pat the ar.odaletts )-Ot i*e444i)k, ,

fhe optioun . to, the engineers, havey;CItied *.l!sjtahdailds",..,:. the

designated'machine speede fur Aach t4e uf*terial. ansi Art thai -is, .

given to tile prodixtion workers. 'F40iVer, th 14orkers'.use :tiletr.tcnowledge.

-4 4
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s,

and ability to reprogram machine feeds and speeds to get the jbr4oas

they -see best; not mcessariiy according to the-engineers' standards.*
<_ .

_But the absence of preventive maintenance remains and cortributes-
_

to the +stress of working with machines that pay fly apart or' throw off,
s

the- workpiece wi-thout warning. [The, p;esidtkni of ;be Iccat actuaily

had the guard glass of. his (2,4 Lathe\chh5ter in hiekce when- the ac.
, .

machine threw otr the piece ori which he was working,I.:. Yet all sugges-
,

[Ions by the workers that bet,tv maintenance might lead,to better ProT

dortion has been.shrugged off by managentnt (end remember we are
, , ,

e. talking_ abz.st '$359,b5inachines bought' with loans at, 18-20%). In the

members' own words, "Kw kneit s-T workei's are the lowest foritiof animal

Tisfe?"
.

Although the .potential risk to the rvorkers' safety semis -to'be
.! ,,,

greater with 'QC'C machines, iA "fact' the, injury rate on- standard machines

is hgher. Ills is because yirtuaily al standard rriachile;.in thIs

: shop:are ungbarded -; a condition utrich invites a formal, OSHA iion-ecer

plidnce Citatfon: ReCently however, workers'. complaints have prcepted
:

Management io ;begin butlding sane guards.
:

Exp44.4"ip thersafety field are not aware of-any formal rigorous

conpar ive. Studies of the health and safety condistions aSsociated with, _ .

stare rd,I;s....'M machine toZsis, -But the plant- managerert rigmielves _

, . -
that, C?4C/MeCkines vqerle imobablyhoisier-becasise -a their,:

highee operating apeeds. And this in a" ihOp4;hose norges. levels
-

,,Aready ,41t4e

;The Only 'nei,se monitoring worker-3 ire:a4re has-boen
_

the.covany's insur.er, -worfcers wre neier informed of the teiy3ii-tg
, , .

; -
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tut say that the Shop always did seeM especially quiet on the days thp

insurance ccrapany's inspector came rourd.

IV. Skill Effects.

The introduction of computer controls' in machining operations "is

not- Seen as skill dilution by the workers. Indeed; managemant readily

asserted that it 7.2kes some to trzi r. t:o.r!...cr for alCoporations, cy

if that worker has extensive prior experien4e with staMard andThr NC

machines. IAM members operating MC mtchines in this shop ilere trained

by the ;whine manufacturer ani, as mentioned aboye, are able to edit

arri change the carputer program -for speeds and feeds. Ifut'thcif also
4

wqrk close.ly with in-house progranmeh when (as often. happen's) "the

computers create errors in their _own prosams. Mi tie graditional,

machining skills are essential'tO-be .gble ro srkt anil correct 54

errLorst.

Postscript
, -

As this wai'.heitig,written, workers learned via .thegkiipeVing pi

local media (only the 414e.c-olfar enployees.. .

4 -flied by management) that the fami.ly-Oe,ed firm being oemopt
g

Urge,' Sophi'SOCateiztjtUitilltint corporation: Ihey f4l.5', eased niarry,

changes in the;aork patterns {/ipd relationihips r.lescribea above arb

quite worried about .their leverage .f.n contragE fiegati4iiins co-0.0g:v. 0,
0

in -Six months. "

;
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case 2: -.1cbota:and CcOputeritation:' Different Implications-

.
for Tedlirkm Wdrkers ,

I. Background
4

Confronting a "mature", mOkct ---slOw /orig-run growth -- and one

.that is severely depressed at.the moment as e'conSequence of the state

of the housi7:g this large rzjo:-tppll:::-.=,F mcnufact;Irer (onc
-

the strongest conglomerateirpiti.natia;ar corporations in the:world) is
,

movint_6pidly to upgrade itS mdnufacturing operations through robotics

4Sid catiibterization: , '7

At the inAlirial Complex in'questien,,there are roughfy 300 IAM

:tool.and die workerg,",while"another industrial union repreSents the

- ,14,000 production and"maintenance workers. Total employment at present

"stands at /9,004.zwIpwn4from,its 1973 peak of 22,000.. Six separate
,

prodUct lines arcif built in six seoT arate buiidings,..each one ot which' ,

tiks its ewn ,t6O1 room.

- ;

The'first production line robot was installed 10 years ago, to

rpm60e plastic parts from,their molds%and transfer'them tO a fixture

;on a mackaine wbich trimmed the parts. "This original robot was set

Off in-a fenced off area and used by the company as a kind of "show

piece,"

'.,five years later three(?) robots were brough't in to do sPray

painbingeand glueing -- the most undesirable jobs. These were jobs

held by people with the lowest seniority Who bid out of them as fast

* .

as possible; in other words, low skill, high turnover jobs. Today
/. /

there,,are 60 robots in use in these Operaeions (wieh one exception

4.)

The
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described below) and the company expects to have 90 in place in early

A
1982.

About orr year ago a robot was installed in conjunction with a new

punch press on the production line (i.e., noein any tool and die shop).

The robOt/punch-press combination was used by the company as a prototype

to gain experivice with how such systems work. The week of my inter-

view with the local union president, the company began mcdifYing exist-

ing punch.presses to work,with robots they have on Order.

NOne of the maintenance and repair work on robots, with the excep-

tion of replacement,or repair of tools and fixtures that are part of the'

robots, is under LN4 jurisdiction. Although disagreements do arise

occasionally betWeen the IAM and the union representing the maintenance

workers, these are generally settled amicably and there have been no

problems in allocating new work assoCiated with the new machines, be-

tween the two unions.

II. EMployment Impact of RobOts.

Because the tool and die workers' responsibilities are confined

to the replacement and repair of tools and fixtures( robots have had

little significant-impact one way or the other-on thiamcunt or kind

of work they have to do. The employment impact falls largely on the

unskilled productiOn workers. Indeed, in the most recent and currently

Projected rounds of layoffs, there will be iio layoffs of toolroom work-

ers. In 1980, whien 3500 people were laid off (all of Whom were called

*Wok within six months), no Journeymen toolmakers were laid off, only

apprentices. (This was a mistake, in the eyes of the IAM local, becluse
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the company has difficulty hiring tool makers and was behaving in a

short-sighted manner in delaying its apprentices' progress). In lay-

offs currently scheduled by the company for the final-quartet of this

year, no toolroom worisers, inc/uding apprentices, will be affected.

Over the longer run the company has told the unions that it

anticipates a permanent decline in the operation's labor force of

ZIA, as a result of the market outlook for its products (nothing

e)qplicit was attributed-to the introduction of robots). And indeed

current production is so far ahead of demand that final inventory is

being stored in boxcars', warehouse space having been exhausted. Th(

company expects to achieve the%projected reduction in jobs through

attrition and through some as yet unspecified program of retraininv,

and placement. This I.§ not of major concern to the highly-skilled

tool and die workers, however, because of their awareness of a genpral

shortage of toolmakers in the area. They believe the company is likely

to avoid laying them off temporarily for eear of losing them to other

firms.

ThUs, to the workers in the tool room, the amount of work associated

' with robots, as with any other type of machine, is large* a function of

the size of the operation -- how manymachines are in.:Ise and how fre- .

quently their tools and dies have to be changod. But the amount of work

td be done.does not have a direct relationship to the number of tool room

jobs. Those appear tb be related more to the kind of work done in the tool room.

In recent months' for reasons the Unibb has not yet been able to deter-
mine, the carpany has adopted a new "line" of worker involvement and pa-

ternaIrStic concern for its employees' well-being. The union is tow wait-

ing for "the other shoe to drop."

10.7.

83
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III. The Job-Creating Potential of CNC Machine Tbols

Three months ago the first Z:NC mathine tool -- a milling IfiaChin6 --
19 .

was put into operation in one of the tool rooms: ahd mpre are xpetted

to be installed in the fiV4 other tool roo.ms in the ccmplex.

Tool room weritershave two very different,kinds of,responses to

these machines. Coe group looks at the sqpqlor sp'eed, quality, relia-

bilit, these macihinet and is,'cOncerned that there will be. fewer

)obs for.tool makers.

tklother group believes that the superior-performance creates the

t, 0
potential for staunching the subcontracting of work out tif the urd.t.

.
.

. 4.,

.7.
A

Thirty years ago, When the facgity was firsF opened,,all_new
..,4. ... ..,

die-making, the heart of the tool iFAd diem:alters' crift; wps done, . . . t

in.-house. Within 4 decade this tAarkleg.z to;hevsubconteac'ted oU't-to
., . .

, , .

other firms (some unionized, even bythe IAMnd some neilvankon sub7 , ,,,,- -.

sidiaries of the parentsfirm: 'In either C4Se theresulCwas tha tool: , .:::,.:,.',. ',

? r; - , ,, : - .1
room operations at this plant became'. con5ined eolarly wilting replace-

.-:''' '', 7 ..:: r.' :,4iment and repair work. :-
. . ; .- '.: ,.:'

New most of the machinery intthe toolAroom's iejol:years.. 'oidi;and
,t. .. -, 2.,' ,- 'it.. ,.... .7. ,,,,,,, _.: 7 , ts

there are powerful forces encouraging.even furthersuptontractiini!rt4.4

more modein facilities where it may be possible to.get the woik done.-4.,.

4

'

"%.), - :'," ":' '
-.

more cheaply. dWith the current slump in the market anddoppetiti4e-;,''

pressures.intensive, this may appear more and more profitableto "
4 ...., 4

uenagement. Wbrkers hope that the addition of state-of-the-art machine ,..

tools will make itmore attractive to the company to retain current work

in4louse and eventually go back to the production of orlgirsal dies --
,

work they consider to be far more creative,.interesting and therefore,

desirable. (

a
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The current union contract gives the tool and die workers a good

lever for exploiting this possibility. The contract includes a special

"farm-out" agreement, negotiated two years ago, which requires joint

union-management discussion of any proposed -ubcOntracting of "work

normally performed by members of the bargaining unit on existing pro-

duction tooling.' It provides for a "show cause" bePort by management

and a p.,1.11)1Liva a6aiast au.), subcoatracuing wallenged by the union

until that challenge is resolved. Resolution can be accomplikhed either

chrougis satisfactory negotiation, or that failing, adcelerated giiev- .

ance procedure,(1..e., it.goes immediately to the step preceding arbi-

ttation),, 4Howeverthe,canpany has the right to implement the proposed

subcoptract once tAe grievance procedure has been invoked.

IN% Workers control and skill development.
*.:11

Thusfai- the workers have not experience'd any problem with manage-

'

ment adempting to restrict their knowledge or responsibilities vis-a-vis

the CKtmachige, but orcou'rse they are still in a training period.

The workers themselves have been Able to decide the system for

selecting who shall get training on the machines first. (Only.eight

4..7 A

, ,-,,peop) e can be trained at one time.) They themselves decided to suspend

the usuai seniority-based selection system in recognition of the fact

that the highest seniority people would be retiring in the next few

monthsand therefore their training would be.withojt purpose.

.Instead they held a lottery -- and excluding those few"about to

,retire, got 1007. participation from the membership. The training
,

. classes are four'hours long and include training in computer lAngvage

g
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and programming. Those s.ho ore participating in the training repo.rt

that it is sericus and challenging. Training time is-Paid at straight

time rates.

At first the members were worried that they wo'uld be excluded from

programming knowleage, bectdse'of reports that the company had done this

at othevlocations. This has not yet happened at the training level,

but how things will evolve 41en the computer programml,rs begin to assert

their jurisdictional claims, remains to be seen. (There are already

computer programers at the site, not in the bargaining unit, working

co cOmputer-aided-design). *TAM members' awareness of'this pasi6ility

has however Made them determiAed to seek appropriZe language in their

contract during the next rcuild of bargaining to assure that they main7

tain control of:the programing.fUnction.

1 9 4
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Case 3. New+ products,and new jubs: protecting the union's jurisdiction

Backgrosnd

In the early 1970s this divi.sion of a giant multinational conglcm-

erate signed an agrec-ent with the ;;:f local in question covering all

plants in the greater retrcpolitan area. Since that agreement was
-v

negotiated the value of the division's outpat has morq than doubled,

employment and LAM mcniership has more than doubled and the number of

plants covered by the agrecrent has increased from three to six. Al-

though this is not a union shop contraq, rerbership has averaged 90-95%

of the eligible labor force. This membership growth has been achieved

in spite of job-diplacing automation in rany cf the operations (electrc-

static painting, automated test equipment, automated assembly and C.0

machines in the machine shop) and new prodact developmpt which has rnaiy-""

a decline in the share of total output for those jobs in which IAM.reem-
IP

bership was.originally concentrated.

_ever the past-ten years the local union leadership has been

keenly aware of the future implications of technological change -and

Shifts in products and markets, even to the extent of attending industry I

conferences to learn about and keep up with new developments in the field.

As described below, the diligence and/persistence 'of the local leadership

in policing the contract has enabled it tO.overcome Try Lmpediments to

membership growth that might otherwise have gone unnoticed. Throughout

the decade the union has repeatedly discovered manufacturing operations

The company agreed to this in order to get the union to agree to change *

from an incentive pay system to measured day work.

193
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ancillary to existing operations, being carried out by the employer in

unmarked facilities, and occasionally with workers hired through a middle-
s

man and designated "independent contractors." Through persistence and

sophaficated bargaining, the union has ultimately been able to get these

people and their work brought in under the'contract umbrella.

II. Respondine to new prrriurts arA "npu7P, i.

Within the last five years two major change,s have taken pVce .

in the existing operations. Work on a new line of advanced equipment

began roughly five years ago. lienassembly procedures were introduced,

for both old and new products two years ago.
.

The union was never informed about the introduction of the new

product line. On its own it discovered the developmental work being

. done on it, in an unmarked is-nted_plant-irrImrlrffiStrial-Park, far

from the original manufacturing complex. en the union brought 'this

to local management's attention, and pointed out that its contract

covered all operations in the metropolitan area, management said that

union recognition would be granted when the work had progressed beyond

development to actual production. And indeed one year later, wh the

first relatively simple components were brought into the' main plant for

assembly, the LAM did wi jurisdiction over those jobs.

-Shortly thereafter, production of a more complex precision comr

,ponent was bgught into the main plant. The.people assigred to this

-
work were a mix of low skilled "independent contractors and highly

\ '

* These were young people hired right out of school and paid by the contract-
ing firm at about $1.50/hr. below the lowest paid union wbrker. They have no
seniority rights and are subject to termination at will. Although they hAve
not been able to prove it, because the corporate chartering records on file
with the state are incomplete, the union suspects that the contractor may be
a ihell, set up by the corporate employer.
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skilled-people, dubbed "lab technIcians,?olding 2-year degrees in

-analog and digital circuitry with course werk in microprocessing. One

year later, roughly one year after the union had discovered the "devel-

.
opmental" plant, and with the issues-of bargaining unit work being dome

by non-unat workers having been repcatedly raised by local leadership,

these sub-assembly jobs also c'me under the IAM contract.

At abvut came time, construction bogan an a r.i.w facility ta

house all the final assembly and staging work on the new product.

"Staging" is one of the most technacal and highly skilled aspects of

the entire operation: itris the tailm used to describe the final link-

ing up of a complex system of components. Up until two years ago this

work was usually done out in the field, in the.actug place-where the

machinery would be used. It was done most frequently by lccally-based

_service staff employed by'the corporation. But occasionally workers

from the production plant were flown-outix>-(k)thisLwork. In recent

years, however, customers have been anxious to get these systems oper-

ating as soon aS possible and,have been less and less willing to accept

delays resulting from insufficient field staff to do the staging. Thus

customer pressure led to the staging function being carried out at the

manufacturing site prior to shipment. 4
In the view of the IAM local, staging work belongs,within the bar-

gaining unit, but thus far the company has restricted it to "lab tech-

nicians" (approximately AbOsin.number) not in the unit. Having/introduced

a new task, the company jrgues thatZEhe work should not be Under the

union's jurisdiction because union members have never done the work before.

The union argucs that When this waric was done fin the field union members %
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dia occasionally do it and that in any,Fase they certainly have.skills

and ability equal to the taSk. The "lab technician" skills'and other

qualifications used in,"taging" are virtually the same as those of the

top-rated bargaining unit classification. The pay is the same, the two

groups of workers get the same kinds of work orders and have the same

relationship to engineering staff. But "lab technicians" working con,

ditions are far superior.

They do not,have to punch time clocks, have more independence and

lighter supervision,'do not have to meet daily prbduction quotas and

enjoy more liberal sick leave polic5,. Moreover these workers benefit

from aavanced training in the computer syspems component of the final

p:roduct -- training the compan); has thus far denied Ca LAM membei*-s.

Havingsno specifiC contract language governing rarlIng rights, the
. r

local has used other means to lay claim.to staging work.

'Although the'IM's claim that "lab technician" work properly

belongs within the bargaining unit has not yet been satisfied, con-

tinuous progress is being made. TWo years ago, When the company failed

to provide requested information= the natbers of-"lab technicians,"

their responsibilities and job descriptions -- infOrmation essential .

for bargaining on the issue -- the union filed an unfair labor practice

charge (refusal to bargain in good faith). Uhen the company offered to

compromise, and acceded to bringing the "contractor" jObs into the
A

bargaining unit, the charge was dropped. This experience has shown

local leadership that the comfoany is very uncomfortable with having the

issue come before the NLRB. The union is convipced that it has a strong

case, if 4t should choose to ask the Board for unit clarificatton. But

it has preferred not to take'tha.t ultimate step as long aS there is con-

tinuous progress towards expansion of the,unit: Negotiations on this

issue are carried on altCost weekly. TRis stratcgy has thjls far proved

to be successfUl in mkTintaining Membership growth and unit strength.
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Case 4. Company WillingneSs to Incur High Costs to Reduce Wofker Control!

Computerization of Parts Fabrication in Aircraft
Maintenance and Repair

I. Background

In January 1980 a computer-controlled parts fabrication machine

was brought into the shop in the aircraft service section of the home

oper..tic,s a la:ge domestic cirlin.c7'fl :,. f2bric2tion shop

produces parts in-house for aircraft maintenance and repair. The

workers in the shop have traditionally had complete responsibility

for producing the parts according to engineering specifications. Each

worker has,been able to handle eaeh request "from A to 2," operating

all machines in the shop.

There have been no recent layoffs in this shop but the nuMber of

workers has been t-educed by five by attrition. As described below,

the introduction of the new machine has meant that.work traditionally

performed by union-menbers in the department has been transferred out

and assigned by management to non-union members in the computer pro-

grammingdepartment. This has occurred even though there is no apparent

technological or efficiency rationale for doing so. Indeed efficiency,

profitability and other supposed management criteria for decision-making,

point in the opposite direction, that is, toSards more functions and

responsibility being brought into the fabrication shop.

The workers in the fabrication Shop are highly skilled people with

considerable seniority. Their shop is part of an enormously larger

complex -- total IAM employment at the home base is around 5500.
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Moreover, the union local is part of the national complex of locals

in other cities that negotiate !..ith their employer through the.air -

lines district to which they all belong. The officers and staff of

the district handle all negotiations, grievances processing etc., under

a union shop agreement that has been In effect for over 40 years.

II. Workers' Control

The machine in qUestion is an automatic turret punch press that

produces batches of parts from sheet metal. The computerized control

system can be operated either via taped_programs or from programs.intro-

elk:c(Ni directly by the machine operator.

Prior to the machine's installation, workers in the Shop bid for

membership in the 'Wechine ibat would be trained,to run the 7'

machine. When a mechanic and salesman came down to Show the workers

had to use the machine, which is unlike any other in the shop, the

workers learned that the manufacturing company provided, free to pur-

chasers, a two-week school to teach the purchaser's employees how to

operate and program the machine. Lkhen tfte shop workers requested

that they be sent to this school they were turned down, alth'ough the

airlines company sent a supervisor, gn engineer, a programmer and an

electrical shop foreman. The shop workers were told that pi-Ogramming.

-training was not appropriate for them and that it would take a can-

puter programmer two years to become profient in writing programs

for the machine. They interpreted the company's attitude as imply-

ing that they were incapable of acquiring the necessary skills and

knowledge.

.0"
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The workers immediately filed a grievance, because, in their words:

"something was wrong with a system that sends everyone involved
with the equipment to school except the four people responsible
to operate and maintain it eight hours a day...

A grievance was filed because we began to realize that we
were being deliberately kept away from the information required
to do our job."

In their view, well-supported by actual experience as described

below, it is i=pcctible to separate thc fur.ctic= of programming and

production. They see the company's attempt to do so as a violation of

that section of the union contract that defines the union's jurisdiction

as covering "all work involved in ... overhauling, repairing, fabrica-

tion ... and machine tool work in connection therewith." Instead the

company chose to allocatert of'that work to white collar people

outside the bargaining unit.

In the meanWhile, two of the members of the machine crew, having

been denied access to the formal training course, took the machine

annuals home at night and taught themselves how to program the machine

manually. Not only did they become proficient programmers with only

six months of self-study -- they actually discovered errors in the

manufacburer's manual that the computer programmers learned about from

Perrata" corrections conveyed to them by.. the manufacturer.

Four months after the machine had been installed, and (hiring the

period that the grievance was being processed through the first three

steps, an on-off switch was installed by parties unknown on the camputer

as a means of curbing the worker's ability to' control and program the

machine. Needless to say, this was a minor, easily-overcome inpediment

. for experienced machine Shop workers. But it is seen by them as part

J 9 d
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of a pattern of constant harassment and pressure carried out by a

variety of means tO keep them from running the domputer end of the

operation. The company has attempted, through the postitig of printed

procedural rules, to divide the work between uhite-collar programmers

at the other end of the airfield and mere machine loading and unloading

in tile fabrication shop. Wbrkers were given strict orders not to do ahy

programming themselves but to work cooperatively with the computer pro-

.grammers to help them gall* errors out of theta- programs.

Management's goal Of separating the two functions clearly violates

the principles of the machine design. The manufacturer's manual states

that

'Programming is the process of analyzing an Ehgineering
drawing, selecting an order of punching, and transferring
this drawing information in the selected order to a pro-
gram sheet: The program sheet becomes a basis for prep-
aration of a program tape ...

Evaluation of the Engineering drawing, selection of a
.machining sequence, and preparation of the program sheet
is done by a programmer. The programmer must have a
working knowledge of machine shop practices, blueprint
reading, tool desian, and sneet retal iabricatine tech-

piques.. A good background in mathellitics, especially
trigonometry and algebra, is desirable."

All of tkese skills, abilities, educational requirements, etc. Char-

acterize the shop workers -- but not the company's computer program-

mers, who ladk "tqcmking knowledge of machine shop practices and sheet

metal fabricating techniques."

The workers themselves have clearly demonstrated that management's

view of the appropriate division of litbor is inefficient and eniails

enormous financial cost.

Under management's scheme a parts order that comes into the fab-

rication Shop requiring the operation of the CNC turret punch cannot

2
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be filled until the shop puts in a request and then feceives a cTputer

tape from the plogLtimaing center. Tf the taPe pnoveto have erreirs In

it, or if the madhine introduces errors (uhich happens), the workers

.are not supposed to do any editing, but are supposed to call in the

prognd,omeLs to straighten thi0,s out. All this leads Eo a turn-around

time for filling a request for parts of a week or more. Moreover,

ltge thQ pzz.e.-4tion. knowlcdge of thc shcp.=kers, the programmprs

write programs that are less efficient in the use of materials, lead-

ing to very expensive scrappage rates. As shown in Exhibit A:, the

workers estimate they can produce a given part,at 67., a mere fraction,

of the cost'when doe management's way. And.this doesn't even count

tht cost of the inefficiencies of long turn-arcund time.

The workers estimate that if they had full responsibility for -

programming, with the computer programers on call as specialized

consultants, they could get some parts orders in and out the door in

a couple of hours, as opposed to a ueek. Moreover, if they had in their

shop the tape printer and the plotter that are now available only to the

programmers, they cckacrreddte the costs and increase output even more.*

the workers in6,this case are especially embittered because several

years ago, when the company was on the verge of bankruptcy, union mem-

berg voted for wage concessions with the understanding that members

would be made Whole When profitability improved. In the first three

years following that agreement, union nembers got back more than they

had conceded. But last"year (When the machine was broUbht in) and this

year, under the combined impact of deregulation and the PATO° strike,

the company has shown losses, obliging the workers to give up a percentage

This uculd also return the pattern making function to the machine
shop workers, who lost it when CAD came in.

r
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of the pay to which they would otherwise be entitlea. Now they-are

faced with management,intransigence that obviouily works to depress

profits and_they can't understanAit.

Management's method of introducing the Ck madhine has also created

friction among the union workers in the shoji. Those workers not on the

machine crew, now Must Cake the rough parts stamped out by the CNC punch

press (a indchitte .14 have not been LL L,,Aae) and are "recd to"

bending, deburillng, etc. someone else's work, rather than doing the job

"A to 2" as had keen the system prior to the arrival of-CNt.'

At the same time management told the CNC machine crew to teach

the other workers how io load the CNC madhine (tapes, punches, diet

and sheet metal), how to turn the maChine on and off, but not how to

program the machine. This contravenes the machine manufacturer's manual

Which states that safe and economical use requires "the operator to be

thoroughly familiar with the system prior to use of the system." Man-

*
agement's order means that the workers doing the training are not allowed

to answer many,of the questions the trainees ask. Violators of a fore-

man's direct orders can incur a letter of reprimand, loss of pay or loss

of his or her job.*

These sorts of management decisions have obviously injected a

totally,unnecessary element of stress into the workers' daily work

relationship -- and one which ;mad not be present if the machine menu-
)

facturer's instructions were followed. TO the workers involved, the

total picture is filled with grim irony,.to say the least. The firm

6

in question has made a lot of noise about labor-management cooperation '

*
Although the urdon uould not permit such discipline being imposed,on this

issue, the threat of conflict is another source of pressure on the workers. 1

20.2
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and maogdMent's interest in workers' productivity-raising suggeshons.

, Yet pt every step of the grievance procedure thus far invoked, the

workers' complaints h;ve been denied and theii- suggestions for improve-

/

ment have been ignored and result in7petty harassment.

The grievance is now at t inal step -- arbitration. But there

ig a badklóg of 1000 cases also that step (largely because the comp-

/ pany het a pclicy of crl^"ncPs at the earlier '

stages,.and the'union has to ve higher priority to discharges and

coAplaints). So cOnsiderable delay is inevitable.

One of the workers has gone so far as to write to the CEO of the

tompany (several months earlier he had cornered him on a flight and

laid out the whole story) protesting the "cold war over control of

the machine operation." But in the meanwhile, frustration and disil-

/

lusionment With not being allowed to'develop their skills or improve

output. remains.

/7
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" Mr. MILLEa.I thank you. One of the problems, and you have
heard me already speak to it this morning, is being able to justify,
I guess, the two positions here. the need and the desire of increased
automation, whether it is office or factory, ana the accepted view-
point that this will simply lead to greater employment opportuni-
ties.

And what disturbs me a little bit is, r see a technology to some
extent that is, in fact, designed within the production process for
the purposes of eliminating the human input into that process,
without placing any value on it, it is simply a fact that you can
handle white-hot forgings with the robot easier, better, what have
you, than you can with an individual.'

I see these two parallel suggestions, sort of like when I first came
to Congress, there was,a strong push by the utilities, 'Suggesting
that, absent a 7-percenf growth in energy, there could be no ,posi-
tive growth in the gross national product of this country, and the
fact that we have found out-that by better management of energy,
you can, in fact, create a positive gross national product in this
country and many others.

And, so I just wondered if the theorem is, in fact, widely accepted
that this simplywe.are not going to experience widespread unem-
ployment or lack of employment opportunities in the future.

Is there a ratio of jobs created or displaced with one of your aver-
, age placement of robots? You indicate at one point that some

10,000 jobs were created thaPviere not there before, and I just
how do we measure this? How do we start to measure? We have
obviously been told, earlier this morning, that currently we are not
doing very well.

Because that has severe ramifications for policy considerations.
Mr. MUNSON. You are absolutely right. I will hazard a response.
Mr. MILLER. It is a cumbersome question.
Mr. MUNSON. It is a cumbersome question,.but I understand it,

and it is a very difficult one. First of all, let me put a couple of
things into perspective: if I can. As far as the robot itself is con-
cerned, it has been projected that the industry in this cottntry will
grow to $2 or $3 bildion in 1990, at an annual growth rate of 35
percent.

Now, if you takeyou can juggle figures all over the place, but
just to try boil it down into something simple, with those numbers,
you could be looking at perhaps 180,000 robots by 1990k---Maybe
more like 100,000, which, based on projections of the manufactur-
ing work force at that time, of maybe 18 or 19 percent of the work-
ing population, that will be less than 1 percent, if it is 1 robot per
person.

Now, it is likely to be two people would be displaced by a robot,.
either by the task it performs onsa one- ift basis, or because it is
working two-shifts. Sut it is still .43. ft vely small percentage of
the total popiilattfib, hot to ed, ut small, looking at
this 10-year timeframe.

The fact of the matter is, though, that c rtainly in- the full scope
of automating the fadtory and the workpla e, with robpts and other
devices, I think there will be a larger nu ber of people displaced.

But now, let's take a look at what is ha peril/1g--
Mr. MILLER. Let me just stop you there.

2 05
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Po you include in that, as you pointed out in one of the processes
of the elimination of scrap, or 85 percent of wrap, obviously, robots
combined irith computerization have substailtial impact on inven-
tories. The steel industry is not excited _that you have eliminated
scr4 or the aluminum industry, or the copper industry, which do
various components that you might be working with, nor the steel
workers, perhaps.

Yet, you can't argue with the goal of making the process more
efficient and less costly, and the product, in theory, cheaper. But
are you talking about those kinds of ripples, because we know that
the changes in the automobile itself, of going to different materials,

tforget the robots, just simply looking for a lighter, more efficient
automobile, is reduce the demand on steel.

Mr. MUNSON. Well, this is my next point. The fact is that if you
look at it at the economy, and q the health of businessfirst of
all, labor content is a small. percentage Of the total cost of manufac-
turing.

Second, the rationalization of the workplace through all these
different technologies does lead us toward the elimination nf in
processor reduction of in process inventories that cost money,
floor space for them that costs money. It gives an overall, much
more coherent and manageable factory environment in terms of
the data that is fed back for decisionmaking.

The entire process becomes more efficient; reduced scrap, re-
duced energy, because if you malie scrap, you may have to incur
remelt costs or something or this sort, product quality; product lia-
bility, and in fact, speaking strictly from a supplier of robots point
of view, the economics that are plugged in today to the determina .
tion as to whether to buy a robot or not is looking almost entirely
'at labor displacement or replacement, or elimination, without
regard to these other factors that after the fact prove to be much
more'overwhelming in terms of economic benefit.

Mr. MILLER. Which ripple back through that particular chain,
unrelated to the person you sold it to, back through that entity,
suppliers or purchasers or people who service that industry.

Mr. MUNSON. If you introduce efficiency overall, you have a
much more cost-competitive situation, you can generate, obviously,
higher profits, and hopefully, management would be intelligent
enoughand that is a big ifto reinvest for the long haul in im-
proving his operations, and I believe, thereby improving the work-

.ers' situation as well.
Mr. MILLER. Well if that comes to fruition, and that would be the

desired goal, it seems to me, of an economy that desires to stay
competitive, that you would want to engage in the manufacturing
process which has those attributes to it.

Let's not deal with unemployment for the issue in the sense of
displacement, but in terms of the,creation of job opportunities a
decade from now, 25 years from now, the growth, I guess would be
the term.

It seems to me as you start to cross-pollenate, if you will, be-
tween the office of the future, the factory of the futtlre, and every-
thing in between, those job opportunities, I just don't see that they
can be created

2 0, 0
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, Mr. MUNSON. I would like to mention two other things, because
they came up earlier, too.

First of all, by the way, I think that I do share many of the
thoughts here about the attention that has to be paid to the human,:
condition of the worker.

Mr. MITItfc. That is the second question. We are going to go into
that one.

Mr. MuNsoN. laut I am firmly convincedall right, we will leave
that for later, but I am firmly conyinced that what we are talking

_ about will generate new jobs and new job opportunities within the
factory, first of all, there will be a certain percentage of people who
are placed in much more gratifying, challenging positions, and this
has already occut-red.

It has occurred, and you can get chapter and verse on that, with
officials from the UAW, in minor numbers directly related to
robots, because robots are still minor numbers, OK? But it has oc-
curred.

As far asit was mentioned earlier this morning that the results
of die first Industrial Revolution, mechanization and automation
that have created new jobs and industries ,and all, may not neces-
sarily be the wave of the future:

I disagree with that, because I think, you know, when we all read
Dick Tracy many years ago, with the wrist radio, we didn't believe
it for a moment. Geoige Orwell, in "1984," Ms book, 'he made 137
predictions, 100 of which carie true by 1975, and he didn't mention
robots once, so what did he know? .

Perhaps one of the things that hasand this was referenced ear-
lier this morningthat one of the objectives of this committee's
work is to help or fmd the means to identify these new. industries
and products, what these products will be?

Now, that is really crystal ball gazing, but it is going to give
some indication of where the training requirement will come from,
and where the people will be employed in the future. But those
jobs will be generated.

Mr. MILLER. Let me justit'still seems to me that there is an
, inconsistency in this process, because, in fact, technology is de-

signed at the elimination of the job, in the sense of the human
being standing in position either in an office or in the factory,
being in a position to interact; that as you vieW, I mean, you have
one generation of robots, and you are alreqdy thinking of a second
and a third generation, as are your competitors.

In each and every case, it is a further refinement of the process
- which has as its goal, it seems to me, is the elimination of that job.

I am not placing a value on that, but I am just trying to determine

Mr. MUNSON. May I suggest to you, Chairman Miller, that we
are all suffering from a problem of semantics, and how we perceive
things? Because, perhaps we dwell too much upon job elimination.
We are seeking better ways and better methods.

Mr. MILLER. I understand that.
Mr. MUNSON. OK, now, the fact is:yes, we were an agrarian soci-

ety, because we had people with hoes in_their hands_ Then we
mechanized that-proc-ii.
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Now, was it done primarily to eliminate people? Well, maybe
that was a perspective, but what was really the result? A much
more productive society, with a much higher standard of

Mr. MILLER. I am not arguing with you.
Mr. MUNSON. Doesn't that address the point, though?
Mr. MILLER. There is no question. But I can also take you to the

4Central Valley of California where there are no longer towns, there
are no longer small businesses, there are no longer service indus-
tries, and we can plow from sunup to sundown, and you couldn't
find enough people with hoes in their hands to deal with the agri
far more productive, and can't really argue with the results in
terms of its impact on the standard of living in the world.

And I am not trying to place a value on whether or riot your
technology or the technology of IBM or others is going to replace it.
I am trying to start to quantify, what, in fact, is or is not going to
take.place in your judgment? That is all, I am not passing value on
it, but it seems to me that whether you say it is to streamline and
improve the process, or it is to eliminate jobs, the impact is there.

Mr Yamasaki is building a far different plant than somebody in
that business would have built yesterday.

Mr WISNOSKY. That is right. He is buila'it because of the fact
that he needs to be competitive or even those 10 or 15 people that
are left in that facility won't have jobs

Mr. MILLER., No question. J ,
Mr, WISNOSKY. That is just the w that things are going.rd think

that there is really a short-term
Mr. MILLER. But the opportunityagain, the job opportunity

that iiould haire presented itself in the factory turning out that
product, absent the technological change, would have been greater
in number than will be presented there.

The reasons for that are, as you say, competition, cost and the
fact that youthat product will even be salable in a market.

Mr. WISNOSKY. Did you say that the Sob opportunities will be
greater in number the new way or the old way?

Mr. MILLER. The actual job opportunity in that factory
Mr. WISNOSKY. Are different.
Mr. MILLER. Are different?
Mr. WISNOSKY. You could say that. They are different, but the

jobs are still there, and I usedbecause I have spent a great deal
of time over there in the coume of my business life, in Japan.
Then, as an example, many times in their mechanized or automat-
ed facilities, you don't see people, but where you do see people, are
setting up those kind of oixrations, doing manufacturing engineer-
ing, doin4 design engineering, making certain that in the event
that there is a breakdown, there are spare parts there ready to fix
those machines.

It is true job displacement; not job elimination. Looking at the
overall equation, then, of improving efficiency, thee are able to
reduce .costs, and they are, then, able to export the products with
those reduced costs, and then they need to increase production, and
then they need more automation and more people, whereas we
seem to have been doing the opposite for the last 20 years.

The short4rm solution to this is, it seems to me, must be either
to do what I don't see anybody advocating, and that is to abolish
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the free trade system that we think we are in, or to match the com-
petition with the tools we have today.'

It seems to me to be the only choice we have, short-t4rm. Longer-
term, the answer to it, when the equation, and when looking at
this thing gets extremely fuzzy,vwe should get ourselves in a posi-
tion again where we can do what we did for the first part of the
Industrial Revolution, or the second part of the first Industrial
Revolution, and that is reduce the work week, go back to some of
the things that the unions have had to give,up* lately, like 6 weeks
of vacation and some of the other fringe benefits.

We should be able towe must overcome the short-term prob-
lem. It is short term. Otherwise, nobody goes back to .work. Get
people back to work, and then we can turn our attention toward
the finer things in life again:Right now, it is a struggle out there,
and I don't know of anyway to reduce that struggle, except to use
the tools that we have at our 'disposal thab have proved to be effec-
tive for our competitors.

I am using--
Mi. MILLER. I really feel like I am passing in the night, and

maybe it is my ignorance of the subject, and that is why there will
be a lot more hearings, but in terms of attempting to quantify so
you can make those decisions, all three of you have recommended,
as have others, a role for the government.

But the real consideration is what would that role Ve? Because if
you tell the government you are going to saddle us with a 4-dly
week, that is one set of .criteria. If you tell us you are going 116
saddle wfth a reduction in job opportunities, that is another crite-
ria.

I mean, that is what I don't understand yet. I don't understand
how we will be able to quantify the impacton what you are stig-
gesting. I mean, I appreciate whaI you are saying, look, if Detroit
doesn't change, or other industridt aren't, competing, in the short
run nobody is going to back to work.

Yet I am also told that as those changes are broughy about, as
new factories are built, that perhaps 250,000 auto wor, rs won't go
back. in that industry at all. They will go somewhere else. That is
wiat:you call a displacement problem, apparently.

nut, I justI have trouble determining to what extent that will
beyou are very confident in your testimony that that is all..tem-
porary--

. Mr. WISNOSKY. That what is all temporary?
Mr. MILLER. That there will be employment opportunities in the

long run for all.
Mr. WISNOSKY. There will be employment opportunities in the

short run for all', also, provided that we begin now to apply the
automation technology that we have. We have alread3r seen in the
past ; years that when other countries apply that automation tech-
nology, there are a lack of employenent opportunities for our work-
ers.

That is what we are experiencing today.Do you agree with that
point? 0

Mr. MILLER. Well, there are those in this country who would
charge that they have maintained their employment opportunities
by duttiping, by unfair competition, by government subsidies, or
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you export people back out of Germany, or you dump your product
out of Japan onto this market.

So I don't know if those are real employment opportunities, long
term, of whether they are subsidized short term false in appear-
ance.

Mr. WISNOSKY. So you are saying another way
Mr. MILLER. I don't know, I don't know. No, no, no. I am suggest-

ing to say that Japan invested in technology now that Japan has
full employment. It may also be that Japan is dumping tea sets,
electronid equipment, and steel and automobiles on the America
market, subsidized by the government.

This is the government that is abandoning subsidies and aban-
doning that role. West Germany is involved in technology, there-
fore it has full employment. We also knows that it brings in a good.
number of workers across its border, and also asks those people to
leave when times get tough. That is not yet a policy in this coun-

. try.
So I am trying to determine, first of all, what is the hard-core job

opportunity; what is the hard-core growth; then you can make
these other determinations, if you so desire, about training, retrain-
ing, leisure time, an immigration policy, Government subsidies and
all that. ,

Because maybe these industries in Japan aren't quite as efficient
as they Kaye made out to be if, in fact, they have to dump a prod-
uct. Something must be wrong.

Mr. WISNOSKY. I haven't said whether or not they are--
Mr. MILLER. Those are the kinds of considerations, but before you

get there, it seems to me you have th determine what is the base-
line from which we are operating.

Mr. WISNOSKY. What we have just described is a very, very com-
plex situation, the same one that I described in my testimony. And
then, looking at that complex situation, it seems to me that you
one could spend one's time trying to quantify every aspect of it, or,
picking out_some aspects that seem to be reasonable to work on;
that are based upon pasf experiences that have been good, and ap-
plying some of that same kind of medicine, which I think is what
we are talking about here now. 4ir

The other parts should not be ignored. And it is not doing to be
only the Labor Standards Subcommittee that should be the Gov-
ernment agency that begins to help us all to turn it all around.
You certainly have a piece of it.

Mr. MILLER. Well, it is of concern to me if there is no real struc-
tural unemploythent problems in the near-term, if we just invest in
technology, and everybody can go back to work--

Mr. WISNOSKY. No, I didn't say it was that simple.
Mr. MILLER. That is one set of problems. If there is only a short-

term displacement problem, then I am !letter off taking a look at
the educational establishment in terms of the long-term educated
population to take their place in the American economy.

If there is, however, a long-term displacement problem, I must
look at the questions of retraining. +,

WISNOSKY. Sure. ,
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Mr. MILLER. What are adequate or inadequate? But you have to
have some hints as to what will take place and what won't take
place.

Mr. WISNOSKY. Back to my major point again, we have had a lot
of negative hints as to what takes place if we keep on doing it the
way we have been doing it. There are a lot of reasons people will
give, including the price of money and the cost of money and every-
thing else.

We have tried a couple of times, as I have mentioned, to get our
hand around some things we have taught other people to do, like
with the NCOP and the cogent program, only to name two that I
had personal familiarity with.

And neither time did we stay with it long enough. It seems to me
that it may be more important to pick something, anything, and
stay with it, if we can all agree that it is more positive than nega-
tive, than it is to continue to think about the problem.

Mr. MUNS-ON: I don't know if I have any answers, but, you know,
two things. First of all, the automotive industry will never be the
same. Let's understand that.

Mr. MILLER. Clearly. What is the meaning of that statement?
Mr. MUNSON. What that means is, first of all, it will never be as

big as it was at one time, relative to the population, OK?
Mr. MILLER. Are you talking worldwide?
Mr. Minisori. I am talking about this country.
Mr. MILLER. This country. J
Mr. MUNSON. Because part of our market share is eroded for-

ever? Second, I happen to think that there
Mr. WISNOSKY. I don't accept that particular statement. I like to

think that we can get back what we once had. ,
Mr. MUNSON. That is your opinion. I am saying it is going

through a very serious adjustment, and it will never be the same-7
you know, it was headed toward 11 million per year, and never
made it, as a percentage of the population .

Mr. MILLER. If it went back to 10.5 or 11 million, or let's say 10
million, that would be the goal today. Everybody would be happy
with 10 million units. If it went back to 10 million units, it would
not go back with all of the people who are currently sitting on the
bench in the halls.

Mr. Mtmisdm I don't see how it could.
Mr. MILLER. OK.
Mr. MUNSON. I don't see how it could, both from the standpoint

of cost as one factor, and quality as another. And there is some-
thing to be said for automation relative to quality. And I am not
saying that people cannot do it, but they cannot do it consistently.

We cannot expect people to doif we had hours, I could show
you chapter and verse where that can't happen. But that is one ob-
servation.

The other one is, I pose a question, I am searching for what you
are searching for, where do we go next? How do we .get some of
these answers? What did happen to the steel industry? Technolpgy.

There is no doubt that, I think in anybody's mind, thatnow,
what were the forces that droveand I don't like to always be
using Japan as the example. That is a society that is much differ-
ent than ours, but nevertheless, happen to dedicate themselves to
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developing technology with n& natural resources, and do it more ef-
fectively.

I don't know how much dumping they are doing in 'these differ-
ent areas, but I don't think they are doing a hell of a lot of dump-
ingexcuse mebut I don't think that the economy could. surviye
if they were doing that en masse.

Mr. WISNOSKY. Certainly not for 20 years.
Mr. Mu NsoN. Right. I haven't given you any answers, but I think

some of the questions are posed that we have to look at, but I be-
lieve that basically what we two are saying anyway, is thatI
don't think I agree with Dennis on what can happen in the short
termbut certainly in the long termif we have got to create an
atmosphere in which we will invest in technological advancements
for the long haul.

Now, I will say one more thing. There has to be some other in-
centives generated by Government for the private sector to invest.
Dennis alluded to this.

Mr. MILLER. There is.not much left for the tax, there is not much
more we can give back.

Mr. MUNSON. That is true. But it is something we have,io look
at. \

Mr. WISNOSKY. That is just the incentive. It is to give it back. It
doesn't eay what it should be given back for. And it seems to me
that it should ar least hint in that direction. That is important.
There are those of us who will do it the right way; anyway, and
then there are those others that have been described by others as
short-termers, and they don't do it that way.

Mr. MUNSON. That is the problem; is that our mentality is sho-rt-
term profits, right from the board room.

Mr. WISNOSKY. Not yours and,mine, everybody else's.
Mr. MItLER. Right.
Mr. Mu NsoN. But the fadt is that in some of the investments

that have to be made, that should be made, are not being made, is
because of that short-tem view. We have.equipment in this coun-
try that is 20, 30 years Ad, whereas the average age of equipment
in Japan, to use that Ewan example, is under 10.

Mr. MILLER. Well, Ilinderstand that. But, again, that policy con-
sideration, and I don't want to pretend like this committee is going
to make all these determinations, but at least one member is going
to get a vote, and so when we tail; about accelerated depreciation,
there are those who will argue among them- that it should have
been targeted,for specific purposes and technologies.

. 1fo mr: Bittle's constituency, what Ifou have 'law is the.situation
where you have simply placed a value on the eradication of the job
without the consideration

Mr. WISNOSKY. No, no. You only said half of this statement. It
'should be for particular technologies, for a particular purpose, with
the same incentive being, or the same carrot there being for re-
training the Worker in anothes area. Or how about the son of the
worker, if the worker is about-to retire? Think about that aspect of
it as well.

Don't look at it-I-we are a systems-oriented culture, except when
it comes to the most important thing that we are dealing with
here, the system of industry, government, and education. We then
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seem .to think about them in pieces, and we even subdivide that
into more pieces.

Mr. MILLER. If you will, both of you are suggesting, and you are
suggesting the desire for, far more governmental involvement than
certainly this administration is prepared to undertake, more than
we have ever undertaken certainly in recent times.

Mr. WISNOSKY. Recent times may be the last year or two.
Mr. MILLER. No, I would say the last 10 years.
Mr. WISNOSKY. In the Chicago Tribune about 2 months ago, there

was a writer that wrote that the sPay to solve the problems we
have right now, is to reduce the wages of the workers. I wrote him
a letter back, which) also sent to Dennis Chamot saying that I
thought that that was absurd. The workers didn't create this prob.:
lem, management did.

And certainly, if we are going to reduce the wages of workers, it
probably should begin with people like the newspaper reporters,
and presidents of companies. And I never got a response, but then
in last Sunday's paper, ha, wrote an article that I could just as well
have written, because he advocated that it is time that weall got
together and sat down long enough without yelling at one another
to understand what it was we are dealing with and if the Govern-
ment emerges as the leader of that new way of doing business in
the World economy, then that may be what it takes to get back to
the standard of living that we were once heading toward.

Mr. MILLER. But you obviously are engaged in at least this period
of time where that is the opposite of a philosophy--

Mr. WISNOSKY. It is another short term thing that we are doing.
And it may, in fact, be necessary, short term. It may have already
r.-seduced inflation, the rate of inflation. It may be bringing interest
rates down, but is this style where we want to be in 1997? Or 1987,
even?

Mr. MILLER. Well, I am trying to conduct this without passing
value judgments on various aspects of the problem at this moment,
or the solutions, but it is inconceivable to me how Srou can move in
the direction that the three of you desire, and the previous panels
desire with basically Government, being left out of the equation. It
is inconceivable to me, whether you like thesome people like the
Japanese role model, where Mit makes a decision that ceramics
are where we are going, or photovoltaic cells, and makes this kind
of contribution, seed money contribution, research and develop-
ment, and whether pr not you adopt a policy of lifetime ,employ-
ment, which I am sure is far overblown in. the Americans' mind
aBout how many people in Japan partiCipate in the so-called life-
time employment.

it.But those kinds of decisionsthat would be my personal sugges-
.......i tion. That is why I am so concerned about the basis on which those

kinds of decisions to involve Government in various parts of what I
think ultimately should be some kind of partnership is of concern
to me.-So that if it is done, it will be done properly.

Mr. Brrmi. Well, I think we would like a better partnership, too,
but I don't think we can let pass the notion that the Government
isn't already very much involved in all of these decisions, and only
tries to pretend that it isn't. The whole economic package that has
been passed so far has an impact, that it encourages the invest-
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ment in new plant and equipment, and if it does work, it is going
to have an impact on bringing about these changes at a more rapid
rate than otherwise might occur.

Mr. MILLER. Well, I guess I would disagree a little bit with that,
because when I talk about Government being involved I am talking
about what I think are serious, conscious decisions, and I am not
sure that the economic package of last July was a serious, con-
scious decision.

Mr. Brrru. Well, I could agree with you on that. I would hope
that you are correct.

Mr. MILLER. And there seems to be a diminishing amount of evi-
dence that, in fact, it has attained the goals of the rhetoric that
surrounded it, and so that is the kind of policy decisions that are
made affirmatively through the expenditures of money of discount-
ing of revenues and tax policy that I would hope to avoid.

Mr. Brrru. But the intention
Mr. MILLER. Because I think that revenue package has simply set

us back in the goals of the related industries that we have heard
from this morning.

Mr. Brrru. But the intention was there in the way it was pro-
posed and what it intended to accomplish, that it would have had
an impact on all these subjects that we are discugsing, so the Gov-
ernment is deeply involved in all of these questions already, it is
just trying to avoid responsibility for some-of these decisions it has
made.

Mr. WISNOSKY. Maybe the simple way of saying it is that the
Government involvement shouldn't involve legislation and regula-
tion, it should involve leadership. Somebody has tO do that.

Mr. MILLER. Well, w,e have got 535 candidates for the post. But it,
in fact, does involve legislation; it does involve those kinds of
choices in terms of an allocation of governmental resources or na-
tional resources.

you know, I have talked to a number of people in this field who
project out in their mind and various reports have obviously been
done on substantial percentages of our population not being en-
gaged in long-term employment or in dramatically reducing work-
weeks.

Anol what that suggests fo me, somehow, is that there is going to
be sofne kind of continued redistribution of income, then maybe
one of the more serious problems that confronts us in this, if that
is true.

In your scenario, that may not necessarily be so. .

Mr. WISNOSKY. There already has been. That is right. It wouldn't
be so, because I am saying that there already has been redistribu-
tion, of income, and it has been from the layoff funds of unions that
were accumulating to paying out to them. And the subbenefits, and
all that kind of stuff, which is all redistribution 'of income, for no
good purpose whatsoever.

So we have had it, the raw end of it, and I wouldn't begin with
the assumption we can never get back to where we were, but I
would say we have got to do better than we were, and that says,
let's look at it from a positive point of view, not a negative point of
view, and make sure the redistribution is the way that we planned
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for it, given that all crystal balls are cloudy, but the ones that we
'have been using in the past have been completely dark.

Mr. MILLER. Well, thank you very much for your patience and
time withat least with one member of this committee, because I
think that this hearing this morning has raised that whole serie§,
of issues that, in fact, must be resolved. You have suggested in
your testimony they be resolved now, and get on With it.

And I don't know if that is_the situation, but as was said earlier,
I don't think that we are going to hold back these advances, nor
should we. Nor should we even try, but I think there is some very
serious questions that were raised by the previous panel that have
been raised by Mr. Bittle and others in organized labor and in con-
sumer groups as to the manner of integration.

You know, I find it very interesting that on the eve of one tech-
nology and on the sunset, if you will, of another, that we introduce
quality circles to consider the workers in this process. That I find
that it is an interesting transition fromI think it was the chair-
man of your board, or the president of your company that talked
about what is the three things robbts do, hot, hazardous, heavy, or
something like thatthat in a transition from that industrial revo-
lution to this one, that only now are we looking back and suggest-
ing that also one of the things our competitors might have done is
they might have taken better care of their work force in the proc-
ess of building up industry as you defined it to include the entire
corporate body of labor and management.

And I think, that again, that is obviously f the very real
concerns of this committee, is to see that that integiation and that
assimilation of this technology be, in fact, a very real partnership. I
don't suggest that people are going toeach of the testimonies this
morning, if you read them, has an example of where somebody
stoned a harvester or others throughout history.

I think that that is futile in this time. But I also suggest that the
chances for serious disenfranchisement of people poses some very,
very serious social problems, maybe not this time targeted at a
single industry, but rather at a society, and I think that is the kind
of challenge, in terms of the merging of industry and Government,
that is open to us, at least.

So, thank you very much, and again, I think I can reasonably
promise you, maybe not to your delight, that you will be hearing
from us again as we Rroceed down this path.

[Whereupon, at 1:4Tp.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
v '
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INDUSTRIAL WORK AND AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY/ROBOTICS.
A GROWING SYMBIOSIS

I. MitiOR THEMES OF THE EMERGING INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

A. .Manufacturing industries are responsible for a large share of the annual
wealth created in the United States. The creation of wealth is essential
to the advancement of the standard of living, quality of fife, and level
of employment.

I. These essential needs may be increased or improved through i reduc-
tioin t14 cost of creating wealth. Thus, reducing'the cost of
manufacturing is of major importance to the economic and social
well-being of the United States.

f. TechnOlogical advances provide an extremely significant contribution
to manufactOring productivity increases and therefore to reducing
ehe cost of generating wealth.

The industrial revolution initiated.the.large-scale and systematic
process of replacing manual labor vitt' machines. Technological
advances assist this process by making possible the production of
machines of increasing power and manipulative capability.

B. Until the late 1960s, industrial research focused primarily on ways 6
augmenting human muscle and increasing the mechanical power of.produc-
tion technologies. Since then, the emphasis has shifted to increasing
the intelligence of machines without necessarily increasing their
mechanical power,

/

1. Examples of the initial focus include the development of motors,
power toojs, and farm tractors.

2. The most pervasive example of the newer focus is the use of
electronic digital computers in both industrial design and
manufacturing processes.

3. Another example just beginning to emerge is the use of micro-
electronically controlled robots directly on the production
line.

2
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C. The key to the burgeoning use of electronic information technology,
such as computers and robots, on the factory floor lies in the
declining costs and the increasing power and flexibility of micro-

.
computers and micioprocessors.

L. Compurier intelligence can now be distributed throughout manufacturing
operaEions, either by using computers to control parts of the pro- s

duction process or by building microprocessor controls directly into
machine tools and mechanical devices.

2. Instructions,programmed into the computer or microprocessor offer
both flexibilityability to manufacture in a wide variety of con-
figurations with minimal effort., and cost--and adaptabilityability
to adjust or conform to changing environmental conditions and to
shift from one task to another. or

3. Industry is beginning to learn how to automate thcoverall produc-
tion planning effort as well as actually controlling production and er.-

handling parts being manufacturedr'this includes manufacturing the
tools, ordering the raw materials, scheduling the production runs,
and preparing and modifying product designs.

4. Production is being enhanced by so-called "hierarchial systems".
Here, individual machine(tools, robots, and work stations are
linked to progressively more Sophistiekted and powerful computers.
Essential plant functions, sup as material irivnizrzysil maintenance,

payroll preparation, production processing, and ng are in-"

tegated. The system may even operations.

# D. Complex dacisionmaking capabilitiefVbeen developed aod incorporated
into mechanical devices,which* operate without direct human control.

4 These devices are called robots.-
-

I. A significant feature of a robot is its reprogrAillability, which

1.- ,means that it is a device or machiee tool which tends not to become

obsolete when the product it is helping to manufacture does. s,...,4
2. Robots have the potential to introduce widespread economic and

) social Change and, as always, such change can be perceived from

many points of, view.

3. As an example, management may consider robotics to be a cost-
reducing, productivity-increasing opportunity, while employees
and labor unions may ,regard robots as a threat o job security

which may make existing work skills obsolete.

0

-
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E, In the past, there have not been sustained adverse impacts stemming from
tutomation. However, the development of automated manufacturing tech-
nology and robotics could fundamentally affect patterns of production as
well as the world trade and international investment positions of the
Upited States.

L. -Contrary to popular belief, a majority of U.S. industrial products
are not mass produced in long production runs; rather they are
asseibled in small batches as styles and sizea Change. Automated
manufacturing and robotics are capable of taking over many of the
short- and medium-batch production runs.

2. Automated'manufacturitg and robotics may allow job shop and smaller 1.../
vendors that supply needed components and#assemblies to compete
with the.giant high technologf-firms that are entering the industry.

The United States currently retains a lead internationally with-
respect-no productivity, but its growth has been slOwer than some
other industrialized nations--nobably Japan. These nations are
turning to automated manufactdring and robotics it a large way and
could pose a seiious threat to the Nation's international competi-
tiveness.

3.

F. Some Of the workers who may be displaced as a result of automation may be
retrained or transferred to other jobs within the manufacturing organize-

. tion, and some will be scheduled .for early retirement. 4.

L. However, some employees in the manufacturing sector may be laid off
due to job eliminations and decreased manpower requirements.

2. The extent and nature of the transition will depend on a variety of
factors including:

(a) Ages of the workers;
(b) Amount of and transferability of the knowledge and skills possessed

by the workecs;
(a) Ability-of the economy to reabsorb laid-off employees;
(d) Rates at which automation technology and tobots are introduced; and
(e) Policy mechanisms established to guide the transition by both the

private and public sectors of the economy.

II. MAJOR DEFINITIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOHATEQ MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
AND ROBOTICS

A. Essential dtfinitions

L. "Automated manufacturing" relates to the use of the computer in the
manufacturing process. The computer could be used to assist in the

A
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creation or modification of a design of a product or device, in the
operation and management control of manufacturing, and to provide
automatic control or machine tools.

2. A "robot' can be considered a mechanical device which can be program-
med to perform some task of manipulation or locomotion under automatic
control. An intelligent robot is one which can be programmed to make
performance choices contingent upon sensory inputs. Robotics conctrms
the discipline which develops and applies robots in manufacturing and
in other areas, such as space exploration and subterranean and under-
sea mining.

3. "Isrogrammable" means a device capable of being instructed to operate in a
specified manner, such as grasping and moving an object.

4. "Manufacturing systems" relate to the arrangement of machines --including
robots- -and their interconnection by some transport system which carries
work to the machines. A factory usually contains one or mare such sys-
tems as well as storage buffers and the comaunications networks to inter-
connect them.

5. "Computer aided, design and computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM)" are
basically automated drafting systems to which vendors are gradually ad-
ding design analysis and manufacturing capabilities, such as machine
tool and robot control, and process planning.

B. Components and dharacteristics

1. A robot has five major components:

(a) Sensors to provide input data frca known environments;
(b) Effectors to perform physical operations for the modification of

the enviromuents;
(c) Microcomputers to impleaent and control the sensors and effectors

to reach established goals;
(d) Telecommunications networks which sends signals to and from

microcomputers; and
(e) Energy sources which consist of power components.

2, A diversity of skills and knowledge is needed to work in an automated
manufacturing enviroment, including:

4a) Mechanical engineering;
(b) Electronic and computer engineering;
(c) Electrical and mechanical maintenance;
(d) Computer programming;
(e) Industrial and production engineering; and
(f) Marketing.

3. Successful robots 'lust be able to carry out a series of actions and

siaulate and test the exechtion of these actions within a model of
the environment that is constructed for them. They 'lust analyze

1
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continually the correspondence of their actions to a changing environ-
ment. They do this by acquiring,and analyzing sensory information and
carrying out needed corrective actions.

4. Sophisticated robots can move in many directions, calculate the quickest
path for performing assigned tasks, and automatically adapt their per-
formance when different versions of a part comes down the production
line.

III. POTENTIAL AND ACTUAL APPLICATIONS CF ACTOHATED MANUFACTURING AND ROBOTICS°'".
AL The flexibility, positioning, repeatability, lift-handling capacity, dex-

terity, and speed of present-day robots enable them to perfori an ever-
widening variety of industrial operations, including what can be loosely
described as handling applications, processing applications, and asseibly
applications.

I. Handling applications, where the robot are is equipped with a gripper,
vacuum cup, or some other kind of Thane, consist of jobs such as
loading and unloading metal-cutting machine tools, presses, injection
molding machines, and die casting machines; moving materials or parts
from one station to another; retrieving parts from storage areas or
conveyors; packaging and.palletizing items.

2. Processing operations encompass any operation in which a robot
manipulates a tool to carry out a manufacturing process. Spot welding
is a pervasive example of this type of application; arc welding, spray
peinting, dimensional checking, drilling and venting molds are other
examples.

3. Assemblylperations, consisting of picking up parts from various
locations and orientations, possibly some part inspection tasks, and
verifying ;he completion of assembly operations, rely greatly upon
a robot's visual and/or tactile capability.

B. Traditionally, the automobile industry has accounted for close to half of
the robots used; this industry is followed closely by die-casting firms.
However, the appliance, electronics, aerospace, metals, farm equipment,_
instruments, mining, space, and undersea exploration industries,are
steadily increasing their use of robots.

-C. Versatile robots could lead to deeper, narrower, more-extensive sub,-
terranean exploration and could open new resourcer for economic develop-
ment. This is particularly true of coal-mining where it could become
economically possible tel_ trane,coal yeins through unconventional paths
without a requirement for humans to operate in the shafts. The same
concepts could apply to undersea. aining.
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D. Robotic technology could have a dramatic effect on the character of space
exploration_and application by drastically changing the balance of casts _

and ;reliability. Robots could operate onboard systems, make remote main -
tenince possible, repair spacecraft systems and make power, size, weight,
endurance, structural strength, process speeds, reliability, maintenance,
and hazard control less rigidly constrained than if human astronauts were
present.

E. In medicine, application possibilities include radiation therapy, fully
automated patient monitoring in intensive care, and micro-wgical im-
plants.

F. An interesting application is the "window-cleaning rObot that is used
for automatic cleaning operations in high buildings. Maintenance costs
are reduced, dangercus,work eliminated, and privacy is protected.

G. Robots are usually better than humans for work that is repetitive,
hazardous, unpleasant, highly precise, calls for great-physical prowess,

_ -

and requires remote control. -
_

H. As the technical capabilities of robots improve and as knowledge of bow ,

to utilize robots gra+, they could -be used more extensively in areas
where they have proved effective as well as in many new areas. As
robots are given sensory and decisionmaking capabilities, they will be
able to work in unstructured and variable environments.

t. Computer sided design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM) ap
plications encompass sketching alternative designs quickly, annotating
thele sketches, producing drawings in various 'orthographic' projections,
subjecting parts to stimulated vibration and stress tests, and furnishing
computer programa for control of machine tools required to machine parts..
Another evolving capability, it the ability to program robots as well as
machine tools. Such integrated systems will increase application posain.
bilities.

IV. DRIVING FORCES ENCOURAGING DEVELOPMENT_AND EMPLOYMENT OF AUTOMATED MANU-
FACTURING TECHNOLOGY AND ROBOTS -

A. Productivity and cost -oriented. forces.
-

1. The uss of robots and automated_manufacturing technology can contribute
to increased productivity. -Althougii robots generally work at a slower
rate than humans, "they operate at-a consistent pace and can work mul-

-tiPle shifts continuously.

2. Froa 1947 to 1965, the U.S. productivitY growth rate increased by 2.4
' percent a year; it dipped to an average of 2.3 percent in the subsequent

ten yeais; it dropped below one percent in the late 1970s. Japan's
productivity growth rate by contrast has been climbing at an annual
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rate of about 7.3 percent aver the last 10 years. 1/ Robots and auto-
=aced canufacturing shov procise for icproving theNation's productivity
and reducing its productivity gaps vis-a-vis other nations.

--

3. Robots can be reprogrammed quickly and inexpensively to shift fro= one
production task to ihother. Codhequently, automation is no longer re-
stricted Ao factories that mass produce identical products. Ic is

now economically feasible to autohate production processes that involve
short production runs and frequent changes in cachtne settings. A
majority of manufacturing processes fall into this category.

4. U.S. labor costs have been continually increasing over the last dedade
and are expected to continue to do so over the present decade. Thanks
largely to greatly reduced nicroprocessor prices, robot costs also have
declined and should not Increase too cuch over the next decade even
vith the introduction of sophisticated robots vith"sensory and Intel-
ligence capabilities.

5. Because automated canufacturidi techniques permit manufacturing parts
to very fine tolerances, parts and material wastes tend to be Rini-
mired and product quality improved.

6. In some cases, the applicttion of automated manufacturing and robotic
techniques can make considerable energy savings possible. For instance,
robots do not require heat, light, or air conditioning to operate.

7. Computer aided design and computer aided manufacturing techniques pro-
-vide greater degrees of freedom imdesign, better manufacturing control,
shorter lead times, greater operating flexibility, and improved product
reliability.

E. Forces related to tile quality of Work life

L. Robots have the potential to improve the working environment vith respect
to its safety and health features. In many conputer-controlled environ-
cents, there is less exposure to harmful substances and less possibility
of employee injury. This could make it easier for manufacturing firms
to comply vith Federal (including OSHA) regulations.

2. Robots can be used in dangefous, unhealthy, and repetitive jobs and can
perform monotonous and environmentally harmful tasks. Employees thus

can, theoretically at least, move to more intellectually challenging
and less physically demanding jobs. These jobs could include,mainten-
ante and repair of robots, programing them, and providing instruction
in conitoring and using robots.

1/ United States-Japan Trade Council. Robotics in the United States and

Japan. Council Report No. 46. Dec. 12, 1510. p. 3.
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C. Forces related to technology

4. The ability to develop automated menufetturim(and robotic devices has
been brought about by progress in, and concurrence of, several tech-
nologies including:

(a) Artificial intelligence;

(b) Intelligent sensor andteffector design;

(c) Kicroprocessor and computer design;

(d) Distributed processing network design;

(e) Software development; and

At

(f) Data Hanaiesent system development.

2. Hierarchical control is an important concept in automated manufacturing.
The isplesentatimn of such control calls for elements.at higher levels
having priority over elements at lower levels. Two examples are
prominent:

(a) Control hierarchy whereby the results of higher level control ele-
ments are used to coarand lower le*el elements; and

(b) Sensor hierarchy whereby the results of lower level elements are
utilized as inputs by higher.level elements.

D. Forces related to markets

1. While robots are flexible devices, they still are likeiy to be custom-
made for a specific user according to hii specific production process.
Consequently, the robot-mOcer, even iCa small firm, can specialize
in a specific type of process and successfully compete with big
corporations.

2. Automated manufacturing and robotics .offer
facturing industries which face the threat
to foreign prOducers, especially Japan, wh
facilities with computer-controlled techno

3. A number of high technology, diversified,
IBM Corporation and General Electric Corp*
currently small robotic industry. Their e
expand the robot market and create an expl
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V. LIMITING FACTORS INHIEITING DEVELOMNT AND EMPLOYMENT OF AUTOMATED
TECHNOLOGY AND ROBOTS

A. People-oriented factors

I. While robots are'flexible and automated manufacturing is efficient, it
takes considerable time to adapt them to current factory operations.
The operations may have to be modified, the surrounding environment
changed, programming performed, and testing carried out. Perhaps even
more significantly, production engineers are used to thinking in terms
of "hard automation" and special-purpose machines rather than "program-
mable automation" and general-purpose robots.

2. It will be necessary to gain the acceptance of the "rank-and-file"
workers and the unions to which many of them belong. Some jobs may
be eliminated and some workers may have to be retrained for the jobs
that remain. Not all of these workers possess the ability to learn
the skills required to handle the new or other jobs in the organization
and not all firms will be willing to bear the costs of retraining work-
ers. In addition, workers may feel that advanced automation is dehuman-

..izing and overcontrolling.

3. Changes in supervisory philosophies.and methods and in organizational
structures will be necessary in many cases. Supervisors will require
time to learn how to supervise under radically changed conditions, re-
lationships, and production operations. Unlearning old habits and ways
of doing things say be difficult.

4. There is currently a severe shortage of qualified persons who can mar-
ket, design, implement, manage end maintain automated manufacturing tech-
nolOgy And robots. Consequently, there is also a dearth of qualified
isstructors to train supervisors, engineers, technical personnel, and
direct labor in the needed skills and knowledge.

E. Cost-oriented factors

1. Initial investmenta to purchase and incorporate robots and associated
automation technology into production lines can be quite nigh and,
for some small firms, prohibitive. Retrofitting may be limited by
available space and by limitations in existing production facilities,
processes, and operations. In some cases, new plants may have to be
constructed. There also will be the usual depreciation and interest .

costs. However, there may be no markets for divesting existing equip-
ment whidi may not have been fully depreciated.

2. lbe degree of willingness of manufacturing firms to accept the costs
of transition also depends on such economic factors as future interest
and wage rates. If these rates remain high, adoption of automated man -
facturing and robotic technology by manufacturing firms may be slower
than anticipated.

22 5
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C. Technical factor;

1. There are still a cumber of -Lechnical problems to overcome ior automated
technology co be sufficiently effective and efficient in some industries.
Some of these are:

.(a) Robot manipulators cannot yet duplicate the dexterity of the human

hand;

(h) Robots still are severely limited in the# ability to "see" and to
"feel" the positions of objects and carry out necessary measurements;

(c) Robot control systems are unable to take full advantage of sensory
data available from current sensors to modify the robot's behavior

- as the envirordent Changes;

(d) Techniques for developing robot software are still inadequate,
especially with respect to programming languages and debugging
tools;

(e) Interfaces are not defined in a standardized banner so that robots,
machine cocas, sensorst and control computers can be connected to-
iether to form integrated systems and perform synchronized opera-
tions; ind

(f) Robot structures are still quite massive and Onvieldly and are able
to lite only about one-tenth of their weight.

vl. rotmarml, pmf.x.rs OF AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING. AND ROBOTIC TECHWOLOGY

-

A. As the introduction ot automated.technology in manufacturing accelerates,
, so will their impacts--bbth direct and indirect.

. .

B. Asche United States proceeds towards the'development of robots., computer-
aided design and manufacturing, and totally automated factories, seTere
trains could be Placed lipOn it economy--cprsently'rather static. Large-

Scale dislocations could occur, ppch as,the phasing out or the downgrading
Of many types of ski1re4,,seli-s1cilled1 'ind unskilled jobs in certain

;geographic areas, Ihift.in.the division of labor, new skilla and knowledge
,reMuireeents,for new a4modgied jobs, revised working times, different
relations between work,and intome, redistributions of wealth, and increased
numbers of retirements. -Such dislOcasides wOuld conplicate the solution of
the Nation's seemingly persistent ecohomisc,growth and problems of social

and businesir equity.,

C. On ,the other hand; robots and aitomated Manufacturing technology could sig-
nificaptly.contribute towards the reindustrialisation of the United States.
This would_be manifested by the emergence'cl,new Occupations, technologies,
and eVen Industries; reduced inOition r'esulting frod lover product prices
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caused by improved production methods, expanded markets"for manufactured
products caused be lower prices, higher quality, higher reliability, and
greater diversity of products, and improved utilization of scarce resources
such as materials, energy, and capital.

D. A forceful demand by workers and unions for retraining and new training io
the use and maintenance of the emerging automation technologies would in-
evitably arise. Executives and virtually all of manufacturing management
would have to be instructed in the nature of automation, including robot-
ics. Finally, the sophistication of the automated equipment would call for
a hign level of competence from design engineers and application planners.

E. There is likely to be further questioning of the "work ethic" by "blue-
collar" members of society. The idea that it is morally reprehensible not
to be working hard all the time easily could become less ingrained in U.S.
culture. This, Ln turn, could lead to greater value being plived upon,
leisure and education time and to,an exploration of the rights of labor
for continuing compensation during those times.

F. Sophisticated automation in the manufacturing sector of the U.S. economy
will cgntribute, along with the office, transportation, communications,
services, and education sectors, to a growing awareness of computers and
telecommunications end the need to become "computer literate." Reading,

writing, and computing may replace the old "hallmark" of literad.

G. Unusual legal problems can be expected to rise, partalarly since new

questions undoubtedly will be asked with respect to the extent of liability
for suppliers of robots and for producers using robots to manufacture prod-
ucts. In addition, the possibility of liability suggests the need for
some sort of insurance to protect manufacturers, sellers, and users of
products of robotic technology.

H. The international competitiveness of the United States would benefit if the
prices of U.S. goods sold abroad are reduced relative to the Nation's [rul-
ing partners and new and expanded overseas markets arise. Such price

reductions also are dependent upon U.S. monetary and fiscal policies, tariff
and quota barriers, exchange rates, transportation costs, and differences
in tastes and incomes.

VII. PROBABLE ADVANCEKENTS IN AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY AND
ROBOTICS DURING THIS DECADE

A. Technology focus

1. Sensing devices--especially those for visual and tactile sensing--will
be Installed in robots to enable them to adjust automatically to dynamic
production set-ups. They will be capable of detecting, recognizing, re-
orienting, and then manipulating disordered parts and performing complex
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assembly operations utilkzing acoustit, optical, electromagnetic, and
other techniques.

2. Advancements in "artificial intelligence" will enable robots to.have
specific parameters reflecting judgmental values built into their
computer programs. When a robot comes upon a situation for which it
is not specifically programmed, it will be able to make logical deci-
sions based on what it "knows', act accordingly, modify the act if
necessary, and then put both the situation and the new decision'into
its memory.

3. Previously independent machine tools, robots, transfer mechanisms, and
parts-handling devices will be linked together and integrated into the
minufacturing process as a total system under a "hierarchical control

structure." This would bring the automated factory closer to reality.
Such a system would have the capability to perform interactive graphics
to design parts and products, do process planning to specify needed
operations and their order, production planning and scheduling to
schedule machines and route parts, control machine tools to cut and
form parts, and to use robots for acquiring, transferring, inserting,
assembling, testing, welding, and painting parts and products.

4. Highs technology robots have been dominated mainly by heavy duty
machines with size and reach or "work envelopes" of up to 1,000 cubic
feet and load capabity or "payloads".of over 350 pounds. Smaller.and

less expensive robots will be developed and utilized for industrial
tasks requiring reduced envelopes and payloads.

5. The coming generation of robots also shoull have such technol'ogical

improvements aS:

(a) Greater mobility;

(b) Recognition of voice commands;

(c) Versatile gener.al-purpose manipulators.

B. Cost and productivity focus

1. If the cost of manufacturing electronic devices continues to drop, due
primarily to continued semiconductor advancements, and if.software de-
velopments of "friendly" easy-to-learn-and-use software, the price of
robots, even sophisticated ones, should decline.

2. Expansion of the robotics should be greatly accelerated if a dozen or
so major electronic manufacturers--each possessing considerable distri-
butive strength, well-cultivated reputations, and abundant resources--

enter the field as expected. This will bring about economies of scale,

eaise robot production volume, increase robot sales, and keep costs

at reasonable levels.

3. For those manufacturing tasks where the cost of robot labor low

that of human labor or where the capabilities of robots are uper, Or tO

22off
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those of human labor, manufacturing productivity is expected to progress
as fast as resources are commitied to improving robotic technology.

C. Applications focus

1. Gradually, u robots become more mobile, they can be expected to make
inroads into the construction trades. They will move around dirty and
muddy construction sites, lift, carry, sad position heavy construction
objects and materials; and dig and scoop the earth.

5

2. Robots should be able to perform most of the danierous operations inside
nuclear power plants. This would considerably reduce threats of sabotage
theft.of nuclear materials as areas where the automated operations are
performed could be sealed and safety and health hazards to the remain-
ing workers would be minimized. If nuclear accidents or malfunctions
occurred, robots could be employed in the radioactive areas to perform
repair and and clean-up operations.

3. Robots also are well suited for underwater applications. They could
operate at any depth and provide effectirie working capacity in a- com-
pact package. They Could explore for minerals, operate underwater
drilling equipment, and perform underwater construction.

4. Houshold rbbots should begin to emerge to perform some simple house-
hold chores, such u lifting, cleaning, dusting, washing, and polish-
ing. Internal maps of the rooms in a house and their relative posi-
tions can be provided by computer software; they would.contain the

nature, characteristics, and positions of objects in each room.

VIII. MAJOR /SSUES FACING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE POLIOVMAKERS

A. Attrition in the workforce means that workers leave their jobs--either
because they are separated, retire, resign, become disabled, or die. The
total of such worker separations from jobs constitutes the "national attri-
tion." If new jobs are not created at a rate close to the rate of national
attrition, the United States will not maintain the distribution of purchas-
ing power requireefor a healthy, viable national economy. If a dispropor-
tionate number of job displacements takes place in particular geographic
areas which already have shrinking economic bases and where manufacturing
employment constitutes a high percent of total employment, the goal of keep-
ing the two afdrementioned rates close will become more difficult. What are
the respective roles of the public sector and the private sector in keep-
ing the rates of job attrition and job creation close together?

B. Retraining and new training in various skills and knowledge will have to
be given to "rank-and-file" employees, supervisors, executives, and tech-
nical personnel to ensure that the emerging automated manufacturing and
robotic technologies are configured, installed, employed, and maintained
in the manner desired. How much, if any, retraining and relocation
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assistance should be the responsibility of individual manufacturing firms and
should governmentFederaI, State, and/or localprovide any funds, facili-
ties, instructors, or other forms of subsidy l'or retraining or relocation?

C. For most of the past two decades, the United States has been faced with high
labor costsjlittle, if any, growth in productivity, and high energy costs.
Advanced automated technology and robotics is expected to provide some direct
improvements to these tough, persistent national problems in the near term.
The indirect, longer-term impacts of these technologies, however, may not be

as beneficial as anticipated. A complex of interveiling facrors and causes

gradually may generate significant and permanent social changes in cultural
life styles, in group attitudes and in personal values, and there may be

substantial and permanent economic changes in international trade, ;apical
investment polices, organizational structures, and basic research in auto-

mation mid.robotics.

Change due to the introduction of technology is ynevitable, but concomittant

hardships need- not be Inevitable. How shourtomated manufacturing tech-
nology be introduced so as to minimize the ardships it may engender? How

should the Federal Government exercise its traditional roles of regulation
and its enforcement, and the promotion of free enterprise in order to help

2ninimize potential hardships?

D. Workers, and the unions they belong to, often are suspicious of technolog-

ical change. Host employees want to be assured that such change will not
dehumanize their working conditions, reduce their earnings, make their
jobs redundant, and exert excessive surveillance and control over their

A work behavior. Management officials in manufacturing industries claim
that technological progress is essential if their businesses are to grow,

prosper, and even survive. They declare that they critically need the

labor-saving, productivity-improving, materials-conserving, quality-raising
changes that advanced automation can bring. HOw can dhe social and personal

costs that often accompany automation efforts be properly balanced against

the pragmatic economic conerns of manufacturing firms?

E, The very essence of sophisticated manufacturing technology and robots--
their adaptability and their intelligence--could give rise to unique
problems in patent and copyright law. The concepts of "artificial intel-
ligence"--the ability of a device to perform functions that are normally
associated with human Intelligence, such as reasoning, Rroblem-solving,
pattern recognition, cognition-, planning, understanding, and learning--

may not fit the historical types of computer software which may be copy-

righted.. Robots will be controlled by software which can continually mod-

ify their actions in accordance with environmental condition's. Software

also can be embedded in hard fora as silicon chips which can fit into a

patentable apparatus class. Software encompassing the concepts of arti-

ficial intelligence may not be patentable. Should some form of special

patent for robots or copyright or robotic programs be derived?

2 3
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IX. OPTIONS FOR RESOLVING THE NAJOX I,SSUES

A. Alternative private sector initiatives

1. Since, to some degree, over the next few years, jobs in manufacturing
industries will be performed by robots, it is important to identify
alternative initiatives that might ease the adjustment of workers
di splaced.

,
2. Pr vate sector initiatives could include a mixture of the following

o t ions:
A

Red= e labor force by natural attrition, rather than layoffs,
as much as Possible;

(b) Provide for aikrly employee retirement when feasible;

(c) Reduce weekly work hours with no proportionate reduction in
income;

(d) Furlough employees on a rotating basis;

(e) Provide simple tcovice of anticipated workforce reductions;

(f) Transfer emcess workers to other current jobs; .....,

(g) Develop new jobs ? such as performing long neglected but useful
...""tasks;

...."...
(h) Inititute a job-sharing, part-time work progra,...,""

...,"(i) Provide opportunities for mployees to j.eirn new skifls, such
as pa id educational leave or attendanee at company-sponsored
educational programs;

(j) Provide as much sevefasice pay as possible;
...---""'

(k) Provide movingAdlowances for workers who have to tunsfer; and

(1) Utilir.e t.,.--he collective-bargaining vehicle t4 reach agreements.re 0
B. Altepifive public sector initiatives

..--'-^
The tential and ccuplex problems of advanced automation uy require
sol tions that transcend normal `hargaining agreements betweendenions
a 'managements. R.esponsibilities may have to be shared by 1 key
merjaers of sotietr-business, labor, special interest groups, govern-
mens, and the general public,
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2. ,plblic sector initiatives could Include a mixture of the follOwing
options;

,

(a) Establish national goals and priiihilies for advanced automation
in the manufacturing sector;

,

(b) Ensure the benefits of automation are shared by All societal members;

(c) Monitor the 6Porkplace and identify adverse impacts Of the appli-
cations of advanced automation;

(d) ProviAie public assistance to retrav displaced workers;

(e) Provide.adequate unemployment insurance;

(0 Provide improved 'depreciation rates on advanced automation.'
teuipment;

rovide low-interest loans to manufacturers and purchasers of
summation equipment and robotsespecially small firms;

(h) Sponsor more research and development efforts in automation by
universities, manufacturing firms, and other qualified organiza-
tions, including studies of social and economic impacts of,
automation;

(i) Procida tax incentives to encourage increased investMent in
robot and automated manufacturinFtechnology;

(1Irfromulgate long-range and technology forecasting studies to identify
`long-range ana indirect impacts of advance automation; '

(k) Modify patent laws and copyriet laws to permit individual entre-
preneurs to retain adequate proceeds from their inventive effofts 0

in adVanced automation; And

(1) Provide incentives for large firms manufacturing advanced-Automa-
tion equiptient to nurture small new.enterprises which dUld pro-

vide emptoyment to displaced workers.

3. U/timately, the Nation's educational system wil/ have to prepare future
wprkers for functioni am el,Actronic manufacturing envincadia. For

the near term, th ederal Government_t4Uld utilize existing educational
organizations es ablithed by legialtfion. For example, it could re-
structure the Advisory Council on Vocational Education, established
under the Vocational Educaf4o.n Ameniment, to focus vocational education
policy in a direction, hat would give students the necessary skills
for a chnologickl. vironment. The Federal Government also could

provide crealcd-funding to private industry ncils whdich e

goal e.rmining the types of training effo.s that best meet the ''""

needs 4I oth .the private sector managements an otential employees.

--
. Anothei option that could betconsidered is to establisha semi-private,

investment C?!paration to finance manufacturinglvanies. The corpora-

.- ' tion could purchase stock from privateiadustry t aid manufacturing '

firms purchase an lize advanGed manufacturing automation. The

. dividends and ince received coOL be used for public purposes such
as providing assis dyt displaceorworkers. 3, ..)

I ),
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I. INTRODUCTION

I.,

Advances in Computer and microelectronic technologies have led the Ame;ican

society intc; the initial stages of, what wise persons consider a second industrial
_ ..

revolution and others M'onsider a knowledge revolution. Re.gardlfas of the labels

assigned to the emerging developmeiita in the aforementioned technologies, these

technologies are having a ignificant impact on two major sectors of our society,

i namely the office and the factory. To gain information on these developments. ,-
Jiiireat'ulyze the_consequences, the Subccateittee on Labor Standards of the iic:use

-Committee on Education and Labor' held a hearing on June 23, 1982, on the tdpiC of

"Nei; Technology in the American Workplace."

''z The Hon George Miller, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Labor Standards

of the House ee on Education 'Ind Labor, stated at the outset of the

heariligs that te subcommae's interest in this subject has grown out of its

desire to ensure that the United States is able to improve its productivityp

both office and factory envirorments in order to meet effectively the increasing

competition from foreign nations and that any increases in proguctivity stemming

froa technology be acccapliahed with a minimum of permanent adverse impacts on

office and factOry employment.

The subcosmIttee organized three panels of expert witnesses, with each yanel
s,

covering various aspects of the broad subject area. The witnesses comprising

each panel and the major perspect,iVes of the panel* were:

,
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Panel No. Ir

Mr. Irian I. Usilener, Associete Director, National ProductivityGroapi:..
General AccoustEng Office; and

Mr. Dennis Chamot, Assistant Director, Department for Professional
Employees, AYL-CIO.

The testimony of this panel focused primarily on the ovgrall aspects of
automation in the American workplace.

Penal No. 2

Ms. Amy Wohl, President; AtIVanced Office ConCepts;

Mr. Stan,Schrager, Vice-President, Chase Mtnhattan Bank; and

Ms. Judith Gregory, Research Director, 9 to 5, the National Association
of Working' Woaen;

The witnesses et:uprising this panel concetrated their discussion on the
emerging uses and likely impacts of inforsation technology in the otfice
environdent and on the total society.

Panel No. 3

Mr. Dennis Wisnowky, Vice-President, GCA Industrial Systems Group;

Mr. George Munson, Vice-President, Unimation, Inc.; and

Mr. Willies little, Economist, Research Department, International
Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers.

The vita sssss in this panel centered their discussiOn around the eserging
eaployment of advanced manufacturing technology, including robots, in the
factory environment and their likely impacts on the total economy.

This report identifies, sumadrizes, and analyzes the major themes discussed

by the witnesses in eaa of the aforementioned panels.
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II. , AOC GROUND

Dramatic aavances in computer-bssed information processing and

te1ecommunications-7154nd information transmthion, as well as their con:.

vergence in practicalpplications, appear to be creating an environment

which is being referred to as the 'information,age. Much has been written

about the promise of this evo/ving mge by both social scientists and physical

sciintists. Aany of these experts Zee a new global awareness and inter-

dependence that fs being rapidly stimulated by telecommunications and

satellite technology. They cite th* possibility fot expanding human intelli-

gence by the use of problem-solving software, large well-organized data lowset,

and hardware processing sophisticated &Ca manipulation and display cap-

abilities.

These experts, thaeg with enumber of other experts in information technol-
- 9

ogy, also predict the emergence of new business and home computer-communication:

systems that will be able to provide wider Choices to managers and more preroga-

tives to consumers concerning information per se and for products and services

generated by Information technology. In addition, these new systems yin. be

-

capable of providing verz rapid feedback on the resuls of managerial decisions

and consumer preferences. It is.expected that the evolving systems for busi-
.

nesses and homes nay have a potential Par Large savings of time, effort, and

money for producers and distributors through signiflcant increases in office

and factory productivity.

2 3 t3
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The explosive growth of information handling technology has also high-

lighted the'viability of information per se. Private information is ,collected

to perform functions'and public information is used to develop private informs-
.

tion services. Census information is a well known example of these processes.

The United States society is becoming more dependent upon information and

aisociated services,as well as on the technology for its transmission, storage,

and manipulation. Federal and private sector policies which address what .

information products and services are to be provided, Oho should provide them,

.and under what costs and other constraints, go to the core of the Nation's

vocioeConomic structure and activiti: The stakes, the markets, and the

, investments in computer and communicatipne technology and the information

such technology can generate are growing at a significant rate. At the same

time, the related vested interests, although quite diverse, are becoming more

powerful.

.Sophisticated computers and telecommunications networks are being developed

and applied at,ever increasing rates to the office and facto6, environlients.

The namber of products and serviCes aimed at these markets is expected to pro-

liferate over the decade of the 1980s. The t;aditional office--a physical

place where managers, profeasionals, and associated support personnel work,

individually and interactively, to produce various types of paper-based out-
v.

puts--is changing. It itbecoming a dispersed system which utilizes computers

and computer-based device4 to capture, store, manipulate, and disseminate

information and telecommunications networks to transmit data, voice, images,

and text among several locatiois. In the factory workplace, computers are

being used to control many parts of the production process; also, microproCessor

controls are being built directly'into machine tools, robots, and other devices

23
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used for manufacturing. These microprocessors can be reprogrammed vhen needed

to perfora brand-new tasks.and functions. Computer.Aided Design (CAD) is being

applied ta create, two- and three-dimensional inages for all aorta of products

and parts. Gradually, a "multi-tier-Jo= of computerized control will create'

extremely flexible manufacturing systems capable of eroducing, transporting, and

controlling several thousand pieces of work imultaneously and automatically

adjusting their operation,' in response to changing needs.

Injhe past, there have not been sustained adverse employment inpacts

stemming from automation in the office and.factory workplaces. However, some

experts believe that this may not continue to be true as the microprocessor-

based computers and networks enter these environments in great numbers. They

contLd that the machines, the.services, and the aoftware associated with

Information technology today and in the future will possess much of the
A

flexibility and decisionmaking ability that was formerly only obeainable from

human workers. Consequently, many jobs that required human beings to perform

may beccne obsolete. Further, they maintain that while many new jobs will be

created as a result of the application of Information-technology, a high

majority of them are likely to be in high technology fields which require

considerable education. Thus, some eXperts anticipate that the fornation

of new jobs for blue-collar and white-collar.persons with limited education

may be severely limited in the future. Of course, there are also those who

assert that the new jobs and the new industries that will develop from the

emerging information technology will be able to absorb all types of persons

seeking workregardless of education level.
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III. MAJOR THEMES CONCERNIK AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE AMERICAN UVREPLACE

The first two witnesset, Brian L. Usilaner and Dennis Chamot,.discussed

automation in the American workplace in an all-inclusive manner. Their testimony

centered around three major themea, namely: (1) Role of the Federal Government

in Automation; (2) Stieulators and Barriers to Rapid Automation; and (3) Poten-

tial Impacts of Automation on the Work Force.

A. ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN AUTOMATION

Both of the aforementioned witnesses agreed that the Federal Government

should assume a role in the development and implementation of automation tech-

nology. Mr. Usilaner declared that the private sector should assume primary

responsibility in this area with the Federal Government developing policies and

programs to encourage continued growth in automation and addressing employment

and unemployment problems that automation may create. He suggested that the

Federal Government should Bet involved in five ways:

1. Provide financial incentives, such as more rapid depreciation of

plant and equipment and increases in investment tax credits to

timulte capital investments by private firmi wishing to automate;

2. Provide greater support for researchand development (R and D)

related to automation both within and outside the Federal Government

in a manner which facilitates a more comprehensive and integrative

R and D strategy;
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3. Exert greater efforts to transfer the results from R and D into

commercial use and to coordinate such transfers more efficiently;

4.. Provide more funds to improve the state of engineering schools so

that they could adult and train more automation eRgineers; and

-S. Provide encouragement to the development of standards which will

help to integrate the diverse components of diverse automation

systetu1/4

The other major category Where the Government might be involved in- the

automation of private industry is in the potential impact of automation on the

work force, stated lir. Usilaner. He commented that 4this area is tharacterized

by controversy over the appropriate roles in addressing labor displacement, /

skills training and retraining, and potential frictio-n between Labor and

management."

Both witnesses compared the tole of th'e U.S. Government in automation to

that of other nations and both witnesses perceived that we are lagging behind

in formulating policy_sufficient to meet the challenges presented by the
_

accelerating developments An information technology. Hr. Usilaner called

attention to our dieclinfni national productivity and said that we are lagging

behind other industrial nations in implementihg automaeion. He noted_ that

growth in the capital/labor ratio is an important key fo productivity and added

that the Japanese, who are making extensive use of our automated manufacturing

technology, have maintained' a much higher relitive capital/labor ratio than t'he

United States between the years 1973 to 1980. Hr. Chamot gave,a somewhat

different reason for our policy lag. He stressed the vfew that the. American

approach to automation seems to place a great deal of faith In technology

itself. He stated that our policymakera seem to believe thSt if we develop 4

more sophisticated automation systems productivity will automatically rise

,
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and our productivity problems Will tend to evaporate. He said, "our European

brethren have been muCh less willing to simply let things drift. Their govern-

ments have been far more willing to help not only business, but also affected

workers and ccumunities." He seemed to imply that the Federal Government

should take,a more active and direct role in advancing autyamefon by focusing

on social cost and human impacts of automation and upon increasing the degree

of cooperation among the business community, labor unions, and the Government

in planning and implementing programs in automation technology.

Mr. Chamot provided quite a number of illustrations to justify his position.

Henoted that the Swedes have developed extensive Government -fUnded tralqieg

programa for the structurally unemployed and have established commissions,

incorporating members of both labor and management, to study social problems

that could arise from technological change and to make recommendations for

actien. The state,and local governments in Germany also work cooperatively

with industrial unions and employees, he remarked. They jointly develop

programs which include not only tax incentives to attract ne4' busi into

affected communities but also retraining programs for people directly affected.

The German Government funds studies not only to promote new technologies

but also to promote the humanization of the workplace. Finally, he commented

that the aritish also have funded studies on the manpower the

emerging sophisticated technologY and also have provided financial ;Sport and

technical advice for worker training and retraining programs.

B. STIMULATORS AND BARRIERS TO RAPID AUTOMATION

There was little disagreement between the tw initial witnesses that

several diverse and significant batiiers and a number of important and

z
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,dliferent stimulators to automation were present in the American economy.

Automation barriers tend to impede the rate of adoption of information tech-

nology while automation stimulators tend to motivate both producers to perform

ch and mu:facture information technology and users to buy the products

and services steaming from this technology.

Hr. Usilaner addressed the topic of barriers to rapid implementation

quite comprehensively and categorized them 451 technical, finanCial, and social

in nature. The five technical barriers he delineated were:

I. A lack of technical expertise to,design, debug, and implement
automated technologies;t

2. Problems and costs it developing-the software to make the systemr
work;

3. An absence of the necessary standardization;
4. A shortage of qualified persons to operate and service automated

equipment and systems; and
5. Technology transfer inefficiencies and problems.

He pointed out that the personnel shortage was especially critical,

including the dearth of software developers and manufacturing engineers.

The financial barriers he stated were:

I. The current high interest rate;
2. The tendency of business to focus on short-run needs;
3. Other capital investment considerations such as cash flow, cost

recovery, and the risk involved In Investing in new, untried
equipment; and

4. The uncertainty of the marketplace.

He continued by saying that the social barriers can be."subtle and obvious,"

manifested by managers and their styles, organizations and their structures,

consumers and their habits, and unions - -who may be quite apprehensive about

what they consider to be the negative effects of automation technology in the

workplace.

Hr. Usilaner seemed to suggest that while some of the barriers are being

overcome, others may persist for several years, despite the presence of powerful
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stimulators. The witness also aphasized that rising labor costs, decreasing

competitiveness in the world market, and shrinking market shares, while problems

in out economy, also act as stimulators to the development and use of automation

technology. Potential uiers seek such automation to reduce costs, inc eeeee

market share, and meet competition more effectively. In addition, he noted that

the Urge market potential for information technology also acts as a strong

stimulator to manufacturers "to create new and better products, systems, and

support services."

While not using the words "barriers" and "stimulators" per se, Ht. Chamot's

estimony did imply that the potential for,automation to eliminate human activ-

ities, reduce skill requirements for some crafts, and decrease the quality of

working life could constitute significant constraints upon rapid a'doption of

autoaation technology - -especially by unions.

On the other hand, he mentioned that "further development in computer

vision and tactile sensing miay act to autoaste s good deal of asseabiy work and

materials hat'Idling activities in manufacturing firms." B. admitted that con-

timing capitalization and reorganization of office work would likely improve

decisionmaking and work flexibility In service Areas of our economy. Re thus

thst investments for information technology in office and service areas

could be considered stimulators to automationat least to the extent that they

led to new products, new services, and new jobs.

In general, both witnesses appeared to accept the idea that au tion

...-

will likely expand over the -next few years. The nature

"-------°ntestimony revealed that rapid gromth o

tone of their

n depended on how effective

the stimulators.were in overcomin3hefairly explicit barriers. kr. Chamot

placed heavy emphasis 2undsnding and applying human'considerations when

automating the AmAPiece, while Mr. Usilaner placed technological and financial.
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factors more on an equal footing with social (human) ones when discussing the

pushes and pulls of automation in the wotkplace.

C. POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF AUTMATIOH OH THE WORKFORCE

poth witnesses explicitly recognized the possibility of

ment thim is due to the introduction of information technology' (computers and

telecommunications)intotheAmericanworker, both indicated a

need to balance the demand for new ski s created by automation with skills made

obsolete,, and conlequ.ntl b8displaced, by automation.

A large port1oof the testimony of Hr. Chamot, who represented the AFL-

CI!a-srlient on the theme of potential impacts of automation upon the human

work forcb He thought that "the application of comiouter and microchip tech-'

nologle, coupled with the range find flexibility of telecommunications systems

and other devices and materials, offer a potential for change wnich is truly

profound.: He emphasized that the American labor movement was not opposed to

technological change or productivity improvements per se; rather, it was con-

cerned with the degr,ee of management and societal awareness of the problems

that must be faced and resolved as specific technologiCal changes are introduced

into the workplace.

For example, in manufacturing, new technology which resqlts in the
development of new products may well lead to the creation of new jobs.
On the other hand, technologies which improve the productivity of
processes involved in the manufacture of existing product? may lead to

a net reduction in jobs, even if output expands. Similarly, in services,

replacement of workers by computers and telecommuniqations systems can
reduce employment in the industry, or at ;east limit growth, even with

rising output. In other words, if productivity tises faster than
output, employment will drop.

Hr. Chamot referred to'the current recession and remarked that "it would

be difficult, if not impossible, to get en accucate count of jobs lost to

automation in the face of an 'rerwhelming loss of jobs created by poor economic
,
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decisionmaking.. Nevertheless, the tone of his remarks appeared to reveal th"

continued application of information technology In factories and offices will

reduce the demand for both blue-collar and white-collar workers In the American

woekplace over the ensuing years.

In addition, this witness strongly urged that close attention be paid to

the human impacts In the workplace as information technology gets implemented

there. He optialstically said that the quality of worklife could not only be

maintained but improved If such things as Increased leisure time for workers,

fewer hours In the workday and In the workweek, Increased vacations, exp'ansion

of ehi public sector to proyide socially useful and needed servicesrand

maintenance ok,employee control over machines could be incorporated.

"The potent'ial for job displacement Is the other side of the coin that

4 must be considered when discussing adWancIng United States,"

stated Nr. Usilaner. He remarked that almost all experts agree that short-

term job displacementa temproary loss of Jobe until new jobs are created and

filled by retraining worker, displacedwill continue for some time. Alterna-

tively, there Is little agreement among the experts on long-term job displate-

menta relatively permanent increase in unemployment4levels. He objectively

discussed these concepts further.

Some believe that unemployment levels will not increase because
automation will assist U.S. Industries In fighting foreign competi-
tion and foster economic growth and create many new jobs. Others

think that automation will create structural changes In the work-
force because a mismatchbetween the skills required In the new
Jobe and the capabilities of those unemployed will occur and the
Increased capacity to produce goods and services will outstrip the

demand. Thus, the economy will not be able to absorb all the

displaced workers.

In this connection, Hr. Usilaner made special mention of the limited

progress of the U.S. Department of Labor In analyzing the potential impacts

of automation, especially in terms of information displacement, job movements,

and skill shifts.

24 5
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IV. MAJOR THEMES CONCERNING THE OFFICE OF THE

'The topic for the second part of th, h'eatchg concerned ,the emerging

computers and telecoamunication in the office environment--variously known as

%

'the paperless office, the office of the future,-the automated office, and the

electronic office. The major themes relating to the impacts of information

technology in the office woekplace were discussed by the three witnesses, -'

Amy Whol, Hr. Stan Schrager, and Ms. Judith Gregory. Thl themes revolved ,

around fIt'ting our Nation's human'resources Into the increasingly technologically-

based offices. Specifically these were:

1. Changing Working Conditioni in the Office;

2. Computer Liter.acy and Training in Office Automation; and

3. Job.Displacement Potential in the Office.

A. d'HANCING WORKING CONDITIONS IN THE OFFICE

While all the witnesses agieed that our Nation will see an enormous influx

of information technology, both hardware and softwai0, into business and pro-

fessional offices they did not agree on the ways such technology is likely to

impact working conditions in the office. One witness felt that the office

generally benefit; a second was much less convinced of the benefits of
4

'Not
office nutoiation--at least as'it is now progresaing; and a third witness ap-

peared to be uncommitted to a definite position in either direction.

Hs. Wohl declared that office automation is unlikely to evolve in an orderly,

gradual way. She thus implied that thsre would indeed be a "revolption in office
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work." She stet.ed that "jobs of office personnel will change significantly in

the next few years aod that these persons will be interacting with various wes

of computer-based systems most of the time." This witness did not think that

these developments would dehumanize_the office workplace or allow computers to

control office workers; rather, "they [computers) will do what they are told."

She stressed the.fact. that since personal computers and associated products
14

were being ordered, installed,.and used in offices at very rapid rates, the way

people will work in these offices will inevitably change. She *implied that

these changes ire likely to be primarily positive.

The testimony. of Ms. Iudreh Gregory had a much less optimistiC tone. She

declared that "office workers will find themselves threatened mith many of the-

sane processes of job degradation which undermined the skilla and dignity of

an earlier generation of industrial workers." She believed that information

technology would only add to the existing problems of clerical workers - -most

of whom are women - -namely, that of low pay, job segregation, dead-end jobs,

and discriminatory employment practices. She believes that the majority of

women office workers will have to become more spedialized and perform smaller

fractions of the l/tger tasks; consequently, they will require less ;raining

and have less chance for advancenent. In additioh, she noted, 111 clerical

workers use canptuer-related technology, job stress is likely to increase and

occupational health hazards are likely to become significant. She gave as

examples of this possibility the fact that computerized monitoring of workers'

c
speed and volume is beginning to take palm*, and eye and muscle strains

caused by working intensively with'video-display te _INA* increasing.

On the other hand, this witness wag careful to point out that "it's abt

the technology per se which cuases these problems, but rather how the technology

is used by management, and how workers are illowed to, or forced to, use it."

2:47



She saw no reason why working cendiCions in the office could toiNe improved,if

conscientious attempts were made to do so by management. a

Flexibility and versatility of computir technolgy make tl:ese possi-

billties.asiquely possible: to make better Jobs, better working-
conditions, better use of human resources, unprecedented chances
for advancement, address and reduce discrimination, ability for
improved services and more available services.

Hr. Schrager, the last witness in this part of the hearing:discussed office

working conditions fro% a corporate pelspective. Yor example, he stated,

. . overall autogation strategies must be developed and implemented \

in order to avoid confusion, duplication, and the possibility that
various systems will be put into place that are not compatible, poten-
tially causing the office staff to use incompatible systems to get

their overall Job accomplished.'

The implications of this remark are thst no office strategy or the wrong strategy

for implementing office automatign would be inefficient not only in ieras of

excess expenditures but also in terms of Job stress and productivity.

B. COMPUTER LITERACY AND TRAINING IN OFFICE AUTOMATION

There was an overwhelming consensual among the three witnesses that as

computers get installed, in offices--ad elsewherecomputer literacy has to

Improve greatly. The Implication was that'training in the office would have to
. ;

be increased to help accomplish thii.

In discussing computer literacy, Ms. Wohl declared, . . we have not done

a very good job at encouraging the formal progress of Comptuer literacy, because

a lot of it has taken place informally through market forces.". She suggested,

that changes in the tax laws by the Federal Government could speed 4 such '

progress. She also highlighted 4the relationship between computer interfaces

and computer training, stating that "the'simpler the former are designed, the

more painless the letter will be." She illustrated this concept by mentioning
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that a bank teller machine is a perfect interface in the sense that if you use

it correctly it can give you very tangible and immediate results in the form

of money.

Hs. Gregory emphasized her conern that minorities, women, and older workers

not be left behind when office managers think about computer literacy.. "For

example, I know people who are sending their children to computer literacy

courses at the age of ten." She continued by saying that these were private

courses which some persons will be able to afford and some not. She felt that

this "repetition of a theme of polarization" would widen the gap between those

who can afford to become computer literate 1.14 those who must remain behind

because of iosufficient resources.

With respect to training per se, this witness emphas, d that workers had

a basic right ta receive training in thjemerging tec ologies'and that such
/

training should be provided during working hours ayemployer expense. Ih addi-

tion, she suggested that Government funding be p ovid.ed to support.training

initiatives with regard to the new technolo. With "funds targeted for those

.
most in need'and for industries where computer technology.is beirig introduced

rapidly."

Industry has dome a long way.in technical training, commented Mr. Sfhrager.

"Such training exists at Chase, not only for the technical staff, but also for

nOntechnical managers, clerks, and secretaries." The witnese indicated that

Chase was not unique in this respect; other 26mpanies also offer exiensive

internal training programs to retrain current employees who are In ocdupations

being displaced by computers. This opimistic peispective waS conditioned by

some frustration when he declared:

Although many businesses purchase the latest in automated office

equipment, too often management methods remain rooted in pre-

automation techniques due to their lack of training in the potehtial

7.

11.510 0 - 83 -
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uses of the technology at hand. . . . training programs must be put .

into place to prepare the office populatidn and help the transition
Ito office automation] work smoothly.

Two of the witnesses specifically vented Government particiption in

fitting (Mice workers into the computer age; a third said that the private

sector has Provided needed training in this area and implied that Goverment

intervention may be unnecessary. This latter witness qualified his remarks
1

by saying that training has been inadequate to deal with the technology that

is coming. In all likelihood, the Federal Government is likely to become

involved in computer training simply because a majofity bf office personnel

will be interfacing with information technology in some way over this decade.

Since the U.S. Government employs significant numbers of cg.fice workers,

it may be Implied that the Government will,have an important stake i office

automation.

C. JOB DISPLACEMENT POTENTIAL IN THE OFFICE

While all the witnesses agreed that the coming automation in the office

will have important impacts on office employment, each expreased his/her con-

cern in a different manner. Only one of the witnesses appeared less concerned

with the potential for job displacement in the office of the fiature.

The witness representing "9 to 5, The National Association of Working

Women," thought that the,effects of automation in the office will occur slowly

in the United States; hOwever, she was &lad, careful to mention that accumulating

evidence suggests that a dramatic loss in office jobs is very possible in the

next 10 to 15 years. She poOted out that. "while a record 12 million women

entered ehe workforce in the 1970s, az' even greater number will seek work--

an additional 16.5 million women-7in the 1980s." She expressed strong concern
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that "the.continped need for clerical workers may be masking the potential

job-displacing effects of automation in office industries.

Anothei witness, Amy Wohl, spent considerable time exploring the job dis-

pla:::;7;71:01.gcrton and had differing opinions--depending on the time period

being scrutinized. In her testimony, she declared:

In/4c-short term, there is really no effect on employment at all,
that is, we are simply training peop/e to use more sophisticated
equipment, and we are not eliminating anyone or ready to hire fewer

workers. In some medium-term ense, 2 to 5 years after a company
begins to automate, we run into a whole set of computer problems,
as major pork forces are affected bY the process. During that

medium tern range, we start to see some employment displacement. . .

In the long term, we are going to have major social problems with
the fact that there will be fewer jobs after automation Is completed
or well under Say than we would have without automation, and this
is going,to call for changes in the infrastructure of the whole
society. . .

This witness felt that the rate of office automation will not be slow; rather,

because of the coat availability and the ease of,use of the new personal cow-

outing products, it Is golagtO progress quite rapidly. This will tend to

compress the short- and mid-term time frames and make job.displacement in the

office less controllable.

The final witness in this part of the hearing, Mt. Schrager, emphasized

that automation was viewed by the banking industry as a way to reduce staff

in the 1960. and early 1970s, and during these years large financial organize-
.

tions did have many people displaced by technology. However, he said that

such is not the case today. "Mitch of that type of work has been accomplished

and few opportunities to do more of the same in the future exist." His

rationale for this conclusion was that automation today I. being used more

creativelyat least in the banking industry--and has become a means of

providing a vAriety.of new types of customer services.
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V. MAJOR THEMES CONCERNING THE FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

,The last part of the hearing dealt vith automation that is evolving in

the factory or manufacturing sector of the economy and'how factory work is

likely to.change. Six major themes concerning various facets of automated

manufacturing technology and robots emerged in the testimony given by three

witnesses - -Mr. Dennis Wisnowsky, Mr. George Munson, and Mr. William Eittle.

These themes were:

1. International Competition in Industrial Automation; e

2. Applications and Utility of Robots and Automated Manufacturing
Technology;

3. Impact of Automation on Industrial Employment;

4. Training and Retraining Industrial Workers;
4

5. Cooperation To Advance Industrial Automation; and

6. Federal Roles in Industrial Automation.

A. INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION IN INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION

In recent years several nations have begun to compete--aggressively a'nd

effectively--in the world automation market. Their actions in the industrial

marketplace reflect the growing recognition of the need to operate their

factories in a more productive manner. All three witnesses made explicit

reference to the growing international competitiveness in industrial automation.

Mr. Wisnowsky declared that our international competitiveness has declined

and that automation is the'one chance the United States has to compete successfully
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in an area where we were once dominant. In elaborating on the reasons for this,

he stated:

Some have to do with our inability to understand the nature of

international conpetitiveness. Other reasons havt to do with

the fact that other countries are simply better organized, and
to a certain extent, are better equipped emotionally and educa-
tionally to.deal with the very, very complex problem of indus-

trial productivity.

He noted that other countries competing in the world market have national

productivity programs which support basic industries and adopt 'automation

technology in a manner which saves and creates jobs. While he admitted that

the United States is -slowly positioning itself to tackle its productivity

problems, he felt that we do not possess anything resembling a national policy

with regard to industrial technology.' He further commented that "this may be

a reflection of our insistence on a management strategy Which adapts to change

rather than menages change." To strengthen his contentions, this witness

presented a number oyxamples of the efforts of other nations to improve

productivity. For instance, in Japan, a Nisson plant assembles 1300 cars in

an B-hour shift with 67 workers. A West German aircraft plant produces machined

parts for fighter aircraft in a totally automated 'and flexible manufacturing

system. The West Germans also have combined with Sweden, Norway, and Denmark

in an international autOmation project targeted at outdoing the Japanese in

automation.

"Our economy is no longer young and it is an economy that now faces more

economic competition throughout the world,"' declared Mr. Bittle, another witness

in this part of the hearing. He showed concern about whatehe called "our in-

discriminate and unnecessary transfer of technology," whcch was done primarily

by our multinational corporations to increase sbort-term profits. He believed

that such narrOw economic criteria of transnational companies is 'causing an
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erosion of our manufacturing base and is hindering the traditional well-being,

of the calamities dependent on it." The writs of exporting technology,

he asserted, should be judged not only on profits but also on the "husan and

social problems it may create."

The last witness, Mr. Mlinson, pointed out that the United States has

successfully developed automation technology, but has not exploited it as well

as our world tradyig partners. As a result, our exploitation failures are

caused by our not creating the blisi4ss atmosphere of risp-taking. "We are

grossly deficient in the vay we operate our.factories compared with our

foreign competitors; the average age of U.S. manufacturing equipment is

20 years while in Japan it is alder 10 years."

The,witnesses offered a nuaber of rationales for what thiy saw as increased

competition from abroad. They suggested that we have failed to foraulate a co-

herent strategY to counter foreign competition to U.S. enterprises and to provide

encouragement to the innovation and transfer processes which brings technology

into widaspread actual service.

B. APPLICATIONS AND UTILITY OF ROBOTS AND AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

Two of the witnesses provided evidence of the substantial role robots and

autoaated liatufacturing technology can play in U.S. econosic growth with one

being very specific about existing and poteniial applications.

In Mr. Wisnowsky's vied, the application of autosation technology in-

corporates the use of robots, computers, and data bases to create inforsation

management systems, computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing

systems, factory control systems, and "intelligent" manufacturing processes.

He emphasized that these applications could not only improve output per,-son -hour,
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but could also contribute to the economical production of a variety of products

In small batches, improve prance quality, alloy faster response to marterials

and process changes, and permit fuller use of ivailable capital, equipment,

energy, and materials. Furthermore, as manufacturing needs change, "robots

can be reprogrammed and need not be scrapped when tooling production." In

speaking about the factory of the future, this witness commented, .

the real promise of the factory of the future is to provide the

appropriate balance of the efficiency of traditional large-scale

operations, the flexibility of today's robots on the ship floor,

and the effectiveness of tomorrow!s computer and integrated

manufacturing systems.

The other witness who spoke about applications, George Munson, delineated

seven major areas where robots might ie applied. These were:

1. Spot welding automobile parts and bodies;

2. Loading and unloading =Chine tools, die casting machines,

presses, etc.;

3. Materials handling and palletizing in diverse industries;

4. Forge shops and foundries;

5. Assembly work;

6. Electrical and electronics fabrication; and

7. Arc welded fabrication.

He illustrated most of these applications by showing film clips of different

industrial robots In operation. Not only were the depicted operations described

but some impacts and advantages were also discussed.

This witaess also described quite well exlitIng installations by saying

that they are "Islands of automation In which typically one robot tends from

'one to five machines" and "the trend is to link several such workcells to produce

an integrated manufacturing system which is usually more cost-effective." He

elaborated further on trends bY, saying:

The advanced systems of the robot have the ability to see as well as

to coordinate its notion with two moving conveyors. The parts cone

rather randomly down by conveyor and are looked at by a camera and

the intelligence is transferred into the robot's program to instruct

it on what the orientation of a part is so that it can now place these

parts in a regular fashion.
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It appears that both witnesses considered robotics, a relatively new

tenhnology, essential to the automated manufacturing process and the factory

of the future. In addition, both emphasized the capability of robots to

perforis a wide variety of tasks in a cost-effective manner. Almost no

negativi comments were expressed relative to the utility of the emerging

industrial tenhnology.

C. WWI OF AUTOMATION ON INDUSTRIAL ENPLOTKENT

All three witn sssss averred that industrial automation will impact

eeployment and jobs in the factory enviroilment.. The two witnesses representing

industry appeared optimistic with respect to such impact, while the witness

acting as a spokesperson far a union was much more cautious in predicting such

an impact.

Mr. Mason stated that the effects of automation on the industrial work-

place has already been quite positive. -Millions of new jobs have been created

While at the same time the industrial worker's lot has vastly improved." In

fact, he mentioned that the robotic industry is probably respo:nsible for 10,000

new jobs and is expected to grow at about 35 percent.a year over the decade of

the 1980s. This growth, together with expected incr sssss in factory productivity,

should generate not only more jobs but better ones, he remarked.

The tqstimony of Dennis Hisnowsky revealed a perspective similar to that

of the above witness. To him industrial automation is not the cause of unemploy -

sent - -in the auto industry or elsewhere. He mentioned that the 20,000 or so

robots at Work in American factories may have caused some job displacement,

but also have created many new jobs. Further, he stated that "one reason

for high unemployment is that robots do.not exist in greater numbers." To

st.
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illustrate and validate his point of view, the witness noted that in.the 190s

there were warnings that computers would cause mass unemployment and that the

opposite turned out to be true. In addition, Hr. Wisnowsky quoted a congressional

staff economist, Richard K. Vedder, in a report to the Joint Economic Committee

oi Congress:

History shows that Labor-saving techniques have led to improved
living standards, higher real wages, and employment growth. Robotics

will raise productivity and with that, the material rewards to em-
ployers and employees alike.

The witness from the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace

Workers remarked that his most important concern in industrial automation was

to ensure national full employment and tO help initiate programs to assist in

doing so. He testified that:

With full employment, business would be encouraged to innovate,
to introduce new technology, since there would be a market for

their products. In the absence of full employment, however; rapid
and thoughtless technological change can only exacerbate social
problems, especially through the displacement of workers--particularly
minorities and wonen who are just beginning to achieve job levels
which permit them to enjoy the benefits of technology.

Bittle's remarks also reflected the viewAhat the emerging robots and

other electronics-based'devices being hailed as timesavers could easily result

in high unemployment if their introduction was not carefully planned by all

parties involved. For example, "layoffs'oould be avoided provided any necessary

reduction in force is permitted to take place gradually through natural

attrition--voluntary quits, retirements, and deaths."

D. TRAINING AND RETRAINING INUUStRIAL WORKERS

training and retraining was another prevalent thetie in the testiwony of

the witnesses in this part of the hearing. There appeared to be a consensus

that.. the real issue regarding blue-collar workers' in a technologically advancing
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economy was training--not In terms of robots per se but, more broadly, in terns

of learning to understand and service all the sophisticated computer-driven

machines that will be appearing in the manufacturing process. In one way or

another, all made reference to the kinds of people that will be needed, including

skilled technicians, computer programmers, industrial designers, automation in-

structors, maintenance experts, marketing personnel, and many different types

of engineers.

Mr. Munson stated:

New programs are required to develop the required curricula,
particularly at the vocational school level- Further, subsidies
or tax breaks ihould be considered for in-plant, on-the-job
training as well as for company-supported outside programs.

Mr. Wisnowsky pointed out that the woekplace is undergoing significant

changes and, consequently, a certain portion of the worker's time should be

devoted to training. He suggested the possibility of building training rights

into the wage structure as vacations and other fringe benefits are today.

According to Mr. !little, since new forms of work will be introduced by

technology into the factory environment, workers have to be given the oppor-

tunity to acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to adapt to this environ-

ment. In a'ddition, he stressed that training should be examined within a

larger context than has been common in the past. He noted that:

There will be situations where either the new technology requires
substantially fewer workers or present employees are not capable
of successful retraining. In these cases, it should be the company's
responsibility to train the employee for jobs not necessarily related
to the new technology per se. These jobs may be within the existing
facility orat other plants of the company or, as a List resort, in
the community at large.
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E. COOPERATION TO ADVANCE INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION

In similar ways, each of the witn eeeee brought out the concepm, of co-

operation among different groups involved in industrial automation. All

were receptive to the idea of the public secmor and the private sector

working closely together in this area.

Mr. Wisnowsky rcommended that our Nation combine the best of academia,

government, and industry to sponsor joint productivity programs which would

test out factory automation ideas. He reminded the Subcommittee that this

approach was very successful in the space program which also created a number

of spin-off technologies, products, and even whole industries. In concluding

his testimony he reiterated the need for coOeration, by stating the.; "we'

need to begin to change our attitude about ourselves. The best way to do

this is to practice working together: government with industry with academia"

\41Mr. Mnnson also brought out the need for cooperation near the end of

his testimony whea he spoke about leadership roles. He commented that:

The required leidership [in ind4strial automation] comes not only

froa the boardroomr-for long-range planning . . . but from Government--

to encourage investment in new equipment and new methodologies and

to provide incentives for bold and risky actions. It comes alsb

from an enlightened labor force ready and eager to be trained for

and take on new jobs created by technological innovation.

William "tittle advocated virtually the saie c s when he said:

The time is now--for trade unionists, for government, for industry--

to develop a strategy for dealing with technological dhange in a

creative manner. . . Through negotiation, employers and employees

can develop approaches that humanize both the workplace and the work

itself; including the impact of innovation and new technology on

workers' jobs, earnings, and futures. . . . We must further recognize

that they (problems of automation) cannot be solved by unions or

collective bargaining alone. Rather, government, industry, and even

the scientific community must join In the development of social

policies desIgned to sake working people the beneficiaries rather

than the victims of new technology.



The Implfdition of the egreement of all the witnesses, la this part of the

hearing, on the need for all societal seiments to work cooperatively to minimize

economic dislocation that could be caused by 'technological dhange, suggesti that

they would favor inCreaseeettention to developing national policies on changes

due to industrial automation.

F. FEDERAL ROLES IN INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION

The need for the Federal Government to play a part 4n industrial automation

also received prierity attention by all three witnesses. Part of the potential

Federal role was discussed above ln terms of the need to work coopeiattVely

with the private se,eor. They also enumerated other roles'for the Federal

Government.

Mr. rattle advocated more'and better information on industrial automation

and suggested a clearinghouse on innovation and technological change and its

effects on the welfare of the American peoplomeeffnob skills, on training

needs, and on industry location as a means of obtaining such information.. He

stressed that such information could be made available to emploYers, to uniqns,

and to others upon request and could significantly contribute to solving

problems that inevitably arise when automation technology is appliet to the

industrial workplace. Mr. !Attie implied that the correct facts would.help

alleviate adversarial positions taken by labor, management, and other concerned

parties.

From Mr. Munson". point of view, the major role of the Federal Government

is to establish policies which encourage manufacturerslarge and smallto

invest in automation equipment. For example, he noted that tax'breaks and

subsidies cluld provide incentives for the private sector to perform research

41,
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aimed at developing new methodologies andto carry out more.technology trans
.

fere among various indnstries

14r. Wisnowsky's suggestions went further.on the role of the Federal Govern
.

sent. He stated that in order to create a climate in which general economic

growth and growth in the number of Jobe could occur, the Federal Government

should "provide see& mzney and leadership.for the creation of programs and

try out'ideas in very big ways--approaching the magnitude of the space program

of the 1960s." This witness also recommended tax incentives or tax credits to

reward investment in automation by nannfaturing firms and Commented that these

should go beyond accelerated depreciation of capital equipment. "I believe that

we should even consider protection or direct subsidies for tbose industries

experiencing unfair competition." Finally, he suggested that the Federal

--Government encourage technology transfer along the lines of the StevensonWydler

Tethnology Innovation,act of 1980. He noted that "tax dollars are Pumped into

our Federal laboratories but comparatively little is done to commercialize the

products arm', processes dvelofed in them."
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